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PRTZACE

Ideas about volunteer work in °ducat.= are developing

rapidly. What is written can at best be considered an interim contri-

bution to a very pressing need. In 1963, in a briof pamphlot entitled

After School Study Centers: Vo lrtheer Work in I wrote 1ted
observations on the problems and potentialities for supi:ile..menta.ry

education. This document has supplied the basis of a vazicty of public

and private efforts and for this demonstration pro; c.:et; a copy is

fore included in the appendix..

Because of the rapid development of volt err work ana t&-zierinz,

in education* in 1965 the University of Chicago pLblic.:hed r4.7.

Hands: Volunteer Work in Edueraon* in order to help meet the need. for

ratorial in this field. The year before per this vent from the T70 S.

Office of Education* I started an intensive study of a mcr

school study centers in Chicago, .which is descril;,c-4 in this rkziort.

Hundreds of volunteers and as,rency otaff me:Lb-cr.-5 ri.r..-de

contributions to the research as:pi:lots of the dcz..=',ration, projex:,,

e-,e volunteers* ranging from him aohool students to retired' the

ga,ve educational help to children* and the elc=nta-7 school chilCren

who volunteered to accept help, =de the study centers po3sibleo

I am most grateful to Miss Edith Daley* coordinator of North

Park Study Center. I wish also to actalowledge impwtrzat contributLonz.

by Mr. Pranab Chatterjee, Mrs. Robert Cros=an, Timothy Leggett*

Miss Delores Longs Iles Kathleen McCourt, Ann Parolius* Yr.
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David Street. None of these is to be held responcd.ble fcr my part Uf

this report. Rather, they have played an instant part :al this °Mort

to study the rewuitment and training of volunteer workers 4th chilarcz

iv
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SUMMARY

"After-School Study Centers: Experimental Materials and Clinical

Research" was a three-year demonstration program designed to explore the

potentials and limitations in the use of volunteers in inner city education.

Under the direction of the principal investigator, four centers supplied

sites for training and demonstration work, for research and for the prepara-

tion of materials. The first center was located in a store fronton the Near

North side of Chicago and operated by an independent community group in

a highly disorganized slum area; the second center was operated by the

YMCA in a racially changing area, the third was a college student project

in the Wood lawn community dnd the fourth was operated in the Wel les-

Darrow housing project in conjunction with the Chicago Housing Authority.

Cooperative arrangements were worked out with other particular volunteer

projects in Chicago. During the period of the study, there were in Chicago

over one hundred related projects operated outside of the public school system.

in the four demonstration sites, the program emphasis was on one to one

tutoring at least once a week for primary school youngsters who were acaCemi-
.

cally below grade level. In all of the centers,academic groups were combined

with a variety of leisure-time activities, cultural enrichment programs includi'n

field trips, and in two of the centers, the youngsters were served snacks.

It was assumed that rather than instructional techniques or curricul,m rnc-

terials, the essential element for effective tutorial assistance would be grounded

in rewarding and stable personal relations between tutors and youngsters, as



well as the general climate of the after school study center. Students were

selected on the basis of self referral as well as referrals from public and paro-

chial schools. The study centers sought to assist youngsters in medical prob-

lems, especially with eye glasses, and to serve as an information center for

available community services.

The research design called for a comparison of academic achievement in

reading before and after tutoring as measured by performance on the Gates

Reading Tests . Almost all of the youngsters served by the four centers were

Negroes; the majority were from very economically deprived backgrounds.

For a control group, a comparative sample of youngsters from a nearby city

without a volunteer program was utilized. Extensive documentation was col-

lected by means of participant observation, notes on individual youngsters pre-

pared by tutors, study center supervisors, and the principal investigator. The

tutors and the study center coordinators completed a questionnaire on their oxper-

iences and perspective and their evaluation of the performance of their stueents.

In addition, a special field survey was completed which was designed to inves-

tigate the organizational factors associated with the stability of after school study

centers.

The selection of youngsters for tutoring was not found to be a maior prJblern.

Self referrals and referrals from schools were adequate if testing was done so tha:.-

the criteria of youngsters who are more than two years behind in reading perfor-

mance were excluded. Emotionally disturbed youngsters tended not to 1.:e these

study centers. Moreover, it was found that in the public schools without tutor-

ial assistance, students fell further and further behind in reading year by year.

2
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The quantitative test score data, supported by the control groups, and

buttressed by the case study findings, showed that the cam:1%1;711c programs c

the after school centers had a discernible impact. Reading progress of epp-ex-

imately one month in one month of tutoring once a week was the pattern in

three different centers. As a result, it was possible to cut down the conrinu-
.

ous process of retardation that takes place in the normal course of events in

the public school system. In addition, the case for the effectiveness of volun-

teer work in after school study centers is strengthened on the basis of cost analy-

sis, which shows the relatively low investments that are involved; from apprOx-

motel)/ $25.00 to $40.00 per pupil per year. The data collected show some

differences in the relative effectiveness of the different study centers. More-

over it was inferred that most of these youngsters, without prolonged and con-

tinuous tutorial assistance, would display increased retardation.

The special organizational survey, plus data based on direct observation,

underline the obvious point that the commitment and skills of the coordinator of

the individual after school study center is crucial in determining effectiveness.

It was not so much specific training and experience in c:ducation that was ersz.,n-

tial for a study center coordinator, although such experience could be haltful.

It was, in fact, an ability to perform limited administrative tasks, a srrong

commitment to the goals of the program and an ability to relate to vofuntezi-s

youngsters. Persons with experience in community organization were more: effec-

tive. Moreover, the success of study centers rested on the organizationet 'ci

that the coordinator could create.
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The original assumption that the effectiveness of study centers cnc.: va:u-

teers did not depend on the question of specific educational meeria!s was borne

out. It was found that adequate materials exist and could be rapidly assern'Lleci.

With some orientation and continuous supervision, it was possible to instruct

volunteers in the essentials of tutoring. An overriding conclusion was thct the

effectiveness of the volunteer tutor rests in her belief in the potential of the youngs-

ter to learn. Occasionally, tutors would have too high hopes, but in general, their

strenght rested in the fresh and unstereotyped approach they had to their youngsters.

It was found that selection of volunteers was not a problem. If recruitment

was carefully managed through personal contacts and through voluntary associa-

tions, appropriate persons became involved. Some volunteers failed, but they

quickly dropped out or were assigned to other tasks in the study centers.

The after school study centers of the demonstration project were voluntc:y

associations organized outside of the public school system. Their indcpandant

organization permitted a high degree of flexibility and a basis for innovation.

They served to mobilize both personnel and resources that would not have been

produced if they were part of the public school system. Moreover, there is every

reason to believe that their separate and decentralized organization made

attractive to youngsters and integrated them into the local community anc: ne:'n-

borhood life. There is also every reason to believe that there is a perrr,:,:nent.

need for such independent and voluntarily organized programs.

However, the volunteer movement in education must, as it has in a varIaiy

of cities, relate itself to the public school system to the point of direct access

of volunteers to the classroom. It appears that such a development must be t:ad



to a system of decentralized administration where the individual principal has

wide authority for the management of a volunteer program in his schoo!.

The demand for volunteer tutors greatly exceeds the supply as currently

organized; moreover, the findings of this study indicate that available volun-

teers are poorly distributed geographically. The communities that need them

the most are the hardest pressed to obtain the necessary numbers. This project

serves as a stimulus to help improve the organization of the supply of volunteers

operating outside of the school system.

It is also abundantly clear that adult volunteers alone will not meet the

pressing needs for tutors both in the school system and in after school study centers.

It will be necessary to employ high school students from the community to do such

work, and although our experience is fragmentary, such an approach seems

Volunteer groups in after-school study centers serve the additional function

of relating inner city parents and their youngsters both to the local public schools

and to other community resources. The experience of the project emphasizes

the social isolation between the school system arid individual fornil ies. The volun-

teers help to inform parents and children how to .relate to the public schoci system.

They serve as an informal channel of communication and a source of support for

both the parents and their youngsters.

The centers worked primarily with children in grades three throujh six, w-.3

were six months to two years retarded in reading. It was assumed on the 'basis of

previous experience, that these children would be the best candidates for help.

Older children, and children more retarded, had been found to be less success-

ful candidates . The experiences in the centers verified these-criteria, d:hough

9
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there were always a minority of children from the upper grades and from the

group more than two years retarded who did well, in general, however, the

centers gradually preferred to work with third and fourth graders whenever

possible, and agreed that even a two-year retardation was generally too

severe for once a week tutoring. ,They preferred to think of one and a half

years retardation as the usual limit for their efforts. In general, the less re-.

tarded the child was to begin with, the more progress he made. A minority of

children were less than six months retarded, or at grade level at two of the

centers, and their progress (tiras superior to the others . However, they were

not included in the data presented on academic progress, because they were

not in the category that the centers were concentrating on.

One of the most .important handicaps in the development of volunteer

work, on the basis of the experience of the project staff, is the lack of ability

on the part of professionals to relate effectively to non-professionals cnd to

help them develop effective skills. In the training of teachers and social

workers, there has been and continues to be little emphasis on how to work

with non- professionals. Some progress has been made but this has been mo:nly

with middle class college-educated volunteers. They reported in conforrinj

with .the project staff that they are treated with much more respect than w4.-as

the case in the past. Both teachers and social workers have progressively rc.::::,:oaa

their hostility toward non-professionals, especially if they are middle class

and if the particular effort is dominated by a middle class staff. There is,

of course, resistance from union organizations and in some areas, from clerical

unions as well.

10
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The central problem is in the attitudes and skills of professionals--

both middle and lower class - -in dealing with volunteers and nonprofessionc;s

who are recruited from low income areas and who have li'mitad educational

backgrounds. Strong elements of professional prejudice are still at work

and there is a general tendency to downgrade these human resources. There

is concern with immediate performance, rather than an emphasis on upgrading

such persons and helping. them to develop more skills on the basis of either

informal or formal training. Thus, greater concern with the training of both

teachers and social workers in lutilizing indigenous personnel is essential.

In the final chapter of the report implications for teacher training are presented.



HISTORZ OF is .73 PCT

l'APTER SCHOOL STELZ CL T3RS: 2:2222=ENTAL

MATERIALS AND CLI:=CIIIITOSEST,ZeTi "

This document is the fina roport of the Office of Educ...tion

research project G-027 entitled M f ter School S'eudy Ceatera:

A. 4 A ) 3 ata.711;EXPartaental :atde lc-LS : %: .,y

Yrs. Gaylo Janouritz prinalpal inveetieetor, ::=6.t.r..; the 1 cr:.
October 1$ 1964 to JUne 300 19630 Ia the ceurea of thLo --7 -t

domaastration and research work was carr:.cd out ia C

study centers operated in the City of alio-az° o we: of thu

school system. The direction of the effort was to preee the e2:k,etf_ve-

nese and problems of volunteer work in eduzatica in the iaac: civo

This chapter sets forth the hi tort' aad tho objectivcc of n.e

In the early - -C WarAlla 4.4.1.re V. Le "

formation of education in the city= ret7Area if

from poor crgmumities were to bo an ecual opr,ertur.L;-,y to

pate in American society. Likcwieo education pra,etieee

improved even in better camnunitiee in ardor to it the eec..1;

dharing todhnologleal society. The use of volunteer uorke:e

development of after school study =torso both incide and

the school, rapidly emerged as one fan: of edueatLonal itmovatior...



With the guidance of the rzincipal -.2.nvccrt,ic:.tor of taili

project, a study center had been developed in 1962 in t:r.-.1

the University of Chicago, in conjtrection t.th the Hyde.P.-z...k

hood Club, a settlement house. nc.,.4611,or7.1.c.)ed T:as an

integration and social averirealtation in urban e:ad

development. Ma study center bad opened in an eL.npty store fro:.t

was due to be demolished as part a the urban renewal yro:-r= it
was projected that this study =ter would later 1,-.=a releoatcd i tZ:e

Ne4tborhood Club's building each was to bo cucpanded. ]; 74642 :Lis

study center had a branch library utich carved aprzo:de.a. tely five

hundred children and its horeowork vet:pi:4,AI. a olientale of et;a-

dents daily; seventy students wzre bedalg ei.von iriclivi.d=2..

soup academic help. In all some fifty volunteers

plus approximately twenty students from ncerby collo.7ce

were interested in work with children. rillo fcUo4n years a rte 7.-.1er cf

new study centers and tutoring projects developed, zoverzl

ing

On the basis of this expericnce, in davelcpinz

center in the Chicago area, the, reecarch outline of this -;rcJ,-;

developed. In the initial procpcotuz the following speoitie

were stated:

1. study problems in orgeni-ing* supervicin? ar~

volunteer after-school study casters, inclu &Ina iz:,ther.IJ

of recruiting students.

2. prepare special materials for the trxining of cuparv'.:.co-4.-,7

and voluntary workers for the ,. ter -acs stutiy

9
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101,11,"11 VIV1,0,

3. study the problems of tutoring yo enters Cu) else

=Icing &deviate provost; in .road:thg and exit:a:let:Lc.

4. su.917 a clinical setting for college students -,413

are :papering for teaching.

5. explore the potentialtdes a=id. .1.itations of trzinf...nz

volunteers for tutorial wait:.

6. evaluate theexperiences and effective:cc= o.? such centc..s.

In designing this wojest thrce

teachinz personnel, carriculura matrials, initructional

and finally uith the lira betu-cen rc.,a c.nd vc..rbal

were set forth. First, improve:Lent in the academic -1;,.fc;:z).:;:.,::o of

pupils from deprived baezvoluads can be produced Iv ...Z.

rapidly trained volunteer persormel oZfw sta1.113

assistance and 1..kio make use of acz.demic inctr.etion f3 cicvcicp
4

W.:AA:CMG Zia acadezi.c and pc.tozi.oziczi 1'1G:1

kand of tutorial work are lirated ..J.nd can to readily

the devolothment of an of or of ther.e

continuing supervision especially b.7 ot. cascu' -.101 L.

The second proposition dealt *.trith lear^1.1- -J. '4'.11.4. V 1...6

curriculum, broadly detAn- od; izr--)row:2ont .cad .c

-%an educational setting aid- 1;11-tell

the puDil into the mainstream al.

jectine; his on eaperiences. Fr= a public policy pc:L.-At a vl

will not suffice to eliminatet the present middle

recreate a culturally ghettoized czoricultza.

Vie third position, which dealt with the iinkEzo

10
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3

rec.ding and verbal skills, was epeculative in i:ts thoorotical

but represented a critical aspect of the acad:mic 7zoram of the v. V ....id

centers. It stated that the development of reading performance, laLch

is judged as a central educational taek of the echool, reqpirou the

improvement and dsvelop=ent of speed's cams these younzetere.

In the original research and demenetratien proposal, tne

broad operational implications of thoze propceitiens were ferth

and they supplied guidelines .cer the develol=sat of the :-ceenctre.t4en

pros'am. The operational implicatien of the T'Iret

an objective that tutors commit themselves to a lair-Isra: oZ Ora: aeret--0

It was also essential-that, although the tutors would be volu-sfeecrs

they develop a professional acceptance of their rob and eaen ay:de-Int-

nent be fulfilled in 'order to nest the expectation. of the pupil. 4-Zae

development of stable supper-Lim relatiana involves eateasive re:.ding

with the child both to make up for the absence of such eticialatien and

as a demonstration of genuine interest in his wall being. Tie whole

approach involves an element of privacy between the tutor and the pupil

even thouel the tutoring work goes on in a largo study center.

element of privacy and personal su:,partls the cpeeiel contily,fe-Lon ez:

the study center in contrast to the basic work of the clas...een

Tne original proposal ale° set forth the notion that ee_e

system of recognition of basic needs of the pupil is eese:lUal

care needs to be exercised to avoid any feeling of bribery.

the tutoring session is over, food. is offered to the pupil, 1)c:-:a be-

cause he is hungry and.as a reward.

In connection with, this ffAxst -pc .position, it is

11
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to probe out those specific technioues Ithich are available to

instruction realistic and supporte,ive of the child. For C.:Zara-2:6S2

this involves the use of the ehildts =Iles respect for his inter.rity

by offering help freely 1/ithout deLarancis on hiz for perfc.-manees:, and

by not allowing him to flounder or fail, but trying to arrange for.

some small success in each lesson.

With respect to the second propozition, it was stated th...t

standardized mass-produced materials world suKoly the ewe. of the, pro- -

am/ curriculum. Nevertheleez, rzztcrials would be Irod-aeczi by

the study center staff to reflect individu:11 needs and local en-4:m-

merit. But it was also stated that there was no need to be. exce:1,L;ively

concerned with specific materials, since

"We are dealing with the sheer necessity of putting

into the hands of these caldron. is study center s--;Lves a r-,::,jor:..-'zsy

of its students the first bad= that they can take hczzo ar,d the fl.rzt

books that they have in their homes. Because it is not bowad.

trary definitions, a great varioty of matmbLz-ls can be used

objects as personal objects become part of the process of intzzrz.zinz

the pupil into the life of the stay canter. Moreowx the Lc.3.:

broad azal reflect the interests of the childrcm -and nc,t,

the authorities."

Finally, in conneaVion with the thiro.'

was raised, "What does it mean to state that the develoi::::ent

skills requires an emphasis on language development?" From ic

point of view, language is an esstztial component of per

development. From. an educational point of view, cozmand

12
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gives meaning to the reading process. (It is stri%ing to rcport

tutors were literally overwhehled wh,en they recoolized that Lc.: CLIE

these youngsters do not fully comprehend that the symbols in their

reading books stand for real objocta.) From a c.altuntal. point of %-law

the pupils must learn to relate their own special soundings to ticsa

thich the school teaches via teztbooka. L'or should it be ow:rice:ad

that reading is exploratory and that the att:..i=eab of verbal skills

enhances the pupil's willinviess to test himself in reading.

The organization and oporation of tlioo d=onst.....ation prc;;zot

was designed to probe these propositions and to evz-luate tha v:Lidity

of their operational implications. Tao principal iriverat4--4,

work half-time on the project. A full-tims projc..;.,:;t coordinz.te:::-.:.:.:1 to

be responsible for the managetiont of the VaZ"I ". A.
No..= "

centers, including recruitLel volur.teor wo::1;ars.

the eohools. There were to be three or four :Italy centers or,..ch

a part-time paid supervisor, and it was also e:-:::actcd. tho

coordinator would serve as a supezvi,sor of one of these

centers. In addition, each study cc. e: would bnirc;

including students to help in the ae::/lazic znd its va::f.o....;

operz.:tions. The principal inveztizator.. wz,s lor

of the paid and the volunteer perscilma..

The project coordinator 1;:as to function in az: a

conzamity organizer. From the very start, it was

co =unity and group work aspects of the demonstration ef.o:-.st

most troublesome and difficult to organize. The first porzon to

englged for this task was a young lady with.an undor,,-adte

13
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...r.-

journalism iho had been active in collega student effa-ts

and in developing a neighborhood study cer.tcr. TAI Yrµti

personnel with such backgromd could rapidly develop i-,114;

leadership for such a post and in the initial ;haze::: of Co;;;:ra.L.,Inz;

with established centers and in setting up ore new hozi;:-.-zoric Jr_

the imier city, her work was very eatisfeotc..y in

the second year because of the groupS developed c=an both st:;.ff

children, and the deteriorating 1.0...4iLhborhocd of ay.; c,.,..7.tea-.

very effective with both individual staff and c;hildren w,;.z;

to develop the.skills necessary to work 11:1.th the groups who 7,:e,,re in

conflict.

It was decided to hire a pzofessional social worixr t:th

community organization and group ::ork V-7.4
t:e

in working with the groups developed at the thc.c,c, 4* NI ft% W.

were volunteers who %malted more or lo;53 struot to the prcz...= --

delincuent groups of boys luto dIkzupted the =1; of the center. tho

time he joined the staff, a former teacher had beF..11 hired to rtza

of the centers, and the involvenc.nt of persons vdth elzerience

social work and education was Eati,02Z,Ctaryo

The role of the pecond "pro foct coordinator::

that of a resc'nrch assistant in tho collection and analy o:

He was successful in the limited role of the a.ottal .

but was limited by his ability as a community organizer .64 ,,S

worker. Whereas the first coordinator had put too much rezp=i1:llity

on the shoulders of non-professicnalL:9 the new coordilnatoz

to allow non-professionals to do enouz,ia mearlingful rk to

jobs.
1'4
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It was teceszary -0 redefine the job:: of tae p:ofoceicnals=

social worker and a teacher--ae rezeareh aceistant.;. She 1-41ilurz.; of

either project coordinator to develop all of the sk1113 neec:seary to

train non - professionals actually turned out to be a eaareo of r.t.z.=1,th,

since the centers developed more of a grass roots elaractcr -411ez. nea-

professionals were put in charge. In retrospect, the very notion .-.)::

project coordinators seems to have been unneceosary. It was en.ur.-

critical acceptance of contemporary comaLmil7y practice and a reeponse

to pressure to develop a demonstration project that wauld confo=. to

conventional standards and therefore be more acceptable for govern=nt

In Ocuober, 19 64, the dczalonatxzw.on 17;11,ae; c2 t'L.0

were launched. 1:-Aelly4e Park 1148hbortood 01-47..)? uhont; the p-...illc-.L.11L1

investigator developed the basic concepts in he preproject ph:Lee,

;raved impossible as an effective demonstration site. The cl:xeetw cf

the club had over-expanded hia program and a= in the federal

source of funds to support his operations. lie refused to Ipcn.-Lt

necessary conditions for effective develop:=t of ezper-L..aata-aen

research. Board i=lbers of the orLanizatien were =et c44.1:1:o:tiv_

the project, but felt unable to intervene. Bythis hcivc.-2.,

vaaety of successful centers had daTieloedo and it was cuito

that such programs could do well in middle-class and ao:v=olza.1 cc:a

munities. he much more important question was whether

could succeed in more difficult, inner-city, or transit-ion. _-

hoods.

Between the time that the proposal for this study-wa:;
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submitted and accepted, the devoloi=ent of acade.::.ic cz.ntere of

the schools of Chicago had p.rocecdcd very rapida..i. The c.-;e:iters C.:oeera.

to cooperate with the staff a1 developed by them .72,N..Ire zolee.ted Lo

repreuent a range of organizational types. . Since CI: Lease FJ 4 Q.

major city to accept volunteers in the schools, 9 -- ly ore hundred pro-

jects of various kinds of academic help developed outside of the p..cheels

between 1962 and 1964. Most successful wore those in he rziddle-c7 x.es

co .ties and in the suburbs.

Many of the new center3 tried to followthe Ii.attor.a of was

original storefront center near the Un..iversity of CI:aim...co in I:lit-Li tho

principal investigator h ad been involved. A very largJ

conaulted with the staff and were cacourezed to develop

terms of their own community needs and resourcer4

4% N.. .NO.

...0410,0M.Pr

t eti '60%., /144...4.1

of the centers in Chicago has aluayc. been their clivezi.;is:::y.)

Daring the first year of the projects the ztaff ben to co-

operate with two centers which continued to wa.:..k cloy with ;;ro-

je-;.ct for more than three years. One wee the No th Pa,r1c. Z,:enter

lvhich was and rema.ined for three yeare the only center in C;.4e:::.;;e

by an ix.dependent citizen board. Tale center is La a pcd-T

is only three and four blocks from ridcae-class co=ur4ti3k3 /roe: I:::

the volunteers come. the other was the South Shore 1"1,:.7.";A, in a. 1L ; -

class transitional neighborhoods a center developed by a tc=ple

and affiliated with a VOA, and in the sscon.d year, asstraed a.;.5 a "17.:;...%

facility.

A homc-irork center was also developed in a poverty arcs., .nd

moved after a semester into a housing project. mss

sewed by a local parents' councils in cooperation with the p.,-to;;eet.

16
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'Ihree other procrms were seloated during the st eh

were located in poverty areas LIne.. which had the claz.c.-nta of sta1:11:1.ty

that seemed necessary few succese.. Taos° included paid

fessional supervision, a mixed ccava of volunteer -e, and sz:.2!: 1.1..r.are Sf.nan-

cial backing from a sponsoring agcnoy. Tv.-o of trace .vr.l.ehed to eeoperz......e

with the projects but came nde' another funded federal progze:z.

remaining one, House, cooperated in teetir..g, bt.t .M...3 closed. suld,:;;:dy

within four months lawn the staff supervisor loft the azzacy.

Only in the North Park center and mss' the housing projc..ct ce::.ter

were staff paid by the research project. ale MCA tutoring project had

adequate staff provided by the agency, as did the other center I.E.:jell

closed within four months.

The fact that there wail: a high death rate =long the Drojc-',..ts

in Chicago was obvious from the be .mining, and the elczlents

for suecessful development were identified in a city-wle:e ca-.131%,

done in cooperation with the Center for Social i-ga:aizati.on StuL'ies

the University of Chicago.. During 'the r.rojects four coll.;;;;-

from two different colleges, were involved in the study of

phases of the development of ctudy conters (worlcd.'rig

papers and two Phi. D. dissertationz....) In additions -idle proj6.;(;-'.;

served on the executive contittee of the New Rezidentts Co4.-.-ittez;

Chicago, Vnich served as a coordinating agency for all ace-A.3.ellic.

efforts outside of school. At the request of the N4yorra

New Residents, a special survey was condUcted to help plan

developments in Chicago. One new development has ben increzo.ei

by the Welfare Council of Metropolitan Chicago.
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During the second year, the project cooper Le;: ':GY0

months a project run by collece stuientso ast

in the inner-city in Chicago, as in other cities, was dc. au

students who were bused in. A nt..-Iber of these cent1/4-xo

- J 4.04

under large federal projects. The cc:atc.,re ecoperatins thc.

Ihirich had a mixed corps of volltateers felt that collegB students. -.ters

not as reliable as volunteers as either houzewives or hi% sc;hc,DI

students. Two college programs avaa..1".e.ble in the city v.-,re eag-:,r to

cooperate with the project; but one eras obvialzsly not acadw.d.c.s.1:14,-

.oriented, and served a captive audience of .144.1.z:icy W.C.:11;Dal.' er.ly

children included in this pro am were mei-, er :. of ths

in procee-L'^, and the agency did not trich to oth:

.0 "..an adjoining poverty areas-Oniversitv of Chic.-o "ud--'s - ----=

a project -each appeared to be stable, and IL:ich was av,i1...L1e

children who needed help and tiro were refer:ed by

student coordinator of this projects -{..ho had served oJ

for more than a years 'was hired by tho projcet a22 for

to help record the ezporiences or this ceabere Zria

to have li_mited stability beccu.:,:: of the

%.0

ot
0.

student:.3 as volunteers and the 1:....-..E.vcidable disso:.u:f.c..:::_

each academic quarter*

During the remainder c:f Lr a demo:a:Are...ion r.enr-ar

candixted in six other projects -.;hich did not have

do the testing. Several reprece:ft new developmc.nts

cooperation; such as the use of urban pro :acs centers and

libraries., and an increased supervised participation of

18
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students and college students -LEI° arc training to bu tcachcrey

Avariety of research e-oroaches were ueed in -c-

effort. First, strong emphasis was placed on pn-ticipant obeer.veion.

of the history and activities of the various study centers. Seee:.d)

tutors and staff personnel mre encouraged to prepare ancedetal

or each youngster so ae to develop case histories.

achievement tests were adminietered in order to resasuro the relL-isive

progress of the students who wore being tutored. t7q..% al 014 al ^,-1-

taken to collect data on a comparable control group from. two lower-

class predominately Negro schools in a madium-siced city in Illinois,

where no supplementary educational help was received.

The fourth approach was to undertake int-ev...A.-J

mires with the staff persaandl aad voluntears a eL,eay 0=LE:re in

order to obtain data on their background, mode of recruitment ani: their

orientation and expectations. Tae firth approach involved two dif2aranT,

organizational surveys of the structure and functioning of so'eete

samples of after school study c' hers

two steps were ass- sted by the Center

University of Chicago, which supplied

assistants.

in Chicago. rL

or social
;;4,44.....4b;.. 4.46.44.4. v y

In the course of 'the development of the project., it

possible to prepare a variety of training sista:L:0.e for use by t: le

Imlunteers. First, a pamphlet entitled, After School

written in 1964 by the principle investigator and dietr4b-:-,ed bur

Mayor's Committee on New Residents. Second, a book-length

entitled 1.1 ei d.n Ha ids was published by the university of

23



1965 in hardcover and paperback ditionz. This volt= 1:-42.

twice by 1967, and was traaslated into Spanish and G=1.1=:.

Tn connection with these efforts, guideline iaaterials ta,;:e

prepared for the Go =unity Action Pros= of the Office of Econe.:.:Lc

Opportunity on the mechanics of developing, cad adzinisterins after

school study centers. The project parlicipated in five 0=y-wide

training conferences and seminars on tba role of volunteers in p;:.1-, is

education.

curing the four years the project, the trojact staff co

sulted with approximately fifty individuals and groups involved in

tutoring projects. Taese included projects in B..atoL.HLrbol.

South Bend, Indiana, Rockford, Illinois, and five stburi-dan zreas.
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CAP II

CAM HISTOI-ZILS Cr, STUDY CENT.ElaS

This chapter sets forth reports on the historical develop-

nent of the sites used in the demonstration valual.Lon C"o-t o-

imlunteer work in education; North Pz.:bk, the.store front encle.=

the Near North Side of Chicago; SoLth Shore, a Yised y.roj:;:lt in

a rapidly racially changing area; ST L? (Ltudc:nt Tutorinz

Project), a University of Chicago student exi1:42 ': :ii h

Woodlawn cannun#7; and WeIlez-Larrow a cezter in a

project. In addition, there is a 1*-.:;ort oz 1::eXialeyHout ia

a homework center was developed, which moved after a sauJI-.:t-,- to

UsIles-Darrow.

Histor of North t

A yottig tom' to had baen involved in t2:)

University tutoring movemert in 1C1. c.net # 11:S

1963, accepted a job as executive dircotor of th.,

Committee on literacy and Learning. Her job was to he.L.p

projects throughout the state, primarily in collego

In the spring of 1964 she decided to start one in the 1:',..;az

the neighborhood where she lived. It is an area cloze to ,-;:.t.:,r-

tainment and nightclub district of Chicago. She hoped to or.;
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center along the lines of the first study center that 'Leen ci:.A=cd

in the Hyde Park community. enlieted a aroup of five flica-.; in

cluding two young men. Five memcers of this group were White; and ono

was Negro.

This group contacted the director of a neiLhberhood boy:a

clubs a community agency with several branches in the area.

director was interested in the idea and ass=ed his cooperation. Xe

at first asked them to meet with him at the rain office of t:e

about two miles from the neighborhood, but after they expL:Limed to him

that they wanted a closer facility, he drove with them to a =ell branch

building in the area where they lived.

2his branch center had one large room and a small office.

The building was available in the eveninge. Looeted in a low inec,...e

area which was predominantly Necr.o, b..:t within a fee,-z'alo,z121 o'

class housing in which the volunteers lived, it was enly

block from a public school.

hey were able to open their program at ths o2 thz.;

summer of 1964, and used the facility three eveninz;s a week.

did not immediately contact the choo1 but deeif.ed to recrui.e

wnrouLh posters in the neighborhood and werIc with the eYlf,r-- -

registered in the recreation prozo=a. Appro:drztely

worked that =mar with 50 dailthften, with =any of the voluntoo...

two children individually. They had no paid staff and soxe--1

young women assumed the job of informal coordination of the

evening.

By the end of the sumer, the group was convir..c:ad tIlat

project could work but they could no longer be house f. by tho ILeld
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house, since recreation groups would have to move indoor ,

a board of directors, elected officers ar too: c moves to incorprato

themselves as a not-for-profit organization. A young 1.ro=1 -who had .

become an informal leader, a clerk for an insurance company, ae

elected as chairman and a young male accountant as vice-chairman. 'A

Negro employee of the telephone company was elected treaslrer and a

young woman who worked as a secretary volunteered to be secretary.

The treasurer was the only Negro =mbar of this &ooup. Tae group of

volunteers were predaainantlY single or divorced people urger 30 years

of age.

After much searching in tae area, the group :ound an unused

storefront in a large building co=ple:x. Tae building ce:pLe.=

originally been designed for an upper-middle class population and re-

mained all-white as the neighborhood around it became all 1Zsc-0u At

the time the group began negotiating for the storefront in this build-

ing, it had become integrated with Negro midd...-class =eying

in.

This storefront was rented in September J2cr $60 a math by

the volunteer group. The management was later to claim it had 1-;.;:_ted

the store front at a subsidized price, but several other stcrefr=te

remained empty in this building for a long time. s-pace

of one large roam, approximately 30 feet by 25 feet, with a

lavatory and office behind. It had been vacated for several

and was extremely dirty.

The group had by this time beer assured of a con-an:.., :;

donation by a local resident of $25 a, month, a $603 the
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Governor's Corzittee on Literacy and Lea:....ninz, and a

the local ICiwanis Club. Tile spe.4. ....

ing the storefront. They were assisted by voltaltoers from .the

Friends Service Committee in the painting job.. .P.pproately 403 ran

%ours were spent in remodeling the szorefl.ont. volunteer:,

work at the center every Saturday and SI.u1day and sczle-'4:zes

evenings* neighborhood children fromthe street came in and .i....oriced

than.

The owner of a nit club and bar directly across from the
1, 4 .center offered min tables, ch.-4r shelves and a de ac from

room. filleae wore cleaned b c1!.1^' oLzate-ziaC044-4 2. iiL 4. ad 1.6 kri

childzen. As soon as the neighborhood out that

donations of books, paper and pencils beg= to z;..pp,,;--.

usual irken the gootrp, was working to have ier,;.:k by and

books or magazimes.

this study -center opened on ...Tovez-ilber 29 2_964. ..a1(.7.elanned

to be open our evenings a wok) thz.ouLh '1:::urziday, 6:30 to C,.

All of the volunteers were young working adults and college

Despite the experience of other centers being over c; tritla

the young adults had swead the 1.-erd throli6:. 'Ca a

the children who helped them Lio .s.:.ccoczfally that on

150 children came to register. ZL'eard cards and fa= 14.;i7.;;

the group had decided to charge 25 cants a year for the s.72v.:,.; r

was the pattern in another center opened in a storefront and ,......-

cotwaged by social workers in the &coup, because nthe childr=

not think they get something for nothing.1, Actually the

collecting the fee became time co=suming and wZ e voLp scan



this idea. eirnAren were assizaed as elute:ay as pozzille oz a fire-t-

ee:le, first-served basis and 70 vol=teers had been recrtultie.d.

planned that each volunteer would see two chilarcz fc.-

hour each. From the very begivaing it we obvio= that the chiliren

had trouble arriving on time and this resulted in a wry

of children present in the available spade and great eon-I:Ile-ion.

The volunteer group had prepared eleborate forme fce- tne

proepective volunteers. Despite the availability of only cue

they had acted the volunteers -,,:hether they preferred to work with -ere-

sehoolers, elementary school abildrea or htzli school children. '1--ney

had also suggested newspaper clubc and asked for a....zzoctions ef

other types of clubs that volunteer& niz"nt wieh to run. It 1:az

obvious widen the center opened that the tutoring proan, would h_ve

be developed first and that this could actually take all of their

Fortunately, no hi,t-L' sdhool studenta carLe and very few 2.:e-echeelere.

Most of the Children, about three-quarters, were frcn the neweet

elementary school and they came by familiec.

It was hard for tic Children to accept the fact that 'Coey '..ould

have only one appointment per week. 'Kest of the et watted to CO=C

day; on the first evening a mother oZ 16 children near the eente:;.

a note explaining that her children hal no place- to do

and could they please come every night. The children were told

could come every night and do 'their hozaework in the azzaler

back, but they actually had no interest in this ath wanted an to

themselves if they did come. One child ufao had been very active L..

helping to set up the center cane almost every evening and attn:L...ed

himself to any volunteer Who was free. At the end of tale



weeks* it was discovered that he had a tutor four eveninze a arld

three people thought he V= aseined to te.q.

After the first four weeks of runing the center with volun-

teers* the staff were most anxious to have paid help. The 1,rojeet staff

met with the board and agreed to cooperate with the center. r, ,

project coordinator assumed the coordination of this center :yet t4e

first several weeks* the chair...Lan of 'the volunteer Loerd alea er..ent

nearly every evening at the center. During the work pert'ice an-1 J,%e

e few weez..e of operatic-1 volunteers oeceeionally ieravided re2resh-. *

meats for the Children and staff.

they decided to forPix,lize these arrangements* and te4a tums

cookies. Each month at a tutor re eleetn,2* the voluzfeeers

=en* the children are invited to volunteerls a2:.rtguent to help

bake the, or to shop with the volunteer. two eee...1; of "e1..e

volunteers who provide refreelueents sezve as hosts oz

is a role prized by the children* often reeentioned in vel,Anteer reperts

as the "reason we had such a toed lescon

Yore than three-fourths of the ozizinal group of tllirty

volunteere from the sut=sr pro ,72= centinued :n the fell.

wau c.panded to seventy before t'4-:e sterefrent opened. E,:;:;.v,

approltmately twenty of the new voiuLtecrs ITCW 1.3 recre.ite

le...:;1nesses and mass appeals. Tea twenty-were* by and 1:1rL:e nee

stable volunteers. The original group, plus the

newly recruited by them became the stable volunteer force

the center* during the first six:months. Despite various

efforts during the next three years the volanteers who .
.

mom
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the center ware almost entirely those recruited throui2h person .l

The friendship group broadened and changed, eines In

turn brought in their friends, but the pattern was definite anal

the number of volunteers remained amazin;;;-ly conetent. 14,,A. Ivo." %la kr CI-. 4,1

the center opened, there were fifty stable vauntearo: cadh year after

for three years, there were appraximately fifty stable volunteers.

The percentage of these uho continued froxz axe saaester to the ne:xt

was the highest among the centers studied, never falling below ci:zty

per cent and ranging up to eighty per coat. .Tho fact that the progr=

continued through thes=mer months accounted for :-.7:aeh of the stabiliy.

Other programs closed and 'found it necescary to recruit more new vo2.tua-

teers each fall.

The relationdhip with the original e-dpohsor the Boys Clu'z,

.

remained ambiguous for a long time. They

to be used since they felt unsure that the =nter would wer:: out4 .41£0

sponsoring group, therefore, selected the r--- ' "114.14V; 0.1? W.I. euay

since they had started at a norti-1 pnrle c 14 t_.0

Shortly after the center opened VI= the Bar.' %-d no "'"4^-$ 4 d V.1.4.4. 4.1

to them, the study center board fouad that their wac to

the head office of the ageaey and that a 7
1...4%.rson

had been assigned to their board ::21.thout thoir kaewIedgz.

from the agency also appeared unexpeotedly at the ecater

occacion tried to take char;e, =Mt;
.

to ca. -- _'..v

The independent board of the center acted for a meeting an

relationship as affiliation only. After that they had no =ere

uith the Boys Club until approzilzately one year later. rJ:Le heLL1Lty

of m.vmbers of the board was understandable. As the dhair=an said,
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"they didntt think we could do it. Nerd that wevve

want to play mother hen."

She bar across the street gave a hootena.zy the firet y:..ar for

the benefit of the center and raised $360. The new year, the r.;e4ele

operation raised $600 and the third year, they raised $I,5 C.."). Jazz

musicians gave their services free of eharce, and the bar gave i-.11

of its profits for the evening to the croup. Volt nt:care from the

center worked as waitresses and waiters in the bar that evening.

In Decethber, 1964, the project hired a local resident from

the building complex as coordinater-in-trainir4g. She was a Ne,:ro wo-

man in her 301s -who had been trained az a beautician and had

of college. Fram the beginning there wv.:.e Nrc:ry :au :l'ic.-zro

(never more than three at a time) in the center. 1144-4,0:.1.46

particularly interested in recruiting fram the building complcez

which the center was located. use building was at this time integrated.

and quite riddle -- class. She arranged several coffee ho; .'s ,mod

ated a great deal of interest but recruited no new vol.enteerz.

worked with Negro newspapers in publicity but agaiz. rese:;.1..e&

She had been in complete agre=cat vith the goals cen-

seemed gradually unable to really aecei..t there. -
1W-i 6. J. iv...

defeated by her efforts to recruit voluatcers. She c-,,:aduif

mere concerned about quiet and order and when the children id

anythi:, to do, she would suggest that they me.lte creiet . =

them in the center. She asked that relsic be piped in. It

came obvious-that she was orienting the tutors herself, feell:

knew more about working with No children. She did net
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instructional and orientation materials that were rreparod.

She had visited the center several times and knew that

volunteers were called by their given names but after she had w.:1:1:ed

there for some time, she expressed misgivinge about this. She caid that

some mothers were concerned about it and it turned out to be only one .

mother who complained. The coordinator-in-training did not know that

the staff was aware that this woman was, in fact, her sister. It'was

almost as though her awn failure caused her to become critical of bath

the volunteers and the children. No one had. erected her to do the im-

possible in recruiting volunteers, but she had felt that this was going

to be her contribution .axed she had talked a great deal abaat What che

was going to do. She became more critical o^ the dhildrenTe a.:7,-;cnce

and put pressure on them to be quiet and behave nicely. She eleo bo-

gan to tell the staff that they daould listen to Me 'o radio eta-ziona

and attend Negro churches to be able to "underst=0; taese dhildreno

Originally the children had liked the coordinator-in-training

very much but gradually this changed and there seemed to be fxst too

much tension between the staff and children and her. If She bad not felt

so defeated in her efforts to build up the representation of :Yr.eas

the center, she probably, wild not have reacted with such apith.r

hostility. Obviously the volunteere were still recruitins new velu.,...-

teers, and she was unable to.

Soon after her position was terminated after three

another coordinator-in-training was hired. She was a young n=;L:;.-o

with two years of college. She CMIP recommended by several teelire in

the community. She was an extremely intelligent girl and the children
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liked her very much. She was an art etedent and the children ree:Jected

her obvious abi7_.ty in that area. L'hatever the did with N.1Vr dhilfn

was extremely good, but after the first week it became obviaele She

had trouble getting to work on time. ahe project ceordinator u.7,.ned

the center and the coordinator-ia-traininz arrived nearly an he-ze.. late

day after day. Various efforts =remade to help her in gettinhcr

car repaired and in telling her to take cabs when nacessca7 but after

zany excuses, this pattern continued for nearly two months. The

children had been extremely fond of her in the be :.::::n ana the

obviously had ability to wrk with thcm, However, they beec.:mc mere

outspo:cen and critical of her than. were the etaff baeauoe weuld

wate:.1---fer-iter.--eacb_434&1 and realiec:3. zaa C.V.Z-3 very late. ',.;1;,...1 4.3::.

overheard agyeeinisxith each other you juet canit count on har.,,

parents also came by a aoupe.e ow acs to Lee if the center u-e.s

opened on time and if the coordinator-in-ag was there9 '.)elese

they had heard about her latenosz.1. This v.-az interesting beoause it

the only time the parents did caae by becauee e.ny ee:e:-.rn of

the center. Other tines they always ca-ae beeauee of speeif*ie

in a dhild. However, the parent:3 did aeam eunre 'eee.:.:,e-

ct the children2s conversation at hcma. %....41.-0.11. 61 60 I).

the .problem could be solved and the would be on time it 1:ae.

that she never could be.

to "'After her job was terminated, she came to ee...

staff to ask for another job in aaother study center.

that she had bought things on credit aceuxiing she would be al:a

the payments and now she was teie.ole to do eo.. Atte.. e_e
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she was known to have two other jobs both 0.,.7 which were tc.:niztin:,),::d

within two weeks because of the same problcm best cone.f.stei-Lly

late. Actielly, if the, problem had been one of baing a fc.7.

late, the staff would have tried .to work with her over a lenz,Lr

of time, but her pattern was one of being consistently late up .ec; arm

hem' a day. Since she was paid on an hourly basis, she was always

quite shocked at the results of her attendance record, wanting to deny

to herself the full extent of her pattern of missing work.

It was during the two menths that this coordinator WZ.,1 3 7.Teeent

that the project coordinator decided to open the cz.Inter fer hez:ewerk in

the afternoons. The schools wcze not notified. because it wae deeide;.-1

to do it on a trial basis for three months. 1: any of the el:a:ire-a

apparently made up homework in order to be able to' not

have meaningful homework so that it roc:11.'1;2'e:: the -ase

activities. A ..oup of six women ez.Ime in three after:we:n.3 is wee:c

three months. Men they decided the neicshborheed was Lecom'n2;

dangerous and they were afraid to cemo in in the devtime,

hood was continually changing and the building ectzp.Le..1: Tale

less middle class month by mo:?,tho It was decided that

other sources of afternoon available car...-.1 so

&rata was discontinued. Althou&h the Lel-Loa had not 1.,eali

it, several teachers sent wczed that they very much zee::;retta,:. its

because they had felt it had successfully motivated the J

their homework. The staff had felt that not mou.i;. childzen.

work of the type that they really need help with to maks the ef2c...it

worth while. After this one attempt to use the cant err
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afternoons, no other effpcts wcro znade to open it rc:;ularlyc:e

hours. The storefront was. used during the two hours, four

eveninge a week, when the tutoring ..orogram was conducted.

After two local coordinators-in-training had proved uns:_tie-

factory, the proSeet coordinator continued to oporc:to the come: her-

self. She had bean involved in the center frca the earlieot bz.-r"nn.Lags

in the former field house. Despite ta =success:a sea, eh for a co-

ordinator-in-training, She provic:ied crucial continuity to the r':crt.

While the plan of the research haa provided that L.-head eont:nua

to run one center, the project staff felt tilat it was i=ort,--It a

local resident be found and trained, in tams of lonz7te= etIbilf_ty fc4:

the center.

In Septeeoor, 1965, a Ilito college :adnas -4e s -ot w11d a co

ordinator-in-training. Despite har youth.eightcca years cf az;e

har limited background in work with children which inoluded work in

summer camps and tutoring, She had deep profe:.,zional interest in

with children. She planned to become a social wwker, and %11.

job as professional training. She was successful, d after a

the project coordinator's almost conzinual LIvolvsz:..at

She was put in sole charge of th, eenter, supervisc;!d by cizz4,1de c,.._-.-

ferences with the principal inveeti:;ator* (The project coordio:

left during this time, and was replaced by a social 1.orIccrj

wised the coordinator-in-thining until She assumed full responzibiLL,:

for the center.)

In December, 1965, the board officially cl=ged the peLiey

having volunteers see two children each evening. The volunttler
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to see one child for a longer period of tom::. Several were L-2.,rizz-,.c.ly

doing so, because all children originally ass; xed did not col:::

regularly. As one of. a volunteer's students dropped out, t,..hc

to work all evening with the one rem.9.i. :,:ew volunteers he-.(.5. beers

assigned only one student dying the first few weeks, and an

later. But the volunteers felt that they could do a better job vr:_th one

student. It was possible to shift easily to this arran.gc.z.ent, by not

accepting new referrals. A nwzbe.r of volunteers continued to wori: with

two children until some were reassigned. The cha'ngeove_r took two

months to accomplish.

One main achievement of this young coordinator was her ability

to accept student helpers and work with theza effectively. Tao 1::.:.cjeot

had provided for such assistance, but both of her supervisor e 'sad fote:c.:

many objections to the use of paid student help. first ona ;:elt

that so many children were easer to help that it would. be neceee=y

continually rotate the jobs; this ttu-ned out not to be true. erril e C44..fqLeo p

a professional social worker, was :rau.e.h. too concerned. with the y.r,:ife.:.-;

sional requirements of such a center. 1.41-113.e the first

too much responsibility on the younz coordinator c the

second professional was reluctant to allow her anciugl

to learn the job. It was not until she was actually put c.1-kc,r42c.

she emerged as a very effective coordinator, with unuaraLl

the work of volunteers and impressive ability to guide the of

your. helpers.

One of the major stumbling blocks in the development

volunteer work is the basic inability of either teachers or social
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workers to respect non-profeacionals enou,sh to allow them to h=lle

difficult situations and learn :::2=a,um. The sTae z.pplil,:; to vc--un-

teers and there is little in the experience of profeeeionale to cui:la

them in accepting vol Leers. Certain func-elona--contact with f .a lies
and with difficult childrenare assumed by than to recuiro :profeeeieml

intervention. even if a non-professional coordinator or volunteer r. »y

not handle a difficult problem with the same exilerticoj theze

when their involve m# is more important. Instead of zradaally with-

drawing from the center, professionals can b,icoma so involved that they

define certain functions as "profeseional" and others as vorthy cf non-

profeecionals. This defeats tho entire project, because non-I:refest-

sionols can and often do have ba'Licc.ily good co=ar, sease aad

which can help them to acquire the assurance and &dale. aecaciLLry.

they cannot do this if assigned oray:Lar.fzinal, care.f7 aLrouia-zori'oed,

roles.

Non-professionals have the skills needsd to woc.ktd.th thse

children. Professionals can bLi anta=us.:4rhelpfull if thoy thz;

hImility to respect the good qualities of others vithaat th.sir trz:inLaz.

The center had many of the se. iroaicallys however, at this a

few "professionals" made zaistakec liaich did not occ1::: uith non-

professionals. Apparently, a litUe knowledge can sametimaa inc..-

itate one in working with childr Volunteers often presented

summeziesu of their dhildren to the staff. It was an cx;sriznoc4

teacher who asked her student about the education of 'Vac

because this would "interest the staff." The volunteer teadl-,er

reported that the child told her that his father had tftwo yaars of
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college," and his mother had about "c.ix wecke of collersoll

that the boy had not told her the truth, but did not cc= to rc.:.:Z..ze,

that she had no business asking such a v.estion. The st'eflant co-

ordinator, who lived in the neighborhood, knew the ,11:1

160

had been told by the parents that they had not finished high school,

which was one reason for their concern about their children. The

other volunteers considered the teacher's request an invasion of

privacy, but did not say so out of respect for her age. It would not

have occurred to them to ask such a qaeetion.

Another ez&iple of the sams ineapacity of professionals in-

volved a social worker. His attitude at the center caused same

vel-mteers to question why he left his profeesiona2. cut si. the

door and seemed to consider the center 4. place to 4:xpress i:.-....f-e-

pendence. He so .iretimes expressed platitude:- of professior.:.1

which seemed inappropriate to other volunteers. ll'ost criticia by
the other volunteers was the tip e ho came for a bus tr. -,T.Ith hi

student and, at the last momerfo, war-red. off with the boy to

his cwn sports car. The entire ets.ff of volunteers z..J.7.--d their etv...dcats

were travellin' g by bus, but hp drove. Taile his errors hr..a6.

do with genuine professional skills, there It; az; a feeling th:.-.t

assumed prerogatives because of his :mown professiona.1 traininz--

prerogatives that were never assvz-zed by others. There were zo

instances of similar mistakes by professionals that the record

center showed clearly that mirthen real blunders occurred, they ,...sre

the result of misguided professionals." The difference. was net c.,:aly

that such errors would not have occurred to non-pr ofessiony..-1.,-;
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more important was their personal .convieticn that they often d...-Ld not

know what to do, and asked. Mvorc of non-p_ ofeszior-,a1 are =ore of'een

acts of omissions because they wait for advice. This is only slcwly

overcome by meaningful encouragment and support.

Starting in Januarys 1965, this ctudy center had a retired

school teacher who worked as a volunteer two evenings a week. Lfter the

afternoon program was abandoned, he bezan to coia to the center or his

awn. His job of helping a friend in an ic3 croz,..m. parlor vihenever needed

meant that he could often leave at 4 or 460,- three afternoone

He had a key and came alone to the centea.... There were alwaye ieoyz,

the study center in the street and as soon as they saw him cw,:e; they

would come in to work with hm

This operation was unic.ue in our experienee. We have .z.eire:

seen any other center where this klnd of stGuerill&t operation -eook

place. This older white-haired white gentleman had taught zahool

Chicago for mazy years. He had a quiet 'manner and waz very acce,;tizz

of the children. In the years that the oczter or..:Tex.c1 in

hood he was the only person, professional or non-profeasionals

never had any behavior problems mitia the children. The grou? c2

ten to thirteen years old, numbered from eiglt to eleven, and

a lumber of difficult "tough" boye. The same boys who 1.,5old

and work with him were most reluctant or vnwillinz to read aloud in

storefront in the evenings when they might be overheard by other

children. They would select very simple books and read them with

man in front of their friends, books which they would never lock Lt in

the evening when other children were there.. If they wore doing
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special i n s chool and needed extra relter4a1 vo,odr

even if it meant going to a library.the ne:,:t day. Ee tea: the group

on several outings around the city on hi free time during the weekends.

The next summer ho worked in the regular summr hours 0::.y one nf...zh'e a

week and was not able to give any afternoon time to the center. That

fall, he went to `Montana Where ha could still teeeh. The followi::-

summer, he returned and again gave ale evenin; a week and oometimee

extra evenings to the center. The boys at tha cezter .;:cre prey

more attached to himthan to any other volunteer. He cent to a

number of them during time he was away, and the Children cw t=

him.

This center always remained open throuhout the year beea:;c1

of the volunteer staff. goat of these had a two week vac:.tien

the rammer but otherwise wanted to continue. It is the cx-0..y center

the city that the staff 'mows *about that remai' ned run by an i'.:-..-a;;;;.:::-.drzr.t

board and worked on a year-round bacis. The =amer program re=ained the

same tutoring program as during the 'winter but eince tau ehildren did

not have homework, there were marLymere activities aad L;c.:elee

In July, 1965, the Boys Club had asked fer aneeher

the study center to come to came deeieion about their reletio.7:.e....)0

this meeting it was decided that they woli.d wait until. fella 1L.,,

they hoped to be able to aresume pz:ying for sane staff S",;7..ari02

study center. In the meantime, the Boys Club would pay the stle:y

center =s rent starting in August, 1965.

During the first year of operation in the storefront

less than a third of the children attending were white,
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there were only two white children still attending. Six menthe later;

the last white child left uhen her volunteer began to oee hzz at 7...vae,

instead of in the center. The volunteer had always escorted the child

to and from the center, but cannents made to the child on the street up-

set both child and volunteer. Unpleasant comments to adults were so

infrequent that the staff was unaware of any volunteer leaving for this

reason.

The dhild....en taho attended this center most reULarly cz..:=3 from,

thirty Negro families in the imzediate area.. These familia 1...;,:d an

average of six children each, ccr.oiderably above the average f,-..72:1'y size

in the housing project. Six of the families had no tale.phone.

two of the families moved out of the neiglberhood during the three year

that the research project was involved with the center.

In the fall of 1967, arrangements were ca4.p1eted :or the -,:erth

Park Study Center to affiliate more closely with the Boys

the fall of 1966, the Boy's Club had continued to pay the rent b had

made no attempt to redefine their role. Durinz 1966-1967, the

Club was incorporated with a large combine of agencies, and the staay

Center board had to wait for new directors to decide on the bazie o:

affiliation. By fall of 1967, azranmments were cvmplcted ,ncl a zoci,..1

worker from the agency assumed c.:::.pervizion of the study ccater. :he

agency hired the coordinator who had been.employed by the rez.eareh -,:o-

ject staff for two years. For the last year, she had ass=ed

responsibility for the operation of the center, but Idth

guidance from the project coordinator and the project director.

agency newr contacted the research project staffs de wait -their
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involvement in the center for three years.

The neighborhood of the atudy center had become very tense

during the previous summer. Several times, rumors had spread thou

the community about imminent demolition of =eh of the areas and cf

racial disturbances. A restaurant opened next door to the study career,

attracting crowds of young adults. The streets were full of people

every evening, but no longer only the children who lived there. Large

groups of young adult men from neighborhood areas began to :laah r? a.round

the street in front of the center. The coordinator checked mitZa city

officials and the police about sae rumors, and encouraged the staff to

report such rumors, and to assure the children that these were only

rumors. When one particularly persiotent rumor of trouble Ides rc?erted,

the coordinator talked to the lccal police and decided:, on the be se of

the verification that this runor was particularly u.de-- spreads to close

the center for one meek. This was done, with some misgivings that the

volunteer staff might not return. The oppocite effect was noted. There

was no trouble in the area, the volunteers all returned, and e: pr

satisfaction with the arrangement which had been explained as =rely

cautionary.

In addition to the coordinator, the agency aseu=ng
31
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of the center also hired a male Uegro work -- study junior collcze

to be at the center in the evening. He was most helpful in keepinz

center clean, in escorting:volunteers to their cars or to the elew:t.ea

and in intervening in difficulties between the children_. He was

extremely calm and could quietly separate troublesome children anci talc

quietly with them, so that the volunteers were unaware that -thy trou:eLe
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had begun. The coordinator thought his qUet, gentle manner with t:le

children was most helpful. When he eUlostituted for volun7reeerc, hewevc1.,

he wrote reports on the children which were more like the report::: .cauy

wrote on each other. They were punitive, and he tended to be oxtreelely

critical of the children individually. But in the role of general

helper, he was most successful, according to both the coordinator and

the volunteers.

The center had always been furnished with donated ell ice

cream tables and chairs, but saes of the tabletops uere rough: and these

were periodically covered with contact paper. The first act of the new

social work supervisor was to buy new small classroom deel:s end several

metal tables. The desks were too awl for most of the dhildrea

attended, and for all of the volunteera and uere pue:aed against the u1,11,

unused except for an occasional all child who came to work on hcx-e-

work. The metal tables were rather large. Since the vhole progrem in-

volved individual tutoring at which volunteers sat at separ,...te tables

with their students, card tables mould have been much more uzeble;

although none of the staff felt that the original ice crew= te'elee

were inadequate. Card tables should have been coneldered eince the

staff had meetings quite often and occasional parties for the child:.-0.1,

and space was a problem.

The agency supervising the center expressed no inta:oest in

evaluation, and had no plans for either reporting by the voluntee:.-e .r.er

for testing of the children. The board asked the research projec.::e to

continue testing, and volunteers asked for report foes so that tics

could continue their previous reporting.
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From the beginning, the coordinator found the pay,ezc4a-k

required by a social agency to be more time-con=ing than the rcDortinz

formerly required by the project staff. This appears to no be true, in

terms of the amounts of reports, but rather, in the kind. Report:mz

about the activities of children and volunteers sacmed ret..ara'...na- to her,

since she hopes to enter social work graduate school. But the reporting

now required consisted almost entirely of estimates of how she spent

her time on the job, and the forms, she felt, were more suitable for

group recreation programs, and hard to complete in terms of the study

center job.

Meetings with the project staff were always held outside of

study center hours, but the coordinator was now required to attend

meetings during the hours when the center was open. This left ths -aork-

study student in charge. By the second zemester, two additional work-

study students were assigned to the center every evening. At tLe came

time, the coordinator began to attend more meetings. Instead of ,:n

average of one every two weeks, she was now required to attcnd wee

early evening meeting each week, and three a week one week of every

month. This meant that her time on the job was considerably decreased

and the supervision of the center left to inexperienced Lork-study

students.

Although the project staff continued contacts with t«v study

center board. and the volunteers to help with testing and reportinz,

during the first year under new sponsorship, neither the project. staff

nor the coordinator knew of the terms of affiliation, with the Ia.:car

agency until nearly a year afterwards. The project staff had felt that
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the c-';udy center board Should aff:L"..:....::; -__

.vs ..".W.'wcr rsr, c 'ti' - 44. . .

me-zice plans for fund-raisinm ,nd ',DILCILL1::: very cod

3.14.1.LI. " -v6. J. J. va -1

e* 6., 6.6.4.4, kw. _...10.04:..:* 7.; ".reouired a Q5 COO contribution -*- "'"r

agency annrrily. Their most successfkr-, fl-And-,' V -^r:-.'"e: ""

$1,500 the year before, and the rzzttho had Eiven terat'* furnLture

and held three fund-raiain3 benef:Lts for the:: had Lone cut o..2

Their discussions about raising a:72.o.za-od to the coordor

to be quite unrealistic, since Lton the amount o: ths donation iv-3

discussed, the 'scow° began to "Ola: a 1""' ti ""1-A

hood. It seems doubtful that tis c:'au, of 50 aduLt volunoc.r.; c_a

. . ,
successful-1' y ;;vaisc such a olpvioLt

M -r. - .%. .7.* F.7 !re.a.s::.r.,g affair a oil WO... ;ow w .. vv

The future ,.
agency is cormlitted to supporting it.

ory o-7 South 'more

$ 4.11 Id -In October 1961 'le c

4. ,acc:_ceo. proj loc.,:

Their community vhich in 1960 had 1),..sn a vlata r.'""

cc=r.,-..-rn.ty had to cha-me *:-... 6 _ .-

Kogro families from an adjoining Lhetto area. r*. -r4 - .

to move in R.% _ _ _were middle class faz-lt__-s, but thio _

three years so that many Iltrancit, bo7an to 7:lo%c

Out 41 e Nfre --.La eg.() children moving in 1.""7 '7' 4 "r - 'Ain or War./... ...I..., 6? 4 1.0 tr..... r!
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because the standards of the schools wore zenerallyhi3her th:1 those

from which they had moved.

The sponsoring group visited several othor centers f..n thQ

city, and then found rentfree space in a local 1-YLV,.. .Lhey

interested in runninea center, but in sceinz that one 1-...s ava:1,.ble

to the community. They recruited volunteers, assembled a donated

library and about $300 worth of teaching materials. The space available

was a large room, full of card tables and chairs, and a small office.

These facilities were used by many other groUps, but were available five

afternoons a week after school for the tutorinz project.

A volunteer from the Social Lotion Coamittoe supervizod the

first year of operation. The childzen includ....-d both Worr.o

children, about one third of theca being uhi*::.e. T e . /.

damilyutite voluntc;ers, vith four Ne6roes: Nec.:ly all 1.:orc)

house;iives, with only a f ew sinzle adults. Tuo o' the younz vol=teerz

were men, the only men involved in the proaraa.. Half of the volltecrs

were Jewish, recruited from several synacozuGs in the area.

first year, seventy tutors worked with approximatoly one h-ndred

Children. Most volunteers saw tuo dhildren one . :::'nor hoc

a week. Same preferred to work with only one child.

There were no paid staff durinG the first year, and

vision was provided by four professional tea chars who offerd to

the volunteers if they would come to their hmes by app.)intnt.

women did not work actively in the ceztor, and volunteers founcZ

help very unsatisfactory. The teachers tended to be mechanical in

al:,proaches to the children's problems, and would insist that one

spccif
,r

or book, which they preferred, be used for thz
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for -five minutes with the Child. -" "I..... 4.
re Id ore u4A.A. /./

they nor tho children could we:Z:4'

.c. but tl...evrusually ignored u-.yu r-

materials into the center and resented thi-. v

and children cradua.ly increaced until b4 A.r 7 y --...

destined for failure.

An advisory board had been forzed the previous Janv.ary. It

was composed of successful professional people fraa the

most of via= would accept th asaizant only if it Imre of

volunteer public service in -Jere 4nterostea.

that the center =u Lt have somo heln -A -'.-d 1.." 3 %-

it. The centcr closed'' for th%; sv.:1mer L'.1d .

f had 14w-the 1.,ac G.L.,ecd to rue ..Dery

and a.-...siEned a y.ounts nlan coordinator frc:a thuir

interested arty willing to work ia -4.4e nrceet,

wganization problem to get the osnter started aEain, eter the.

to-y experience of Ni: p.-...w.7..eu.:41.4.1. "! -

, A
in social works ho was on oc..re. of ":1.L: -0

'0,1n1 She azreed to do if ._.

volunteer. In or d' to clIow her to aoce,.

,4semes ue . for college ufield - LILO

bc hired and so sly.. --- d -

ordinatoru at a salary of $1 a ye:ar.

With two adults on du:Uy every afternon.

in October with a small vOluntzer staff. The forzler

had left in large numbers, began to
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learned that the center was not properly or7z-liz,4 a-d.L tArtr:11, ear -

actuAlly left because of their diss,!.tisfaction uith the jcb, rath:;r

than for the valid reasons they had previously given. if the ceneer hed

not been reorganized, a variety of perfectly legitime.te reezons

drop-out of volunteers would have been recorded, obscuring the reel

reasons for the failure of the project.

For three years, the volunteer housewife who accepted thf.e

assignment continued to supervise the center. he had the help of one

staff person from the /NCA, a young ran, each' year. in addition, since

she could supervise students of social work., she accepted fcur

work placements each year, two each samec.;ter. This center was, durinz

her time as coordinator, one of the best run tutoring projects in the

city.

The student body chaa:;ed rather ranid.i.y.

were fewer white students, until in the third year, the population of

the center consisted entirely of _.ego dhildrea. lire voluneee et.:Lff

of housewives gradually diminished as the neihborhocd co..:tinued to

With the assi-i:ment r".? '."1"*"'"" "- "--;
X.!

kao. ..0 Co. v ' 1.0provided more .La.nancial resourcee In".:*`-"4 - -"

From twenty-five volunteers uho re*,;urnad from 'no s'

was able to build up to an average n.-%::..nber of iairizr-eigr.t T.-iho

ninety children during the acadcaic year. la all, eiz,,.hty-t:.-1.rc.,a

teers were involved in the second year for sae paried of -eiTa..

one hundred seven children were referred by the echoole.

three volunteers, sixty-four were housewives, eevan. wore hish
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students, seven college students, and three teachers2 either ecU7e or

retired* Of the one hundred end seven children, tea ';ore dLecen...f.u:;d

because they moved or the center felt they could not be helped? .2ou:

dropped out apparently due to lack of interests and throe 'were z..-edueted

because they were reported by their teachez:. to no longer need ,: le he-1/2.

In December of the second years after the suceeasful reerLe:-

zation of the center, the research project offered to zive ecadcelic

tests to the children being tutored. Both the volunteers and staff felt

that these tests were so helpful to them and to the children teet their

made arrangeleents to continue teeting, and to share the rea;:dts -aith tae

project staff*

-z-r.%This center presented a ve.j. ,Ippz:arance; in con-

tract to other cent ere in poor aliz,hberhoods. Chilca%n on's; .:,y

school referral, and only by appointment*

6 1
second floor of the Me k, was on a eoliellerc:eae e.er-et, eeLily

to Volunteers but very different from those Lich ware opae to ,41;..-,tr

and available to children walAnz in fram the street. The vel=teer

group always included a nurjbol of oldor Lrld the aver, z...ja of

the vo,.anteers.was the hizhest az.oia7 the centar6- olpc.;orvz,c1 by t1.-

evercl observws not4.1felt thau

except that each child had a volttateer tc ( v.:_:...::. -

definitely one of academic erica:, atio .g and the alpllee:_e ;:ee

work in z.-ademie ealso Graore_y) beeue of ee jd,

of the volunteers, the progr n. became lees rizidly acade.Li,.

the second year, for instance a volunteer taut a diild to

activity which would have been frowLed upon ae impre7e- 6.6

"This was the only center, in our obearveeeones 1.7.eeee,- --
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less rigi

began to

d and in which a variety of educational elaterialz

be used. Most =two followed the cppoeitc

cause of the lack of skill of volunteers, and the unwillinfeeeee of

children to respond to "more school," the vauntcere are tempted to

use many more games at first, or just allow the children to to k.

This center always closed a few wee"A:a before the end of the

school year and reopened about October 1. The third year, the center

had a total of ninety-three tutore, with twenty-nine returning from

the previous year. Of this total, seventy-three were housevivec and

single women, six were college students, thirteen had taught at one

time or another, and one was a social worker. A total of one hunered

and eighteen children werie seen curing the yee.r. The four field-werk

students, in addition to the twa adults regalarly at the center.

up the rest of the staff.

11..ewirry 1 , . L , C
1.61. 04,1 4.-*"" 2

.]%.".1.J%.+1y rVs
reading classes for children who were retarded in reading.

.

the close cooperation bottlean

asked that the children continue to attend the study center, (end

e=used those leno were in the se heel prozran one day oel the wee'?.:

allow them to receive individual help .1.t tha center,

the year, they appealed to the center to teae mere

-

4.. ..1.14., 1 4* 4.

Were not satisfied with the of -

these classes and felt that they eee _

Cr.

The center was able to include coveral mw Children freel th-eerele

near the end of the year. The after echool classes continue ::

the next year, but the school continued to cooperate in dismiee'n;L7;
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children for tutoring lessons, since they felt that the indivic-1

help was useful.

This was the only center known to the pro jeet staZf to

receive this kind of cooperation from the schools.. In all other

centers, children registered for after-zehool classes had to with4raw

from volunteer programs. Only those few %centers which were conducted

in the evening hours were not affected by the new school proaram,-;.

The following fall, forty volunteers returned, but the re-

sources of the neighborhood had definitely dhangod. any of the tre-

vious tutors had accepted jobs and otlIc.1..s had :.roved away. ' "
1113 &a or :, G

of volunteers was solved by having 4x :;ego werl: study .student21

worked five hours a week, assiar.ed local

substitute, and the others each saw. eiaht students a .wac? thus -7.'71,7.z

40 children academic help onee a week. The neon. for the service con-

tinued to rise, while the supply of local volunters

rapidly.

In additicn, a group of hizh st'4.dcats

week. Their attendance was erratic; and they seesd to fozZ

x.long an xopropriate number cf studentz came,, *4:. waL not

for tha same students to be thklz-e. ez.Lch ,.,

did s o 1 e= progress than those childrE,n who

the 'same volunteers. They also t:.-avelled a dince

bus occasionally broke dawn. Thcy were eno-ure-tr-d to "-=to )

nearer to their school and loft after the yee.r.

This center was the only one among the 'rot.: th- w-z

. .1. -in a middle class community. 4.1, wae the only cea L,er elm ke

a number of children every year. These were capao:_e _
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been good students in their fer.ner 7hettc schools., but

in trouble in the new schools, with hizher etran;ica-c ;:.

were capable, their progress was excellent. r.chey -dere C:..ildren %I:10

initially Scored less than a year bola/ ther readin-

were twelve such students the oecond :Jr:4;x and

In the fall of 1967, the volunteer coordinator to a

job, and the supervision of the center was shared by a white voa:..n

college student, a junior majoring in F.x.-Erlie.ao and tt:o Negro ilerk

study frost.z...:::. (women) et:dents fro7a a local rr;%, a ne,'",
.Laty

'11.1A4 4..-0 was considered the coordinatw, but she ,a,..ao at the center ny

three afternoons a ueek. %hen she vas not tlere, younr

women students shared the rez:le_...e.La._..ej o- =0 4.1.,.

-

Because of ene continu.;:a c."..ecre?ae o'

noabsence of field o+ *

Gi
476?sq, 4.41r.L12 the new sta....L. ue le.a.e.eaa:

and science clubs one afternoon a week. .e se ware ,-t ITrfad--,.

and despite having capable volunteere available for olube, only

children responded, so the idea e: cle.es was a;ee.nder...)d.

collei.N., which PZOle "C:t

-L-

withdrew their studenta art'. firzt
that alele was no longer tv.)anin.7_,I -..1.=-11r1 4-nLI. 44..io -

ee..4e. -Authority seamed divided end 4nd..,.r4rY..,0

volved in running the center were overwhelmed by the

takes which could not have been .predicted, but whic:-. 1.ere

the result of inexperience. They pc.rticlalarly fell down in th:::

cult job of assigning pre-adolescent and adoleseent girls, and
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the indiscriminately, it .,c ...a, to , P-joL mee_e

junior college. These young men, both ITezro and ,:alt e, foune

selves bewildered by the seductive behavior of he 11".

a lack of follow-through with the children when ,.he; did not

and volunteers became discouraged. aseatealem agein became a :Lazier

problem, but they allowed both vo lunteers and dhildren to sit anf, it

for their tutors or students, sczsion after sic ion.

At the beginning of the second semester of the fifth y:..;-.x2

the YMCA board decided to close he study caritor. at, the end of the

school year. She coordinator had continued to ellare the teet rcsults

and information about the projec-e with the receerch staff, Vet .t had

became obvious that the threo young studente 1-ow. in d',:er2e cf h,

center were not of t

From obeervation, the volunteers were beee:ein:; a-e.d

was a continual problem of absent vole' teems and children.

financial commitment of the TiLA for a selary for o...Le ccerdine.

combined uith a profeszio,--1 "_ "r." '
,

_c..,-r had been sal...elant to tya-ortr-ci.,..4.o '
one hundred children. The new ceordinator c;:.14y z, ..v;

days a we el and did -

she was absent the two TAn.,.1e-e-A.fr CLarZL

clear about the divided responeibi:Lty. The17,40%
1. L

change, and the supply of middle-class housewives wt-lo

"..br

up the bull: of the volunteer staff could not be recrlete4.

high school students bused in did not oeam eatisfactory

professional supervision was available on the job, because t-IIL
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supervision fram their own school. The colle3e etuden7.s

. .

available from, junico. colleges 1.4.4 Cad., , rc; a A U

1
from their college st,.'ff, buy, ehere wee no lone-

supervision on the job.

The basic orientation material ueed in this ceter 1:7..s always

the pamphlet After-School Study. Centel's. Durinz the firet .7,,e..Lr that

the center cooperated with the pro.;ecto a booklet of case sur=ries

was offered to the center but rejected by the staf' 04nee I'voluntre

are not allowed to take children on tri-es and they are ment:Lened in

several of the cases." A year later; the study center staff :-.1entioned

that some children were taken on trite by volleeteers, end t'ae -zezect

staff asked if this were a nrs::
er

. ,

e_

_their early cualms about tr4,ee. and --., -0 -

tears should not be aleecuree eo do t:.iep .,- ;.44%

0,tike cenc,ya an e.C.:;;?.i.A.C,, to a ru.Le ,;;;: 4,6

considered an important part of the pro:mm. 4 - " t-

nc. Z e volumeL-.rs lalow 2 who " -

case of children nog ettendins or not Lakin" 'e Gam'_' felt to

be adecuate use of the opportunity to be tutor :.:tom

these children wel-e called and tot cl that the ee.e

ac.t:sarate progrees, or was absent tee, often, wo'eld to

Both the families a= cellaren we:ie "
, .,

ueeee

so the center staff suggested that the child

work help for several weeksi and than th:-;y

child was serious about wanting helps he would Le reae.

policy was generally successful.
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mere was never any charze for ettendinz the c-el-iter.

provision for snacks was ever made, or considered impo,...tem. . :_ the

end of each semester the volunteers provided rofreshments for a :-:arty

for the children. These parties were atill definc.d very much

terms of the every day tutOriaz. Volunteers end their children con-

tinued their lessons at individual tables, while the eta= icreyered

an attractive table with napkins, cookies and juice. Lech volunteer

walked over with his ar her student and carried refrcshmente beck to

their table and ate them alone. Parties in the other centers ue-eally

involved entertainment for the Children, or participation by them in

games or dancin.

Vi tOolobT..Tith two cowee.neto-r- ." c' a -,iof-rco---.7L.

poseible run. a projcat %-- - C..
0.

1...s the supply of neidaborhood volleers dee;.-eeLc,:. .ireeence o:

a professional coordinator, a social uorker, enebi

continue with the help of is students and

r1^0 t

..1.,Only the work-study students e "
c.6.1. N:.4. ene cente_ e_

entire
4jr non--oroi'ee - ,

for supervision, for which they uee-zed uncualifiod. . , eee_e--

,student who was officially tha e-

,attended the center had. a 5 ert.,. '0 0 . ....- .

the pro am with the profeszional social mor.l.er. - - -
p

opened, the college student was in charge. The kinds oe

the made could hardly be foreseen, such as reassigcr4-nri; a

had irked successfully for a year -.1ith a :aiddle-c...:, es Ze;7e'o
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to a student from the junior coil e, fealirls tht the -;:ad

to have assigments since they reeeivinz 2cca..1e c credit,

their work.

. However, such problems which at first

ware not as basic as the lack of ability to keep adentate records o:

attendance and follow-up on students ait volu.---4teers who miesed.

young women seemed reluctant to assert the=...lves to see that volun-

teers and children who did come _were j.'ven. work tc do, and z.4...--adl.;ally

,ctoups of u ...ni...tacc-ed vo.:..t.n.L-ews and c... d.T.*ed- 44,4. 4

' ..! .,er-eat deal of tame was wasi,00. --mans 6c41,

separate tables. 1they becaz.--e c._;.'sco..;.ra7ved and be-..- 44

out.

The social worker did tra= a numzer of you:..s

with the assignment of a *.:Icw one -each year, but thoy

to better jobs. No of the young f..taff p'eople assi!..c.r.c..e. to her

young white men, and the third wz-ss a yo'u' lg 1:e 7----o infrderesIded in

youth work. He we,,s the tao:...t sueoessful of the threa and all

fait that they received very e---;_dperienzo and tral.---Ang

their acadezic year of work. the ce:ltE;r.

The 111CA board deeidGd that -`chr..-y could not

i .ntothe supervision of the center to ad,3,.:.te-;-a

eleae:Itary schoole were s,:.,...rved by the cente-i-

bei.nran" IT in-school 4..1-Loring pro-re:1- -nd it was hoped
km,

would develop successfully. Several neizhborhood residents

been involved in the study center bocame involved in the

proErams
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History of Ifelles-Da.r.row

In the winter of 1964, Ithe Chicago Housing JI.uthority-%.:_2

aware of twenty-five tutoring projects being conducted in or near

public housing faoilities. They had allotted space for several e:

these, and ncw decided to put even more resources into such ef:e.'ts.

The Tenant Relations Officer of the central office offered to chow

several available sites to the project staft hallos that a study

center could be developed in cooperation, uith the research project.

The best facility available via;$ one of the old housing pro-

jects with a mixture of hi - rise and lour-c'.4ise houcInz. J..a.ere are

2,836 apartments in this caraaaity; the population io all 2Zez.,..-0.

of December, 1966 690 (.14'..1-4.1"'8 .
w1.\. .= o ."'". " "

of 2,836 families were on public aid. Abro t::.an one-third of

families (1,201), had yearly income of under 0,000,

permissible by housing pl.oLects wa3 a yearly inccme of $,S,:, ,,C3

for a famil-v, of.five and a yearly income of f,15,8X tor .12

four. Of the 2,386 families., 9Z5 (or olightly less. than ono third)

had both parents, and another 1135 were one-parent families,

remainder were ,single and elderly people. The ..2.eraEa

persons per family in this projeet vas 4.1 ana an

of 2.6 were minors.

In each housing project a mmber of Cc=u:_ity Te:lant

Relations Aides lo.orkIhd.th individual families and-.:ith co=ni.::,-

azencies. One of the aides in thie project asked to be

study center, because of personal interest. She ::as a :Te,.-n-0

with social work training uho had been won in this projoe-z. a
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few months, but who had viorked for anot:-.3r public houeinz etz...f." for

ten years. She contacted the block clubs and building counc4le,

are local parent groups with whom she =etc monthly, -

parents is selected to represent the larger comenslity, so

less than half of the council participants are .f.i.thers.

The research staff was invited to is ccancil :seating to ex-plz.L:-.

the development of study centers in .Chicago, and the possibility. of

using the facility in which the parents sleet for 'chi:, perpoze*

building was an attractive two-family dwelling had been con-

verted for office use by 1.mocki..11,3 out the walls between the t'':o

Since the office presently housed there liould be .roved, it was planned
.to use this building for a variety of group needs

and youth and T anent meetings. he ge.c.41ity had tx,

roans on the firdt floorapprotely $i: teen feet by ten fee-:.

laith a kitchen area in one rocs* The second f2.00s. hed

and- man. , e.- .ana rooms, the le., of which a

used as an office The build.'in3 vas ;Da.intod

.r.tamed by CIA sta.a. pain -e' group was ex:thus:lac:tic

to have such a facility for their ca-adren.

The research project hc..d developed a halla:;ork cs.atc.r

settle.-sent house about a mile tha nc:1r facility
.physical had been fox bees:ace of

of other groups using the building* The voluntcor

five faculty wives from a nearby collage and abt.,.L twer.ty

The faculty wives were enthuziaetic e.bout the -.7...,oesibility of

a better prove= in the new fac:aityl, and it Irms hoped
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students would be able to travel to the new facility. Thic t:?:d

out to be not feasible, because of the distance and the aft,cmccn

hours. The students became involved in other closer projects ::,hat

met in the evenings and on Saturdays.

When the facility was ready in June of 1965, a collectioh of

books mas made in the suburbs by the aulilliary of an eastern

university. This collection of apprald=ately 800 books were placed

in raelves built by CHA in the larza:: of the two roams on'the first

floor. (The other room had a kitc'en areas.mioh had been removed

fram the larger room.) Since the nearest library was across a vary

busy double street, parents had repc:ted that it was not awile.:-)la

to their small dhildren. Chica:;:o 73.o1;...iing Authority p-....ovided a

1- 4",4-,variety of educationa materia_vs blc.cle:oards in

the upstairs rooms, and provided j..4ce and cookie3 for refr

each day.

Since the school year was ended 'oefwe the new center e)zned;

the local Community and Relations Aide az.....;umed razzoneb."I't7 4'er

recruiting children. After eliminaUng those children from '01.1e .1

population of the immediate area who were imam to be

superior in school achiavament, or s:; ;:re behavior 17.--oblz:3,

a list of seventy-five childrm.
. ,

.u.e
"

%AI,
e .

were saected and thirty-seven were interested.

A six week sinner program was planned to bci; condued

mornings a week from 10:00 a.m. to 12 :00, noon. The chilen

third and fourth grades would attend two mornings a week, s:nd

from fifth and sixth grades mould attend on the other ncrnirs.
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registration night was held, twenty-nine children were registered,

and it was decided that these chilcren iT.etead of recruiting tore

children would attend every day. Saxe of the others attended

regular summer school classes at the local school, and this project

un-:, designed for those who did not qualify for such help, There were

also other volunteer programs available thich were all prozre:ms

at least one of which served lunch. Swee daildren, whose parenta

wanted a longer program for them, atte:eded those.

J
rt.-, live/40 ive volunteers who had previous4.wer.6.ea wi-en ene

at the other aetting were asked to help Plan the program in tonms of

their aun interests. In the former setting they had worked in

work help, but, since it was sura=r, tLere would not be any heree....-cx..ic

and the morning program offered an opportunity for group wor'.:.

only one of the five had taught school, the uehers had had e ve=le-ei

of experiences =king with their own children, or with eh-ere:a ,t.s..-ov,pe.

They were somewhat apprehensive of group work,, since the groups in the

former setting had been most difficult, and they realized that

work would require careful planning. Several rzetf_r_f-s were held in

,.rich they were encouraged to explore their intereets end -deaide

what kinds of group activities they .scald to work.

that their year of experience in the other homework ce..:4,ter

them eno self-assurance to.try a ncsid venture. Ine exper:_e:leee

teacher wanted to have a science group twice a week. Two others hecf,

some experience in arts and crafts and another, an art stud= t,

encouraged to develop an art proarams, and did so only with the asr,=.-

ance that her friends would work with her.
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in addition to the faculty vives, who were white, one other

Volunteer from the previous settinc was interested in working in the

not center. She was a iniddle-a,,,,xed Neo way IN'hO had taugat for

several gears in the South. She had beea.successfUl as a volunteer

for three months in the former setting. She was highly reco=ended

by the staff of the settlement house for a paid position in the center,

and was hired as a coordinator-in-training. The project coordinator

was in charge of the new center, but it was he-.7.ed that local ;ereonn61'

could be trained to run the center.

Since the coordinator-in. traininc lived j-,..et outeide the

houallg projeat, no attempt was Imada to get a recezzundaticn ',14e

housing authorities, whidh turned out to be an error. 2:Xter was

hired, the 194a1 CHA staff people fcc,ad out, by contacts with pecyle

who knew her, that she was said to be a 72raciet 4." The chare-e in this

worlan, once She was given authority, c;.1.1e as a co=lete shook to tIle

/7
volunteers who had previously worl- her. Althoush the proj.s:,,t

coordinator was in charge of th,. centor, her position of

in-traininor immedia,ely se, .0 anx.rt. She was tie anlyrely .1.1m

who insisted that the rulz.,5 with .th.c

groups were and the el-air:re:1 enco,..z.-;..--:ed tofirst day.

define what thej onsidered 'othavior in such

It became obvious to-her that th rest of.the staff had bee.l. szr-ee

in thinking that the children vauld not present behavior preble.,

and she quickly said so. However, she shod her authority by

ins volunteers to "stay in certain. rooms" during their

they felt unnecessary and sometimes an imposition since they-
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the freedom to use the various -sized tOoxs and the yard cutdc!.:.\--

as they wished. Of much more can*" to them, =:o-.revcIrj

comments to the Children ttyou like me beilt4 beceuee we under:Jtar.41

each other." Such comments caused the Children to Ilithdraw frem. her.

The project coirdinator felt unable to handle the situation,

and the volunteers appealed to the Tenant Aide. Sae made an wooint-

ment with the coordinator-in-training, and told heir =tin

experience with study centers, l have found it better to work w:_th

volunteers as equals and consider them partners in ma:clzIg decizions."

(She afterwards admitted that her uexperience Win, study tere was,

in fact, limited to several weeks.) The woman served to underL-tand

and her attitude toward the volunteers Changed. However, the

continued to feel uncomfortable with her althcuZA she sto7aped

references to their common backgro-and. She sect nuzzlod by

ohildrents obvious acceotance of the volunteerzo arld t* Le

of records and a general helper. Since she had no spacial to

share, she tried to be genuinely helpful .n various activitieLi,

seemed to become aware that the volunteers uwe deservir,, of hLr

support. The diplamacy of the volunteers was tremendous &.r.c1 tc.3y

it as easy for her to change her role as they could.

her husband suddenly decided to LICM.i out of the st,:te three

after the summer school started., the staff was quite rolieved.

Two private school teachers who had formerly taug:74t in podic.

school came as volunteers four days a week to the progzazi.

reading and creative writing in gro-aps, giving as such indivif.ua:

to the children as possi.ble. Cne.child, who was going into
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and could not read ward, vas taught to read by one of tec,chars

who gave him, daily leseons. other child:.-en had daily

Even before the coorcanator-40-training left, these tIi-o women had

become informal leacioris the gip likkeavese of their obvious ex-

perience and ability to work with okiitien ar s sere they were at the

center *Very day, the Other 'voluittotors turned to them for help. Their

pa3.itieipation in the pftgAsta twits-Sad -the parents the most, azd was

often commented on hy

The isse ext)er*etaimui teachers judged the children to range

from one to two years retardation in readings and felt no child

in the program was tmetioning at his normal grade level. When the

children were tested in the fall, this turned ott to be true.

was impressive, in terns of many other probaras tested bye

staff. Sin= this center was set up in cooperation with a pz.;:cant?s

council, it might be ea.-pocted that some .1%Irents would exert

to have their children inclued. A Tenant Aide had succeeded in

recruitintrielc.Ircraced c rein, h Tr schoolt
This performance was never repeated in any of the centers tz:sted

the staff or with our cooperation tritil several years later in

housing prioject, there a local mother was hired 1):1- the pol:-.r.ty

to coordinate a center, and perscr.ally recruited the students.

II:1.th the end of siznaer sohool, a graduation wz....8 heal to

most of the families came. Certificates and dorz.tsd

were presented to the children, and a guest speaker frcm a

agency discussed the importance of education with the chilelr,:n

parents. This was arranged by the wofes.onal staff of the
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and although well-received, was obviously a poor choice of

went.

In the fall, the cener opened as a Gr..1111111e:t as

planned.. A white =elan in her tkirtias the ad been

librarian was hired to dellidialat4 lb* water, sad e ft.stalty wfi.vcs

continued to hew. Six =taws and teen -age daughters Zrom the housing

project joined the falulty wives, as vgilunteers. The children who had

attended summer school returned, but it was obvrious that they

much more than homework help.

The parents and sisters of this group could

academic help, and the immediate rroblem was that they often fat

impelled to tell the children that an assignment was correct2.,7

when it was not. The entire volu:;.;eer staff had to be told. to aheck

with the coordinator, "since she had worked in a public school zz.tting

and knew whit teachers wanted.' This system worked quite wells and

the high school youngsters especially seemed, capable of becoming

effective b.ortework helpe's. However, as the 'holidays e.-;:.-zoach,adj

both mothers and teen-age girls fouad temporary jo"os to rz.:ze r,-.o

Christmas. The volunteer mother who seemed most capable -a-as 11. 11 -...id.

as an assistant coordinator two days a week.

At the end of the first Gamester of the school yez:.r,

school began afteresch.aol readir..g classes, and the childi-er.

center were all qualified to attend except for one boy lilac 1v7...t.::

(educable mentally handicapped). The staff encouraged the

and recommended to the parents that the children attend, since

were all at least a year retarded in reading. Cnly one child relaut5.:;,:.

6-5
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to go, and continued at the study center.

The school was asked children thc...y would ii ;c the

center to serve, and they recrmeende.d children from their atop tre.ek"

classes. These eighteen children joined the center and were offered

homework help four afternoons a weer. Mar th'ey were tested, ten

were found to read at grade level or abate& and the other eight ware

behind grade level-. Two of them wer.e less than a half year behind,

but six of them had average scores a year behind their present grade

level. Mese children were extremely motivated to succeed in eel.00l,

and the volunteers found them re:.xch easier to werk4th. Althou-h

they were all good students, according to the school, and achieved

superior grades, the volunteers felt that their achievement es

actually barely normal for their g..-ade level and ability. 7.-ie

c:Iildren brought their papers from school every day--;.:::;ere Ititie. were

certainly not impressive--and everything they did was rearked

or "excellent" with no comments. While they were certainly e.e.....e-_or

in achievement to the group which had preceeded them, they

aware that they needed help. The emphasis of the volunteer etz..-...f2 was

on better work, and when the children aeked the:r

received it. Because they did not have he Newark ce:-..eietently ti

or finished it early in the afternoon, they spent SC:28

or writing everyday.

The parents of the new group of children were not aveile'ele

to help in the center. nearly all of them were involved fer= eema

form of job training, and at least three of the mothers ,..,era

college. The CH.A. office provided two work-study students -eo ty.anr....:::-

ment the volunteer staff each semester.
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The children who were referred that winter from the top

tracks of their school formed the nucleus of the group that ranc.ined

in this center for the next two years. Homework:help and group

activities segued most appropriate for them. They were nuch more able

to functiozi as members of a group than were the more severely retarded

children who had preceded them, and this was important in a center

with only three or four adults available each day. They also rceponded

to encouragement to help each other, and were most capable as homework.

helpers. All of them ahowed very good gains on reading, tests and

those who were fur her ahead to begin with made the most progress.

In. April, kgroup of Negro and white employees from a local

business wore recruited for a once,aweek tutoring program. "711.01.:1

children she were bay Wade level were included in treie graap.

one insisted thsA4 eitsof; her $* wore s geed and the was a .sood

student, 000 cam. 004 need WA holp, After studying hor own test

again, she asked j.f she coat be $1106114od. The group of tutors were

recruited from one emapany and showed very high group =era:Le.

Orinally, there were 14 members, but soma withdrew fron. tutoring and

became involved in fund-raising, which they preferred, 74hen

children stopped attending. Men the project staff euhl;get..,ted rc,eruit-

ing f om other sources to make better use of the building, this 1:e..p

became quite upset, saying they wanted utheir own program." 171, -.....

recruited more volunteers, and averaged about fifteen volunteers a

week. Tne coordinator from the afternoon program was also res.ponsiae

for the evening tutoring program. It soon became obtioue that t'ae

group considered the tutoring as primarily a social activity which:die:-
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obviously enjoyed. Most were young women, Idth hiz;h school ;.--,ducati.on.

About a third had attended one year of college; ally one man (a zrite

supervisor) was recruited to the program, and then suddely transferred

and found it impossible to attend. The tutoring as 1.1.23.1.tod to he

help, and it soon became obvious that these young people had not

liked school themselves and found academic work distasteful. They

soon began to encourage games, which they obviously enjoyed, and spent

much of the evening talking or listening to their students. When

educational games were offered, one actually said ',no) that's an

educational game--I don't like that kind--I like Sorry better'..1 (a

simple boxed game). The program became a kind of Big Sister oi:eration.

They liked the children, and the relationship to an outsider taz.

welcomed by the parents,. who expreesed appreciation of the volunteerTs

interest. Group spirit was very high --absences were not eacily for-

given, and there was a great deal of conversation at work about

'their project'? and "their childrea.11

The volunteers took trips -with most of the children--ec:le-

times, in pairs or small groups. They took the *children to dinne.:

either in restaurants or at their he=es. A feu trips to z....:sclzie

taken but the trips usrally involved having dinner or lunch; or zoi.a,..;

to church together. This is the only project in the city that

staff knows of that includes predominantly Negro women fro n. a ex....7=79

and the only program in which there was a pattern of taking the

children to church.

A supervisor from the office had, fraa the beginning, hec.I.

in charge of recruitment and coordinated their plans. They e.
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series of Lund- raising events in the office, and contributed '4=3 to

the center. This, and the special outings they planned for 1.1c1 child-

ren, urewc'their most successful efforts and seemed to be the part of

the program they enjoyed. Several times, they gave holiday parties

for the group of children. These involved a. movie and a lundh. The

lunches were not designed by anyone who knew about ei..d.ng chilereato

parties; they rejected any suggestions that they have foods which

children likes and wanted these to be "very special." They Were the

kinds of luncheons that would ordinarily be designed for moments

groups-with elaborate casseroles and dainty sandwiches. Nevertheless,

these social affairs gave the group enormous satisfaction, and the

children seemed to enjoy knowing young adults who were obviously

successful.

The supervisor from the local office re=ained, for several

months, deeply concerned about the lack of academic interest en the

part of the volunteers. However, she gradually-became resigned to

accepting the project as primarily a social one. Only a couple of

volunteers went off to find a cuiet space to wv:i's.mith their student e,

and these were the ones who were seriously giving academic help. .:he

others preferred the company of each other, and aside from th e

necessary homework, spent the evening in a variety of gal.:Les, n=.7.- of

which they seemed to enjoy even more than the children did. ho

children were there during the afternoons too, and they were put in

the position of teaching games to the-adults, which they enjoyed.

During the summers the evening program was abandoned, but the :,.:::_:.D

group returned the next fall and continued the same kind of woLziam,
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After the first semester, the coordinator withifr=. f_ c:: the

evening tutoring program. The group referred to have their mun

supervisor run the program. She was one of two white women in the

group, and was their supervisor at work. It was basically a zroup

which seemed unmotivated toward academic work. They originally wanted

to have a tutoring program, but seemed to be incapable of doing so

because of their own complete lack of interest in education. Two

years later, the program still continues as a lcInd of friendship

club, but with the active participation of the social worker from the

CHA staff, in addition to the supervisor from the local business

office. TAhile it cannot be called a "tutoring progrean" the cptting

does provide for encouragement and help in doing homework and sez.e

contact with adults from outside the housing projee.e. his sca:s to

mean a great deal to the children who live there, and the mothers

are grateful for any help in doing homework and some contact with

adults from outside the housing project. To the children,

these well-dressed, attractive and obvieusly.succassful young Negro

women from outside the housing project are a meaningful link wit'zI

another world.

Pram the beginning, the children of the housir project wz:re

impressive in their acceptance of all outsiders, and their e.avio-ze

delight in meeting people from "outside." After the experience ox'

having a few mothers and sisters help with homework, there were no

Negroes involved in the staff except for the assistant coordinator znd

the work -study students. The assistant coordinator was a mother

successfully motivated 'her own children and she extended ::?::mow to the
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others. Her only special skill in group work was in arts and crafts,

but it was important that she had sore call, because the volunteers

who came always had. (She reacted strongly when one boy joined a zanc,

asking the others immediately, "are you joining too?" 1;hey tact' ::G04

their heads no, she immediately said "good- -don't join one.") Lhe

felt personally concerned, as outsiders cotld not, about the neizhbor-

hood, and this obvious concern made her presence different fro= the

others. She, like the mothers and teen-age sisters, seemed to enjoy

the experience of working with white women. Having this image of

white and Negro adults working together with obvious mutual respect

and personal satisfaction was perhaps the biggest contribution cf this

center.

The staff was very early impressed with the .ac s. of race

consciousness on the part of the children. In both other Door

neighborhoods, where the staff worked in centero, racial re mars 1sere

sometimes heard. These were obviously refleotions from. tha hoae--=1:1-le

white people helping poor dumb Negro I:ids." Only at the housing ;re-

ject was no such remark ever heard, either in the center or on the

street, and it was inconceivable to the staff that the Children cv.1...?

would. Obviously, from the inter .tea staff at CHA or the schoel.;;

the children had grown up with a conviction that people are indivldt2.Li

and deserve to be judged as such. It was, to the staff a rez..et ia

pressive tribute to the parents, who had raised their children in a

Negro ghetto while somehow teaching them obvious respect fir all

people. Mien discussed with the CHA staff, they felt that this was

due to the selection of the group, and the age group served.

.
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While the recial situation became increauingly ter= fe.%

other neighborhoods, there was never a problem of volunteers cc:: ing

to this area. From the beginning, the evening group of volunteers

were told that a guard was posted across the street, and if they

were late in leaving, he came to see Why. The young Xegro women had

to be discouraged from accompanying the children up to their doors in

apartment buildings in the evening. By the third summer program in

the summer of 1967, one change did take place. The coordinator began

to lock the door during the day time, because young men sometimes

came by to ask for a match, or to find out what was going on in

building. This kind of "hanging around" was unkacwn during 1-.,e firet

two sumaers. Also, CHA asked that graoaaeion care:earl:7 take :e.21..oe

in the afternoon instead of the evening because of lecieeible ze=ion.

This made graduation much less inpressivenot nearly so many r,a...,ce:te

could attend. But it also save the volunteers the conviotion that

their welfare was very much a matter of concern to the authoriti-es

was accepted as the precautionary-measure that it vas meant to be.

The children at the housing project differed in .1 %on

respects from the children of poor, disorganized nei,;hborhoof,s

which North Park and STEP mere loeated. They were bettor dreee::c1.)

and' they talked of having "allowances," which were unknown to

other children. It was impressive to the staff that children free

families of under 0,000 income were nevertheless given allaaan3ec.

They also had specific jobs to do at hone. The children .dray

other centers seemed to be. given jobs at random, and this perha2e

explained -their known preferences for staying in the street.
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children of the housing project laicw what their jobs were for the

week, and they were often paid for doing extra jobs. In the poorer

neighborhoods, the children never talked about being said for any-

thing, and seemed much more apt to be =,stuck with jobs to don if they

happened to be around when relatives come with smelll children, for

instance. Then it was the unlucl y. one who was near who was told to

take care of the child, and felt sorry for herself. There was much

lack of awareness of what was fair, ox' appropriate for a child of a

certain age. Seven and eight year old children were made respc..-xible

for toddlers, and punished severely if they let the child get hurt

or dirty. Housing project children talked of cia'ferent jobs, by age.

"I'm old enough to wash dishes nowilly little brother e-...'pties waste

baskets and he only gets a nickel." Chi Idzen in the more disorz;a.nized

poor neighborhoods never expressed any such specific notions of r-T ow-

ing up, and seldom talked of *specific jobs which were theirs at hone.

There was a definite feeling that, if you were older, you ware aaker.:

to do more, but there was no ezpressed awareness or unde:-...standfi.nz,

pride in growing up.

Of course, the children with whom.we had most contact L.

housing project were the upwardly mobile fazilies but the stz...ff

continually impressed with the =_Iddle. class" standards that in-

corporated into these homes. Both groups of children, the earliel-

-oup of very retarded ones and the later group, talked a good

of the tuture when they would move out of the project. This con-

cerned the. staff, who felt that the childi'pn were far better off;

because they were in a housing project that was well maintaL.,::::
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far more attractive, than the families in other neighborhoods who

lived in deteriorated apartments, in most depressing eurroundine.

The fact that most of the Children will continue to live .n the

project through childhood made the staff:giEa that somehow the;

could help them to understand that their parents had moved were

because they wanted the best available housing for their children.

The only contribution the staff was able to make was to have

graduates of the community come back to visit. Apparently, the with

to move out and dreams of doing so are just a part of living in such

an area, and part of the reality of their lives. It actually S,haws

that they share the American dream of mobility, and no one could

wish to claw or attack these dreams, but the staff always felt that

somehow, th ore might develop more awareness of pride in the preewIt

reality. This cannot'be, probably because of the uay society

defines such areas.

These children were poor, by financial standards, but they

did not consider themselves so. They sometimes talked about peverty.

They had read about it and had seen pictures of Children in otr.cr

countries who sufferedfran rT-.1nutrition. that was poverty to

Ihey were also aware that they eid not live in "sit:as."

identify some in a deteriorated neighborhood near the project.

when a group of children from a housing Project is mentioned in the

daily newspapers, the term trslumn is always used.

Driving past the project, no one would identify the

brick duplexes and low rise apartment buildings as public houinr:.

Talking to the children, one would become aware of very .rice
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hopes and values. But since the la:',3er society continually deff.nes

them with labels, and their neighborhood as aums the sta.=

its concern to accepting themes they viould have any other aToup.ef

children. .The fact that volunteers who wwked in various settin2s

continually referred to these children as the "niceet group they ever

worked with" was the result of the volunteerTs awarenees of ho' mtch

the physical setting contributed to the ull-being of these families

and the impressive job that parents obviously can do in brinzinz up

children on limited in ores.

This project remained a homework center during the aca&zi.ic

year, with various activities offered according to the abilities of

the volunteer staff. Sewing was a favorite project for the Girls and

woodworking for the boys. Drama activities were very popular 1.:ith

both. If the children did not have homework, they were encourcL;ad to

read or write during the f:..rst forty -five. minutes of the afternoon.

They soon became involved in special projects, which were often avail-

able at school. Several built displays for science fairs, others

accepted suggestions frem the volunteer staff to rake displa?re or

reports on something of special interest to them. Their reaction

was very often that the other children "would not underet=nd:,

they were told that their job as to present the information so t7.1z.t

other children would understand. After the academic period, the

children had juice and cookies. Groups or individuals would report

briefly for ten or fifteen minutes on their activities and then the

children would participate in drama, sewing, woody orifting or cr:...fts.
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The group experience secaed to be very valuable az the

children originally seemed to have -little ability to work

It was a place to make friendships, belong to a 0.-ouy.;, end to ds worth-

elle activities. :Zany of the 'children should do well in high sehozi

and college, and there developed a strong spirit of comraiderie about

their membership in the center. Mey learned to help each other, and

to help youngei children. Most of all, they supported each other in

their efforts to be good students. The support of each other was the

main goal of the staff. It is not easy to be a good student in a

poor neighborhood, and the hops is that the. children 1.;71 11 be more able

to ask for help from teachers and counsellors, and much more to

support one another. There was no wf.m. otherwise for the rmoup to

get togothe.r, and there were no other facili tie available for bright,

achieving children who wanted a library settf...ng.

110re than any other center in the city, this one was run very

largely by the children involved. Preparing juice and cookies was a

favorite job for the girl's. The coordinator took attendance, but the

children participated very actively in all planning far aetivitiee

projects. There were always some deildren helping °there he:ze-

work. The library was always run by childreal sometimes ol.-ler

who came in each day just for that activity. The children ass'.z-.:szl

responsibility for straightening up the games and materials in the

boards, and for keeping them in good repair. Because of the small

volunteer staif every day, the help of the 'children was cruciel, but

also gave them enormous pride. They would ask for jobs to do, an3.

was necessary to take turns with most jobs.
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During the second year, tfenty-five dhildren vho atterZ;f:

nearly every day were asked to fill out a fog of what they about

the center especially, and of what they disliked. They especially

liked the coordinator, their individual tutors, i2 they had on:;, and

the friendship of other children. Twenty Children ciroled

enough rules" and "too much noise" as one factor they disliked ,poi t

the center. Three considered it "too quiet" and one had as her only

complaint that the center "should not serve juice and cookies." Cne

Child said there should be a "leading class" at the center, obviously

referring to the track system in the school and the lack of it at the

study center. Mile they seemed to function very well in such a

setting, without what they considered Ilrules," it was inte'Aosting that

they overwhelmingly marked only these two, "too much noiza" and :Inot

enough rulesou as ariticisas of the center. Since praetically all of

the children marked those two items as criticiems; it seems that they

did not really feel as comfortable about the freedom offered b-.7 the

center as they appeared to. At least, given the op-;ortunity 0:: en

anonymous questionnaire,they expressed the belief that the center

to ?flee more quietu and have more rules."

Summer programs at this center were the most rowarc.f2,-- yal-t

of the experience, since it was then that the children especially

needed activity. They did not qualify for any program availal:,le

cause they were not in need of remedial help and there were not ,Lnal.:,:h

classes of enrichment available. These programs are described s,-;,1:.-

rately.

After the project terminated its support of the aftor-Locl
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homework center, it was planned to 1.ecom=nd that the assistant

coordinator be hired to run the herzework pro:ran, HCWCW=.2 tr.e co-

ordinator wanted to continue with the g.6-oup which had been wii,h the

center for two years and many of whom were entering ,.if,;:th

She did so, as a volunteer, for a semester. By then, three of the

children had been encouraged to take tests for ad=ission to spej.al

high schools. Others were entering the local high school and would

place in the upper tracks there, because of their achieve=ent. The

center was taken over by CHA for more js;b-training programs for both

men and women and the center discontinued. For at least the remaindcr

of the academic year, the coordinator and volunteers planned a series

of monthly meetings with the dhildren to explore the city and visit

homes of volunteers. Although the daily attendance of the cep. ter

averaged fifteen the last seuester of the homework center, children

uho attended the summer program were included in this group, so that

the group involved numbered thirty-five to forty.

The pr.a- y attachment of children in this center q4Z3 tO

the coordinator, Mho was at the homework center.everyday. The rajorit7

of the children will enter high school next fall and there are no y:lans

to continue formal contact with them. However, the volunteer staff

was aware for a long time that jobs for children under alxteen ae a

major problem for the children of the housing project. rille.01, ^11117
4.4 '

readily available job for boys is to carry groceries out from naz-.r-

by supermarket. Because the volunteers have worked in the

for more than two years, they know that it is perfectly safe to

there. It has been possible to get baby-sitting jobs for sale of

the, girls in the faculty housing from which the volunteers coz.p.
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There seems no immediate possibility of locating comparable for

the twelve to fourteen year old boys.

N;LAtorY__*:qf STEP

After a series of sit-in demonstration; by University of

Chicago underzraduates, so .e accepted faculty suggestions that they

become involved in tutoring efforts to help a neighboring, very poor,

all-Negro area adjoining the campus. Ten students visited a sdhool

in the area, give blocks from campus, and arlanged to see tan seventh

and eighth grade students. For several weeks, the elementary edhodl

students walked to the campus after school. Attendance was irre,sular,

and the college students decided to find a meeting place within the

children's Community.

A boy's club offered two roams and allocated 0,000 fbr a

pilot tutoring project for the follOwing academic year. Two women

college students were hired to run this canter,
, five afternocmi a

week after sehool. At the invitation of the student leaders, the

project staff visited the.center that first year. The program was

not impressive as a tutoring program as only a few students ::-era

being seen regularly. There were, however, a number of group enrich-

ment activities going on, provided by college volunteers. The staff

was entirely white .college students.

One problem of this group was that another student-affaiated

program working with high school students in the same area had Lpen17

harrassed the schools. This new group limited their help to elementary
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school youngsters and was convinced that they must cooperate with the

schools, in order to help the children. They often complained of the

hostility toward them, because of the ill will engendered by the

other group, which they felt was unjustified. From the beginning,

they found it necessary to disassociate themselves completely and

make it clear that theirs was a recognized student activity and

that they wanted to cooperate with the schools.

There were problems in sharing the boy's club facility,

which gradilel)y- became worse. The building was kept locked, and

door guards let children in by specific appointments. If a child

came late, he was often not allowed to come in. Children could not

come in without pre- arrangement. It was obvious that this group of

students would have had trouble sharing facilities with any agency,

because of their lack of knowledge in working with children.

There was a tendency on the part of one of the student loaders to

allow the children to become quite wild. and uncontrolled and then to

suddenly become angry and punitive. Children wore occasionally put

out" of the center, and there was no plaCe for them to go, except to

bother other groups using the building.

This project had adequate staff, more than many other

projects had. They had a good supply of purchased and donated bL:ol:s

and reading materials. For orientation, they took a variety of avail-

able materials, rewrote them and mimeographed a paper under the nanle

of one of the two directors.. The best part of the program was the

variety of activities brought in by college students, such as slidoL;

and films, games and science materials. No fee was evercharg-.7.4 for
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participation by a child. Snacks were never served or even con-

sidered by the sponsoring group.

The next December, one woman student leader who remained

with the group as a volunteer came to the project staff to report on

their new setting. They had found a church basement, secured

additional materials, and recruited more volunteers. The stude 7, who

had seemed less capable in work with children had left the project.

Another woman student had been added and was available twenty hours a

week under a public service fellowehip at the college. Fifty student

volunteers were seeing elementary school students individually t-.;ice

a week, and there wore group activities planned after each dc.yle

tutoring.

The project staff experience has been that college stu,f.Lnt

projects were among the least stable.) and that a t.t.:ice-a-ae: tutor-

ing commitment was unrealistic, yet, according to the attendance

figures of this group, it could be done.

An advisory board of eleven student volunteers helped in

administering the program, and a facility advisor frcm the local

college served on this board. In January, the project staff Ffr-c,,e.

to cooperate with the student proctect to record the experiences of

this group. Although about twenty volunteers had left at the end of

the first semester, new ones were recruited for the second S4:112::

.60 that fifty volunteers were assigned to individual students. five

others helped with group activities. The majority were first and

second year college students, many recruited by the coordina.t.or, a

sophomore.
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The tutoring project felt that, at this time, their best

problem was lack of contact with the schools. Some childrca had lu--e

and others had registered themselves and the tutoring center knew

little about them. Their idea of cooperating wi-',21 the schools was,

at first, to ask the teachers of the children to come to the study

center once a week to tell the coordinator wiaat the children wore

doing in school. They were surprised to find that the project staff

considered this harrass men and not feasible. :hey appointed one of

the coordinators as a school liaison person and she planned to 'visit

the schools weekly to find out what the children were doing there.

The project staff felt that this would be very time-co ne-riing. (It

eventually turned out to be impossible.) However, the schools .we-e

visited every other week for several zonthe and elaborate notes

copied from the lesson plans, whLch were then shared with the volun-

teers. From a study of all the volunteer reports it is obvious that

not the slightest use was ever made of this tmformation.

The children were tested by the project staff and fcuncl

to average a one and a half year retardation in Yie-ding,

a wide range, from two children who were perflains barely at

level to a large number who were very severely-retarded. Later, as

volunteers got to know the children better, it turned out 7.h.Lt a

sizable number of the children were chronic traunts, and ecze.

severe physical disabilities. This kind of information had not 1-.)aa:.

requested from the school, ard would have been more relevane

detailed lesson plans. The only factual information about the

from the schools, was their grade placement and their reain: ecerce.
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At the time that the project staff began to work with the

tutoring project, the coordinator had dropped out of echool to (...,,,Lve

full time to the project. She was aware, of the need for some ifivice..

of labor, since she was giving approximately sixty hours a week to the

center, but was never able to solve this problem, because it was more

individual than institutional. Attempts to assign responsibilities

usually did not work out well- The public service student was assigned

liaison with the schools, but it was soon obvious that this was not

a rewarding assignment. Copying lesson plans gradually seemed a futile

experience. Both she and the student coordinator were available every

day, but attempts to work out different job assicnments for ttera

remained difficult. Because authority was divided and discipline

remained an over-riding problem, a third student was aseicned as

ndisciplinarian." The volunteers did not like this arrancement, and

the staff complained that the college students did not assume eneurh

responsibility for the behavior of their individual students. 1,:bet

divisions of labor attempted were mechanical, and because of the loner

involvement of the coordinator and the faet that she knew the

so much better, the actual operation of the center re=ained

entirely her responsibility.

In addition to individual tutoring and short daily 7-eu

activities, the center staff collected the children2s and

mimeographed a weekly newspaper. Many volunteers took their chlacIL?er.

on trips during the scheduled tutoring hours and at other tiL;;3.

Nearly every weekend; several volunteers took a group of children for

an outing in the neighborhood.
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The first observations of the project staff showed That the--

children arrived at the center at 3:30, but tutoring did not bein

until 'When the tutoring project asked for suggestio:ls, this was

the most obvious source of discipline troubles. Volunteers were

uslielly there at 3:30, and very milling to begin work. They had not

realized how much trouble they had invited by allowins the child:en

to run about freely for a half hour and then try to get them to settle

down to work. Everyone was pleased with the results of bcginnins tutor-

ing promptly at 3:30 and, for a time, the center operated much more

smoothly. However, there were no clear-cut decisions about just

which types of deviate behavior they cotld tolerate. Absenteeism of

the volunteer staff increased a the semester progreezed, and children

were doubled up for lessons,.whioh accentuated the problem. tr'4. ""? ^;.

that discipline could be as to an adult -who was not the

who knew the children best and had the best relationship with the::

seemed the most obvious mistake. Because this error was rzde br

executive commiteee of volunteer students, and the diecilDlina.:ian

one of them, the policy was not chanzed. In fast, it was not

discussed openly until late in the smester, when most voluntee:::

said in interviews that this was the biggest, ristalca the center h,..d

made.

After each day's tutoring lesson from 3:30 to 4:40,

were various group activities. Every day, a circle was formed IT.-eh

all the children and tutors present and some kind of group E.ctivi.:.7

planned. Again, these were variously successful end unsuacessfla.

A staff per-son was in charge of these activies, which began u-.71.'4h
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story telling and then gradually included work in siriplc drLzatics.

The staff felt that, since the children had such trouble workL:.: to-

gether, some kind of group experience was most importalt. Tide was

again done rather mechanically, with the entire group. Thera was

much discussion and disagreement of the value of these activities,

since some children showed that they could not function in a group

setting. When volunteers kept their children from the group situation,

for what they considered good reasons, this was not always understood

by the staff.

Again, the person conducting the group activity did not

assume responsibility for discipline, and this was assigne,: to yet

another student. The fact that discipline was the continual, u.:eolved

problem of this center would seem to indicate that the ap;ointrrent af

"disciplinarians" did nothing but exaggerate the problem.

A continual source of tension.in this center was betreen

the janitor, an older white man, and the volunteers. The complained

very much about his anger toward the children for their behavicr) at

the same time admitting their own inability to control the chi'::!re.

Despite the ruling of the church that no one could arzeke

some students did, and then complained about the janitorls cem:14=s.

Mile this group regularly went to outside adults for help and co:1-

sultation, they were adamant about not wanting adults around t...7.e

center, saying that they "would not know what to do with teem."

The group dressed in school clothing when they came to the

tutoring center. Some of the college students had reported co=,:nte

from the children about their "nice dlothing." The children
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quick to notice jewalry,that tha wor.:1z.n students wore, al:d ct,.:dentz

had scaler! c-a,...are from the bccinning how much it meant to th3 children

11.4 did not "dross down" for them. However, on trips away from

the neighborhood the volunteers often wore their everyday outfits cf

jeans and sweatshirts. Whether this contributed to the .probla:. of

taking the children on trips is not obvious, but it was certainly in-

consistent in terms of the policy discussed at executive caamittee

Meetings. (Since the children tended to dress "up" for "these outings,

the image of adults, with "wrinkles ironed int? as one staff observer

joked, made an incongruous sight.)

Many trips were taken with various sizes of groups of dhildrn

and discipline problems were foremost on these outinza. It wz:s ironic

that this group of young students were first quite gUllible in believ-

ing the stories of the children about beatings at home and in schools

vociferous about their disapproval, but in several instances, later

resorted to physical punishment themselves. In one case?, a Ithite male

student took a group of children el= he did not know well enouzh to

a local museum, hit one of the children, and was ap;roached

criticised by a Negro couple who witnessed the hitting. Wheri tha

student coordinator, asked him about it, he explained that the c:Iiies

had been troublesome throughout the whole trip and he saw. no alter-
.

native." She accepted this without question.

It is usual for projects to be built around the personality

of one adult. In thii case, the student who- gave from forty to el; by

hours a week to the project, remained the person to whom voluntn:

turned for help. She tried very hard to delegate responsibilitn but
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always for specific functions that tuL.-ned out to be unroward:L% for

the volunteer. Contact with the schools and teac:-.e.rs could have boon

a meaningful assignment, but the decision of the executive coar.,-.,Lttoe

that the wanted primarily to know what was being studied in th

room meant defining the job as copying lesson plans. No other project

with which we had contact ever had such continual discipline problems;

these obviously became worse -when volunteers began to drop out. The

solution of having an official "disciplinarian" seemed only to hinder

the development of responsibility in either 'children or volunteers.

The records were kept on cards desizned by the cooram.tor.

Mis included essential information from the schools the child7s

appointment time, attendance record, and, on the reverse side, no :,e3

of the individual lessons by the volunteer. Blank cards were cLipy,..-.1

to the original ones since most volunteers wrote at least brief rc-,:o.:..te

on their meetings. The system meant that the laforzation was very

compact, but *since the cards were continually in use, there was con-

tinual need to refile them. It was also a burdonscane way .o reeez.d

attendance. Obviously, an attendance chart or book would have

matters. Individual folders on the children h-ve

the use of the cards for volunteer reports unnecessary.

most symbolic and obvious example of the coord.inator s need to 04:4:4el

the situation as much as possible. An inordinate amount of :-.sr

was spent on the job in making the cards by hand when they could :nave

been mimeographed in a few minutes. Even after arrangements were

made that the records could be left safely at the center, the co-

ordinator insisted on this coipact and controlled method of record

keeping.
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The student reports show that this group of voluntere

unusually successful in developing and usinG imaginatilre :4.4t.eriras

and approaches with the children. They had a great commitment to

education personally, and they very seldom complained about the

children being unmotivated or uninterested. Instead, they assumed

that it was their responsibility to motivate them. They often walked

out with restless children, and discussed academic work with them

while walking around the block or to a nearby park. They wrote stories,

using the children's names, which were very successful. Realizing

that writing long assignments was burdensome to the children, they

acts stories, leaving blo.nks for the children to fill tn. They used

a wide variety of materials, including games, 'eooks and magazinec,

and assembled an impressive donated library. The children received

letters from them, and answered them. Children also wrote to pen pals

in other states and countries. Most impressive was a weekly news-

Paper of children's writings, and when this became too burdensaez

for the staff to manage, they accepted the offer of an adult o a the

community who successfully managed it.

Basically, the pi-oar:am was too ambitious fro."

To offer group activities, individual tutoring, and group tripe *-::1/43;Ni

all useful ideas, but the group only gradually realized the v.:,ef..ety

of skills and the amount of time necessary to make these cr all

work. Between the second and third month, about half of the volunteers

found the commitment unfeasible and dropped out. Some complained t..-.at

the operation, being too diffuse, amounted too much to "baby sitting.
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The volunteers Ilho stayed remained extremely loyal to t".-te

many of them were her friends or had beon recruited by her

Because the project lost so many volunteer:: end t.-.e Children

began to drop out, retesting:that had been planned was abandoned.

Only ten children were seen for as long as six months, and these had

a variety of problems. Three had physical illnesses which aevez:dly

affected their school attendance. Among the ten students for who=

detailed records were possible, not one would appear a likely candi-

date for &ort-term help. These children can be assumed to be typical

of the student population as a whole. They were children from the

street, many very severely retarded, mho were more similar to

Children of the storefront center than any of the more middle-chew

groups.

By April, when the project staff withdrew from: weelay contc.ct

mith the tutoring center, the executive commiteee had become ver7

involved in new plans to take a group of forty children to ce.17.;.) the

following summer. The tutoring project was closed sh.ortly a2terw.Irde,

with plans to reopen the next fall.

The coordinator of the center F. 37eT the projeet

and brought suggestions back to her board. She kept cletailec:

of the operation of the center. The records were goods 6'4) tz.,r ;;4.$ thc

mechanical operation of the center was involved, and attempt:; t)

the work load mith other members were documented. Suggestions abc'ut

consultants who might belielpful to the volunteers were follc;:ed

but always with the contacts limited to the coordinator. Sher 1-20-

ferred to bring questions of the volunteers to cansultants and
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personally relay to the volunteers u e information they

volunteers who stayed on in the program werc unanimous in th,-E,11.

opinion that extra professional help was they greateet need. They

were also unanimous in saying that discipline reined the great un-

solved problem of the center, and some better method of solving these

problems should be found.

A. member of the executive Oommittee called the project staff

very late in the spring, after plans were becoming definite for camp.

The coordinator had asked for help from the'project staff on this,

but had been extremely vague about the summer plans. Because of the

observations several women consultants and the women on the prc,',ect

staff, the coordinator had been assigned to a male staff member fer

supervision. This seemed to improve relations very. much,, and the

coordinator was more receptive of ideas presented by the male faculty.

advisor and the male project staff member than dhe was of the same

ideas offered by women. Unfortunately, the various attempts to share

responsibility for operation of the center hed all been with .;,,.or,zn,

and it was not until some of the men volunteers assumed major respon-

sibility for the summer camp that she found herself able to uw:s:

effectively with other staff people.

A male member of the executive committee was put in char

of the arrangements for camp. when he called the project staff for

ideas in fund-raising, he preceded his request by saying that ha unde.:.-

stood the project was against the idea of summer camps. Told that

this was certainly not true, he seemed surprised. The concern of the

project was that very careful pit:ming would have to go int o each a
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venture. He agreed, and said the ccanittee was having trouble making

any definite plans because of the vagueness of the coordinator and her

.desire to make all decisions. Names of people who might be of help in

organizing and planning a camp were given to the group. The result of

this experience was that the men students began to assume much more

authority and responsibility for the entire program. After camp, they

came back to report that it had been a tremendous learning experience,

that they had not been adequately prepared, but that they were even

more determined to make the tutoring prog.smi7rork. It was reorganized,

so that a different student assumed responsibility for each day--

similar to the term captain approach used by most college projects.

Some team captains werebm.60. This was much more successful, and -d.aen

the coordinator moved out of state the following fall, the program

_was able_to.function_mch_better because_of the ,poupts_roalization

that they shdred the job in all its aspects--including discipline.

Our original suggestion that discipline has to be left to the coordilT-

nator was one that caused trouble in several centers. For the children

to see men sit by quietly while only women express disapproval of them

is very demoralizing. But unless there is free discussion of the

responsibility, and unless the men are asked for help and told how they

can help, they may interfere indiscriminately. For children in study

centers, it seemed obvious that no matter how good the volunteers, how

nice the equipment, the lack ofobvioai mutual respect between staff

can cause any program to falter.

Other suggestions of the project staff, such as using smaller

roams upstairs instead of the huge room in the basement, were put into
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practice the next year, with good results. The balance betwon letting

groups learn as a result of their own experience and t...zeing to help

them forestall the worst mistakes is a difficult one. In case,

the students had to learn a great deal on their own. It was a year

before this learning enabled them to run a fairly successful program.

There was also a natural problem of finding where to turn

for help. To plan expenses' for canP, the group first went to an

economist. They proudly showed the figures of planned expenses to a

project staff member. The staff member said he was unfamiliar with

the economist's qualifications for planning or running a camp, but

one glance at the list showed that no food allowaace had been nade

for; the staff. From such crude beginnin4 the students did manage

to plan and run a camp program, and in the second year, showed the:a-

selves much more capable of running a tutoring project. It remains

a center which emphasizes learning activities; there is no atte:.,:pt to

evaluate the efforts of volunteers and no meaningful prbfessional

supervision.

On the positive side, this group of volunteers is one.e.

the most impressive that the project staff observed in several ::-Lars

of working with tutoring projects. However, the realities of taeir

academic requirements make their very ambitious, long-range plans

seem to continually fall through. If they could, like other gro=s,

plan a short-tern program of six or eight weeks, and then plan to

reorganize the next phase in terms of what they learned, the problem

of continually letting the children down would be solved. Comm=it7

involvement of selected adults, who can be. relied upon for longer
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periods of time, would also help, but student projects are very com-

mitted to independence. The other local project in the ear.r; area

as this one turned down offers from a group of profeseional uho

had successfully worked in a tutoring project because they wxre Ilover

forty--too old to relate to children." While this group accepted one

adult when the newspaper was in danger of folding, their attitude

remained basically one of determination to go it alone. They have

learned a good deal,. but the center remains too much at the w;.-2..m of

whatever individuals or groups are active in any particular se zester

of the school year.

tiista'r of Con- .1'Gel^

The first attempt of the project staff to set up a eer-tz.z.

in the inner city was in cooperation with a stall settlment

The facility seemed adequate, with a large rooms, approxizately

four feet by eighteen feet on the first floor, Thera were taMc.:5 a_:'&

chairs, portable blackboards, vaehro=s, a saall roan: used as an efice,

and a lobby. Upstairs, there was another large room of tha

uith a small room approximateZy fourteen feet by nine feet adjeinLYr

it. This sinall room had bookshelves, with an assortment of anc:Lont

books. The staff was assured that there were additional boel,:shelvee

that could be used, and some small chairs and tables that co.,:ad

in. when the agency decided to have older children and adu:_ts o.se

the room during the day this promise proved untrue. Since the

facilities were multipurpose, it would have been impossible to

permanently replace the furniture. The building was not used after
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school and was therefore available for a stu::y center.

The agency had city-wide programs for poor people, and setting

up a center seemed a deliberate attempt to have one facility tn.at

would serve the immediate neighborhood. The director, who did not live

in the neighborhood, had been with the agency for several :mare, but

he left suddenly a few months after the study center opened.

ThO project coordinator in charge of setting up the center

met with various local groups. The local aldermanTs wife recruited

materials for the center, and various items which the settlement house

needed, such as a refrigerator, radio and record player, and bock-

shelves. A nearby college recruited four woman from their housing

nearby. All of these volunteers came one afternoon a week. One

volunteer, an experienced teacher, came two afternoons a week from a

community about fifteen minutes away.

The settlement house director had also felt that he

several local candidates for the job of coordinator-in-trainin7 e.ut

this turned out to be untrue. A young Negro, we=an with two cf

teachers? college training, who lived a few miles away but could

mute by bus, was hired by the staff before the center opened.

the project coordinator opened the center, aad by the and c: th3 firot

week there were two volunteers a day in addition to tr.ell. tha

college students joined the staff there was an average o six

teers a day. The coordinator-in-training related to the children

very well. Extremely soft-spoken, she was immediately well liko:1

both children and volunteers. No fee was charged for attendi:Ic thr.

center. Simple snacks of fruit or cookies were provided by the p-_-,-zzet
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staff. The space, light, heat, and janitorial service core prof:ided

by the settlement house. It waa planned as a homework center, to

uhich children would came at 3:301. spend forty-five minutes on ho:.

activities, have snacks, and than use a. variety of group zczes

and activities.

An important part of the interest in having a center came

from a public school or blocks away. De'spite the distance, there

seemed no closer place available. Since the settlement house was

located in a very poor neighborhood, it was planned to on a hane-

work center, since this seemed the easiest kind of facility. ;:here

was evidence that Ittixtoringt7 was a term which could 'rizhten prce-

pective volunteers. The school offered to refer fifteea chilL-en

from the third and fourth grades to attend the center t.oro afteocns

a week, and a group of fifteen children f rom the fifth and si;:eh

grades for the other two afternoons a week. Friday had been found to

be the day of the week to attract the lowest attendance children.

Nearly all of the children lived in a public housing project and a

few lived in apartments.

The school felt that, in order to gat fifteen in ee.ch z;ri-1.12,

they had to recruit at least twice that many, since their experien.c3

had been that the children never responded in very larzc 1 "sumbe-.2s t3

any extra help. However, when they referred thirty-three childen

for the first two groups, twenty-two children came the first weo%.

The school wanted to make further efforts to involve the chiln io
had not responded, but the project staff had seen the results in otlicr

centers of parental pressure to force children to attend.
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preferred to work with this group and, within two weoks, other

children who had not responded began to come. Siz more childran

joined the original twenty-two. The group was made up of chilL:roa

who seldom or never did their homework, hit wham the teacher: felt

would with encouragement. One child who always did his work heard

about the center and asked to join. He was always the first finished,

and then helped other children. The success of the effort was mainly

due to the fact that the school teachera knevr their individual CLildren

and assumed personal responsibility for making it work. They made

special efforts to give the children meaning2U1 homework, and to praise

them for their success.

When the center opened, there was a very =all librarr 3f

donated books and a large supply of donated ragazines. The c::.ildren

were most eager to take something home, and all except one cheek2d

out books and magazines. Often, the books were too hard for themL,

but they explained that someone at home could read to them. The

magazine that was most popular was ',Popular :,:echanics" which se -zed

to be new to them. Usually they talked about their familyi's uzing

the magazines, and it was obvious that they often chose r.:ater471z;

other members of the family. Their eagerness for books and r.l.azzines

impressed the staff, and they felt that the school library =et 17..e

better. However, the third graders, who were most eager for 1,-;,eke,

explained that they could not use the school library until fnu...th

grae0 unless their mothers would come in to sign for thez,.. )7 Pk...2. ^1..1.

them had a library card since their mothers worked and could! no. ;go tD

school. Although'nost of the children were in the fourth zrade and
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above, no one ever came from school with a library book.

One child refused to take anything for a long time, and

finally said he was afraid to, because his little brothers would tear

it up. He was encouraged to take a magazine with assurance that these

were expendable. The next week he reported that it had been destroyed

by a little brother, and he would not take any more. A fewvieeks

later, he said that his mother had heard that there was a book about

stNegro Heritage" at the canter and wanted to read it. He reluctafitly

took it home, and proudly returned it intact the followin, ee_:.

A suburban group was interested in eupplz-ir,T books and came

to visit during the first month. The group of five women were

enthusiastic about helping the canter, but continually ey.press;Bd

surprise that the children did not look "really poor." Tier were

surprised that the children were so "neat and clean,14 The vo7enteers

were convinced that the women expected to find "ragged" children, and

could not understand their reluctance to realize that these ehileren

were poor. While it was true that they were eztre=e_y neat an olzan,

their clothes were faded and worn and often mended. : :.l a '}7 of thva

wore gym shoes through the snow and rain. The staff often 7,:onec:,:d

the children ever had clothing that was "brand ne."

In the third week, the children began to tali about no-, C.oinz

their homework, but starting with activities and ea7r.es instead.

Several objected that they wanted to get it finished so it coul:.

checked. This was enough to encourage the rest of the group.

their conversation, it was apparent that the teachers were most

responsive to their doing their work and that they liked being
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One little girl began to arrive with her homework completed,
complimented,/so that she could spend more time looking at books ant:

magazines while other children did their homework. In the third week,

they were giveri notebooks which were to be kept at the center and used

for writing whatever they:wished-to write. They-had been, according

to their teachers, not very interested in reading or writing. This

changed gradually, and the staff noticed more interest in books at

the center, as well as continued interest in taking "some thine home.

The suburban group assembled a collection of several hundred donated

books, so there wore finally enough books that the children could

actually read. They suddenly seamed much more intereeted in reading

during their time at the center, and would same times read or reread

one book and then check out another to take home.

During the second month, the coordinator-in-training com-

plained that she did not know enough activities to offer the dhildrah,

and the volunteers always seemed able to think of more ideas than

she could. She wanted to be able to do more. It turned out that the

written suggestions she had been given had not been used, because she

was afraid she could not demonstrate the games or activitiae.

project director offered to h'elp her, and she bacan to caza to her

for weekly supervision. She sec:aod reluctant to adait her prcble.11

to the project coordinator with whom she worked at the center.

activities and games were demonstrated to her, she was able to

them to the children, and seamed more pleased with this ability. than

any other part. of her job.

Since the-children talked so much about how their famf.lie.i.;

enjoyed the books and magazines, a special activity of the -omes, was
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offered to them each Wednesdy and Thursday. These materials were

given to the coordinator-in-training, so that she could offer the

materials to the children. Sometimes, it was a page of arithmetic in

squares, some of which were "xragic squaresu because the numbers added

up horizontally and vertically produced the same =a. Sometimeslthey

were word games such as the scrambled names of animals, simple cross-

word puzzles, hidden pictares or a 'phrase or long word, to be used

in making up as many mall words as possible. Often, the materials

were mimeographed, but not always. Sometimes, the children would copy

the paper and pencil Games to take hems. The children were eneouvaged

to bring them back the following week, but no one ever did. TIley

talked about how various members of the faraily. worked on these, and

who was best. This idea, cf sending samching home .mith the chi.7,

each week, was originally a deliberate Lttempt to hal; the coorli=tor-

in-training offer something to the children, but became perhaps the

most meaningful part of the program to the dhildren. As curious as

they were to begin the activities, they always said they we:: ed to

save it for the moek-end and share it with the family. In facts

when first started, the activities were meant to be used at the cent:1',

but the children were told that they could take thez home.

reactions were to iminecttately say this ie what they wanted.

3 lots of things to do at the center. The need or pride, or

taking something home was always impressive.

The notebooks for writing were received with deligat

4.4..*4).

children but when it came to what to write, they were at a co.:sr:lc:to

loss. Some copied from books, but few selected anything that t'..-,0:7*
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yarticularly liked, but would choose at random. Others made lietz of

what they liked. One little girl had complained bittezly about how a

volunteer had cut her hair, and later sald she could think of nothing

to write. When encouraged to write about this, she began energetically.

But three other little girls were upset by her rudeness and threatened

to write about her. She cp.ickl:: said that sho "liked the haircut now"

and proceded to rite this. The older children wrote about booi:s.

The only original attempts at eeo._eo ;:ho Goys, who wrote

about ghosts, monsters, and people from ouusr space.

A second elemeatary school in the area asked eecut

some children there, and the otaff explained the pro or-am to the

principal. The first principal had handled all contacts with the

staff, but had obviously interpretAd the peograa to his staf-F' s-ecess-

fully. The original group of fifth and sixth L,aders was not as larse

as that .from third ard fourth grade. The children who did not respond

from the first school were all in tho older aze grout.

school was asked to refer children for the older group, and onl one

teacher responded. Ten children caze from this class, rithout

work. They -were physically l'ar larger than the fifth ant: - -

from the first school, and older. They had failed at leet

one year in school. Milo the first croup had avelaed a ,7earTe

y . ni
4 y ye 17'::"0retardation in reading, this group was a.1.4. a .

by tests given at the center. They had been told by their teacher

that they kciould :nest get individual help in reading, and that they

to attend. When the staff wont again to visit the school, ti-,e te,:2c6r
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seemed surprised that the center was designed for horow.o:740 Lnf:

explained that they never had any, but he would give so :c if tnat

what the center wanted.

The group had to be told that the center was for homework.,

and that they -sere not requii.ed to come. They continued to come for

two weeks and then six dropped out. After the first week, they

brought homework. They insisted in sitting at a separate table by

themselves, saying that their r-arents did not 1:ant them to have any-

thing to do with the childron frcm the other sdaool. The-1r zehocl

was one which had a reputation of beinc; a 17tough21

have been known to the first group of children. However) the f-et

g'oup never said anything about not :Aying with tb.a new gr

were quite accepting of them. Gradually, the two.z:=e

not only did they have different hoeleworkg but entirely dif2erant

types of work. The homework that the teacher from the second ed:ool

gave, under pressure, was lists of words to be defined and used in

sentences, or pages of problems that the children cleimcd were net

their regular arithmetic work. During the second weok of their

attendance, they quit doing hameorl: because they insieted thi.t ,cLe

teacher threw it in the wastepaper basket without at it

Father than to go back to the sc hool again, the To.eeL...ee_s Lsee

activities available in the center and gave the children net,:::)ook3

writing. They were less able to function in gimups than the c%ilc.

from the other school and seemed to each need an individual ve_,e:::,

The college students who came as volunteers alreoct

attached themselves to one child for the eatire period, and cee-.e
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loss able to work with groups than were the housewives. But in tho

disability of the second group of children to work in groups, it was

good that they had individual help.

One of the boys who left the center, of the second z;rou?,

returned and became very attached to the coordinator. He seemed to be

a leader in the group of his classmates, and cradually three other

boys of this group returned. T.:hen they car baclz he suggested they

all do their homework together, and it turned out that they were now

being given regular arithmetic hom=ork. The other boys would deny

having any, and he would say "course we dcP and proceed to do hie.

The other boys would reluctantly take theirs fram their pockets

notebooks, and do it. The staff vas puzzled by this be7Is lsaderehip.

Although he was one of the youncer boys in the gra.tp, twelve yer.re

old, he was very large and locked like a fourteen or fifteea year old.

It seemed that his size made him a leader. His speech was especially

childish and he became so tttached to the coordinator-in-traininL.

he came regularly and followed her about, trying to be helpful. '

other boys seemed to come only because he wa.s there, lie.t 1%-ere so

basically uninterested in acad=ic work that they became 1-lere

disruptive. The volunteer staff found that forty-five minute

limit of their ability to benefit from the program, and finall,

-accepted the idea of telling them so. They weed able to uee

center successfully for that period of time, and since snacks .ere

served after the homework period ended, they were almost reli-fec: 7,o

accept the suggestion that they could leave then.

Although the new director came to 'the settler:lent houeo

tried very hard tp make the facility attractive to the studr



staff, there were increasing problems due to tho lack a: stability

of other groups who used the same facility. She coordirz.tor-in-

training felt that other staff people from other provems .Lntcr:cred

with her work and that adanistrative channels were not very cicc.ir.

The problems of sharing space with other groups who were chanr,Lng

their programs and'staff became difficult.

The staff was aware that some agencies izQosed fand-raieing

activities on groups of volunteers. Sits had become a problem in one

Imiddle-class center, latere names of volunteers were Tizie-NA.:iatcly tamed

over to a fund-raiging commi'ttee. In one cases, a retired teacher came

to visit a center intending to volunteer twice a week. Startled by

receiving a request for a contribution, she would have left the agency

without telling her real reasons except that she know another volunteer

well enough to talk over the problem with her. While McKinley House

never did impose co the volunteer staff in this way, some staff

.members did impose on the study center paid staff to help in fund-

raising, apparently assuming that this was proper. (Th is proba.,..a whit1

is often a source of complaint by volunteers is one that has neVer

occurred with certain agencies, such as the YEA, in our experienca.

Some agencies seem to have more Gpeciric guidelines abmi.t, this, coo

that the problem never ecurs.)

The only volunteer from the in:mediate neiEhborhood

the staff was a middle-aged Negro woman idhb had taught in the south

for several years.. Both volunteers and the children seemed

very well to her quiet, helpfu3. manner. Other women in the noiL:-.1.134;:.--

hood were recruited by the alderman's wife, but were reluctant to give.
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academic help to children. Instead, they collected book; and e-t...pplic.;.

coordinater-In-trair-inz, had not been able to decide ibot...t

future plans to finish school. She decided, after working in this

program for the semester, to =lc with retarded children and -ma

helped to find a job. A citizens group near the first school r..44:e

plans to open a facility far those children, nearer the school, ie

result of the good responie of the dhildren.

Tais center never charged an attendance fee and rearuited on.ly

throudo. the sc.hoolB, with information sheets sent 'acme for the a.rents

to send their children with permiseion forms. ma cent,,e,r had no con-

tact with the families, blxt, app.irently the higi response of the chill d-

ran from the first school was related to the acce:etance by the parents

of the schoolts reccuaendation.

By spring, a better physicel facility was for the

center staff, and the volunti..4rs fro= the faculty housinz ar.1

former teacher, who gave two days a week felt. that they would be a:313

to build a really successful proLram in the new. ate

reported that the main objective- of the center, to help ehi'Idren

responsibility for their homework, had been. acc=21ichee".. T. r- ;-1, ...

wanted more help for their chilacen, they fat that it co.4:,:i.d bc. -

by a new facility nearer to school. Me coordincr-in-tr:::.i::-inz

much less able to function, once she had decided that ree.1

lay in work with retarded children. rae staff decided to ::..ove

facility to a new location where problems of sharing

to be much less, and where the number of available rooms ,c:e

2 It.

groupings of children possible. The volunteer wanted to con tix.ze

I 00
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the idea of group work, and -altabIe

The children were suppc;..-.ed .:-,o rotected ti.:; oz.(/' of

semester. She disruption of .'oups and. staff of otiaer

the facilities caused the staff to decide to close early. the

children could, possibly, have been retcstod in school, the staff did

not feel that the kind of group home-dczk help twice a wed: for

a semester would have made a szCzotantie..1 difference in Eel:oral. rca,:44-ig

scores. The teachers were pleased with. the results of the c.cm..,,zter

help. Zey felt that thc;.% children% att:Ltwiaa to-ilazd school lc:-..rn

ing had improved L7eatly, and that tho crperioncc; succ.....-.;:.:32=zr

doing homework was Laportant to

felt that basic dis-Ab-:1I:La*-"nr-, *-11 *1 .; , or

without a tutoring progrc.z2 to hap cl;;;,.-:_o:L

a site across the street frca the school.

1, v,a center fr.= a local poverty 1-1.-or-"am v---

4'7 c

idea was later dropped to. ---- 1 2

=ester consulted witathe project that he

open the proposed study cent:::...

a nursery school in the m.crnings., =a for pzrenv., Fz.vetial.aa

evenings. Two years later, the L'z:.v.:#ility Lt.1.3 availtLVL;;.: fca

afternoon use and the local boa:cd planaz,:d to de;volo?

noon program there, but was too busy with other p:Tgraze

priority.
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CRAFTER

ST TX OF STUD! CEDERS

In addition to the preparation of intensive case

'histories of the studs centers which served as demonstration sites,

the research design of this project called for a comparative organi-

zational analysis of a larger sample. The objective of this type

of analysis was to identify organizational and community variables

which might help account for growth, stability or decline in study

centers and their programs. The field work for this portion of the

project was carried out by Timothy Leggett, at that time a research

fellow in the Center for Social Organization Studies, University of

Chicago.

In Chicago; as previously centers are external

to the school system,. and are staffed almost wholly by volunteersby

students, housewives, business and retired people. Some degree of

institutionalization of these centers is obviously necessary if' study

centers are to add eve Stability and effectiveness. In Chicago, some

steps In this direction have been taken at least on the symbolic level,

through the Kayorts Commission on Ruman'RelatLons which through its

Committee on New Residents keeps a directory of all Voltnteer Tutoring

Programs in the city. The directory serves as a guide to the wide

variety of projects that have been established. The Commission has
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also halt a series of citywide conferences, to which the directors

of all projects have been invited.

This chapter is based upon an interview study of a sample

of these centers. Its purpose is to describe the variety of centers

in program, organizational format and cammnIt4 orientation. It also

seeks to identify factors which influence these centers' stability

and institutionalization.

General Consideration

Study centers can be described as formal organizations in the

sociological sense. They are-organizations in which, in Blales phrase,

"Collective effort is explicitly organized for specific ends;" they

are goal-achievement systems. Yet, since they are dependent wholly,

or almost wholly, on volunteer staff, they are in important ways un-

like other kinds of formal organization. They are therefore of special

interest to the student of organization and innovation. There are

enough study centers to permit comparative study, and they are all in

the process of development. They therefore provide an opportunity, to

study the achievement of stability of innovative organizations.

Study centers are volunteer organizations that meet typically

two or three times a week, bringing together disparate people for short

and hectic periods of time. In some projects the volunteers do not get

to know one another, so that informal work groups 'and informal con-

trols are weak. Some study centers suffer from a high rate of staff

turnover, and hence the frequent necessity for coordinators to make

special efforts to keep the goodwill of volunteers. Centers are also
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necessarily affected by the qualifications of their volunteers. Com-

munity volunteers, or at least the great majority of them, have no

teaching experience which would directly prepare them for tutoring

work. They are qualified only for diffuse and not specific roles,

and their psychological well-being is likely to be most readily

secured when the demands made upon them are not tou specific. The

EJrvival of study centers would therefore seem likely to depend upon

either lack of role specificity for volunteers ana a tolerance of

their performance, or the working out of a program of training and

continuing supervision.

It is evident that volunteer organizations sulh as study

centers, hich are certain to suffer from staff turnover and which

are limited in their ability to be selective in recruitment, are

going to have difficulties in what Selznick calls "building the

institutional core" without which stability is unlikely to ba

achieved. These considerations suggest that, while as much atten-

tion as possible necds to be given to selective recr.zitment, the

building of an institutional core can only be achieved by severely

limiting the core of the organizati , to perhaps one parson or by

makin;; continual and ocnscious efforts to establish such a core:

and this process must in turn rely upon steady staff consultation

and wer1": supervision. In other words tha building of an institutional

c,re as a buttress to a study center's stability an be achieved

eitl%er Ly one person's leadership or by the establishment of routine

administrative procedures.

These are consequences that seen to follow from t'he use of
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volunteer staff in study centers. In addition there as other needs

that students of formal organization have hold to be common to all

organizations if they are to maintain stability. Selznick and others

have included, among the requisites for the "maintenance of the

system" in formal organizations, continuity of policy and support for

an organization from forces in its iataediate environment. Both of

there requirements are relevant to the case of study centers, and

they are likely to be fully satisfied only if the center has both

acceptance and support from its local community. A center may

survive on support from sources external to the community, if this

can be sustained. But even in this case some of the long-term

support must come from a center's immediate neighborhood. This

means that an organization supporting a center in a disant coy. ,unity

is well advised to sat about developing interest in and active support

for the center's Lurk the grass roots. The conclusion must .ticra-

fore be that in the long run local support, acceptance and legitimation

are ar7,orr_: the requisites for effective institutionalization -2 study

centers.

Given the need for stuiy centers to achieve stabi3ity and

their tendencier toward the routinization of progrart and adminis-

tration, the dilemma which the centers have to ace is clear.

centers are likely to 7-:;ursae one of tr,:o goals or a mixture of the

two. They may seek an academic goal, to improve the grades of

students so as to avert the danger of dropout; students may not per-

haps be enabled to attain the average grades of their conteaporarics,

but they may be saved from falling further behind. Alternatively the
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centers may seek what is in effect a social goal; to give to students

some confidence in relationships, that they have never before had,

to prevent them from becorIng outsiders to the established social

system and turn:isle, against it. Or finally the centers may seek to

combine these two goals. If a center becomes too effective in its

routinization, it may turn into a bureaucracy which in the students'

eyes is indistinguishable from school. On the other hand if it fails

by too great a margin to become stable, the center faces the opposite

danger of falling apart altogether, or at least of failing to keep its

st,,lents interested enough to continue coming.

Tnis consideration of goals leads directly to a hypothesized

typology of study centers. It suggests a first type of center with a

bureaucratic structure and a tutoring pro 'ay and a second prefer

ring a looser structure and the promotion of sympathy and social

values. Alternatively, there may not be such a clear dichotomy, in

which case it may be possible to locate all centers on a continuum.

These ideas about study centers emerged as the research progressed

and have guided the presentation of the material. In certain

respects the centers can be classified according to their re r

content, but in others tt-o. conception of the continuum is more

appropriate.

A final question a25.3,L:s as to the appropriate criteria with

which to evaluate the quality of study centers. ri.Cre are three

possible approaches. The first is to estimate by use of ob:)ectivs

tests what progress students have made who have been tutored at

study centers in specific sub,fect matter areas. There are certainly
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problems to be overcome in matching these students against a control

group, but these should not prove insuperable., Nevertheless, th.:.s

measure does leave out of account, in the case where academic results

appear to be negligible (or indeed in any case), whether there may

not have been social advantages to the child in attending the center.

The second approach is to study attitudes and attitude dnange among

students at study centers. This faces the are problem of matehing

and others besides. Within this approach might also be included

assessments of the effect of a center in developing community spirit

and self-help in its neighborhood. Both of these approaches are out-

side the scope of this paper, and are mentioned because their develop-

ment would so clearly be of the greatest value.

The third.set of criteria r'Ir.te e.: o: --nization:a aspects

of study centers. This is the set relevant to this pane:'. The

approach uses three met::lods of appraisal: a meaaure of a center's

stability (or groh), a subjective judgment of quality, and an

analysis of program content ani associated organizational factors.

These three methods must be used together and riot alone. For

the measure of stability used on its own would be ambiguous. A center

that continues to draw the sae number of students (profefably the

students) up to the limits o2 its space and resources is as

successful as one that starts its program below its potential size

a.:id scope and then expands to achieve these. In fact the stability

neeaaro is only a negative one; the centers that have not reached a

target size or from which students have fallen away vd.thout rc,placc,-

; ;tent have in some way failed. Equally, an. analysis of program content
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and of organization will give descriptive material and a measure of

the develcpment of routine administration, but it will not snoq if tho

coordinator has leadership qualities nor will it give anything of the

"feel" of a study center, althcugh this is undoubtedly perceived by

and is impertant to the students who attend it.

In obtaining data about study centers for , City of Chicago

there are essentially four questions to be ased: what are the differ-

ent types of study centers that have developed? What are their

relations pith their communitfes? What appear to be the effects of

different forms of organization upon a center, its program and its

stability? What are the factors that can be identIfie: as tending' to-

ward the Llstitutionalization of a center?

Tne first section of the analysis presents the variety of

study centers and brings ov.t the range p.*)graT..e offered, 'Cne differ-

ences in f,ponsorship, in facilities, in the level -2 skill of co-

ordinators, in the supervision of staff, in sources of recruitment, and

in administration. Tricn follows an examination of the centers' co7.1-

nunity context; how far centers are dependent on c....:tornal resoul-ees

end how far on grass roots, what are their link wi-,h local sehb31s,

and whether they are of local growth or the oti'cro..rth of soL:e oxternall.:

organized project.

Thi-rd is a consideration of the effect on centers of different

styles of organization. h few are institutions newly establised far

the one purpose, while others are old institutions that have added a

tutoring project to an ongoing progra. Differences between orL:n-

zations can ba judged, as alreay pointed out, not only by toots of
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changes in academic performance in sch 1, but also by assessments

of personal growth and by subjective evaluations of the enthusiasm

and the atmosphere of a center and cf the probability of a continuing

stable program. Finally,'an analysis is made to identify the factors

that most influence tie quity and continuity of a center's program

and the criteria for judging whether a center is on the way to

effective institutionalization.

The research. was conducted through visits to study centers.

Twenty were visited ba'tween Novenber, 1964 and March, 1965, and in-

terview; were held with each coordinator; at the same time each

center was observed in ae;3on, so that an impression of its atmos-

phere and some direct e:::.;srience of its 1%:rkings could be fonhed.

This frequently gave or'pertunities for discussion vith volunteers

other than the coordinator and for noting details of the facilities

of the center. In j,L;lo, 1965, the co,:irlinators of ten of the cnt(.1.s

wore visited a second time. These tc.1 C osen for their represen-

tativeness of the typas of center that had emerged during the i'ir st

part of the research. al..e size of the random sample of tw3nty is too

small to permit refined statistical treatment, but it does provide

useful nnd sugestive raterial about study centers.

Pc77,-Von of Study Cr_nters

In the Nove7:,ber, 1964 directory distribLed by

Committee on gew Residents, there were 130 locations listed as offer-

ing volunteer classes for elementary and high school students, z..nd

there were 65 organizations listed as sponsoring these locations.

Eowever, this infor;:,aticn needs careful interpretation. It is :.ot
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always clear when the sponscrilig body plays a role of directly con-

trolling each center and when it does not but allows autonomy to the

coordinators at the specific location. The list was also found to

contain some inaccuracies. Some organizations arc listed twice, as

are some locations, and some organizations which claim the direction

of several centers turn out to run only one. In actuality there

appear at that time to have been 121 distinct locations, and 75 bodies

doing the work of active coordination under the aegis of 64 sponsor-

ing organizations.

Of these 121 locations 20 were administered in part or

wholly by the Roman Catholic organization, C.A.L.M. (the Chicago Area

Lay :.fov:.,ment), 15 Ilc;:c run by students from Northwestern University or

'elle University of Chic<;o, and the remair.der had a variety of different

sponsors. These included settlement houses, neighborhood clubs,

churches of various denomdnations, parochial schools, boy's cl:,bs, and

CLher youth and comlity crganisations. Considering that the situ-

ation is in a state of constant flu:, by and larsl, the ...yea's Com-

mittee list gives a cluite accurate picture of the organizations in-

volved in running study centers and of the locations actually in us:.

The list also gives figures for the number of child::en that

attend each center. These fiTares. ;,i-Elc,h for the twenty can ens

visited totalled 2,055, were found for the most part to 1:,e inaoeurate.

The total number of students on the books o2 the twenty coht-Ju.s was

estimated at approximately 1,020. On the basis of the reports of co-

ordinators the listed figure was too high in ten case:, too in

seven cases, and correct in three. The figures e-In sere as a ..-ous;
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measure of empansion and contraction, for although they so clearly

include hopes and pretentious, they also give an indication of the

realism of the program organisers.

Sponsorship of Contne

The twenty ceniers visited had four types of organisationia

base. Eight were run by ocasnunity eganizations, such ago Boys/ Clubs

or Settlement HOUSGS, with paid csordinet ors. Five were rat by

ministers in their churches. Five wage ions normally having

one specific ftutotions each as prochS4 litheelas but weeded to

take en a study program these were 14% ojther Miliater totaitt -or br

eut4140,e vaamteere 10141.14y, two Web ow 01.**Loatitei set 45 ad

oocr a ted amps of voiainteor. latenvialla rented er leaned*

Some of those westerns operating *it est034410$4 tutiotio OlvidentA7

owed their eXtetienoo to grouSt. orlirlatiAt0003 *0 at same poi*,

needed Abe pretectio4 and stabMibir affooded 107 0.14or linsatutionso

but these tofted a sub-0344.ont rather than ott widettonei one.

Progranl,Content

The isattere offered easentlientr *ofo 00601$ ~am or a,
miaztaye s the *op eX411o* Moro wee** *MO 4444k WW1 ticr a

variety of W.404ont ar014 .L/dU':Joso The ft* *VII Of PrOgral has a

distinctly acadmic mrposet to tutor stutontlai. 'Me most ,offective

way to run such a PreVion is to t, to*.ftg on a one-to-one basis,

but there 0re Centers with ,t are cleoly tuterfing programs width

cannot inaintaU this teaChing_ ratie it is the ogtto* of what is

taught, end not tho achievement of a me-kao.70. Re matt% ,hiCh determines
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wheher or not a program is a tutoring program. here the rrogram

sets out to teach the students specific subject matter, reading and

mathematics being tile most common, then it is a tutoring progra^..

The second typo of prora;a offered what can be called "social

education." finis type of center does not attemp':. to give students

out-of-school teaching, bus rather the help, attention and under-

standing of an interested. adult on a continuing basis. Volunteers

may give help to students with their homework, dr they may ask a

student to suggest w:at he or she 1,ishes to do. In these cases each

volunteer has a group of childiren to look after, or at least two; the

choice has to be nada between setting each child an individual task

trying to keep the atention of all the group toethe.c. Someti.7.es

the program is even less structured than this it may provide

facilities or games for the children who have finished their homework

or w:-Ic have none to do. In the final analysis the only formal obdect

of these latter progra:::s is to give very deprived children an aduit

with 111om to have a s',.,:ady relationship. Althouzh this object was

sometimes the sole aim of a plogram, it was in fact one of the aims

of all the twenty canters visited. Illatever else it was hoped to do,

however structured the program, this theme constantly recurred as part

of the philosophy of each program. It was believed that there is

something to be gained by every disadvantaged child having a good

relationship with a concerned and interested young or older

Of the twenty centers visited, three were of the first

offering structured programs of tutoringfifteen were of the secchd

%.-po, and two were of a rd_xed tyieoffering tutoring to some stud.nt:-...,
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homework help to oncrs and library facilities to all.

Coordinators and Volunteers

Tie centers are also distinguished from each other, beyond

their sponsorship and program content, by style of coordination and

by the type of coordinator chosen to run programs. Five of the centers

visited had a System of dual control; in these cases authority was

either directly divided or, even if one person was responsible for the

overall administration of the program, another had a clear supervisory

function elLstinct fro::k that of any other member of the staff. The

remaining fifteen centers were run by a single coordinator.

The coordinators differed in background and experience.

There were six centers with at least one coordinator who possessed

professional training, either in tc:aching or in social work; all of

these cooriinators Wk20. -,.emen. A further eight centers were run by

persons whose relevan'L experience was that of working over a period

of time in a corrounity organization; this category included church

ministers. Tne rer%aining six coordinators had had no previous rele-

vant experience. T.,;ave of the twenty centers paid their coordinators;

the remainder eid not. :,11 but ono of t]ls, coordinators it;:

1-rofecsional background were paid, but not at z hi;hr rat than

coordinators. There is no such hinz as a professional coordinator,

and therefore no rate of payr.:ent at the level of professional salari3s.

Sources of recruitment of volunteers varied, and .7,any CC'::T.C25

used more than one source, as the followdng table indicates:-
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Personal contact 8

Co)1050 or high school group 17
Exte2nal church group 3
Bell Telephone Co. 2

Volunteer Bureau or advertising 2

Total

The table shows that the centers relied heavily on students. One tenter

drew its volunteers exclusively from a teachers' college and these,

therefore, had some training in teaching. Ten relied solely on college

and high school students. Fight supplemented these with older adults.

Only one of the twenty had no student volunteers, using older adults

exclusively. There is a far higher rate of turnover of student volun-

teers than of others, but it is clear that centers cannot obtain the

nursers of volunteers chat they need without the help of students.

The type of supervision of volunteers varied considerably.

At ten centers there was none at all. At three an introductcry talk

was given to new veler.tters about the local ccrnaunity and about the

problers of tutoring, at four there were periodic evaluations of the

work, and at three centers e.perioneed teachers supervised the volun-

teers' work at weekly or two weekly intervals. The amount of super-

vision was not affected, as had seared plausible, by whether or not

the coordinators Woo paid. half of the twelve centers with paid coor-

dinators had eeoc kind of vol.unteer training or supervision, ar:1 half

did not; the sane Was true of the ceAors with unpaid coorcliha'oprs.

The centers also differed in other respects; in library

facilities, in record-keepin'z, in numbe; of sessions per week, z.r.d in

the systcm whereby students were referred to the center. Se-on had

take-ho:-.0 library bcoks, while four 1-.ad books for use at the
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and the remaining nine had frothing that merited the title "library."

The nucleus of any library always consisted in a number of books for

work in reading or math and sorae reference books. These were often

supplemented with school readers. The better equipped libraries also

had extensive additional reading of a kind that students were not

likely to come across in school, and more material in the way of

encyclopaedias and the like. Six centers maintained regular records

of students' proaems and progress, which were kept up by the volun-

teers either after each session or on a weekly basis; four had tho

came intention not yet fulfilled and the remaining ten had neither

records no aspiratioas. To twelve centers stdents were referred

by their schools, to four they S, ere referred by the institutions

housing the study center and to eight students were self.referred; in

throe centers more than one met hoe was in use. Some centers are con-

tent to rely upon school referral and some wish not to do so, accord-

ing to their convictions about that students they are trying to reach.

However, it doss scan likely that all centers would prefer to have a

proportion o' their studentsreferred by neighboring schools. nether

a center does or does not have some students referred by schools is

one indication of the extent to whicn it has become institutionalied.

Tnis list of characteristics gives but a skeleton de3cription

of the centers. hen visited they are full of life. A center of the

first type, with a clear tutoring program, may strike the visitor in

the following way. 'Athin a large institutional building it occupies

s. spacious, well-lit roan. It has fiftcen small tables with chairs

at each for one tutor and one student an a time, and two larger tables
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with more chairs, at which more tutor-student pairs may sit without

being in each others' way. In one corner is a rather disorganized

lil-rary, and this is conspicuous in view of the general orderliness

of all other goings on in the place, which has a dedicated, silent,

scheduled atmosphere. Each student comes at a spoifie time appoint-

ment, and each tutor has two students each day. This is the real

work, and so the library is not an integral part of the facilities;

it is mere of an additional service. No child can wander in caraally.

He comes because he needs to; his elders say so, or he wants to get

on. In any event there is a strong motivation. The coordinator, a

trained social worker, is kind and friendly, but is seemingly much of

the time 1-Jusy in an office down the corridor. The tutors, all local

housewives, seem attentive and keen. The most lasting impression is

of the purposefulness of this center, which ignores any activity not

i=ediately consonant with its one-to-one tutoring program. in this

place there is at least some danger of the atmosphere coinciding with

that of a school.

A center of the second typo, offering "social education," is

vary different. It is perhaps located in a church hall; in fact it

overflows into the Chin ..ch itself. At the start of the ses:.ion

is a great babel of sour f from a crowd of children of all agss.

from the volunteers also, most of whom coma in from a suburb of Chiolo;

they bring their sons and daughters to help with the students. e,:-

ordinator is a large, bluff pastor, who greets everyone with in2ectiou.3

1:enho:.de, as he or she, adult or child, enters the hail. Men,

aculously, the milling group sorts itself into pairs of .1:-.7.11

L,-=.01.3 of people, at the long tables in the hall or along he furs
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of the church. Everyone is busy. The children ask their questions or

are given math or reading to do or are occupied with games. The pastor

moves about seeing that each group is settled and where he can sit with

a child in need of extra help. There is always some doubt as to which

students and indeed which volunteers will shourup, but the zest and

spirit of the place and the personality of the pastor ensure that it is

a going C011eerils that the effort and goodwill will be maintained and

that good numbers of children and adults will always come to the center,

whatever the weather.

Community. Context

Study centers have developed in local communities of Chicago

with widely different characteristics, and not only in those areas

that are obviously depressed. They have also sprung up in relatively

prosperous communities. For the purposes of this study, a depressed

community is one where more than 25 per cent of the families earn less

than $3,000 a year, more than 20 per cent of the adults are receiving

public assistance, more than 30 per cent of boys aged 15-19 are

delinqwnt, more them ten per cent of the population of working age

is unemployed, and more than 30 per cent of the housing is substandard.

There were five centers in the sample in such areas. At the other

extreme a community will be called prosperous in which fewer than 15

per cent of the families are earning below $3,000 a year, less than

five per cent of the adults population is on public assistance, fewer

than 15 per cent of the boys aged 15-19 are delinquent, fewer than

five per cent of the population of working age is unemployed, and less
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than 15 per cent of the housing is substandard. These rates are for

communities in which there is a range of wellbeing. The overall rates

should not conceal the fact that there are pockets of poverty within

areas of relative affluence. Four of the centers visited were in such

areas. The very neediest areas were those of heavy Negro concentration,

in which more than 50 per cent of the population was Negro. In other

areas there were large numbers of foreign language-speakers, of Pterto

Rican, Maxicano'or Polish origin; frequently in these cases the adult

family members do not speak English.

In respect of their community connections there are basically

three types ot centers; those that are indigenous in origin and have

some local resources, those.that are indigenous but wholly dependent

upon support from outside the community, and those that originated and

continue to be supported from the outside. In the sanple of twenty

centers, only eight reported locally recruited volunteers, while the

remaining twelve were staffed by volunteers fron outside the com-

munity. It is important to note that not a single one of the twenty

was being run without some volunteers from outside the community.

It might be. thought almost impossible for a study center to

function without establishing good relations with the schools in its

neighborhood. However, of the twenty centers seven had no liaison of

any kind with local schools, and one had. good relations with only one

of the three schools in its area. In none of the centers were parents

involved to any extent in center activities, and only in a few was

there any effort being made in this direction. In these, mothers

were asked to prepare cake or cookies, to act as hostesses of some
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sort, or to help with library books. The amount of contct beten

centers and other community organizations depended on their sponsor-

ship. A center located in an institution (e.i;., a settlement house)

which was closely connected with other community organizations would

itself benefit from these. Centers not in this position were much

less likely to have links with other organizations.

Associated Characteristics

The mostimportant distinguishing characteristic of the

centers has been shown to be program content. If the twenty centers

visited are divided according to this criterion, according to whether

their programs are tutoring prog,---ams or of a mixed type 02 1)-: co':-:trast

for social education o.:.1y, it will be seen that there are associations

between typo of proc;ro.71 and other characteristics that dLfferentiat(e

the centers. it is rc. these associations that a ratters of insti-

tutionalization e:T.G2Lcs.

ine associations 3.20 seen most clearly when set out in the

fo:71.1 of a table, as follows:-
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Tutoring

Tyre of Procr,rar::

I II

or Social Education
Mixed Only
(n=5) (N-15)

Characteristics
no. A no. A

Yore than three weekly sessions 3 (60) 2 (13)

Paid coordinator 4 (80) 8 . (53)

Coordinator with skills 4 (80) 2 (13)

Local volunteers 5 (100) 2 (13)

,;on- student volunteers 4 (80) 5 (33)

fecruitnent by personal contact 4 (20) 4 (26)

St:pcvision/evaluation sessions 5 (100) 2 (13)

School referral 4 (60) 8 (53)

Good school relations

accords maintained

4

5

(83)

(100)

,
0

1

(53)

( 7)

Take-home library 4 (80) 3 (20)

1:ote: (I) percentages are given to rzke the proportions mere

easily perceived.

(II) thero wore three tutoring programs and t;-:o of
type.

Those results are easy enough to interpret. It is clear the.t

or mixed programs are associated with much more adelinistratic:1 th:n

are those of social education, and that their tendency is towari

routinized administration and at least the trappings of 7:z.nage::ent;

they are stronger on record-keeping, library service, and liasion

wit:, the schools. centers vith programs of social education
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more diffuse administration. The only center that had a tutoring

program and did not claim good relations with schools did in fact have

good relations with one out of three neighboring schools. The seven

centers with social education pro&a.:Tis that lac'{- good school

relations had no relations of any kind with schools.

The association of tutoring and mixed programs with co-

ordinators with some professional training in teaching or social work

seems to imply either that these programs call for the employment of

coordinators with special skills or that skilled coordinators tend to

set up more structured p%)Eams than those without skills. In fact

the latter is the correct explanation. In each of the four tutoring

or mixed programs with a skilled coordinator the coordinator was

present at the initiation of the proect and the devising of tne

proLra-. By contrast, in the case of the two social education pro-

grams with a professional as coordinator one coordinator was hired

(by a non-professional superior) after the program had been set up,

and the other (a teacher) was elderly ar.d long since retired. A

coordinatorls level of skill was also of more irportancc than .,.:et'.. 2r

or not she was paid. 'There was one trained teacher who was not 1:aid

for her coordinating work. Howevar, she was a Linisterts wife

gave her services free to a study canter sot up in her hasbands

church. In other words :hc: was the only profeesional who.--: it was

not :-,:cesna;::: to hire.

In regard to the supervision of volunteers, three of a

:toring or Lixed progra::.s inclu(led systs of regalar supervision,

and two had periodic sessions of evaluation o2 work. LL:c,n.;
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social education progras only two included any evaluation system,

three had orientation sessions at the start of the program and ten had

no kind of supervision of volunteers at all. The center:: yi the first

type used more sources of recruitment all told; the five centers used

twelve sources, while the fifteen centers of the second type used only

tenty-three sources. Ten of these centers used only sty.dent volun-

teers, while only one of the centers with tutoring programs did co.

As it happens, this one center was a spec3a1 case. Its volunteers were,

all students from a teachers' college; all therefore had pr,;fessional

training relevant to tutoring.

The centers with tutoring programs had better relations with

their eo=unities. 1'ney had better liaison with neignbsring ochools

and they drew more voluntears from their loca.aties than did cntars

with no tut,oring. Tnis could very well be due ty tha co:.munities/'

different levels of prosperity. The relationship between co=unity

prosperity and program content 's therefore set out in the following

table:-

1',-ce of tro7rEm

C=Aunity prosperity Tutoring Social edu-
or mixed cation only et:.1

Pros:porous 2 2

acspectable* 2 9 11

Depressed 1 L -,

Total 5 15 23

*conitios ouside the definitions of rresp ;;_ Ors
or dc.T.rosse,:: are "res;:co-bic."
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Three of the sixteen centers outside nrosperous eer=unities

had run a tutoring program, as compared with two out of the four in

prosperous areas. Tnis sua:ests that if a center is not in a pros-

perous neighborhood then it is more likely than not by thirteen

cases to three, to run a program of social education only. It is

certain that better off comnunitias are more active in the solution

of social problems and are more likely to support the activities of

a st4:dy center. They are also more likely to be able to produce the

resources of a skilled person in filling tne role of study center

coordinator. However, the exceptions have to be cexplained. : :at only

do some prosperous neighborhoods have centers with programs with no

tutoring, but there aro study centers in depressed areas that have

overcome the apparent disadvantages of their community setting and

established tutoring programs. Tna explanation of this finding is

not evidently related to two other factors, thether or .lot there are

local volunteers and .;:ether or not all volunteers are hill school o:

college students. Ihree of the four centers in prosperous ce=itics

had some local volunteers, in all other areas only throe out of

si:eteen did so. The samIc three out cf four centers had some veluntee

other than students; in contrast to the five out of the sixteen el:-;::-

..: :ere in the same position. Tile odd center out of the four dfd not

Trovida any tutoring. At the scme time four of the tutoring 2.2,2,J.3

'nad some adult volunt-.ers, the fifth had teachers in trz.ir::e

and all five had volunteers resident in the co:e:.unity.

:Tnat therefore a^.(arges is to 2roeositions. First, p2:2-

1:C20',I3 a:oao lik.Dl to fid loc,%1
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this it follows that non - prosperous areas are moIo likely to rely on

student volunteers from outside the community. Indeed, as might be

expected, outside students are most likely to penetrate the non-

prosperous areas, which are presumed to be those most in need of help.

Second, tutoring programs are not established without the support of

local adult volunteers. 'The corollary of this is that where there is

local support it nay be possible to run a tutoring program, but Where

a center has been set up oy student volunteers from outside the com,

munity there is virtually no likelihood of such a program. It is of

great importance to note the circumstances in Which tutoring programs

have been established in centers in non-prosperous localities. One

center was staffed, as already mentioned, by teachers' college students,

one was in a slum area but wl,s able to attract voluiteers from an

adjoining prosperous sector of that area, and the third was ii a com-

munity greatly activated by the Northwest Community Organization.

Measures of Stability

An Object:Ye Measure: The next step is to examine hi,lh charaoter-

istics of study centers are linked to growth or contraction during the

period of the study. Of the centers visited none with a tutoring pre-

tram had contracted, indeed four of the five had grown. That is to

say, ono equalled and four exceeded the number of students given for

each center in the Mayor's Committee list. In contrast only five of

the fifteen centers with programs of social education had naintainad

their numbers, and of these only two claimed to have grown. The

characteristics related to stability are the following: tna typo of
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supervision given to volunteers; the typo of volunteers recruited;

the level of skill of the coordinator; and the level of prospe-:ity

of the ccmmunity setting. Tho relationships are shown in the follow-

ing table:-

vowing

Stability

contracting totalstable

Zpe (supervision 3 0' 0 3

of (evaluation 1 2 1 4
Suncr- (orientation 1 0 2 3

vision (nil 2 1 7 10

Coo" din. (professional 3 2 1 6

atoris (co=lity organi-
zation

:: 1 5 8

Exleerience (none 2 0 4 6

Tvpo of (students only 2 1 7 10

(some volunteer 5 2 3 10

(non-student

Co=unity (prosperous 2 1 1 4
level of (respectable 4 1 6 11

Prosperity (depressed 1 1 3 5

Tote: the measure of stability is reached by a comparison of
the number of students given by the coordinator with the figure in the
ayor's Committee list.

The table shows that all centers with continual supervision had ex-

panded and that only one of the seven centers with either super.ision

or periodic evaluations had estually contracted; seven of the ten

center6 lacking any system of supervision had shrunk since their

formation.
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In regard to types of volunteer, seven of the ten centers

wholly dependent on student volunteers, none of which ran tutoring

programs, had contracted. Of the remaining ten centers only three

had contracted. Nine out of fourteen centers with unskilled co-

ordinators had contracted, While only one out of six with a pro-

fessional as coordinator had done so. Finally, there seaas to be a

relationsh4 between community prosperity and stability. Only one

of five study centers in depressed areas (as previously defined)

could claim growth, and only one of the seven that had grown was in

a depressed arca.

It is now apparent that there is a connection between

program content, a coordinator's skill, systems'of supervision,

evidence of ccatunity tics, a con=mity's level of prosperity, and

a center's stability.However, the directions of the relationships

are not yet clear. Amorg these factors, type of supervision, skill

of coordinator, and type of volunteer recruited, the skill of the

coordinator seems to be of principal importance since it is usually

the coordinator's function to recruit and supervise volunteers. Ibis

is corroborated by the fact that only one of the six centers with a

skilled coordinator was reliant solely upon college and nigh school

students for its volunteers and that nine of the ten centers which

depended upon students had no supervision of volurteers at all. It

secs that program content, number of sessions per week and tile general

competencn of the administratio.1 (as implied by library facilities,

record-keeping, and system of supervision) are similar?.y dependent on

the expertise of the cooriinator. However, these qualities of miters
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still vary When the coordinator's skills are held constant. The

analysis has shown that the other main factor affecting these vari-

ables is the extent of the center's community ties. If recruitment

is local and through personal contact, this will affect not only the

type of volunteer recruited but also the number of times a week that

sessions are held.

Subjective Judgment: The second method of appraising centers is

by subjective judgment of its spirit and atmosphere and of the pur-

posiveness and zest of its staff. This provides the only method,

at least over a short period of inquiry, of gauging to that extent a

center is a going concern,how dynamic it is, how responsive (occasion-

ally how noisy) the children, how zestful and confident the volun-

teers, how effective the leadership.

When the twenty centers visited are considered in terms of

all three methods of appraisal, seven stand out according to the

subjective assessment. These seven turn out to be among the ten that

have not contracted, and five of them are the five with tutoring pro-

grams. These five, it will be recalled, had one-to-ono tutoring,

volunteers from diverse sources, records that were kept up, and either

supervision of or evaluation sessions for volunteers; four of the five

had a coordind.tor td. to profoseional training, a library with take-home

facilities, recruitment of volunteers by personal contact and from

the local community, and good liaison with local scieols. This is

strong confirmation of the appropriateness of the oUbjective j1.1ent,

but it does leave the question of What were the characteristics of tae

two other centers also Chosen by this crite:ion Which ran programs of
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social education.

Let ;lose two centers be designated Center A and Center B.

Both centers were run by churches. Center A had good community re-

lations, a range of volunteCrS, and evaluation sessions; it did not

have a tutoring program, a coord:ator with professional skills,

records of work or a take-home library. In other words, it appeared

to have achieved the support of the community, and to have put its

efforts into a program of homework help and social education. It is

therefore a good -example of a stable center.with a social education

progml. Center D was apparently less well off. It has no skilled

coordinator, structured program, supervision of volunteers, library

facilities; it had no volunteers from the community and no liaison

with local schools. It did, however, recruit its volunteers throt4gh

personal 'contact and recruit them from varied (mainly non-student)

sources, and it did keep records of students' progress. What was

most conspicuous about Center B was the responsiveness of volunteers

and students, and the considerable enthusiasm with Which its progran

was carried on. This is a center that was beginning to put down

roots in What is close to being a depressed area, but, like Center L,

was not attempting noro than homework and social education. It sec-:.s

certain to last. This analysis Shows how the stability achieved by a

program of social education is of a different kind from that achicvc.c:

by tutoring or mixed programs.

Conclusions

These data help to identify those factors that de .erg

tho achievement of a center's successful institutionalization. Tor
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this purpose institutionalization is defined a* the ability of a

center to endure throudi time and to provide a program that does not

diminish in size and scope and that is not dependent upon the leader-

ship of a particular coordinator. I :oe specifically this can that

institutionalization encompasses staff recruitment, the program, and

coordinating and supervisory procedures. These are the mintmum ele-

ments for achieving institutionalization. They supply a basis for

classifying this sample of study centers in terms of their relative

stability.

The first type of center is one that runs a tutoring pro-

gram. It has a quite specific coal, to improve the school gades'of

its students. It usually achieves, although this does not seem in-

dispensable, a one-to-one tutor-student ratio. This type of center

requires a competent administrator, and more often than not it has

as coordinator a person of some professional. skills, either a teacher

or a social worker. Such a person can train and supervise, and

listen to volunteers' problems, as well as have a near-prof eesional

authority or bureaucratic skills. A tutoring program dalanis a range

of volunteers, for although student volunteers have a part to play

they cannot, owing to the requirements of their ovn academic work,

guarantee absolute regularity of attendance as can older volunteers;

and a tutoring program requires that each child should, so far as Ls

possible, always be taught by the same tutor. This need for regular,

adult volunteers and minimal staff turnover in turn requires the

tutoring cent 1r to have good ca.r..-Lunity support and the opportunity to

recruit tutors through direct personal contact. The structured
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program further requires that the tutors be supervised and guided to

the e:w:'-nt that the resources available to the center and it

implies that records. of each student be kept so that Irogress of

tutoring can be gauged and so that unavoidable changes in tutors can

be made as smoothly as possible. Since the number of children who

can be tutored at' any one time is limited in such a program, the

tutoring center will often make up for this Shortcoming by scheduling

more sessions in the week than other centers do; this also demands a

large pool of tutors upon whom to draw. This first type of center,

in short, has a tutoring program that is successfully institution-

alized.

The second type of center is one that runs a program of

social education as well as a tutoring program; its program is of

the mixed type. It is only different from the first typo in that

its undertaking is more complex It provides, in addition to all else,

a library service and reference books and either space alone or help

. also for students who bring their homework to do. Although from one

viewpoint such a program is more ambitious than that of the first

type of center described, its additional 'services can often be a

source of strength. For example, such a center can remzin open

throuji the summer, and .thereby give its work continuity, merely by

making its library service continually available.

The third type of center runs a program of social education,

which no doubt, includes homework help, and is successfully insti-

ttionalized. It does provide close supervision of students in a

regular way. It has the support of adult volunteers, it has steady
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numbers of volunteers and student3, and it is struggling to accuire

community support and interest. The fourth type of center also has

a program entirely of social education but is almost wholly depen-

dent for its volunteers upon sources outside the community. The

majority of the volunteers are students and many of them are some-

wilat irregular in their attendance; they are not supervised, and do

not keep records. The staff turnover is high. This type of center

is often of quite modest size, and its local support is deficient.

Its stability is uncertain.

The fifth type of center may attempt a program of social

education but it is inadequately organized. Its aims are not feenu-

lated. It does not have a regular supply of volunteers and its

students also fluctuate. It has no °Impotent administrator, and

often poor premises. It tends to be sponsored by some sort of com

munity organization. This leads to the implication that some of

these centers are set up as a "front," as the fashionable thing ::,c) da,

without regard to the effort and cost of setting up a program on a

stable basis.

Only the' first two typos of centers described can be said

to be successfully inetitutionalized. The characteristics of these

centers should therefore be recapitulated, but this tire as factes

that determine a center's imtitutionalizetion. To achieve this n

center must have a clearly seca goal and a program, whether for

academic or for social education, that allows reasonably close ...;uper-

vision for each child (although a preeiee volunteer-student ratio does

not appear to matter). If tho peogam is more flexible than this, it
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will become too loose and indeterminate to afford stability. Second,

a center needs adult volunteers. They are more likely than students

to live in the neighborhood and to ba regular in their attendance

once they have made a commitment. Third, and this is closely related,

the center must achieve support from its commuraty. It needs good

relations with schools, with other local organizations, and where

possible with parents, as well as the greater stability that comes

from having volunteer help that is local. All of this gives a center

and its workers the sense of belonging in the community in which they

are placed.

Beyond this there is some scope for variation. A canter

does require a certain measure of competence in administration for

institutionalization to occur. Evidently this may be, and sornetines

is, achieved by a vigorous amateur, rho keeps an informal but effective

grip on the running of the center and is responded to by his volun-

teers. A surer way, however, is for a center to (mploy a coordinator

with training for a relevant profession, such as teaching or social

work, who as part of his (or more frequently her) ',(:)b should keep

proper records of tho students and their work and attendance and should

establish a system of consultation with and supervision of volunteers.

Such a center achiews a routine of administration. A special

class of institutionalized centers has a system of dual cont2o7, and

in these cases one of the two senior persons has some form of po-

fessional expertise.
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. CHAPTER IV

CHILDREN OF T-!E STUDY CENTERS

On the basis of observations, group discussions and written

reports of the staff, volunteers and principal investigator, it was

possible to assemble a range of anecdotal and descriptive materials

about the problems, attitudes and outlook of the children who were

served by the demonstration programs. Centering around eight des-

criptive headings, much revealing material was discovered.

Comprehension

The problem's of underachieving children appear to lie over-

Whelmingly in their lack of comprehension and absence of experience

,

which would strengthen comprehension,rreading, arithmetic or any other

school subject. Reading is a mechanical process of pronouncing words,

and volunteers were continually startled when they realized that so

much of the reading had no moaning to the children. The same children

.ho read mechanically,. withott thought, often wanted workbooks. 'Here

again, they could often explain to the volunteers "what was wane;;,''

and could complete the exercises successfully, without understandir;

the material at al). when questions or discussions did not fit into a

recognizable pattern, the children were lost.

A group of older children were studying for a special exam-

ination on the constitution and had memorized the rig:lt
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They could explain none of the phrases they recited so readily. When

explanations were offered, the children tried to memorize them verba-

tim. Except for memorizing, they seemed unable to know what to do

with any material that was offered.

In arithmetic, children had memorized some facts of arith-

metic. Many in the upper grades counted with their fingers. One ten

yea old girl asked a staff person to come over and put out her hands.

She needed more fingere to solve her arithmetic problems. When prob-

lems were written, it was not only the reading that baffled them, but

the fact that they had very lirited ability to decide which process to

use to sole a problem. If told to add, they could at least, are en

attem:It. The processes of erithmetic were very compartmentalized --

"we do multiplication this weel,.:.v

Also startling to vo]unteers was the childrensf inability

to do jigsaw.yyznles. As a result of this disability, both Welles-

Darrow and North Park used a variety of puzzles, periodically replac-

ing then with new cnes. Old ones we pul- away for a time or e;:change

cite another center. Even the brightest, children, followeC the pattern

of ind3.Pcriminately trying pieces until one fA. Hardly ever did they

look at the shapes, or the outlines, luiless taught to do so. The

most common puzzle was a map of the United States, with the pieces cut

according to the shape of the states and the outline of every state

clearly visible on the board. cost of the Children were unaware v.

how to begin and indiscriminately tried pieces until one fit. Left

alone, they memorized where the pieces went, just as they memorize.,

most or what they learned.
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The privacy of the study centers allowed the children to

express themselves more often about that they did not understand in

school. The common complaint that "the teacher didn't explain" some-

thing covld best he answered by showing the child his own textbook

explanations. The fact that adults have to study explanations before

they can understand the work always impressed the children. From

their remarks, volunteers often were left Wondering how much of

school and life is incomprehensible to them. A child complained

that he :missed a spelling word. The word the Leather said was

"something." Was that the Fame word as "somethin," a word he knew?

It was not what the child did not understand in school that worried

the volunteers. They were often made aware that the child did not

understand the wcrk they did at the study center. Because of the

intimacy of working with one child, they were, in a better position

to see more of this lack of understanding, and the children gradually

became more able to ask for explanations, or to reveal the utter lack

of understanding of their work.

A girl was working ith a page of words such as "hop" and

"hope," to unde.rstand that happened to the vowol sound when a final

"e" was added. She pronounced the word.; correctly, but suddenly in

the middle of the page, became very excited about the word "dime"

which followed "dim." She said "that's dime -- that's a real fiord- -

I khaa what it is." Tho volunteer wondered, of course, what the rest

of the words were, if this one was real and recognizable.

All volunteers became aware of the lack of background of the

children and the simile kinds or' information about the world that were
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not part of their experience. Not all were eqoally good at finding

out, because if they put the child on the spot by saying ''Do you

like to read newspapers?" he would obviously be forced to answer "no."

To protect himself, he would claim no interest in them. When volun-

teers, instead, simply introduced a newspaper and talked about it, and

read it with them, the children often later confided that it was the

"first time they ever read a paper." The same was true of crossword.

puzzles, which could be used most successfully, but only if the volu,l-

teer did not spoil it by assuming that "everyone, of course, knows

what a crossword puzzle is."

Even very sensitive volunteers made mistakes, but the fact

that they found cut later, from the children's comments, was impor-

tant. Whether the children are as apt to admit their lack of know-

ledge in a class room is doubtful, certainly sensitive teachers

must continually have the same experience. A group of children who

were predominately from the top track in fifth grade and had bee,

members of a reading dub for several weeks, listened with rapt

attention to a story about a bridge. They later discussed the story,

and only after several minutes of discussion did one child ti idly

aJk "what is a bridge?" The other children looked up expectantly,

and not one of them could explain what a bridge was, but they all

wanted to know. The volunteer felt that she had failed because she

had assumed either that they knew or that they knew her well enough

to ask. The important fact was that they did ask, and that volunteers

who have such. experiences are more aware of the kinds of mistakes that

even a sensitive and thoughtful adult can make. If in this small group,
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-where questions had been solicited and encouraged, the children still

hesitated so long in asking for an explanation, what must they do

everyday in less benign Lettings?

Both the control group and the children in centers tested

by the staff showed consistently low scores in comprehension. These

tests also involved following specific instructions, Which they

found difficult. Any t'Jae that words were used in sentences which

had to be understood in order to give the right answers, the scores

were low. Testing for speed usually produced the best score,

especially wP-rn accuracy was not considered. After speed came

vocabulary (isolated words, on which they did consistently better

than in comprehension whether or not pictures were offered with the

ords), and the lowest score was, in more than half of the cases,

in comprehension.

In only isolated instances did the wrong answers given

rake sense, althoup,h incorrect on the basis of the material presented.

These were consistent in certain parai5.aphs Which could be answered

with different available words. Brighter Lhildren made such errors,

and seemecl to under: tared that, regardli.css of what might make sense,

the right answers were arbitr;.:y on the basis of only the materi:11

presented. Usually, incorrect answers made no sense at all and the

Children seemed unawsre of this until they read their Choices aloud.

It was not a case of misunderstanding tha directions, because they

would start out giving correct answers and then apparently stumble

and resort to wild guesses. Aloud, they would often fins that they

could rake enough sense of the paragraph to make reasonable answers
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even without being able to read every word. But for the majority of

the chile.ren, reading words or reading rapidly was far easier than

even simple paragraphs that required understanding.

Frain the literature and the students' widespread concern

with "vocabulary," we had expected to find lower vocaWAry scores.

l5any children reported "I need my vocabulary increased," or mothers

-rought them to the center saying "He needs his vocabulary increased."

These were the 0113y specific kinds of help that parents and dnildren

asked for. But only ia one center, with Spanish speaking children,

vocabcaary the main problem of three fourths o± the children.

While scores of st1.1dy centc children were generally low, compre-

hension, not vocabulary, war consistently and uniformly low.

The concern with "vocabulary" for these children has become

so widespread that several projects list "vocabulary bnildingr as their

only goal. Our evidence oaed to continually demonstrate that the

childraa were much more able to define isolated words than they were

to understand corm simpler words in the context of sentences or para-

graphs. To "use" their language was a much greater problem.

But of coarse, vocabulary was also low, because their read-

ing scores were generally low. The kind of mechanical drill that the.

do so much of in spelling, or looking up words in the dictionary and

writing sentences based on the dictionary definitionsentences that

make no sense--does not seem to help. Their greater need seemed to be

for exposure to material to read that was easy enough for them to

master. From reading any ruterial that appealed to them, their reading

generally improved. Most of their problems were with comprehension, a
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less number with vocabulary, and a few had significantly low speed

scores. Whatever the problem, the bost help seemed to be practice

in reading that was easy enough to be rewarding. This is what they

had never had. Limited to required readers in school., they had

never reinforced What they knew, but had gone on to harder materials

until they were defeated.

The inaccessibility of public libraries seemed obvious.

Only after a child had been introduced to a wide variety of books

and had some idea what tc ask for would he even go near one and,

even then, never without a volunteer. School libraries are apparently

often not available to children in the lower grades, when they most

need them. And even in middle-class communities, it is not unusual

for the children to enter the school library with their hands Jri

their heads.

Speech

Another very obvious characteristic of he children was

their uniformly bad grammar. The children from the poorest ftmilies

seemed to have the worst speech and were criticized and sometime::

corrected by the others. The other children would tell them "be

quiet" on trips, because they talked so badly. The most common

problem reported by volunteers was leav:'ng off all endings of words.

Only simple verb forms were used, and all endings such as "ed" and

"ing" wore not pronounced. The children also consistently mixed

sin ulai nouns with plural verbs and vice versa. Double negatives

and runiang together of words were evident in the very worst speech.
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Generally, the children clic? not react adversely to correc-

tion, but most volunteers began to correct their speech only after

they knew them for several weeks. The only adverse reactions reported

wore when volunteers corrected the children's writings. One boy

wrote "yesterday, I eat ." and insisted that "ate" was not a word

because he had never heard it. Another insisted on using "stop"

instead of "stopped. "It sounded better to him and "it's my story."

A group of ten children in a summer reading club listened

to examples of tall tales and decided to compose their on for

presentation the next day. They would dictate them into a tape

recorder. It was suggested that they each compoSe ore that could

be told in about two ninutes. Not realizing how long two minutes

are, they all made up one sentence tall tales. "I have only one

teeth." "The teachers here is all skeletons." The volunteers waited

in vain for one chil. to use a sentence with corresponding subject

and verb. Not one of the ten did. Later, they tried hard to use

correct forms, and one child proudly composed the sentence, have

lots of fruits." (The group also timed their speeches with a stop

watch and were startled to find cut how "long a minute is." Only one

child would attempt taild_ng for a whole minute and gars up after

thirty seconds.)

Whether volunteers worked with children individually or in

groups, the emphasis was always on participation and therefore speech

by the children. Activities which emphasized speech were individually

reading alcad, taking turns reading with a volunteer, and discussing

what was read. Children often independently immorized poems they liked
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and recited them to volunteers. Group reading of poetry and simple

dramatic activities were especially enjoyed by groups of all ages.

The children often expressed interest in how people talk.

They would observe other children and adults and then startle the

volunteers by saying "she talk good" or "he talk awful." When

several foreign visitors came to one center, one each week over a

p3riod of five weeks, the children were most critical of some of

them because of their speech. They. seemed unable to accept the fact

that these people could be intelligent, when their English was not

good. They were interested in talking about the visitors and what

t-,ey had learned about the countries, but insisted on judging their

intelligence only by their command of the English language, which

varied from very good to one which was very limited.

Although a few of the brightest children began to correct

thems.:lves, and very often interpreted for those with the worst

speech, this remains the area in which no one really helped these

children. The most capable youngsters we had made the eatest

academic gains, and these gains could be reflected on every part of

the reading tests. Their speech remains an obvious handicap.

Interestingly enough, many of the mothers of the "top track" children

at the housing project used better gram er than did thefx children.

Several were in college, and others in job training. The speech of

both teachers and parents varies, but has Many of the same kinds of

grammatical errors the children have. The problem of accent seemed

unimportant.

Despite the concern of st;4y center staffs with the poor
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speech of the children, few formal attempts were made to present

grammar rules or explanations to groups of children. Individual

children were corrected, and the ..aildren would repeat the correct

form of the word or sentence. `'they would listen politely to explan-

ations, and usually nod their heads as if they understood. In the

summer group program, only the staff people who ware there every day

corrected the children. In both centers, the brighter children began

to correct their cx:n worst errors and occasionally corrected other

children.

Individual volunteers often reported that the speech of

their students improved. Certainly, the children did talk more,

and more often in sentences, as they became more comfortable with

the volunteers. The initial inhibition on speech was obvious; new

children at the centers, whether for tutoring or homework help,

tended to speak in very short, incomplete sentences. The disability

was exaggerated by the tendency to speak very softly, and look at the

floor. Several children showed a physical inhibition to speech by

putting P. hand over their mouths. As the volunteers got to knew the

children, they would say "I want to understand you. Can you think

of any way that would help me to hear you better?" The children

invariably answered "you mean this?" and dropped the hard to their

side. New children Were often reported to speak "only with ti e!,r

eyes." They watched and waited, and only slowly and hesitantly began

to talk. Their inhibitions about speaking were obvious and extreme.

Despite the continued efforts of volunteers to understand

the children, it remained a 1.roblem for many adults. It required
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concentration and effort and, despite their efforts, they often had to

as children to repeat themselves. '"I'm sorry,.1 didn't understand

you and I want to. Please speak louder," or "please tell me again"

were fairly common responses from adults. A few children of the

volunteers visited the center during the school term and summer

session. These children of eight to twelve years of age, white middle -

class children, were often core able to understand the children than

were the adults Who knew them better.

Many children were at first so inhibited that the volunteers

were pleased when they would talk at all. The adults also got used

to the speech patterns, and learned to understand the children better.

On several occasions, coordinators or volunteers would comment about

a child's "gord speech." This would be one of the children who did

not use double negatives, who spoke distinctly, and Who sometimes

he.ped other children with the worst errors. But when anyone not

involved in the project heard these children talk, they were appalled

and would ask if any-thing at all was done to help them. Only their

speech now sets the most capable children from the study centerF apart

from their contemporaries--but that is a definite, immediately obvious

handicap that remains' basically unchanged. Rorer, a boy at 1:orth Far%

who was headed for college even before ho came to the study center,

is the only child in North Park and Welles-Darrow chose speech is not

a handicap. His good speech makes him a deviate in his neighborhood.

The speech of most other children will make them stand out in any

setting outside of their present neighborhoois.

It seams obvious that the children's speech is lirdtcd by
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that of their contemporaries, since several of the mothers spoke

with obviously good grammar and this seemed to have no effect on

their childrents speech. We can assume that thoy'also hear a good

deal of good grammar in school. If it il true that children speak

as their friends do, the only real hope for overcoming this handicap

is integration with middle-class children in schools. Many of our

children have every other middle-class trait except speech. The

only comparable group the project director has ever seen was in a

slum school in England, where top track children of obviously

superior intelligence used Cockney grelmmar and accent exclusively.

Their teacher of eight months, a very impressive young man with

excellent speech, lead them in very thoughtful discussions during

class. School authorities agreed that these twelve-year olds were

uniformly handicapped by speech which would make. their entry into

the labor market most difficult. The experience had been repeated

for many years, and the school used a vari'ty d2 speech activities

during school hours, 'out with no dramatic results. Since no dnild

in the room spoke without Cockney accent and grammar, the children

heard only adults speak in any other way.

St eal ink

There was very little stealing in the centers, because of

the number of adults in constant conta:t with the children and the

natural carefulness of the children. They have leached well td net

leave money around, and were quick to reTLir. staff reople about their

purses. Many refused to remove their coats or sweaters for a long
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+Imo, until they felt sure that they would not be stolen.

In the housing project, there were two instances durint;

the first suymer. One child took several dozen pencils Ilnder his

jacket and walked around very obviously defying the staff to do

something about it they simply told him to put the:, hack. Anoaer

child, on another day, put fifteen pairs of small sissors under her

jacket. A3 she started to leave, they began to fall from her racket,

and a staff person walked over and asked her to open her jacket and

helped her put them back into the cupboard. The loss would hcvu been

discovered the next morninc, When classes met.

In the case of these two Ln6tances, there was no follow-up

and no discussion with the children invel7eJ. Th3 volunteers did not

knua what to do, and the project coordinator decided to igncre the

incidents. 'rnen the project director retur-ld from vacation, reports

cane from the volunteers that the childr,n "stole everything in sight."

This imIxassion was based o.1 the two inei:3.ents. An inventory made of

the supplies tallied so closely with the original inventory that it

seemed that the loss that had occurred was less than would be reasonably

expected. The only complz.int that could have been made about the first

smmer session was the ignoring of this behavior. Besides what it

meant to the children to be ignored, the reactiol of the volunteers

was unfortunate in thinking, because of two incidents, that these

children stole "as a way of life." They were reassured after the in-

ventory was rade.

This first incident with two children was only the beiTinnin

of such problems with staff people that occurred during the several

years that the project was observing centers. No other reluctantance
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can be as powerful as the reluctance of both professionals and non-

professionals to discuss a child's stealing with him. Other Children

in the centers always reported the incidents, or identified the child.

While there were not many incidents in the years studied, it is 1,

obviously one of the hardest jobs for &iyone working with d.flAren to

handle. From talks with teachers, too, it appears that a great deal

of such behavior is ignored, because the adult simply does not knerf

What to say or do. The project staff felt this was unacceptable.

The same adult who will become very upset about profanity or fighting

will tend to ignore stealing. Some say "the kids can't help it--it's

their way of lire." The children know very well that it is wrong.

In the study centers, we never net a child Who did not. To ignore

this one kind of behavior secs very contemptuous on the part of

adults. Sometimes, it clearly is. The teacher simply does not want

to be bothf:red with that child. Other times, it is a kind of mis-

placed pity, and there is no place for pity in work with children.

By ignoring behavior which they know to be wrong, adults are telling

these children that they are not worth trying to educate. There can

be no greater contempt on 'the part of adults. If a child has a

hara-lip or other physical difficulty, the adults are generally very

helpful. But stealing is a defect that is at least as serious, but

too often ignored. Teachers are sometimes cbviously frightened, as

in the case of the Child who brought a large knife to sixth grade.

The teacher locked it in her desk, returned it after school and did

not report it. She should have seen the anxiety that the study

center saw in the or.;her children that afternoon.
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Volunteers do not seem as frightened as they are simply

immobilized, and have to be reassured that these children deserve to

be treated as they would want their own to be. Any of them would be

furious to have such behavior igncred in their own children, but need

encouragement to try to handle such incidents as they would want them

handled, were their on children involved. It was in the cases of

stealing that the professional staff was most often called upon.

Although it was always better for the staff involved to handle the

situation, they sometimes felt at a loss to. By sitting in, and

seeing the envious relief of the children that situations could be

handled and not swept under the rug, they finally learned that such

affairs could be handled fairly, without' punitive measures.

There is a lot of discussion among teachers of the petty,

seemingly senseless stealing that children in the inner-city engage

in--stacks of nlmeographed paper, as one teacher said "mimeographed

on both sides--good only for.airplanes and he doesn't know how to

make them." This gradually came in the centers, after the first

year, as a wish for something to carry home. The children would ask

for "one piece of a puzzle" to carry home and bring back, or "one

piece from the pick-up sticks." In addition to the pictures from

magazines or witing paper that saemed to be reasonable because

they had some meaning to the Children, the staff noticed more and

more general requests which seemed to mean that the children simply

wanted "something to carry home with them." There are apparently

rany kinds of objects that can satisfy this need, and it is not hard

to equate it with the middle-class Child's raging through the
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wastebasket or the junk mail and taking the treasures to his rocm.

An assortment of foreign or wildlife stamps and a collection of

picture postcards were the easiest to find for the inuediate problem.

Other adults would have access to very different kinds of inexpensive

or donated souvenirs that the children might treasure. The need

seems to be a sincere one, and it would be reasonable for centers to

anticipate this need of the children, rather than wait until they

begin ,o ask or just take small items because they want something

"from the center." Since we found this pattern so prevalent in the

inner-city, teachers might be more aware of the apparent needs of the

children. Most schools have expendable books, extra workbooks or

lesson sheets. The staffs of study centers are convinced that the

recognition of this need of the children, and their willingness to

satisfy at least some of this need, helped the children to accept

the fact that supplies uFed in the centers were needed for everyone,

and had to be available there to be shared.

Discipline

Whether the children at the centers came from the "blockleader

families" in one project, or from the "problem families" in a ery de-

teriorated neighborhood, the amount of physical punishment administered

to the children became obvious to the staff. In one case, a group of

boys regulaly compared notes and bragged about whose mother could in-

flict the worst scars. Children often reported beatings that other child-

ren had received. During the first six months, the parents at both centers

independently developed tii idea of keeping children from the center as

an effective method of
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punishment. In all cases, this method was used with older children,

and much more frequently with bos than with girls. Apparently the

beating, or threat of one, was m_ve successful with small children.

However, the parents seemed to be grasping for "something that would

work" and keeping the children from the study cent ° seemed the most

effective they could find. They we:-, quick to explain that "since

this seems to mean more to him than anything else it's the only way

I can 'hink of to punish

The staff had to become concerned with discipline in the

home, for the first time, as a result of this pattern. It was unfair

to volunteers to have them come, not knowing whether a child would be

there or not. The parents rnderstood this, but insisted that they

could think of "no other way." Sons mentioned tat the staff seemed

to not approve of beating. Just how they knew this was not clear.

It was the policy of the centers not to hit children, and children

quickly became aware of this. In each center, ono or t,ro parents had

asked about this. One father came to visit and kept looking in the

corners, finally approaching the coordinator to say that he was look-

ing for "the big stick." "There must be one," he said, watching the

children at work. Fe,left, shaking his head in a puzile6 way. But

the children had obviously reported to the parents, who seeme.d 7ary

aware of center policy, and gradually aware of their o.n difficulty.

No other proble% seemed to concern parents more, and When they net

the staff, they first wonted to know how the children "behaved."

The ..tarents were obviously .:,ore at a los: when the staff

had to tell them that in fairness to the volunteers, children shoulC.
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miss center appointments only when they were ill. The parents wanted

short, quick answers to the problem of discipline, but there were

none. It was Immediately obvious that thay had no understanding of

punishment having any relationship to the offense. Most of them be-

gan to assign extra jobs to the children. Some mentioned that this

was their solution to the problem of punishment and the children very

often reported this form of punishment replacing the former beatings.

After the reports came in from one center that parents

were using the technique of keeping children from the center as an

effective punishment, it was only a matter of weeks until the same

pattern developed at the other center. The staff at both centers

were surprised by the apparent lack of understanding on the part of

the parents that discipline should somehow be related to the offense,

but they really should not have been. The Children had talked quite

freely of the favorite disciplinary techniques of various teaches.

Often, according to the children, each teacher had a method wUch was

meted out regardless of the offense. According to the children,

punishment happens when you "be bad," and the only answer was to not

do what you had been doing. They had been, at first, as bewildered

as their parents at any attempt to discuss what restitution or be-

havior a child should show for having interfered in another daild's

work. Beyw,d "hit him' or "tell him to git out," they seened to have

no answer to any such problems.

Since teachers are the first to claim that discipline takes

great deal of their tine, :;.t would sera that some here in their

training, they should have learned that discipline is. Perhaps
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because so much of their training is concerned with "how to" teach

this or that subject, and so little concerned with how to teach

children, they scaned, from the children's point of view, to be

limited to the use of one technique which was automatically used for

any offense.

Violence

Another major impression of inner-city children was the

realization that they live in a more violent world than do rniddle-

class children. Their reports of incidents occurring at home and

on the way to and from school showed that they accepted calmly inci-

dents that would have shocked the children of the volunteers.

Children reported very matter-of-factly such events as their seeing

a dead baby in a box on the street, as the police arrived.

"Fighting" among children in the centers never became a

problem, since the children seemed to understand from the beginning

that they could not interfere in the work of others. They talked a

good deal about fighting outside of the center, an:1 would sometimes

jump up belligerently if another child Challenged them or insulted

them. when encouraged to talk about it instead of using their fists,

the volunteers often reported that the children at first loo'::ed at

the adults "as if they were da:Iented."

Children often men'doned the reed to fight in their neighbor-

hoods. As one'oldcr boy said "in this neighborhood, if you don't'

fight, you'd be dead." But they usually accepted the center as a

kind of neutral ground. There were often reports of fights--and

visible evidence of them. One coordinator reported ::arch as "Fight
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Month" when an unusually large number of the children tai :ed of

fights on the way to and from school. The girls were often scratched,

or had their clothing torn. A m,_ddle-class Negro volunteer said the

most surprising part of the childrents behavior to her was that the

girls fought "just like boys." Certainly they we not exempt from

the general pattern of resorting to physical violence.

Although the parents never put any pressure on the staffs

to use physica. punishment, many reported their feelings that it was

necessary, and some reported their wish that the schools would use

more physical punishaent. They would report telling the teachers to .

hit the children Ltenever necessary; one expressed it as "just treat

him like your own and hit him.". The mothers Who did not want their

children hit were certainly in a minority. Although the volunteers

did not get the same pressure from the parents, they obviously do

exert pressure on the schools for more use of physical punishment.

They also rely very much on physical punishment in controlling their

children.

Along with the problem of violence in tha lives of these

children was a ,-Lrowing awareness on the part of volunteers of the

inhibitions they had to expressing positive. emotions to other parsons.

There was a "lack of kindness" in their lives. 'Tads gred,:ally con-

cern:C. the staff more than the presence of violence.

If volunteers become sensitive to the reactions of the

children, they aro often aware of how much a gesture or word of preise

means. The children tend not to say "please" and "thank you," o:

equivalent expressions. When volunteers saw the children with teachers
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and mothers, they were impressed with i.he adults' continullly remind-

ing the children of these expressions. Volunteers listened carefully

for examples of kind remarks between children, or for exp:-essions such

as "please" and "thank you." They reported that the children never

used them. Combined with this lack.was the childrents continual

"helpfulness." They seem to express positive emotions more by actions

than by words. They continually help adults and other children.

The staff often reported what they considered "over-

reactions" to opportunities given to the children. An impressive

example was in dramatics activities. Volunteers found it best to

start with simple dress-up materials and make-up and saggastions for

simple skits. The children would often say only one line, and that

was sometimes spoken to the wall or the window, in a monotone. To

the children, it was obviously a very special experience. In tne

following weeks, they gained poise and confidence. Six months later,

they were composing their own short skits an.-7. performing them quite

well. Their first efforts at dramatic activities were alvays the

extreme example of haw differently experience is viewed. To olJr-;ervers,

the results were not impressive. To the children involved, it :as

obviously cost rewarding. Volurtecxs working with these c:Aldre:,

gradually become able to see experiences "through the eyes of the

Children" and find their efforts ell-rewaded.

The girls did sometimes ask for books about manners, and

the staff could find no suitale ones that they could read. Those'

simple enough were considered too childish. In a "charm" course.ehat

the girls requested, they did get soave help with their q..etitions about
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manners. This is obviously a natter of concern to them, and an

effective group worker could help such girls to compose their ova

pamphlet, as similar groups have composed booklets on baby-sitting.

Attitudes Toward Teachers

From the literature about inner-city children, one would

expect great hostility to schools and teachers. This was simply not

a factor among the children Who come for academic help to the four

study centers. Clearly we are dealing with ,a younger age group and

a selected group.

However, no topic of conversation occupied as much of the

children's free discussion as school and teachers. When they were

not talking about events in the centers, they were talking about

teachers or school, more often teachers. In fact, they talked so

continually and exclusively about teachers that at both the store

front and the housing project, volunteers felt that teachers were

"almost frightenly, overwhelmingly important." This was the case

at the housing project, where the children included some motivated

and capable youngsters. It was also true at the storefront, with

children of lower achievement but who were at least motivated enouf,h

to come for help.

School was the main activity these children shared in

common outside of the center. In years of listening to the dnildrdn's

conversation, it was impressive that church was never mentioned, or

scouts or any other voluntary group, although children were known to

participate in one or another of these activities. These were
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mentioned to individual volunteers by individual children. But whoa

children talked at the center among themselves, their conversation

was almost always comparing notes on teachers, or expressions of

concern or hope about next year's teacher.

Members of the project staff were sometimes invited to

meet with groups of teachers to explain the work of the centers.

Teachers seemed surprised to find that volunteers reported that, to

the youngsters of the centers, the teachers were frightenly important.

The volunteers hoped that because of their overwhelming importance to

the children, they would be very careful of the way they react and talk

to the children. The staff admitted that they do not know how the

Children express this preoccupation with teadhers.

The staff also realized that one of their functions was

to provide an outlet for some Children Who needed someone to be mad

at." Partivalarly the too well-behaved and inhibited children of

the housing project were too dependent on their parents and teachers.

A third of them had only one parent. It was as if they could rot

express belligerence toward either home or teachers. The luxury of

being able to complain about work, decide when and how it was going

to be done, was thoroughly enjoyed by them. I.;ith their need to be

"good," there simply was no outlet at home or school for any un-

pleasant emotions. This was much more noticeable in the homework

center, because of group interaction, but it is also obvious in indi-

vidual sessions that many children test out a variety of emotions

with one adult alone that he ray well ba unable to express (lithe: at

home or at school.
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Children often discussed school and teachers in individual

sessions with a volunteer, although usually not until they knew them

well. In group settings, discussion about teachers was in asides be-

tween children, and if adults showed interest in the conversation,

they often stopped talking.

The main attribute of a good teacher and the highest com-

pliment the children could pay one was "she (is) fair." Likewise,

a poor teacher is "not fair." If a child complained that a teacher

was "not fair," cThers might agree. When one disagreed, she said

"yes, she not fair, but she make you learn." "Being fair" and

:Imaking you learn" were the most often repeated remarks about which

teachers children liked.

By far the greatest complaint against schools and teachers

was in regard to the theft of money, books or clothing. According to

the children, "you be blamed" if something is stolen from you. Tne

teachers apparently tell the children that it is entirely their

responsibility. Money had to be carried in their shoes. The children

obviously resented their attitude that theft was only the respon-

sibility of the one who loses, and inevitable. 1:ever once did the

staff hear of a child getting seething returned that hag Leer, ..tolen

from him.

Classrooms that ware particularly unruly were looked c'e-,:11

upon by the children, and Quickly identified by them. Teachers rho

were not fair and who did not make you learn were equated -/ith the

classrooms known to be chaotic. These were defined by the children

as tho classrooms "full of bad kids, who don't do no work, and
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teacher can't do'nothint. Least, she don't." A child's problem

would be explained to other children by saying "ro wonder - -he in

that awful room."

It ix easy to see how their desire for order, and their

need for structure has been misinterpreted to mean authoritarian rule.

They are initially uneasy with new adult group workers, and need very

much to know that the adult is in command of the situation. They are

quick to suggest helpful measures, if they feel the situation is

chaotic--"you gotta hit us." Despite the obvious difference between

small groups in a volunteer setting and large, captive classrooms,

the children often made comparisons. When a child was stopped from

bothering one girl, she said "if you was in school, bam. That only

thing make you be good."

When a group leader, who had previously taut school, sat

on the floor to read a story, the children nudged each other and

looked amused. One said "a teacher--sittilig on the floor!" Another

said "when you was a teacher, you didn't sit on thr, floor." Slie

assured them that she had in fact, at story time in the primary

grades. They shook their heads in dis..)elief.

Dilturbed and Retarded Children

The experience of the study center was that emctior.:1-_y

disturbed children were not a basic problem. These youngsters

rarely came to the attention of study centers. Just as the volun-

teers never considered the children "stupid," neither did the,r con-

sider them to be emotionally dsturbcd. While the children who
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accept an offer of volunteer help are a select group because they are

motivated to ask for help, they nevertheless represent a range of

"problem" children. Particularly at North Parr, the children were

almost all considered to be problem children from problem families.

They created discipline problems tit school. But even in this center,

among more than two hundred children who came during several years,

only one child was obviously "disturbed." She was tested and found

to be more than two years retarded academically, so that it was

assumed that it would be very difficult for a volunteer to help her.

She came in for homework help, and to be tested, and after three

chances to observe her with the other children, the staff felt that

she was extremely iestless, belligerent and unpredictabl The

mother came by to complain that she could do nothing with the girl,

and said that the child w.s in psychiatric treatment.

The coordinator assumed responsibility for the girl when

ever she came to the center. She let the girl work with her, kept

her close to her physically, and away from the other children so that

she would not Nave to be put out of the center. When possible, the

helped her with some academic work. The girl was irregular in ateend-

ance, btt became quite attached to the coordinator. The volunteers

considered her to be obviously disturbed and were i:;,pressed with the

coordinator's firm but gentle manner to which the girl responded well.

She became very disruptive several times, but the coordinator was able

to keep her from bothering the rest of the children and staff by

devoting herself to the girl. The coordinator took her on one group

trip, as the only child for whom she was responsible. Although

coordinator and volunteers had both been afraid that this would be
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very difficult, the child actually behaved much better on the trip

than she usually did. Twice more the mother came by while the ,iii

was at tho center, and the volunteers reported that she seemed

afraid of the girl and "the mother let her wak all over her."

Alter ffi.ve months of sporadic attendance at the center,

the girl confided that she had told her mother she no lonEcr wanted

to go to see the doctor, and her mother had said she need not. She

stopped coming to the center except for very infrequent visits.

The coordinator made a trip to the home to encourage the mother to

discuss the need for more treatment with the school, but doubted

that the mother would di so.

At Welles-Darrow, the children were selected with the help

of a tenant aide, and she did not include any obviously disturbed

chfadren. Two of the boys were recommended by the school for help

at a mental health clinic, but they were not considered as impossible

by the volunteers as the child at the storefront.

The problems of anti-social behavior and of mentally slow

children were much more serious for centers. Children at :k)rth Park

and at STEP were from very disorganized multiplc-pro, ram families.

They did sometimes swear, ask for cigarettes, and behave in generally

inacceptaole ways, but this was not considered a severe problam by

the staff.

Children who were genuinely slow, considered educable but

mentally handicapped, were much more often encountered. They came cn

their own, or with parents who someho.:: hoped that such a center could

do what the schools could not, and in nearly every group of school
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referrals, there were one or two in every fifty referrals. Jurt by

the schools 1eferred these children was never clear. They were often

very well-behaved and eager for help. The reaction of volunteers was

to want to help them, just as they often wanted to work with children

who were more than two years retarded academically. Despite cantor

policy of not working with these children, they came and some volun-

teers (often board members whom the coordinators felt uneasy about

refusing) tried to work with them. Whether they worked with than for

three months or for a year as they did in some cases, the results :ere

always very poor. The volunteers became discouraged and wanted to

quit, or the children dropped out.

The only feasible we! to include 'Close children is in home-

work help. In groups, they seem to enjoy so much being included with

"normal" children that they will k.ome and continue to come for some

time.

At Welles-Darrow, one retarded boy was referred with the

original school referrals. He 1 -as among the most eager, and the sdcal

reported that he never missed a day of school. He had the highest

records of attendan:,:e at the canter for three years. Whea 'he nfo2-

ity of the original group wont t.o after-school re din;; classes, he

was not included, and wanted very ruck to go. Even when a new group

of more capable children cc.ne to the center, he continued as an active

participant. New volunteers were always told that hn was genuinely

slow, so that they would not embarrass him. Often, t*-ey argued during

the first days that no dhild so eager and willing to work could be

slew, but always came to realize that he. was. The skill of volh.ntcers
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in including him in all activities was impressive, as was his own

ability to participate by sitting near his special friend to watch

his paper and hi!; reactions. His teacher reported that he was given

first grade work, since this was what he could do. The center tested

him and found him able to work at longer second grade level. Four

afternoons a week, he came for homework help, without homework. He

was given a reading lesson and an arithmetic lesson. When the adults

were busy, one of the other children worked with him. In the three

years at the center, only once did a child react to the fact that he

was obviously given special attention in class, and special efforts

were made to help him participate. This was whL.n a new child at

summer school said in a reading class "he always sets baby words."

The other children looked at her in surprise, and Ehe seemed aware

that her remark was inappropriate. The group worker mentioned that

each child, is r.sked to do that he can, and that Martin was one of the

hardest workers in the group. It was obvious that Martin was a VC2:,

pleasant child, whose parents had made him feel very accepted. ';,"rile

the' staff never felt that Martin wflUd be capable of normal achieve-

ment, his good nature and determination were most impressive. After

two years at the center, Martin was moved from the special room for

educable mentally handicapped children to a normal classroom. He

was in the bottom track, but it was an enormous achievement fee him,

which he reported. 'iNm years later, he was still able to achieve in

the lowest track of a result,. classroom.

Too other child Who came to Welles-Darrow who was retarded

came with her mother, When the mother came '-oo volunteer. The enild
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did not bring homework, but sat "readingm:big library books for the

hour of academic work. She said that she was in seventh grade, but

tested in third grade. The volunteers realized that she was not

reading the books at all, but she at quietly, slowly turning the

pages of very difficult books. After two weeks, she began to read

very simple books, when she realized that other children as b3_g as

she were doing so. No one was surprised when the school referral

form was returned with "7th grade" marked off and written in.

One day the girl told a volunteer that her class was studying Africa,

and she was offered a loan of a beginning reader from Liberia and

a large map of Africa. The next day, a note came from the teacher

saying that she had never seen the girl so excited about learning,

and could the center accept eight more girls from her class. The

center could not. Fortunately, the girl moved away a few months

later, since it would have been difficult to include her in the

special summer program.

With a homewc,:k center, it is possible to include children

who would be' too unrewarding for volunteers to tutor. .:nil e they

cannot be expected to receive as moch meaningful help, it is often

the only opportunity for them to be with children Who are not labelled

as they are.

The most obvi.ous characteristic of ihese genuinely slow

children was their continual "forgetting" that they learned at tha

center. Despite the fact that this was true of I-.artin, he was in-

cluded in the evening tutoring program for one year. The volunteer

knew his situation,but wanted to work with hit.. Since he was a boy
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who would go anywhere at any time for academic help and review work

4th determination, he was still found to be rewarding.

The problem is not that these children are often encountered

in tutoring projects. Cccasiorally volunteers are assigned to work

with them because the center has no testing program before the child-

ren are assigned. If the criterion is applied that if the child is

more han two years behind in reading, individual work once a week

with volunteers is not appropriate, most severe problems of behavior

and low achievement will be eliminated. They were found to be

generally so difficult and unrewarding that their problems are best

referred to professional help.

Cultural Deorivation

The term "cultural deprivation" became 4idespread several

years ago, to explain the problems of inner-city children. Perhaps

because educators could not admit that the shortage of books in class-

rooms, the hunger of the children, the rapid continura turnover of

staff and Children, or any other of the many well-doeumentee problems

of city schools had any relation to the childrensi poor work, they

looked for a defect that could be "pinned on" the Children.

"Cultural deprivation" apparently implied that a group was

without "culture," and thus the term was later replaced by "cultural

differences." The lack of background knowledge of poor children has

been documented, and is obvious to anyone who works with them. How-

ever, the fact that they have other kinds of "know-how" is obvious

to volunteers. In one center, volunteers were startled to fine: that
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the children knew the prices of basic foods, such as bread, milk

and oleomargarine to the penny, each day and at each store within

their neighborhood. They know many other valid pieces of information

that are relevant-in their lives, but are not recognized as impertant

in school achievement.

Another reason for the pressure for labels such as cu]tural

deprivation comes from the manner in which money is givcn to sdnools.

Obviously, children in the cities were not receiving a satisfactory

education, judged by the results of low-achievement scores. A case

could be made that they have never received an ordinary education,

but to explain their needs, such terms as "special education" had to

be'employed. or was it possible to receive money for ordinary,

normal school children. :Toney for the schools had to be given to

categories such as "gifted children" and "deprived Children."

But there is growing pressure to change or abandon such

terns because of the awareness that no group can be assumed to be

without culture, or they could simply not'have survived. Likcwiso,

every group of children everywhere is lacking in understanding and

knowledge of what iC foreign to them. One teacher in a very pros-

perous suburb was startled to find that her 3econd-gradcrs all

thought peas come only frozen in boxes. Thus, soze special progra:,:s

offered for "deprived children" are very promising. They arc effec-

tive if they can be reread, leaving out the word "deprived," since

they are basically good education for all.

A literature describing " deprived children" has been

developed. One of the main premises of these writings sec:s to bo
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that these children have a "slow and cautious learning style."

Observations of e',]r staff and volunteers found this assumption is be

without basis. Some children in every group have a naturally slow and

cautious style. Others work quickly and recklessly. Certainly in the

testing program of the project, involving hundreds of children bcth

within school in the control group and in a number of centers, the

majority of the children never showed any signs of being "slow and

cautious." The same was true of their academic work habits in

general. There is hesitation and fear of being wrong, but the more

normal reaction to this fear seemed to be to work quickly, read

rapidly, finish the job a:d learn the sad news of failure in a harry,

because the Suspense was unbearable. The halting hesitation and rapid

guessing often went hand in hand, but the majority of observations

emphasized the opposite of a slow, cautious attitu'ie Or aPoreach tc

work.

In the study centers, it was only the :"ow superior stuients

..,tho were thoughtful and careful. ost children needed endourasa:lent

to trust themselves enough to work more slowly. Our observation:,

also no-wed that the children were aware of the premium placed in

schools on finishing an assignment whether or not it was understood.

Particularly in testing, they reported that teachers did not ap;reve

of leaving questions blank. This was so much a part of their

orientation that most children only slowly accepted the idea that

'speed was not a major virtue in doing academic work.
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CHAPTER V

TrIE IMPACT OF TUTORING: QUANTITATIVE MEASURES

A central concern of this project was the evaluation of the

impact of turoring and volunteer work in education. The administration

of even a very small after school study center involves some record

keeping. These records often supply the basis for a partial evaluation

of the imract of the program. ',:Wile t%e use of such lecords does not

make possible adequate comparisons with control groups, the findings

are relevant in that they repeatedly present a converging conclusion.

Tnus in tile course of this research and deLenstration prcject, the

principal investigator helped to establish an a_ ter school study

center called the Nt. Pisgah Center. A teacher representative from

a nearby school undertook a check of the academic progress of children,

who rereived regular tutorial assistance for 6ix m()nths. Cn tha 12D

children involved, 55 showed improvement, 31 showed no improvement

and 34 wero unablo to be evalliated because they were transferred to

other schools. There was also considerable evldence that those

children's attitudes showed improvement.

At the South Shore Study Center,Aho coordinator condu

he: own survey or students who were below grade level ;,1:en Lie' sthrt,:

tutoring. She fund that about lalf of the total student group (we:

one hundred) each year improved sufficiently to get along at tc-1r

own or above lovl or else returned for more tutoring. re is
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estimated that for the city of Chicano, three quarters of the young-

sters are not reading at their grade level; for Use social group

attending the South Shore Oe:_ter, the figure was much higher, In

addition, the coordinator also followed-up a group in order to

observe their academic performance one year after the end of tutoring.

One third of these students were still performing in school at their

academic level. The Impact of tutoring was still seen, but the need

for ongoing assistance for a longer period of time was also abundantly

clear to those who worked with these studentt.

Repeated sources of such evidence from other centers must

be taken as indicating some relevant impact, but the research design

of this project made it possible to build in a control group and thus

examine the .relevanco of different styles of adrai-istration. In

addition, particular effort was made to maintain better records so

that academic performance could be measured repeatedly and linked to

the number of months of tutoring.

Controlled Combarison

At the four experimental aftei school study centers, the

reading ability of the students and the progress they r.ado durirs.

periods in which they were being tutored was determined by Gatez

Reading Tests. The Gates Primary, Advanced Primary and Survey rcad-

inz tests, developed by Arthur I. Gates of Columbia UnivorsIti, test

at various Lrade levels.1 These tests were an integral part of the

1
Arthur I. Gates ::nnual for the Gates Prinr%rv,

Pri:nry and Survey Tests. (New York: Bureau of Publications, Toa6:ers
College, Columbia University, 19$0.
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research design and the testing of reading ability emerged as a

crucial aspect of the prognam of the study centmrs also. AdegoatO

information on the reading level of the youngsters was not availn.51e

from the schools. Such information was valuable for the guidance of

the tutors and for the students as well. In the last years of the

study, these tests were replaced by the Gates-MacGinitic tests, which

are comparable. The data presented is from the testing done with the

earlier forms.

In each center it was essential that testing be carried

out at least two times. At STEP, only one test was possible, reflec-

ting the very loose and unstable organization and administration of

this enterprise. At the three other centers, tests were repeated

several times on most of the children so that their progress or

regression could be measured. In addition, these tests were admin-

istered to a control group. The control group, like the experimental

population, was essentially all-Negro with only an occasional w:lite

student. The social status of the control group was from a working

class background and superior to the poverty background of most

children wile attended the study centers in the donlenstration projeat.

This was done deliberately so that any positive results fro;-4 tutoring

could not be attributed to superior social background.

In assembling data en youngsters in various stu.-3y centers,

those who were tutored were divided into four groups on the basis of

the tine period when they started in the tutoring program: (1) bofo2o

fall 1965; (2) fall of 196503) winter and spring 1966; and (4) st=er

1966. This breakdown made it possible to assess the impact of
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tutoring in terms of the amount of Limo a youngster was exposed to

such assistance and in terms of the -clativo degree of backwardness

ho or she displayed when the tutoring started.

The Cates Reading Tests are designed to produce a score

reflecting the grade level of the student who is tested. Thus, a

sixth grade child's expected score in September is 6.0, 6.1 in

October, 6.2 in November, and ending with 6.9 in June. When the

child's actual performance in the reading test is compared with the

expected level of performence, a simple measure of above grade or

below grade is produced. This was called "performance level score."

If a sixth grade student road at the 5.2 grade level in September,

his score would be -.8 (6.0 minus 5.2); or if this student read at

7.2, his score would be +1.2.

Some discussion of the children's res7se to testing ia

required before the statistical findings are presented. Before the

project had been launched, requests for "testing" came in from

several outside centers. These coordinators reported that the

children asked for a "day of testin;;." The staffs of volunteer centers

were surprised, since it was assumed that their children would 1,c

hostile to testing. The principal investigator su.speecd that the

children wanted an opprotunity to learn about testin, and this

turned out to be the case. .."nenever were used, the childr

responded favorably. In three years of tenting for this study, on!;,

one child refused to take a test, but wanted to take one as soon as

ho saw the other children studying theirs tao following week.

Volunteers often had questions about the tests. Tncy
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considered them culturally weighted and unfair to the children. While

this was admitted, their relevance for school tests and far school

tasks became obvious to the volunteers.

At South Shore, children in the fourth grade were usually

given the Gatos Survey test, appropriate for their grade level. The

Children at Welles-Darrow were also able to take this test at fourth

grade level. At North Park, the children were consistently more

retarded, and fourth graders were usually given the Advanced Primary

first. Only if they showed that, they could do enough of the harder

one was it administered. There was groat consistency in scores

between 1.1:let children. scored on a test that was below thei: grade

level, and how they performed on a test for their proper grade level.

On the easier test, however, they answered many more questions and it

was more possible to see their mistakes, and the pattern to their work.

Their own positive reactions to the test indicated that this form was

preferable for them. With a test so difficult that thc,:e could on17

Live a few answers and then had to stop, they seamed to feel much

mere defeated.

Therefore, the usual procedure was for the children to be

given a test for on Which they could do a respectable amount of wor!c.

They were retested on a different form of that test a semester later.

A semester after that, they were usually given the Survey, appropriate

for their grade level. This special arrangement applied only to

fourth graders, but very retarded readers at fifth grade level wcre

also given the Advanced Primary if it seemed more valid for them.

During the first yeae at ::ee'th Park and South Shoee, the
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pattern of achievement became clear; approxTrately one month gain

for one month of tutoring for those Children -iho were seen regularly

by the same volunteer for at least a semester. The pattern of nearly

one month progress in one month was the most common result, i,nd

appeared to be the pattern, as well as the average.

'i!hen children made less gain, or none at all, it coincided

closely with the volunteer reports that the child was not making much

progress. Usually, it turned out to also tally with the school

observations that the child was not completing homework regularly, or

achieving in school. These were largely older children, especially

boye who had to be told honestly that the center did not feel that

they were making any progress. They were told that the help was only

supplementary, and it was assumed that they also worked in school.

Unless they did their homework regularly and also tried in school, the

one lesson a week at the center could not help them.

Volunteers were often reluctant to talk to the children

honestly about their lack of progress, and the coordinator ort,

to assume this job. The reaction of the children was to insist that

they wanted to continue tutoring, and would try harder. Only about

five Children of fifty were dropped each year because of insufficient

proress, and in each case, only if the volunteer was leaving. :yen

they were put on the waiting list, and told to decide whet:her they

wart-.1 to make a real effort. They usually came back within a month

or two and asked for more help.

The children who remained with the sane volunteer fer a

second year continued in general the same patte:n of c,ne :onth ruin

In
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in one mnth, but the pattern was yore consistent and school grades

more often reflected increased achievement. A minority of children

v)re continued for a third year, and the pattern remained unchanged..

However, because of low achievement in their schools, a child who

was kept from further retardation for two years was, by sixth or

seventh grade, a good achiever in his school. The children would

bring their report cards to show that they were doing very well, and

would ask why the center staff still theught they needed help.

Since a reading level of 6.0 is all that is required for a regular

high school course, children could be helped to achieve that well,

and were satisfied.

Initially, the project staff felt that testing was primarily

of benefit to the tutors, and their reactice: to the tests, wherever

used, was very positive. They often exprocced re:7-et, at the evidence

that they were only "treading water" and keeping the child from

further retardation, although this wa; explained to t:.am as a desir-

able and expected coal. Older volunteers found the evidence ::ore

reassuring, while yvang adults were able to accept this sign of pro-

gress as they gradually realized that the attitudes and poor -::ork

habii.s of the children which kept them from echievc-,%ent wer-_ aleo

chan:ng.

After usins the tests for several years, the staff felt

that the children themselves benefitted from the experianco of

tests. When it was explained to than that they were confidential and

not part of their school records, they cama to understand that the

tests wel.e meant to help them an their tutors. The fact ',1'at tha
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tests cane in three different forms meant that they could study tho.n,

find their errors and see what kinds of work they did poorly in.

Despite the low scores, their reactions were never completely negative.

The usual reaction was for the children to become critical of the job

they had done. "I coulda done that." "Whytd I skip one?" Despite

their obvious ability todo better, they did no usually do a lot more

careful job on the retesting, although there were usually indications

that they were learning about taking tests. Each time they were

tested, they seemed more able to achieve closer to their real ability,

but it was a slow process. Brighter children seamed to benefit the

most from the testing experience, and could often study their tests by

themselves and show that they understood their mistakes very well.

They were the on s.he quickly developed tcL,ting "know-how." Study

center children were always retested with differont forms of the test,

since they },ad studied the previous test. The same was true for the

control group.

It is ncscoary to examine 'these test score data in a nubar

of different wayo :Iresentee, in Table :;ci. 5.1. First, the perfo:m-

ance level score presents a measure of how far behind. Grade level and

how far ahead of level the students of a Given study center ::cre

Idlen they started their tutorinG experiences. At z.11 thre sttzy

centers the yolinzters were behiri their Grade level; at ::orth

they were the furthest behind, -1.23 years; at South Shore next, -1.07

and the least at ;;c12 es-Darrow, -.62.

ine podtive impact of tutoring can be seen f:or.: the f,.:et

that the final pc-foloc level sco:es, the sco-.-es that we:e
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after the tutoring s,as completed, were better in all three study

centers. To ba more precise, the v.:-ount., of retarciation dcelinc;

is, the size of the negative score was reduced and in one case, the

Welles-Darrow project, the score actually became positive. The final

performance level score is based on the averages of nineteen before

an4 after comparisons, of one academic year duration in each com-

parison. In 13

cases the reading scores improved, in three aomparisons there was no

change, and in only three comparisons were the results negative. :he

sig:ificance of these findings were highlighted when compared with

the findings of the control group, which were observed to have followed

the normal slam school pattern and to have slipped further "tehL,d

(from -0.43 to -0.72). It should be noted, howe.ver, that during the

s,mmer months when tutoring programs wore curtailed o aLalidonei, the

youngsters tended to lose some of their progress.

This array of data does not standardise the number of months

each youngster was tutored. For this euopose, a performance ratio was.

ca:structed of those youngsters fo: w::om Uel*e we2e, two or more read-

scores. The score of the first reading test was deducted from the

lant available score and the difference then divided by the actual

num'oer of months the child had spent in his school beteon the

and the last available test. Thus a Child wh,, scored 6.3 in t:a mon,h

of January and 6.9 in the following :;ovember would roceive a Perform

ance Ratio of 6.9-6.5 8 = 0.05 (8 was the number of actual months

spcht at the study center with allowance nada for the c,::.mer montha).

ihus, a child who made no.mal progress st school wo.:ld obain a

forr:ance ratio scoro elcsa to 0.10 indicating teat ap::-To:::_:ate:_y a
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month's work was accomplished in a month's time. Summer months were

deducted only when tutoring was discontinued during that time. Since

North Park's altering program continued the year around, no reduction

in months was made for the summer.

For STE1, it was not possible to apply this score since re-

testing could not be carried out. However, the performance ratios for

the three other study centers and for the control group are presented in

Table 5.1. First, it should be noted that the performance ratio was

lowest in the control group, indicating the overall effectiveness of

tutoring which is carried out in a relatively stable environment. Among

the three tutoring groups, the Welles-Darrow project had the highest mean

of performance ratio (.167), Shouth Shore the next (.113), and North Park

just slightly lower (.096). The principal investigator had expected that

the Welles-Darrow and South Shore performance would exceed that of North

Park and this was confirmed by these data. The differences between

Darrow and South Shore in part reflects differences in the type of student

recruited, since approximately half the group at Welles-Darrow ware from

the to? tracks of their school, and were considered superior students

not in need of remedial help. However, their scores on the Cates tests

revealed a pattern of retardation of about six months, by national stand-

ards. The other centers had only a few children with retardation as low

as six months.

Below, an analysis of the internal dynamics of the various

study centers is presented in order to help explain the differences in

level of performance between study centers. While children at No:Co.

Park and South Shore received individual help once a week, the length

of the sessions was different. North Park children received cno
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lessOn of one and a half hours a week. South Shore studsnts had one-

hour lesson a week. At Welles-Da.row, the children came for "hom,e-

work help" one to four afternoons a week. Non: attended less than

twice, by choice. This group help was given either by a''ults or by

older children. Although some study is also had individual appoint-

ments ono evening a week in a tutoring protect at the same center,

this progcai was viewed by staff observers as "social education."

It was the afternoon help two to four afternoons--usually as a member

of a small group--that was the core of the program. Our staffts

experience with groups continually dr!monstrated that students who

were one to two years retarded were not as able to function in

groups, but that group work was much easier with Children vho were

approximately six months retarded.

Similar quantitative results on the cffectivcness of tutor-

ing were encountered in the evalt:T_:tion of the tutoring 13:0;;rz%

tuted ::obilization for Youth, 1ne.2 The tutorial progra 7:. featured

the ez,ployraent of tenth and eleven; l grade students as tutors for

fourth and fifth grade pupils whose reading achieve:nent was 1elow

grade level. Tao tutors were paid pcir .,;eck for six hours of tutor-

ing and two hours of 1,i-sslvice training. Tne tutoring took place

fro;:. 3:00 to 5:00 P.I.,: on Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Taursdnys.

Cne group was tutored two hours per week; another four hours

weak. The can reading lc ;e1 of :.Go 240 tutors e:mployed in the .22o-

geam was grade 10.0; twenty-two per cent were reading below t:e

2
Recert D. Cloward "Stucdes in i'uterin:;,
:::Zucatien 1957.
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eighth grade level.

The sample of students for analysis included 356 experimental

subjects and 157 control subjects. Papil reading adhievemont was

measured on a beThre and after basis, using the New York Tests of

Growth in Readirg, Level C, Form 1 (revised). It was revealed that

for the two hour group, "the mean difference in growth of 1.03 raw

score between experimental and control subject was not signifirant."

However, 1;the difference of 2.74 raw score points between the change

means of the four hour pupils and the control pupils was significant..."

"In terms of grade equivalents, the four hour pupils showed

an average of six monthst reading improvement in live months! time

whereas the control students showed only three and a half months growth

during the sane period." Thus, the four hour group not only arrested

their retardatio but began to catch up. "T'utorial assistance results

in significant reading improvement provided that the assistance is

given as often au four hours per week for a period of 26 weeks." The

observation is, of course, based on the experience of using high

school students as tutors.

The research also demonstrated that involvement in one rre-

gfau had a beneficial effect on the reading scores of the tutors.

program did not demeristrate that over the short run school grades ::ere

improved, but at :east the tutoring program prevented increased retd-.--

ation. Improved performance in future periods, if tutoring is ,cpn-

tinted, is clearly a reasonable expectation.

In order to understand the impact of tutoring and uL.

of controlling retardation, the from the con o1
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at is "normal" progress in inner-city schools. These schools,

located in a medium-sized city in Illinois, were not poverty schools,

but fundamentally all-Negro schools in lower working class areas.

Children from two schools were tested.

Slightly more than one-third of the children moved in one

year between testing, and several classes were transferred to other

schools. However, testing and retesting in a series of classes was

done both years to illustrate the gradual retardation that is "normal"

in these schools. Principals in inner-city-Chicago schools the studied

the data from the control groups claimed that this pattern was the

sane found in their schools.

Specifically, in X school, class size averaged 21 the

first year testing was done, and 26.7 tne year that retesting was

carried out. In Y school, the average class size was 29 the first

year, and 27 when retesting was done. In X school, at third grs-Ze

level, six of 22 children were achieving normally. (One was a non-

reader.) The average retardation for the class was .30 mont',s (3

months). Average retardation for fourth graders was .83 months, and

fifth graders, .735. By sixth grade, the average retardation was

1.45 (fourteen and a half monns), and only four of 24 saideh.,,s 1;e :e

achieving a normal score 311 reading.

The next year when retested, the average retardatien in

fourth grade was found to have increased to .52 and .675. In

fourth grade, eight children were achieving at normal level or alove.

The fifth graders average,' 1.37 and 1.14 retardation, and only one

child in the two c-assroons reading at grade level.
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At Y school, the retardation for the first testing was

.177 at third grade level, .583 at fourth grade level, .514 at fifth

grade level, and 1.41 at sixth grade level. Nine children in third

grade were achieving normal scores for their grade placement. Dy the

sixth grade, only one was achieving at grade level.

When retested a year later, the same fourth graders .6!-,o had

averaged .177 retardation a year before were dram for retesting frcm

three classrooms and averaged a retardation of .771. "Ability group-

ing" had been done at fifth and sixth grade. The "high" fifth grade

had an average retardation of .380, with Seven children achieving

normal scores. The "low" fifth grade had an average retardation of

1.50 with no child receiving a normal score. The "high" sixth Fade

had an average retardation of .257, with nine children scoring normally.

Eowever, these scores were found to be deceptive, since speed scores

were much higher than vocabulary and comprehension. lien only vocab-

ulary and comprehension were considered, the average retardation was

.80. The teacher of this group claimed that she had drilled the

children in speed to help them g t ready for ,junior high school. Tnc

"lo" sixth grade averaged 1.50 retardation, with two chilciren

nora-ally.

In the control group, non -raaders were elf..minated

from the sa:,ple each year. Their scores would have lowered the avel'age

more. By si&ling a name on a reading test, a child automatically

receives a minimum score from 1.7 to 2.0. By guessing, a non-reaUor

can score above the s!_nimu,;1.

7,1e tee:L.& for :'ne control greup were Lc.e..cd an,; re:
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the classroom teachers, who studied then with the children, encourag-

ing the children to identify their errors, just as volunteers did in

the study centers. The classroom teachers felt that this was a very

meaningful experience for the children, and it was the first time that

such an opportunity had been offered to them. Testing was always done

by a qualified member of the project staff, although volunteers and

teachers often remained with the children. The tests were scored by

hand, usually double-scored, and the children encouraged to check the

scoring and figure out their own scores. At least a paragraph of

interpretation of each child's test was included with the scored test.

Volunteers insist that this is crucial, and that scores alone would

not be easily understood by them.

As mentioned in Chapter 4, the project staff had been deeply

concerned about the comprehension ability of study center youngsters

as revealed in discrepancies in their scores. If separate scares in

speed, comprehension and vocabulary differ a given amount at any level,

the difference is considered "significant." Study center children

showed a pattern of significantly different scores, with comprehension

the usual low scores. The control group showed exactly the same

pattern. Of 190 tests administered in X school, 92 showed "significant"

differences in scores and these were overwhelmingly in low compre-

hension. Of 223 tests given in Y school, 106 showed "significant"

differences in scores, again primarily Involving low comprehension.

Of ,the total 413 tests administered in two schools (including .retests),

86 resulted in average or above average scores. Six tests of non--

readers were eliminated from the total.
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During the three years of the study, the pro,ject staff tested

in six additional inner-city centers which did not have these facili-

ties and where individual tutoring was conducted onc a week. Five of

them recruited from the public schools, and th'y believed that they

were working with children who uere "six months to two years retarded

in reading." None of these five projects had a majority of children

in the category they claimed to serve: Instead, these students were

frequently superior or much further behind. Typical of the population

of these centers was a settlement, house, with professional sapervision

ar. all of the other criteria for a successful program. Of the 6

children included in their center, 34 were found in testing to fit the

category defined by the sponsoring agency; 35 did not. Of the 35,

sixteen were above grade level (fourteen of them from more than a

year to two years ahead), five were non-readers (including three who

were ir. E (Educable 1,:entally Eandicapped-retal:ded) classes in school),

eight were less than six months retarded, and six children were from

two and a half years to more than three years retarded in reaeir7.

One other study center in which the project staff conducted testing.

was found to have a majorit, of chi7dren fitte,i the cate7o:- they

la7.ed to have. This center ,;as located in a housing ylroect,

where a local Ecther had done the recruiting.

Cos, ;,.nnlvsis

From the quantitative data presented above, it appears that

vollIntccr tutors ca71 :7a,:e an effective conLrieuticn to the ede.catiennl

roi;ress o2 inner-city school children. The data
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on the cost of managing such after school study centers, while it

does not permit precise cost-benefit analysis, clearly indicate that

such funds appear well spent. In contrast to many expensive programs

which produce no clear cut results, such as the More Effective Schools

Program of New York City, the case for volunteer tutoring can be well

documented.

The data collected on the cost-per-student in the four

after-school study centers is most revealing and helps give further

validity to the findings about the relative'academic performance.

There was a rough relationship between low per pupil cost and relative

success in overcoming academic retardation in reading. STEP, which

was found to have the highest per pupil cost, was the agency that had

to be judged as the least effective. it was so unstable that academ_ic

performance could not be adeo:,:ately evaluated. By contrast, the

Welles-Darrow program, which produced the most marked academic advance-

ment, had the 3 owest per pupil cost. South Shore and .forth Park,

which were in the middle on acade7ic performance, were also an the

rdddie on per pupil costs. -.ore precisely, the difference betwoon

these two efforts in per pupil cost were not great, but Scut:

which had a higher per peril cos: than ::orth Park, also had a

level of acade::,ic performance. Thus a positive relation between lcw

per pupil cost and academic effectiveness was clearly present 'cut it

was not a perfect relationship.

From an overall point of view, the issue can be statcc: in

other ter::s. In evLluatins the effoctive:ess of tutorin4:,

relat've costs nee:1 to 1-:o.ta,:en into considcration. While volunte_r

work sees to have a positive benefit, it is clear Vnat 'relative
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indicate that differences in organizational format need to be kept in

mind, since there are real differences botwoen the four study cente:-s.

All four of the after school study centers }ad working

budgets. These budgets are much less well developed than those of

traditional social agencies and were often adjusted on a day-to-day

basis. In the course of the research, special efforts were made to

collect data for the year 1965-66 in order to estimate as carefully as

possible the cost per student. In each study center there usually were

some core items which were appropriated on a yearly basis. Thus, for

example, at North Park and Welles-Darrow the salaries of the coordi-

nators were paid by the demonstration and evaluation project; at North

Park the rent was underwritten by the Boys Club; salary of the co-

ordinator for STEP for a four and one-half month period was a lum.p

sit:. item; and most of the costs of the South Shore effort was paid by

the irCA on an annual basis. Eowever, it was essential for those

study centers to seek separate funding for the basic costs. The

source of such income ca::.e from a variety of individuals. In addition,

at each one of the study centers there were resources such as utilities,

supplies, and books obtained on a contributory basis rather thin by a

financial transaction and therefore it was difficult to develop a

precise accounting of the costs involved.

In 1965-66, STEP obtained approximately $5C0 from the

Student Government of the University of Chicago; S250 from t:-.c Chapel

associated with the University, Lnd an additional $2C0 from. a fund

drive for the study center conducted on the University ca7.pus.

entioncd above, the coordinator '::as on the pay...oll of the
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demonstration and evaluation project for.approximately four and a half

months and received a total salary of $1,080 for the period at the

rate of $2 an hour for 30 hours a week. A public service fellewship

from the student government paid an estimated amount of $1,000 for

the coordinatorti administrative assistant for the year. Actual

dollar expenses included approximately $400 in books and supplies plus

$150 for trips and administrative expenditures. Telephone casts were

estimated to be approximately $20.

The space available in the church. would not ordinarily be

used or rented. However, a similar type of arrangement in the neighbor-

hood rented for approximately $175 to $225 a month, or roughly speak-

ing the yearly estirated costs for space would be approximately $2,400.

This cost would ordinarily include heat, but the cost of electricity

was estimated at approximately $150 a year. The estimated costs of

the donated books and supplies beyond those which were purchased was

approximately $50.

STEP had a total of 71 Childrcn for the tutoring o 19(S5-66.

:us, on the basis cf actual dollars spent the cost pe: child was close

to ,37.39. If the estimated costs of the resources available to thLs

aftor school study center is f_nolur:cf, in the calculation, the unLt

cost per child was close to $75 per year.

In 1965-L6 :orth Park started the year with approximately

$303 left over from the previous yearis operation. The local aTher-

an donated $300 for the year while the demonstration pro,f,ect yald

approximately $1,500 for the cce.....natorts salary, and the 2:vs

unde:wrote the rent, which amounted to $720. ;. Lp.3cial fund-roLs:In,;
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drive in June 1966 brought in $61,0. At the end of the year the study

center had a total of $650 remaining in its barns. account.

Other dollar expenditures included $100 for electricity;

$90 for telephone; $75 for supplies; $100 for games and equipment;

and $30 for payment to local boys who swept and cleaned the study

center. Another $75 was spent for equipment, drapes and paint.

One hundred and twenty dollars was used for trips. The de:r.onstration

and evaluation project provided supplies for the study center which

were estimated to have cost $75. Individual donations of books and

supplies equaled approximately $25.

North Park had a total of 66 children for tutoring in 1965-66.

The unit cost per child in actual dollars spent mounted to approxi-

mately $42 per year. When the additional costs of the resources avail-

able to ::orth Park were included, the unit cost per child increased

to slightly less than $44 per during 1965-66.

r.x.ring the year 1965-66 the coordinator of the Welles-2arrow

study center was paid approximately $1,E30 by the demonstration and

evaluation proect. :n addition, the demonstration and evaluatien

pro:ect spent $200 for supplies daring the year. The pro,::ect also

underwt'ote the payment of $175 during the y.:,ar to a local resident

who worked as the coordinator's assistant ,.:1d $50 for pa:,::-.ent for

babysitters to women w!lo did volunteer tutoring. 'Zhilo it is diffi-

cult to estimate the cost of the rent, after an interview with

co:nity and tenant relations adie at the local office of tne houning

aufr.ority the value of the ren t. utilities and to was ca-ti

mated to be approx117:ately $125 a month or ::1,503 a yearthis
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represe.lted the Chicago Housing Authority's contribution.

Authority also provided supplies and refreshments to the Children

at a cost which was estimated to be $200. The donated books and

other supplies used by the study center totaled approximately $150.

Welles-Darrow had a total of 79 children during the year

1965-66. The unit cost in dollars spent in the tutoring program

amounted to slightly less than $28 per child. When the estimated

cosl:s of the faciliUes provided by the Chicago Housing Authority

and other groups was included in the calculation, the unit cost per

child increased to $51. It should be noted that this calculation

also includes the costs of the summer group activities as well.

The
S
outh Shore effort was of part of the =3A

in the year 1965-66. Although it is somewhat arbitrary, the dis-

tinction between actual dollar expenses and contributed resources

applies in this case as well. The YMCA paid one dollar to the

coordinator for the year and spent approximately $1,500 for au;:plies

and utilities. In addition, the TZA paid three college studenzz

who worked as coordinator's assistants at the rate of $1 per hour for

approximately 10 hours a week for nine months. It expended

$1,700 during the year on this item.

The space available within the YMCA was esti:rated to cost

approximately $1,800 a year and services of a professionally trained

social worker who served as coordinator were estimated at around

$4,000. The South Shore Y served a total of 137 students during the

program year 1965-66. The unit costs in actual dollars spent was

approximately $23 per child for the year. When all of the estimated
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costs were calculated, the approxiate cost per child increased to

$66. (Table No. 5.2 su:Lmarizes those data).

Thus, while fully recognizing the limited scope of the

data collected, these findings not only deme:Istrate the effectiveness

of tutoring and volunteer wor'4 in education. They also indicate,

when taken together with the cost data, that observations can be made

about differential effectiveness. STS? must be judged as the least

effective, while the other three study centers fall into the more

effective category. The purpose of Chapter.VII is to help identify

sane crucial dimensions in the operating format of study centers

which might account for these differences.
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CHAPTER VI

THE IMPACT OF TUTORING: CASE HISTORIES OF STUDENTS

Case histories of selected students- -both failures and

successes -- supply an additional source of documentation of the impact

of after school study centers. The seven case histories presented in

this chapter offer a picture in some depth about the mechanisms and

processes by which the tutors and students relate to one another.

These case summaries are in part incomplete because they

are based entirely on materials supplied by the children or the

families. School records and Chicago Housing Authority records are

confidential, and the project staff respected this confidentiality.

Teachers occasionally noted a child's.I.Q. score, which was supposed

to be confidential, and this was removed from our records.

There was only one case in which the staff did seek verifi-

cation concerning a child's bizarre stories. This was when a little

boy attached himself to a volunteer on the first evening of a tutor-

ing program. He confided to her that "my father is in jail," and

returned to her to repeat this statement several times. He persisted

in confiding in her, and looking to her for an answer, so she finally

asked "what for?" The child said softly, "for killing my mother."

He remained very close to the volunteer all evening, and all durini;

the semester they both attended the center, but never confided in
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anyone else. The staff confirmed the story with authorities. The

rest of the staff never knew-of the incident, but it seemed important

to the volunteer to know.

A wish to know more about the children was expressed by

some volunteers. Some seemed to believe that the more that that is

known about the children, the better one can help them. The children

often behave so differently in a new setting, however, that if such

centers are serious about being a "second chance" for the children in-

volved, it is not always necessary for the staff to know in the

beginning that a child, for examplaisachronic trouble-maker. Exces-

sive probing runs the risk of making a mockery of "confidential"

records. At the same.time, it seems important for volunteers to know

that a great deal is and can be learned by observation of a child

once a week, and from the normal contacts that can come from the

parents' involvement in a center program.

The names given to the children were selected from names

which did not belong to any child in the centers with which the pro-

ject cooperated. Details of family were in some cases disguised to

protect identity. The case summaries are primarily based on records

kept by non-professionals, and reports written by them. Although

every center had experienced teachers as volunteers, their reports

tend to be in "lesson plan" form. It was primarily volunteers with-

out professional teaching or social work background who wrote the rosi:

detailed records.

These cases are based on youngsters who had rather extensive

contact with study centers. The pattern in this respect is similar to
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the seven brief summaries of study center children included in the

book "Helping Hands." Three years after the publication of the

volume, it is impressive that six of the seven children are still

known to the project staff. One moved out of the city. Four of the

children or their mothers maintain some contact with the volunteers

who saw them. One sees his volunteer approximately every two weeks

and the volunteer plans to continue contact through high school.

Three other children, or their mothers, occasionally call the volun-

teers. They usually call to report a special event--a good report

card, a special school activity, or a new baby in the home. "I

thought you'd like to know," they often say. Two other children are

known to be doing good work in school, although they have never

called the volunteers or staff.

Even the one case presented as a failure was known, during

the two years after tutoring was discontinued, to have asked a teacher

for extra help. This was interpreted by the school as a result of

his awareness developed at the center that help was available.

Or. the first day of a summ4r program at a volunteer study

center in a housing project, one of the older boys brought his friend

Daniel, rho was new in the neighborhood. Daniel was a thirteen year

old boy who was well dressed and polite. Although his case history

appears to be special, his situation is rather typical. On the

whole, there was a markedly higher level of performanua and involvement

in the study center than in the school classroom, reflecting the
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wastage of human talent and resources in the inner city slum school.

On the first day of his visit to the study center, Daniel

asked if he could join the summer program and he was immediately en-

rolled. He gave the impression of an intelligent and alert youngster

who could benefit from additional academic Throughout the

summer this initial impression was confirmed. But this presentation

was at odds with his normal reputation. When his name was mentioned

to the social worker of the housing project, she was surprised by the

positive comments of the volunteer staff. He came from a family which

was not able to give much supervision to its children, and they often

created trouble in the community. She thought that the boy must be

assuming c great deal of responsibility for himself and deserved

credit for his efforts on his own behalf.

During each of the four mornings of the six weeks' summer

program, there was a different group of volunteers at the center, but

all recognized that Daniel was one of the brightest children in the

center. The group was primarily children from the top track in the

local public school who, by the school standards, did not need

academic help. By the reading tests and observations at the center,

they were judged to be generally very normal achievers, with a few

exceptions in both directions. A few were actually below grade level,

and a few were above. Daniel seemed to be as capable as the ones who

tested at grade level, and was certainly among the most motivated to

achieve.

Two experienced teachers who taught him literature and social

studies were particularly impressed with Daniel. One of them was
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startled to learn from him that he had just flunked seventh grade

in his old neighborhood. He would transfer to the local public

school in the fall. The coordinator sent a letter to his former

teacher, who later telephoned in response. When she heard of the

center's impression of Daniel's intelligence, she said that she had

personally always doubted the rather low I.Q. that the school had or.

record. However, he "had always done vary poorly academically, and

this was hardly surprising in Niew of his attitude toward school."

When asked about his attitude, she said that while there were no

specific problems with misbehavior, there was a continual problem

with Daniello missing school. Neither he nor his mother were co-

operative and the school knew that he was not ill, as he claimed to

be. It was obvious that the teacher resented what she considered an

irresponsible attitude.

Nothing could have been further from the impression of the

study center staff. They continued to observe him with interest to

understand how the school personnel could have 'been so far wrong.

Daniel continued to be prompt, attentive and most capable. He once

stayed after class to ask for the alphabr't in Japanese, after a

Japanese visitor had been there. After he had played chess for the

first time, he asked for'the rules so he could "study them." When

the students were given word puzzles or problems to take home, Daniel

was one of the most eager and capable in doing these extra activities.

Daniel ols the only child of twenty-nine in the program who

was complimented by the other ehildres. A boy who had trouble keeping

up with the rest ;Academically referred to Daniel as "the brain," and
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this was repeated several times by other children. He was among

the first chosen for competitive teams and once when he made a

mistake, the boy who had given him the nickname loudly berated

him. Daniel was embarrassed and apologetically said "I can't get

them all."

At the graduation party at the and of the sw,mer school,

a staff member talked to Daniel's mother at length. She is a meek,

rather apathetic woman who works very long hours and is seldom home

in the day. The mother looked so genuinely puzzled when the staff

person began to describe Daniel's participation in summer school,

that she seemed on the verge of asking if this was really :per son.

She was so non-committal that the staff member felt she assume6 this

was a "polite" report given to all parents. After a half hour of

describing Daniel's work, the volunteer felt that his mother did

believe her and was very pleased. In talking to dozens of parents,

however, the staff member had never met one who knew less about her

child. It was obvious that the mother had never been told that

Daniel was a capable boy. While she seemed puzzled, she was also

pleased.

The staff member told Daniel's mother that the center was

quite surprised that he should have failed seventh grade, and was

interested to find out why. The mother became very vague. "Da-')1

didn't get along very good in that sdhool." The volunteer told her

that they were certain of only one thing, and that was that Daniel's

failure was not due to lack of ability. But it is not enough that

he did such good work in the center. He will, the staff hoped, start
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off in the nuw school with the same attitude, because his ability

will be of no use to him unless he is able to use it and show them

what good work he can do. If he could do this, there was reason to

believe that someday she could be very proud of her son. He ought

to do very well in high school and might qualify for help to go on

',,c) school, if he could continue to work as he had through the summer.

The mother expressed sincere, restrained appreciation for the staff's

interest.

One cf the experienced teacher volunteers decided that

Daniel's eyesight was a problem and arranged for him to have a free

examination after summer school ended. An aunt who lived near the

family assumed responsibility for the children while the mother

worked. She readily gave her permission for the examination, and the

volunteer took him. The doctor said that Daniel needed glas:,,s, which

ho would. gladly provide, but he also needed eye treatments, without

*which the glasses would not be helpful. The optometrist to whom he

had gone was located too far for him to o regularly for treatments,

so an eyeclinic near his home had to be foand. The coord!..nator called

the closest clinic and asked for information. She specifically wanted

to know about the expenses involved and if it would be alright for the

aunt or a volunteer to bring Daniel, since the mother worked. She

was told that this was fine, and someone.Should bring him at 3:00 A.1.

The woman to whom she talked was very polite and said "tell them to

ask for Mrs. and I'll take care of them."

Daniel's aunt called the next afternoon shortly after two

o'clock. She had just returned from the clinic and was very upset.
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They had arrived at 8:00 A.M. and given the name of the woman who

had talked to the coordinator. At 9:30 the woman appeared and wanted

to know where Daniel's mother was, since flobviou3ly" the boy's mother

had to bring him. The aunt was ready to leave, 'out the woman finally

said she might as well stay. There was an additional charge that the

coordinator had not been told of, but fortunately, the aunt had

enough money with her.

After waiting until nearly two o'clock: and seeing no one

else, Daniel and his aunt went home. They had not had breakfast or

lunch. The coordinator told her how sorry she 4as and how she

regretted their experience, when she triedonly to help. But there

was no other available clinic for Daniel. Someone had to take him

again, and the coordinator offered to. The aunt refused the offer

and said that she would try "once more." The next day they returned

to the clinic and were seen by mid-morning. The doctors were polite

to them, agreed with the previous diagnoSis, and volunteers gave a

$10 donation toward the cost of the glasses. The aunt wrote a letter

of thanks to the center 'staff.

At the end of the summer, the study center sent a report to

the school to which Daniel was transferring, which most of the stud,

center children attended. The coordinator felt that Daniel balonged

with his new friends, who were in the top track, and that if the school

tested him he could well be placed there. The report was based on his

participation in the summer program. He had read and discussed

literature more difficult than his "reading level" would indicate.

His reading score was not reported, since that particular school had
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seemcd resentful of such information in the past. His reading score

at the center was based on a test taken during the first week. His

average was 6.6, in contrast with his grade placement of 7.0 in the

fall, if he repeated seventh grade. On the measurement of accuracy

in the test, he rated "very low."

No answer was received from the school, and no efforts rade

to determine Danielts ability. In both middle-class and lower-class

communities it is quite common for grade placement to be handled by

the school clerk, and for new children to be assigned to the bottom

track, no matter what records they bring from former schools. In

Danielts case, his previous records would justify such placement.

As expected, in the fall Daniel was placed in the bottom

track of the sevcoth grade in the local public school. He attended

the center regularly in the afternoon, and was included in a once a

week evening tutoring program which started in October. A young

woman from a local business company saw him for two months, and then

found a substitute from the same company when she was transferred.

They both liked working with Daniel, mainly in homework assigum

and each of them took him to dinner several times in local restaurants,

or at home with their families.

During the first week of school, Daniel had troublk . He

was lined up in the hall with his class. The pupils were told that

anyone who opened his mouth would be dealt with severely. Another

boy shoved Daniel and he in turn socked the boy. The teacher saw

Daniel hit the boy, and suspended him from school for fighting.

Similar incidents happened at the center, with Driel lashing out
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at anyone who bothered him, so that he appeared to be a trouble-

maker. The coordinator discussed this with him each time, and he

gradually learned to talk about what annoyed him, instead of lashing

out at whoever was near. In summer school, there had been a volunteer

for each small group, and Daniel had no trouble. Now h6 was with a

mixed-age group of fifteen to twenty children, with as few as two

adults at a time. The children were expected to assume much more

responsibility for their behavior, and Daniel was obviously unable

to at first, but was very able to understand the results of his lack

of control.

Daniel's eye treatment ended in the late fall, and he wore

his glasses continually. Other problems developed with him that

worried the staff much more than his previous lack of control. His

politeness became more of a caricature, so that he appeared obsequious

and began to "yes mam" the staff continually. He also began to lio,

at first occasionallj, and gradually he seamed to lie more a:-Ji more

about everything and anything. Ho was obviously missing school a

good deal because he had to baby sit, but told the school authorities

that he was ill. It was the same pattern as in the former school,

whore everyone knew he lied about being ill, but apparently df.d not

know why. So far as the study center staff was able to find out,

neither school over determined the reason for his absences. They

both resented thca and blamed his family. The mother was callcd

several times, but was "unresponsive," according to both schools.

The staff decided that. Daniel was react4ng strongly to

the contSrual demands on him to miss school and 4,o lie about it.
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J-e was not tha only, child of whom this was true, and it was a pattern

for families to select the most capable child who obviously did well

in school and could "afford to miss." In Daniel's case, although he

did not do well in school by other's standards, he was the child of

the family who did the best. The aunt was quick to explain her obvious

need for him; the other children were too "unreliable" and he was'the

one who could be trusted.

The problems of several children who were regularly kept

home to babysit were discussed with the social worker in the housing

praject. Daniel seemed to want very much to succeed in school and yet

wanted to be "good" at home. Another younger child reacted as strongly,

but in a different way. He would arrive at the center extremely pale,

complaining of a headache and a feeling that he was going to vomit.

The coordinator gradually realized that this happened only on days

when he was kept home to babysit. When she asked him, "did you miss

school today?", he would nod sadly.

The social worker offered to discuss both children with

their families. In both cases, the mother of the younger boy and the

aunt of Daniel who took care of him, were genuinely interested and

unaware of tho conflict in the children. Both appeared to have taken

an easy way out of a situation, and they were certainly not unic,uo in

doing this. But in both cases, the intelligence and sensitivity of the

bop, seemed to make them react very strorgly to the conflict. Other

arrangements were made. Daniel no longer stayed home to babysit and

his overly polite saccharine speech and the lying Slowly disappeared.

During the next year and a half, his attendance record at the center
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and at school were nearly perfect.

In April, Daniel scored an average of 7.3 on a reading test,

a gain of seven months in ten months (including the summer months).

His accuracy on the test had changed from "very low" to "very high,"

in fact to 100 per cent. He apparently did well on the school tests

also, since he was moved near the end of the year to the top track- -

a move of three tracks. Daniel was now in the same class with his

study center friends. At this time, his tutor left the center and

tutoring was discontinued.

Daniel again attended the six weeks summer program at the

study center, and entered eighth grade the next fall. His motivation

and drive were impressive, shown by his desire to get as much as

possible out of every opportunity and to willingly accept suggestions

for use of his leisure time.

Daniels attending the :enter was the result of a deliberate

policy of the staff. While many selfrefrrred children have been

successful in centers, and school referrals are often good, perhaps

the best single category of referrals has been "friends" of children

already registered. At least in this center, where the children were

mainly from the top track in school, the staff gradually preferred to

ask the children to invite friends when there were openings for rawe

children, rather than to ask the school for more names. Dying the

years, a number of children were recruited in this way, all so success-

fully that the coordinator believes that the friends of capable,

interested children are usually also capable, interested youngsters.

If children can find friends like themselves and thereby support one
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another, they may have less trouble later on in school, when it be-

comes "square" to achieve and there are increased pressures from the

neighborhood to join gangs and rebel.

Daniel is from a problem family, where both younger and older

siblings have serious prdblems. One younger brother is well-known to

the other children as a continual truant from school who smokes, drinks,

and is said to sell "pot." Occasionally, one of them tries to tease

Daniel about him, and Daniel completely ignores the teasing. He never

mentions his family and seems very identified with the center and

attached to the staff.

The biggest change in Daniel, according to the adults who

know him, is that he became genuinely boyish, when he appeared before

to be a caricature of a complying adult. He now appeared self assured,

confident, and poised. By the time he was in eighth grade, no ore

could remember when he had his last fight.

Daniel's last reading score at the center, at mid-term

in eighth grade, was 8.1. Although below the national average, it

compares well with other top track students in his school. This was

a normal gain of eight months in eight months, part of which were

spent in the center's siznmer program.

At mid-term when Daniel was in the eighth grade, the study

center was closed. Daniel had attended for one and a half years

during the academic year, and for two summers. His grades in eighth

grade this year are very good, and he will enter 1,ich school with a

record that marks him as a high achiever. His former school record

would have lowered his high sdhool pltec-.ent. The croup of volunteers
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and the coordinator planned a series of monthly trips, to volunteer's

homes and to places to interest in the city, with the group of

children who attended the center until December of this last year.

Daniel participates in these trips. He gives the impression of self-

confidence and awareness of his abilities, and more determination to

succeed than the majority of his group. His friendship group includes

six other boys from the same top track class, Who plan to enter high

school together next fall. Daniel is a well accepted member of the

group, with whom he spends most of his free time.

Roper

Roger, an intelligent Negro boy why attended a storefront

tutoring center for three years, epitomizes the problems of the very

capable youngster who grows up in a slum community. The case demon-

strates that volunteer help has a crucial role in helping such a

youngster realize at least some of his potentialities.

When Roger and his sister first came to the center in

September during opening week, the staff immediately became aware of

the fact that they were not typical. They were dressed much bettel-

than the other children of the neighborhood, they were cost mannerly,

and Roger's speech was completely articulate and adult in tone.

A big boned and large boy for his twelve years, Roger was

very noticeable, and other children often commented on his size. He

looked more like a high school student than a seventh grader, which

ha was. The storefront center was located in a large building complex,

in which he lived. It was at that time an integrz..tr: Luilding in
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which the families were more "middle class" than the rost of the

immediate neighborhood. Roger and his sister attended a Catholic

parochial school which was located outside of the neighborhood.

Roger was assigned to a retired telephone operator :ho

was impressed with his ability to read. Ho selected a very difficult

story and read it aloud. She noticed, however, that his voice was

flat and toneless, and he ignored punctuation marks. It was unpleasant

to listen to him read although he could re-1 e;ttreely well as far as

pronouncing and understanding difficult mz nal. The volunteer

showed Roger a newspaper and they read some news and located

places mentioned cn a globe. It was obvious that Roger had very

little knowledge of the physical world. He had no idea whereto look

for countries or cities mentioned in the news. She suggested that he

listen to radio commentators to see how they presented the news. The

next week, Roger was anxious to read more news as the commentators

did, and mimicked their styles. These activities and homework wee

continued until January, when the volunteer left to take a 1:a7t-Ume

night Job.

Roger had tek-a a reading test in October and made an

average score of 9.5, with all skills above his grade level of 7.1.

linen his first volunteer left, he was not assigne:J anether because

there were so many children much more in neon of help. He brough"c.

his sister to the center each week, and read library books until se

was finished with her lesson. Roger liked mystery books and accepted

help in finding some to take home each week. He occasionally had

homework, which did not se-m difficult for him.
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Not nearly as bright as Roger, the sister was barely able

to achieve adequately. This was confirmed by study center tests and

observations. Nevertheless, the school felt that she did not need

academic help. She has remained with the same volunteer for three

years, ami gradually achieved better than average grades in school,

with her reading test results at the center showing very average

progress.

On the first day, the staff was informed that Roger's

mother had died several years before. GradUally, the staff learned

that the children were inseparable, and that Roger had a very protec-

tive attitude toward his sister. They alowly overcame their

reticence eneuh to talk about their housekeeping efforts. The fath:?r,

a college-educated minor civil servant, worked long hours and spent

much of his little time at home sleeping. The Children assumed a

great deal of responsibility for the homo and seemed proud of their

work, although it did take much of their free time after school.

Roger's sister talked of "good friends" at school, but neither child

nad any friends in the neighborhood. According to the staff, Roger

was'aloof from the boys his age at the center, Who 1,.re poorly*

dressed ad often gave the impression of being tolgh. His sister

seemed oblivious to other children in the center. She was devoted

to the adults, and over-eager to please them. Two years after she

started to attend the censer, a sta f member reported that "she

still fall:: all over herself when anyone pays attention to her.

She is still pathetically eager for adult contact."

When the family moved out of the building complex, as the
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neighborhood was becoming more difficult and the buildings were

deteriorating, the children reported that they were going to leave

the center. The coordinator went to the home to talk to the father.

He was not at home, and the children did not open the door, although

they know the coordinator. This is the only instance in several

years of this kind of "middle-cla's" behavior in this neighborhood.

All other children oepned the doors immediately when they recognized

the voice of the coordinator, but these children were forbidc'en to

let anyone in. The father came by the center the next day, and

explained that he had thought the center was available only to

children who lived in the building. He was assured that this was

net so. The staff was certain that his concern was with "toug,-,,t

element that came to the center.. However, he said that Roger was

having trollble with arithmetic and needed help. Roger's father also

said that he would try to spend some time helping at the center. He

was never able to, and obviously could not. However, he was the

only parent in this center to express the wish that he could help.

Within two weeks, Roger was assigned to a metallurgical

engineer, who was interested in helping with mathematics. This

volunteer lived in the suburbs, and had tried for several ;ears to

help a bop who was failing in mathematics. However, the bey was

irregular in attendance ar'l seemed unmotivated to accept help. lne

volunteer immediately liked working with Roger, who was always prop

and most attentive.

The volunteer felt that Roger's background in rathematics

was most deficient, and that it would take a long time comnlit::.ent to
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help him. While Roger had some mechanical ability to attack pfoblems--

he knew soy aultiplication tables and facts about mathematics--he

had no conception of any relationship between multipli,latit.n and

division, for example. Most startling was the complete absence of

any understanding of concepts of size or relationship of parts to

wholes. This awiously bright boy did not know how to attack a simple

jigsaw puzzle, except by sheer guesswork. They spent two hours once

a week working on mathematics, starting with concepts that the volun-

teer considered m.)st basic and which he felt that his own children

had learned in suburban schools as early as the second grade. The

lessons usually ended with a fey minutes spent doing a jigsaw puzzle

a. playing a game. Often, they worked steadily for two hours, which

was not possible with most students.

For long time, Roger claimed to "hate mathematics" and

seemed to have real resistance to learning it, but was always willing

to work. Progress was slow, but always obvious.

In June, when the volunteer visited Roger's school, he

found that Roger was felling in geography and would have to attend

summer school, or be retained in seventh grade. At the same time that

Roger was failing seventh grade because of this.deficieney, he :as

retested in readin3 in June, by the center staff. His average score

was 11.8 on a different form of the test that he had taken previcusl-.

Even for a very bright child, this was an impressive gain of two years

and three 7munths in eid)t. months. Although ho was not tutored in

reading, there is no doubt that the extensivc use of :e library yelped

Roger. Each week, ho was helped to find books that appealed to him,
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and he discussed what he read with various staff members. Until

this volunteer started with Roger, he read mysteries almost exclu-

sively. Thc volunteer found some interest in history, and encouraged

this uy providing Roger with historical fiction. He provides 'seeks

for Roger until a year later, when Roger beg to get his own from

the school library.

During the summer, Roger attended summer school at the

parochial school and continued to see his volunteer weekly for a

two-hour session. They worked mainly on geography, but continued

some work on math. The volunteer often commented on the emotional

resist.-ice that Roger seemed to have to math, but this was not true

with gcogra?hy. .iko the previous one, this volunteer was impressed

with the boy's total lack of knowledge about the physical world. He

was willing to learn, anl seemed to enjoy studying geography with a

tutor, while accepting mathematics as necessary blA much less

appealing.

Roger was invited several times to the volvnteer's

in the suburbs, and said that he would come, but never did. During

the first summer of work with the volunteer, Roger met his two

children, who were attending college, when they worked at the stay

center.

.n the fall, Roger was promoted to eighth grade, and the

volunteer continued to see him through that year, to work on

mathematics. Ho reported that the eighth grade mathematics was

primarily a review of earlier work, which was especially helpful to

Aoger. During the following summer, they continued to review and
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to introduce Roger to a beginning understanding of algebra. This

had been done in his eighth grade mathematics, but the volunteer felt

that Roger would Lave trouble in high school unless they worked to-

gether in the summer.

The next fall, Roger entered high school and still sealed

to the volunteer to need help with the transition to high school work.

They continued to work together until winter vacation, at which time

the volunteer discontinued coming to the center. The volunteer had

worked with Roger continuously once a week for two years, except for

annual vacation trips' out cf the city. At the end of the first year

of help, Roger confided to the coordinator that "math isn't half bad

anymore," then quickly and politely changed it to "not bad at all."

He was quite definite, after two years, that it was no longer a

problem, and "I don't even hate it anymore."

Roger remained a "loner" at the center for nearly three

years. Attempts of the volunteers to draw him into activities with

other Children resulted in politeness on both sides, but apparent

tolerance. During the first year, when both Negro and White children

att-,..nded the center, there was no conflict and the wlsite Children

looked as tough and Poorly dressed -ts the Negro ones. Roger and his

sister were obvious "outsiders" in such a center, as they were in the

neighborhood. Confined to their home except during school hours,

their rain contact with the neighborhood was through the study center.

The o),ly success of the staff in involving them in other activities

was the sister's participation in a program at the local Y ZA.

his sister, Roger never spoke of "good friends,!' nor was he over seen
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with anyone except his sister, until about the time that his volun-

teer left the center. At this time, Roger began to appear with a

new friend whom he introduced to the staff. The friend was already

known to one staff member as a boy who was "amazingly like Roger."

A top student in the local public high school, ho was also known to

have been a complete loner, until he and Roger found each other.

Now six months later, they are often together.

By ordinary standards of tutoring projects, Roger would

not qualify. Only after he had flunked a course would he ordinarily

have appealed for help. But because his father 'knew that he was

having trouble with mathematics, despite the school's repeated

assurances that he did not need academic help, a volunteer was found

for him. The volunteer was obviously ideal for this boy; he and

Roger immediately related well. Although Roger dislilce mathematics,

as he was quick to make known, ha was always impressed with the

ability of the volunteer. The fact that the volunteer use this

knowledge in his ow professional work certainly must have made the

help more meaningful.

The main impression of Roger remained one of reticence.

After three years at the center, his conversation with most adults

was limited to a polite "yes mahi" or "no sir." The few staff 17471be:s

with whom he talked more freely were those who have known him con-

tinuously during the threo years period. They all agreed that Roger

had a very fine sense of humor, which they became avare of only after

they got to knya him. Roger has never been known to "clowTY cr react

to attempts a other children to involve him in rnsense. On one
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occa:;ion, when he thought no one was near, he leaned over and placed

a )arge globe on his back, as though leaning under its weight. When

he saw the coordinator approach, he smiled and replaced the globe on

the table.

In many ways, Roger is still burdened with a job beyond

his years. But with more assured success in school, a friend his

age, and knowledge of several adults who are interested and available

to him should he need help, Roger is performing well in high school.

The fact that his physical size is na longer a problem to him may

also be importart. The rapid growth of three years agc is over, and

his size no longer unusual for his age.

If it were not for the tutoring project, it is doubtful

that Roger would have received the necessary individual hell The

attitude of his school seemed to be that he could get the work if he

just tried. With Roger's reticence that could at first appear to be

disinterest and coldness, it is most unlikely that he would make the

first move to get help for himself. His bringing his sister to the

center for several months when he did not see a volunteer gave him

some extra non-threatening contact with the staff.

Roger continued to be aloof, and ne and his sister will

always appear deviate in their meighbarhood. When a grasp of childral

discussed what they would do if they had a "lot of money," he

remained thoughtful and quiet during the entire discussion. His littlo

sister startled the group by saying quietly, "I would get some of

those picture?, like peopis have on their walls."

Roger's father has always plalned to send his children to
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college. If Roger had failed seventh grade as threatened, the result

could have been tragic. Without remedial hell, in mathematics and

some understanding of its usefulness, Roger would have struggled

through high school, lowered his aspirations, or possibly, given up.

Cornelia

Cornelia registered at tie storefront center in October,

during the first week of operation. She appeared with four siblings.

Since at that center children came by families, they often became

identified by family characteristics. Cornelia and her siblings were

early identified as chronic pouters, pushy children who "knew what

they wanted and demanded it," and who were very competitive with each

other and with other children.

Cornelia was nine years old and in the fourth grade of

public school. The teacher said she was a good student, whose read-

ing score of 2.5 from the previous May was probably inaccurate since

she seemed to read better than that. She always finished her work,

but never scorned able to work up to her real ability, which seev.ed

to be normal. She especially needea help in phonics. When tested by

tha study center, Cornelia scored 3.2 on a test designed for children

in the first half of third grade. She Vas therefore, even on a test

than should have been relatively easy for her, about a year retprded

in reading by the fourth grade.

Correlia was assigned to a young college student who,until

she became ill, worked with her from Octobs until February. The

volunteer wrote limited accounts of her contacts with Cornelia, and

worked on reading activities suggested by the staff. It was impossible
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to schedule the children's appointments on the same evening, so they

came as a group every time one of them had an appointment. At first

this presented no problem, since they could read or quietly wait for

each other. However, as they became more familiar with the center,

like many other children they became more demanding and boisterous.

Fortunately, they were all assigned to volunteers, and were gradually

able to accep::, the idea that they could not continually interfere in

the lessons of other children. The continual demonstration of the

staff that no one could interfere in their tutoring session probably

did more than, anything else to put the idea across.

After four months, the children were allowed to come to

the center only on their appointed venings. If other members of

the family accompanied them, usually their behavior was no longer a

problem. Cornelia's behavior became increasingly difficult, however,

as she became more aware of the other children. She could not rebiE.t

a taunt when someone walked past the table at which she was working,

nor could she resist "flaring" up when a child walked by and made any

kind of remark. When asked about her behavior, her answer was the

standard one of many children, "He (or she) mess with me." Every

observer agreed that tornelia actually provoked each incident in sme

way, but this was vehemently denied or Cornelia would withdraw and

become sulky.

Unfortunately, Cornelia's volunteer became ill in February.

She came one evening a week with her roommate, and they both were

ill. When she recovered from pneumonia, she called to say that she

would wait until her roommate was also completely recovered. The
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staff tried many times to reach her, but without success.

Cornelia still came one evening a week. At first, she

was perfectly willing to accept the illness, although she came each

week hoping to find her volunteer returned. The coordinator helped

her with homework, or let her read. Gradually, Cornelia became

increasingly unhappy.and would loudly demand a new volunteer. At

other times, the staff would observe her standing an the street near

the center quietly crying. Finally in March, the center was able to

reach the volunteer by phone. (The phone had been disconnected for

some times) She said she was "too embarrassed to return." She

refused to talk to Cornelia by phone.

It was not possible to assign another volunteer to Cornelia

until April. She was attached to the coordinator, and had been comdng

by Irregularly to find out when another tutor was available. Finally

a young court reporter who had tried to work with an older girl, lino

was ir-egular in attendance: said she was "let down and discaaraged,"

and asked for a new student. Cornelia bls assigned to her.

It seemed to the staff that both Cornelia and her new to or

were quite apprehensive at the first meeting. Despite ass.crances, the

volunteer seemed tc feel that she had somehow failed with the firs-,

girl. Cornelia had showed by her reactions just how badly she fel;

about being let down by an adult.

Because of a change in center policy, Cornelia had a one

and a half hour appointment once a week. Her previous volunteer hLd

seen her for forty-five minutes and then had worked with another child.

The first meeting was described in detail by the volunteer. She
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reported that "Cornelia is a very quiet, appr(honsive child." (Later

it must have seemed to her that the child she saw the first evening

could not be the same girl with whom she workcC..)

Other volunteers who observed tic children had other

reactions. Cornelia was always identified as a typical member of

her family group. On one occasion when the staff discussed the per-

sonality problems of the children, one young INvil jokingly mentioned

that he "felt sorry for th'. guy Cornelia ever mar ies."

However, the first, lesson with a new volunteer went very

well. Cornelia read willingly, but so rapidly tht she made many

mistakes. She "misread" small wordu, and read as rapidly as she

could, as if under pressure to perform. Then the volunteer suggested

that she slow down, she did and the reading improved. She confided to

the volunteer that her teacher had taken away her reader that day, and

put her with a lower group. The volunteer asked if she would like to

brihg her reader so they could read at the center. Cornelia said She

would like to. Cornelia confided that what worried her most abol.t

school was athmetic, and she showed the volunteer the kinds of

problems they were doing. The rest of the evenf:17, was spent on

arithmetic.

nen the volunteer told Cornelia about herself, Cornelia

specifically asked about her age. Finding that it was the same, in

the early twenties, as her mother, she expressed surprise that the

volunteer had no children while her mother had five. Cornelia

mentioned an extended family of relatives, all female, and made no

mention of her father.
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At the end of the lesson, Cornelia walked to the library

shelves and selected two books and checked them out. They wero both

arithmetic textbooks. She walked back to tell her volunteer goodbye,

suddenly grabbed her hand and squeezed it hard, then hurried out of

the center.

Cornelia brought her reader the next week, but never after

that time. She reviewed phonics:with a workbook. Her speecll diffi-

T(k
culties were obvious since she could, sounds very well. She

would quickly guess, mispronounce and often try to cover up her

deficiencies. She liked all activities about reading, but gradually

showed increased resistanc,J to reading itself. Before beginning,

she would examine each selection carefully to see how long it was.

Her attitude toward learning, when this could be done through

activities, was in direct contrast to the attitude Snowed when she

was expected to read. Then there was a tremendous drive toward per-

fection, ana she was easily upset by mistakes.

At the end of the second lesson, Cornelia and the volunteer

played a game of bingo. Cornelia's elder sister walked over and

joined them. Cornelia seemed at first very accepting of the idea, but

a mcment later, jumped up and defiantly said 'foe let's settle it.

Who are you seeint, me or my sister ?" The volunteer assured her that

she was her volunteer and her sister would remain with her own in the

future. :his was the first outburst with the new volunteer and des-

pite all she had heard of Cornelia, she was shocked by the intensity

and anger.

All books wero refused by Cornelia for several months.
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She would select any short section of programmed material or stories

in a workbook in preference. But one day she discovered that books

can also have short selections, and this was quite a revelation to

her. Shv discovered an article about crabs in a big book, began to

read it because of the enticing illustrations, and then became so

interested that she stayed late to finish the material.

In June, Cornelia was tested, her score had gone -J.p to 4.3,

a gain of eleven months in eight months.

During the summer, Cornelia continued to see the volunteer

weekly, except for a month when the volunteer was on vacation.

Cornelia learned to knit. In this activity, as with various craft

projects, Cornelia showed herself to be an alert and excellent student.

This discrepancy rt -.like a thread throughout the reports. Whenever

Cornelia engeged in activities that were not strictly "academic," she

learned very quick3y. Sne could work on crossword puzzles for a long

iieriod of time. Like many c,her children, she had not seen one be-

fore. and was at first amazed at the results Any time that the work

could be in activity forts, the volunteer reportr. Cornelia's alert-

ness and inquisitiveness. This was in contrast to the mentions of

reading and ari-zhmetic, when Cornelia wanted every answer correct

tho ff.rst time and had no tolerance with herself.to correct ristakes.

She fluctuated between rapid guessing and halting hesitation.

During the sumer vacation while the lessons continued,

Cornelia knitted slippers for her mother. She: rade a wastebasket for

her room, covering a container with contact paper and decoratin: it

with a fringe. She covered various boxes with contact paper, as
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containers for her own possessions and those of her family. Her

patience and willingness to stick with a job were impressiveas

impressive as her inability to do a long academic assigment. The

lessons were geared to her needs, with academic work in small doses

interspersed with other activities.

The volunteer took Cornelia on several outings during the

summer. She was inquisitive and alert in asking about the Loop, one

of their first trips. It was her first trip there, and she proudly

pointed out buildings as they drove back towards home. When another

volunteer and siblings of Cornelia's accompanied them, she seemed

alternatively withdrawn and aggressive. Group trips with a number of

children were not as successful, although Cornelia had her volunteer

to herself. The sheer presence of other children seemed threatening.

One Saturday morning during the summer, the volunteer was

startled to have Cornelia and her siblings appear at the door of her

apartment, some eighteen blocks from their home. She was even more

startled when they explained how they found her, because it was

obvious that they had no idea where they were going and had wandered

around for quite a while. She told them it was nice to see thc,I,

but they must call t:-.e next tire, to make sure she was home. She

gave them cold drinks, and a little later took them home by car. Sc h

was quite concerned about a main highway they had to cross and one

very tough neight)rhood they had walked through. Although it was not

until Christmas vacation that Cornelia was invited and driven to the

volunteer's home, she never again attempted ti walk there.

During the fall,.Cornelia began to write short selections
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for the center newspaper and for school assignments. Children's

magazines and short selections continued to appeal to her as

reading material, and she especially enjoyed activities with words

and sentences. The delight of most study center children in wo.7k

which they can do without fear of mistake is impresnivc, and

Cornelia especially showed this. When rapidly filling in crossword

puzzles that were easy for her, an adult said "those are pretty easy

for you, aren't they?" Cornelia's answer was "and you don't know

how fun it is."

In Dc,cembc, Cornelia .,as given a test appropriate for her

fifth grade level, a survey that covers from middle third grade into

high school work. Despite careful instr .otion, Cornelia tried to'do

high school level work and scored only 4.2 on trio test. liover,

for the first time, she was able to go over the test and showed that

she unanrstood and could correct her errors up to the point that the

work became too difficult for her. There was no doubt that her

reading was actually somewhat better than her score would indicate,

but the test was typical of her lack of patience or ability to con-

centrate on straight academic work. Eowever, it confirmed the caslr

test which showed that she had mastered the basic skills of rea::irg.

Cornelia's school had started after-school reading classes

for children, and it was suggested that she ask about being includr,d.

Her answer was a definite "no." The lessons at the center continued

with homework assignments and various attempts to make reading more

palatable to Cornelia. She would read willingly, so long as the

selections were .sort. By January, the volunteer reported that
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Cornelia's attitude toward rem fling was "slightly improv(i." This

was especially true when the volunteer provided simple animal stories

or fairy tales.

Cornelia's fatigu3 was often discussed with her, because

it was obvious that she was tired. Her bedtime since the age of in

when she first came to the center was 11:30 P.M., and she got up at

7:30 A.M. Some of the children became concerned enough about their

school achievement that they discur:sed this problem and made honest

efforts to get more rest; Cornelia never adMitted that it was a

problem.

Center contacts with her mother were very limited. The

volunteers all met the mother when they took the children on outings,

and although she was polite, a seemed very threatened and uneasy

whenever one came to the home. From the other children's school

referrals, it was obvious that the school felt that this mother

taught her children to "fight for what they wanted" and seemed to

instill hostility toward the whole outside world. The mother used

her maiden name; this was unique among the families who attended the

center. Her children seemed an exaggerated caricature of attitudes

showm by other children.

In :arch, Cornelia reported that she had e ions geography

project to do, involving a report from encyclopedias. She had

written a nuMber of short assignments, making a first draft and then

correcting them and rewriting. When the volunteer asked if she 1:ould

like to try to write this report in her own words, she thought she

would The encyclopedias were difficult for Cornelia to understand,
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and at first, it seemed impossible for her to translate the material

into her own words. The volunteer spent time explaining the material

and talking about it. For the next two months, most of the lesson

time was devoted to this project. Both the volunteer and Cornelia

became discouraged and it seemed at times not worth the tremendous

effort. The experience of writing, instead of copying from an

encyclopedia, seemed a completely new experience. Cornelia insisted

that she wanted to finish, while finding it extremely difficult to

work. Only with the volunteer's persistence and continual support

was she finally able:: to finish, and her pride was enormous. She

made a point of telling her teacher that the report was entirely her

own work.

Cornelia's grades were consistently good during that year,

and she proudly brought in her report card several times. Occasional

trips continued, which were obviously enjoyed by Cornelia, and during

which she asked many questions. During the Christmas holiday,

Cornelia went to the volunteer's home to bake cookies for the center

party. The volunteer reported that she felt "e]osest to Cornelia"

in this activity.

At about this time, the staff aas asked to select the

children uho seemed typical of the center population. They selected

Cornelia, who secured to have most of the problems. that other children

had. Her :7T ogress in getting along with others in the center was im

pressive, although she reverted to "stubborness and restlessnecs"

When her tutor's vacation time came near. She was much more tolerant

o: other children, however, and could now work without many "flare-ups"
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or problems of thinking that other children interfered if they walked

near her.

The project coordinator had never talked with Cornelia at

length. On ono visit to the center, Cornelia joined in on a dis-

cussion of the history of the center. She remembered her first tutor,

and just how long she had been seeing the second one. She agreed with

other children that one difference in the center was its quietness,

and became quite vPhement about the problem of working in school.

The project coordinator went over later to talk to her privately with

her volunteer.

A great deal had been written about this child, and many

people knew her well. No one had ever mentioned that, in a center

of predominantly poorly dressed and rather tough-appearing children,

Cornelia appeared among the toughest. It was not so much her clothes,

which were typical--everyday slacks and blouse--but that they were

unironed and dirty. A scar on her cheek, and a very dirty face

accented her belligerence.

The coordinator thanked Cornelia for joining in the dis-

cussion and said that she was pleased to see reports '.hat her grades

were so good this year. How was school? Cornelia looked momentarily

pleased and then muttered something about hating school. The co-

ordinator said "tell me about it" and Cornelia blasted off for five

:inutes without pause. She berated her teacher, the teachers of her

friends and siblings, claiming that the only nice teachor she ever

had was in kindergarten and the teacher was so mean now in fourth

grade. The volunteer sat in amazement at this outburst. When she
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paused, the coordinator said, "how is the teacher m,lan?" Again,

instantly, a long garbled account of how she was in continual trouble

because of another girl, but "the teacher always blame me--not her."

The coordinator told her that, while we really aren't interested

in the teachers of other children because she doesn't need to worry

about them, it's very important that she talk to her volunteer about

her own teacher. It Must make life very (difficult when she has to

be in school for hours every day, and feels that way. Some children

even like their teachers--that helps a lot. Others don't but they

find ways to make the best of it. What would happen if she moved

away from the girl who bugs her? That would happen if she just

didn't sit beside her, or stand near her? (Some of the incidents

took pace in the hall, walking together and others in the room,

when they were at their desks). Cornelia said "don't know" and

was told that she should think about it. Most important, she mast

continue to talk to the volunteer about these problems. The volun -

teer could help her figure out what she could do to make life more

pleasant in school. Each time the adult spoke, Cornelia listened

attentively, but seemed to be ccncentrating on her thoughts, and would

again begin with a repetition of the same Cifficulties. The voltn-

teer was visibly upset by Cornelia's anger. Because of her experi-

ence at the center being limited to two children, she had no way of

knowing that this was an extreme reaction. Whatever problems

Cornelia ever showed seemed valid ones to the rest of the staff.

They were very much those of s;n2dy center children. Their selecting

her as typical of all those problems was valid, except that dhe
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certainly was more vehement and more articulate than most. The

expenditure of energy was impressive, because she did not so much

talk as explode. Both adults felt afterwards that Cornelia was so

involved in her own troubles that she may not even have heard the

suggestions of the coordinator, but the volunteer planned to continue

to try to discuss these feelings with Cornelia.

The next week, Cornelia immediately informed her tutor

that she had been moved away from the girl who bothered her. She

had some further complaints about the teacher, but in the midst of

them, suddenly made one nice remark about her. This was nearly as

startling as her former outburst.. -Cornelia never again spoke with

such vehemence or anger. She was probably more out-spoken with

another adult than she would have been with her own volunteer, whom

she was most eager to please. However, she was willing to go on

discussing her a, zpts to get along in school.

In June, Cornelia averaged 4.6 on a test, showing a four -

months' gain in six months. When the volunteer suggested that

Cornelia out to attend surtner school, she was not definitely c2posed

as she had been in the case of after - school reading classes, but was

non-committal. It was not until the middle of the summer that sire

told the volunteer she was in sumrer school and "liked her teacher."

The fact that it was a new school, not her regular one, seemed

important to Cornelia. Despite the fact that summer school was held

in a school with a "tough" reputation so that several parents obected

to their children attending, Cornelia talked of her "nice teacher"

and the "nice school." It was obvious from her comments that she
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had heard and understood everything that was said about her own

partie.pation in her former troubles, even when she had seemed too

angry to be listening.

In the fall of 1967 when Cornelia entered sixtn grade, she

seemed to start off the new year quite well. According to her volun-

teer, she was "still too hard on herself in some ways. It was still

hard for her to make mistakes, or to admit them." But "there were

signs that she realized that every word or problem was not a matter

of life and death, and she began to comment about her own problem

of getting too upset about little things."

While the regular volunteer found Cornelia very changed

Li her ability to relax and discuss problems, in her work and in her

ability to get alcag with other children, a substitute who saw

Cornelia twice during the summer when her volunteer was away, reported

that her attitude and behavior were "poor--se is stubborn and there

is rivalry between her and her sister." Apparently, Cornelia still

reacted with anger and disapp^'..ltmint when the volunteer was gone.

She still needed her support vey much.

Wile Cornelia's anger was very impressive, so was her

energy. The volunteer felt that if Cornelia could only make use of

this energy constructively, she could do well. The onr. character-

istic of study center children that Cornelia did not share was apatiV,

although she could appear most apathetic about academic work. Ecra-

ever, her intense interest and involvement in anything not strictly

academic kept reminding the volunteer that this child could be

motivated and eager, if only the right approach and raterials could
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be found. This conviction kept boosting the volunteer's morale in

the face of increased hostility to reading and arithmetic, and enabled

her to keap hoping that eventually this interest and eagerness would

extend to school.

In December, Cornelia's average-score was 4.3, a loss of

three months in six. She complately failed in the third section of

the test, and complained that she was "tired." Her work in school

seemed nr:ch improved, however, and her attitude, from her remarks

about school, seemed better. Her grades on her report card showed

steady improvement through the year.

When she brought in her report card for the first time

six months after joining the center, her grades were all poor except

for spelling, in which she received an A. The tutor saw several

report cards after this time, and noted a steady improvement as the

"unsatisfactory" narks were replaced by better grades and there wore

less subjects in which it was noted that Cornelia could improve.

After the summer school experience, and a better beginning in sixth

grade, there were no more unsatisfactory narks.

Cornelia was rather defiant about the test taken in

December, reminiscent of her foi-mer attitude toward school. S!:e was

making obvious progress in sehool and was proud of it. 'ever had

she done such a half-hearted, poor job on a test and she was ar,:,,r7

lqten asked about it. On the first part of the test which was based

on speed, sho rade more than a year's gain and achieved 100 pc: cant

accuracy, far bettor than she had over done. The next part was
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vocabulary which she did adequately, equalling her former score.

However, she insisted on getting it over.withlt and took a third

part the same evening, which children did not usually do. She very

carelessly hurrf.ed through that part of the test on comprehension

exercises and this lowered her average. It was almost as if Cornelia

had to express hostility somewhere, and since the school no longer

served this purpoSe, it was directed against the center and its tests.

It was decided not to retest her until the end of the next semester,

because despite the low score, she was obviously making progress in

school, which was the real concern of tha center.

Cornelia's anger and hostility toward school were most

unusual. Among the Children of our centers she was one of a very

few ,d.lo seemed to lave such deep feelings against school and teachers.

It was obviously a reflection from home, from a mother who seemed

upset by having anyone come to the home. The literature about

deprived children describes this alienation and hostility as typical.

Our experience was the opposite. Alienated, hostile children in

elemental' schools wore the exception, even among the problem

farralies served by Phis center. Of course, the really alienated

ones would be reluctant to come to the center voluntarily. The

school claimed, however, 'that this center did have the problem

children of the school and even among them, Cornelia was a deviate in

her excessive need to lash out and to complain about school and

teachers. She was the angriest child the staff encountered in several

years of working With children. She was also one of a distinCt

minority who expressed such emotions sl,Jut school and teachers.
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Anrette

Annette was ten years old, in the fourth grade, when her

aunt brought her to the storefront study center in January of 1965

(Evade placement 4.4). The aunt said that she was referred there by

the s:hool, which was a distance from the center and from which no

other referrals had been solicited or received. The aunt and Annette

lived alone in a housing project about a mile from the center.

Annette was said by her aunt to have trouble in reading. A referral

form was sent to the. school and Annette assigned to a Negro housewife.

When tested during the first couple of weeks at the center, Annette

scored an zverage of 3.9 on a test designed for third geders. Her

score on the comprehension part of the test, which involved following

specific inL>tuctions, was a year lower than her vocab21ary score.

At her second lesson, the volunteer reported that "Annette

said that her aunt did not want the school to know that, she comes

here for help." Despite the record which stated that the aunt was

referred by the school, the volunteer seemed to believe Annette.

This was the only one of Annette's stories reported by the volunteer,

but she mentioned that Annette told her many.

When the school referral was received, Annette's reading

average was given as a "C." The school report said that s'-,e was o

good average intelligence, bt'.t often showed no curiosity r,r intolust

whatsoever in her school work. They specifically recomm,nded help in

word attack skills. The aunt with whom she lived was "over protective,

insisted on walking her to and from school, which caused her to 'co

teased by the other children,"amd "came to tne school about every
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little thing that went wrong with Annette."

Annette seemed very why, but willing to work and eager for

help. The volunteer worked with her homework in arithmetic and used

a phonics review workbook. The aunt would bring Annette to the center

and then return to rreet her after her lesson an hour later. Dvring

the first Several weeks, Annette gradually became more nervous and

when her aunt did not appear on tine one evening, the coordinator

walked out with her and saw Annette's aunt walking unsteadily out of

a tavern. Annette seemed very embarrassed. The next week, Annette

confided to the coordinator that she could not concentrate, since she

waf, worried that tier aunt would get sick and need her.

When Annette came to the center the following week with

aunt, she was asked if she would like to visit the center while

Annette had her lessons. She seemed very pleased with the idea and

was offered magazines and books. Sometimes she read to a smaller

child, or invited him to sit with her and color at the table where

sho sat. Younger siblings sometimes accompanied the chilcq-en, who

had to babysit with "..hem. Annette seemed to no longer worry about

her aunt.

Annette expressed concern about her homework, and this

seqed strange to the volunteer since she seemed to have no serious

trouble with it on the evening that she attended the center. Finall,

Annette showed her several homework paperS, Lhat had very low grades.

It was obvious to the volunteer that answers had been erased on tree

paper and written in agaic,. Annette became quite embarrassed, but
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then she told the volunteer that after she finished her homework,

her aunt always went over it and changed some of the answers. These

were wrong, but she did not krow what to do about it. The volunteer

asked the coordinator to come to the table where she and Annette

worked, and they showed the coordinator the papers. The coordinator

later talked to the aunt about homework, expressing appreciation for

her interest in Annette's work, but explaining that the school wanted

Annette to do her own work completely, by herself. If she saw that

Annette had time and encouragement to do it, and finished it, that

was the limit of her responsibility. It was very important for

Annette to learn to be inJependent about this. The aunt suggested

that she had a hard time admitting that Annette was a big girl, and

if the center thought it was important, she would surely do as they

wished. Annette continued to show her homework papers to the

volunteer, and there was no longer a problem very poor grades

or lots of errors. It seemd so obvious to the staff that answers

had been erased and written in by a different hand writing, chat

any teacher would have questioned it, but since the school apparently

considered the aunt a nuisance, perhaps they had preferred not to be-

come involved with this problel,..
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The first volunteer left suddenly at tho end of March,

because of illness in the family. She had been a very faithful

volunteer, but had often commented on the strong attachment Annette

had for her. She claimed to be worried about this deep attachment,

and felt that she could never leave the child, since Annette claimed

she wanted no ether volunteer. Amlette seemed ver, shy, but was

known to a number of staff membors and the coordinator. She seemed

appealing to everyone who attended that evening. They were aware of

her concern about her aunt, and her record of perfect attendance at

the center. Staff members often commented on her obvious loneliness

and referred to her as a child who "needed a friend more than she

needed academic help." Her record indicated that she needed as much

academic help as many other children in the center, but the was the

only child of whom the staff continually commented about her loneli-

ness. Since most of the children attended a neighborhood school and

therefore knew each other, or attended by farailies, Annette would have

been an exception even if she had not been naturally shy.

When the first volunteer left, Annette was reassigned to

a single white woman in her thirties, who worked as a statistical

clerk. She continued to see Annotte once a week for three years,

and still continues at the time of this report.

Since volunteers are not all knowledgeable about chil(iren

and Lifted in planning original materials for them, this case illus-

trates the fact that even those volunteers who are not Lmpressive in

their performance can, nevertheless, make a contribution.
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The volunteer's first efforts to help Annette involved

letting her use the typewriter. But her reasons, unlike that of

most volunteers in simply saying that it was a tool to make leerninz

more pleasant, were recorded as "teaching her to type, so that she will

have an ace in the hole in terms of job opportunities." This hope

was, so far as the staff knew, not expressed to the child. Obviously

a ten yea ,mild is not likely to learn to "type" by being given

turns on a typewriter one evening a week. When Annette tired of the

typewriter, tho volunteer was perfectly willing to let her do other

things.

Despite :haring the cr.entation of other volunteers, and

hearing of their experiences, this volunteer continually used her

own ideds as guides for tutoring. She more than other volunteers,

complained about Annette's lack of interest in academic work, but

this was always defined as lack of curiosity, usually mentioned as

a "lack of curiosity about words." Much of their time was spent in

quite standard exercises of vocabulary building, with emphasis on

Annette's using a dictionary to find out,meaningsshe did not know.

Although it was obvious that Annette did not seem to know the meaning

evcn after looking in the dictionary, the volunteer never accepted

this fact. She felt that it was the most important activity for them.

In July, Annette raised her reading score by nine months

from the score of six months before. ore important, the gain was

almost entirely in the one area in which she had been weak - -that of

comprehension and fonowin; instructions. Obviously, the attention
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to words and their meanings, mechanical as it may have appeared,. did

pay off.

On Annette's reps-A cards during the first year, her grades

ranged from A to C, with poor marks in conduct. Reading, for some

reason, was marked ."above average." The next fall, her grades were

worse, but conduct was markedly better. The new teacher reported a

reading score of 3.3 from the previous March, compared to center

scores of 3.9 (or 4.8 on an easier test than her grade level would

justify). She was now in the fifth grade.

When the coordinator want to the homes to register the

children in tha fall, Annette not only knew what the date was that

the center opened, Vhich few children did, but had been marking the

days off on a calender since the summer program ended. That sur.,,Ller,

she had continued to see her volunteer every week, and the emp'nasis

was on moro games and activities since there was no homework.

In October, Annette was given a reading test appropriate

for her grade level, one which ranged from middle third graft into

high school work. She averaged 4.9, almost the same that she had on

the previous test in the spring. During the year, her grades slowly

improved, and she regularly brought in he report card to 'Iow to

the staff.

The aunt continued to accompany Annette, and if the were

no young children who needed someone to read to them or sit with

them, she often snt with a group who were doing homework. C'nildren

came only by appointments to the center, but when they had special

assignments and needed the use of encyclopedias, they were allowed
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to come in to use them. She spent most of the time reading. Unen

asked if Annette had a library card, she seemed interested. She was

helped to fill out the forms and told where the public library was a

block from the center. It seemed a welcome idea to her, and a new

activity that she and Annette could enjoy.

From observing the center in action, the aunt was apparently

influenced in the choice of gifts for Annette for holidays ana special

occasions. Annette often brought games and magazines to the center

to show, and these were similar to material6 used there. She was the

only child at the center known to receive the better children's

magazines and worthwhile games. This was apparently a result of the

aunt's learning about them.

In December, Annette's test showed an eight month gain in

six months. In February, her teacher reported that her score on

school reading tests had gone up nine months in the last academic year

and that in arithmetic, which was her best sUbject, she was nearly

at grade level for the first time. Although she had usually received

A's in arithmetic, she still tested about six months behind in this

skill by standardized tests given by the school. Arithmetic was always

used at thi center, because each now step in school concernec: Annette,

and she always wanted to be helped with it. Often, it was her retreat

fro7, reading activities, since she felt quite competent in it.

In the spring of that year, when Annette was in stxth

sho confided to the volunteer that she was reading a sixth grlde

reader in school. She claimed that it was the first time that she had

read a book at her grade level. She had always before read a4, a lower
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level than her grade level.

Annette continued to see her voltntcr through the ,; of

sixth grade and during the following summer. During the school year,

Annette always brought homework and talked about what the class was

learning in arithmetic. She always wanted to show the volunteer the

kind of work they were having, often just sewing to want assurarte

that she did understand it. In addition to homework, she always read

from programmed wading materials or her own selections from anthologies

of stories and poems. She was not interested enough to take home

books, but neither did the volunteer make efforts to interest her in

them.

When Annette returned in the fall when she entered seventh

grade, a five year old boy cousin accompanied her and the aunt. }[e

lived some distance away, but spent that one night with them. ThE

aunt read to him, and watched him color at the homework table.

Annette wanted to include him in the lessons too, and while she wcrked

on an assignment, she wanted the volunteer to help'him. The volunteer

began to teach hira the alphabet, which was not what most of the volun-

teers would have attempted. They knew that this was not the only way,

or even the best way, to begin.

Again, despite orientation and availability of help in

working with the children, the volunteer singly decided that she co.fkc1

help the boy and that he needed to learn the alphabet. When after-

wards askd by a supervisor why began wor.< with him, she explained

that she felt able to and wanted to. She said "apparently the aunt

wants two kids educated for the price of one." The better volunteers
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did not see themselves so much in the role of teachers, but this is

obviously the way she looked at her job, and her self-assu-ance was

obldous.

In December, Annette's average was 7.1, a gain of fifteen

months from the previous December. For the first time, her score

averaged the same number as her grade placement, which was now 7.3.

This seemed to please her very much. To be in seventh grade, and have

a score that began with "7" did not go unnoticed. She was able to

sho4 her pleasure and continued to report progress at school.

It is a tremendous commitment for a volunteer to see the

same child, week in and week out, for three years. However, the

volunteer has never described Annette as do other volunteers, as

neat or attractive. The reports are brief and matter-of-fact. The

problem was always defined as Annette's lack of interest in doing

better, and the aunt several times was criticized for restricting

severely the ambitions of this child. There seans a genuine lack of

respect for what both Annette and the aunt have achieved. The

volunteer seems rather prim, self assured, and self righteous in her

judgments. Yet she genuinely likes Annette, and Annette seems to

know this.

The volunteer's main virtue is her consistency. She

raports showing Annette a variety of materials. If the 7aterials

are the names and dates of the U.S. Presidents, and Annette does not

knew them, it seems obvious to the volunteer that "the schools do not

teach this or that Annette is lacking in curiosity." That her

suggestions may be irrelevant and her choice cf materials poor,
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simply never occurs to the volunteer. Yet the eagerness of Annette

for help and the fact that she brought so many questions about her

homework and schoolwork obviously made the lessons meaningful for

them both.

?.!ark

York was referred to the homework center in a public housing

project with a group of sixth graders from the top track of the local

public school in February. It was assumed that these children did

not need the after-school reading classes newly offered by the school.

Like the rest of the group, Nark was twelve years old and had not

failed in school. When tested at the center in March, his average

reading score was found to be 5.3, which compared to his grade place-

ment of 6.6 meant that he was thirteen months retarded in reading.

Of the eighteen children in the group, eight tested below grade level,

ranging from five months to sixteen months retardation. Mark was the

only boy in this group of eight. The others with low scores were all

girls.

During more than two years that Mark attended tM cente:,

he was described differently by various staff members. The coordinator,

who saw him four days a week, often referred to him as a "handso

boy." Other regular staff members considered him "good looking, and

pleasant only when alone. Difficult in groups. The only child who

was often rude to other children." He was a child Vno could never

be missed, or overlooked, because he made his presence knmn.

From the first day at the center, lark appeared to be a

restless child. He could work on homework, or assignments given hin
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by the center staff, but once these were finished, he sealed at a

loss. He was loud, boisterous, and demanding. The children worked

on various actiNities after the homework was finished. Mark had

trouble settling down to an activity and would tend to walk around

disrupting or trying to dominate groups of children. It was often

a pattern for the coordinator to intervene, but then Mark would be-

have quite well for the rest of the afternoon. Each day, he showed

the same pattern of disrupting other children until told to stop.

He .particularly liked to be given jobs to do, and seemed much more

than the other children to reed specific suggestions of what to do.

Let alone, he could only cause trouble. This pattern very gradually

changed, so that within three months, :.ark was able to get along for

several days at a time without difficulty.

The other children were drawn tp Mark and often listened

to him, even while re,fecting his misbehavior by appealing to the

staff to stop him from bothering them.

In April, a once-a-week t..1toring pro;ram was started and

:ark was assigned a volunteer. He seemed eager for this 'help, '01:i

could not manaL;e to come re&larly. ':.'nen his mother was ealle, ho

reaction was comp3, O'fferent from the other mothers. They

always expressed appreciati,1 fog the phone call... :"i.:kis mot'r.er

sounded very tired, and helpless. Sr.: ne r 'new e wr.s,

and seemed surprised that she shoulr, b( . He would later rcp.Drt

that he "had a basketball game" or some other excuse which seemac,

rather doubtful. He had no trouble remembering the afternoon -ars
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at the center, and attended regularly. It was obvious that he had

more freedom than the other children in being away from home in the

evenings. After several weeks of forgetting to attend the evening

program, the coordinator called the mother to say ,that they would have

to assign another child unless Mark would attend regularly. The

mother said, "oh, Mark's here. I'll ask him." She asked him if he

wanted to attend the evening program and he apparently said no she

accepted this as final. While other mothers often asked. for help in

interesting children in the program, she was the only one in our

experience at this center who left the decision completely up to her

son. (The coordinator had made a special effort to recruit a man

tutor- -the only one in the program- -for Mark. After promising to

co.:,e, the man was suddenly transferred to another office and never

called to explain his disappearance. The group was originally

composed of Negro and white women. One of the supervisors, a hitc

man, was recruited with their help. If he had come, Yark would have

seen the only child assigned to a man, but he was the only older boy

who seemed to obviously need more academic help than the afternoon

homework program.)

Mark began to swear at the center, and the other children

complained. None of the other children swore or used "dirty 7,anic"

as the children claimed he did. When the coordinator discussed this

with him, he seemed surprised when e,e told him that she also knew the

words, but chose not to use such words at the center. Asked .o.at he

;ould think about a teacher who talked this way in school, he insi:tsd

that his does, 'Jail the time." He reputed the words and ;.'rases
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the teacher used. He had a man teacher who was known to use a great

deal of physical force. The coordinator could only say that she

considered it inappropriate, if the teacher talked this way. Tr.e

fact was that the children at the center found this kind of talk

offensive, and ho had no right to impose it on them. Soon after

this, Mark brought pornographic pictures to the center, and again

managed to create a distlr...bance. The coordinator again talked to

him, and he put the 'pictures away. He went to another room to join

several friends of his in a game. The volunteer in this room

happened to be a housewife wio had been a registered nurse. During

the game, one of the boys mentioned that Nark had "gotten into

trouble with his pictures, but I saw them." Mark said one boy had

used the word "penis" and he did not know what it meant. The vol::::-

teer explained the term, and then got the encyclopedia fro the

library and showed the group pictures of male and female anato:.y.

Mark was by far the least knowledgeable of the boys, and the

children seemed aware of this. Each time the volunteer told trx .

term for a part of the body, she suggested that they must have

own terms. The boys would whisper and compare notes, and

that they did. They would not tell her their terms, but were

interested in learning the right names for the parts of the -cod:.

The boys all' had some minimum information except fey Mark,

they were al]. interested in the discussion. MarkHaskod what mc_

women "do 5n bed, When they jump around naked." Some knew of

word "intercourse," which the volunteer explaine. Mark had r

hard of it.
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Unlike many of the children who die not have fathers, Mark

had one who died suddenly of a heart attack three years before he

started coming to the study center. The oldest of seven children,

he was once reported by the mother to have been very close to his

father. The father had steady employment nnd the family income was

considerably higher when he was alive. The mother always seamed

tired and overwhelmed with her job with the younger children, and

seemed to not have time to worry about Mark. He was he only child

in the family given complete independence of hours, and thereby

pushed into maturity.

Mark mentioned his father only once in a discussion started

by the other childre.1 in regard to discipline. He told how his father

"used to make me behaye" and recounted one beating in detail, as if

it were a happy memory. Ordinarily he bragged about his unusual

freedom in comparison to the other children, but on one occasion, he

montioned that a particular boy, one of the brightest in the center,

"has to be home by 6:00 P.11." He mentioned it almost with reverence,

and added that "me--I can stay out all night." The other boy was

one whom he especially liked.

Dasoite Y.ark's obvious normal intelligence and his place-

:_ent in the top track of school, he was threatened with failue t"Aat

year. his teacher blamed his "irresponsibility." He did not fail,

and was not recommended for summer school at the public school.

was zegistered for a six-weeks summer program at the study center.

Mark was at even more of a Disadvantage in summer school

than he had been in the homework program. He was the ',ast
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academically capable of the older boys, and was continually asserting

himself by making jokes, or inappropriate comments to disrupt the

groups. A girl who was in a similar position to Mark was teased quite

vie_ously by him. She had previously been a trouble-maker and a

fighter in school. Everyone accepted her as she now appeared, except

for Mark. He tried in many ways to make her angry, as'if to see if

she would revert to former behavior. She ignored him, which only

made him try narder. Despite a great deal of testing by Mark, he

never succeeded in getting any reaction from her. He would give up,

after a while, and look about for someone else to harrass. He was

the only discipline problem in the center, end nearly ew_ry day, the

coordinator had to speak to him. It was like the early days in the

afternoon program--when Mark had to be talked to each day and could

.t:;en settle down for one afternoon.

Besides academic work in mathematics, literatwe, and

French (which they also studied in school), the ol:cr boys also had

crafts and woodworking. Mark was the most incompetent in wood-

working, which he claimed was his favorite activity. none cf

the children had handled tools and had to learn, Mark simp1:2.

not admit his inability and learn from others. He followed a hi

school boy around the. room as the boy demonstrated te us: of

tools. Mark would take the tool from a boy who had just 'eon,

ho: to use it and tell him something completely different about, ito

use, or demonstrate, and show that he knew nothing about it. The

high school boy sir, ply went back around again, and tried to n:-.c

::ark too, in turn. Mark could not learn. He wr,uld start ,-c.t.
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a few minutes of carefu'. work, then restlessly begin to work faster,

and end up ruining everythinG he attempted. The only okill he could

master in the shop room was pounding in nails, and he would periodic-

ally retreat to this, pounding in nails for periods of time, and then

return to start planning a project. While other boys each made

several items such as shelves, simple boats and airplanes and tie-

racks, Mark kept ruining one project after another. He could accept

help and supervision much better from the women volunteers.

Near the end of the summer, during woodworking class, Mark

announced that he had joined a local gang. He was the only child to

do so. He became more of a behavior problem by the last week of

summer school, and his conferences with the coordinator became more

frequent. Since each group had two different classes each day, it

became usual for Ma.. o be sent out of each group to talk to the

coordinator once during the hour. He could then return and manage

to get along for the rest of the period. The only class in which he

never had troble was mathematics, where there was a an teacher

and a Group consisting only of boys. Woodworking continued to b3 un-

satisfactory for him, and he was the only child who never managed

to finish ac,y of the projects that took more than one period. He did

make a crude shelf to, place near his bed.

Du:ing the last week of the summer program, Mark deliberatel:-

ruined two projects of other children. Ho could Glve no reason for

his be but admitted that he would be very angry if someone

ruined anything he made. (It was only after the reports were in at

the e: of summer, that it was obvio.ls to the staff that Ma:; ao
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the only older boy who had not managed to make anything of real

quality. It abo interesting that ho waited until late in the

morning, in woodworking class, to announce his joining a gang.)

On trips outside of the center, Mark would mention the

nice figures of girls on the str.2et or whistle at them. He sea:.ed

to need to show off in any new setting. Mile the other children

were sometimes impressed by his showing off, and he seamed to have

sours ability at leadership, he did not seam to have any real friends.

When he did not go on a trip cr was not included in an activity, the

other boys would mention how much more pleasant it was without him.

Yet, if he were there, they seamed to look up to him somewhat,

probably bw.ause of his very domineering and perhaps threatening

attitude--he.tried to command attention, and he was one of the

physically bigger boys.

During the last week of su=er school, when ::ark was

particularly disruptive, he approached the coordinator after the

children were dismissed and confided that he was worried about the

next school year. He said he hoped he would get along with the new

teacher, since he did not get along with the last one. In fact,

did not get along with the last several very well. When asked how

he thought he could, he had no idea. The coordinator said she

thought he cculd figure out one obvious way. She said, you knew

that teachers like children who are nice-looking, neatly dressed,

and polite. You have the first two, but you have to work on the

last one." Mark laughed very hard, and agreed that it was the lt.st

one that got him into trouble. Later, ho could re:7and himself that
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"I have to work on that last one." While the children were generally

lacking in social amenities, Mark's lack was the most noticeable.

He was considered rude and was never able to make spontaneous,

pleasant comments ab--)ut activities.

In the fall, Mark returned to the homework center, and

attended nearly every afternoon. He brought a friend from the same

class, viho had not been referred to the center from the school.

Money di:appeared from the coordinator's purse, and the other dllldren

said that Mark and his friend had bragged at school about taking it.

The other boy admitted it, but Mark denied it. they had bought sports

equipment with the money, and the mothers had expressed no surprise

at the sudden appearance of a number of expensive items. Approxi-

mately twelve dollars were involved. Both boys were suspened from

the center, and the new boy asked not to return. Since Mark hay not

seemed able to relate well to the group of bright older boys, the

coordinator was convinced that he so desperately wanted a frien,i that

he allowed himself to be used by the other boy, Yi1 was kncwn 4u) be

disliked and distrusted by the other children. Mark was told tlat

he would be al:lowed to return in a month. Me was visibly ashed,

and came to the center twice to talk to other boys. Be carefully

avoided looking at the coordinator.

Both the coordinator and the tenant relations aide fel

1:ark needed :Yore help than the center had to off,:r, ar,d

informed by a men ;al health facility that the school had reccrmended

him for psychiatric help, offered to cooperate. Mark and his

had been interviewed, and the agency could not decide about acceptin:,
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him. The coordinator and tenant relations aide were asked to come

to the agency. A social worker who did interviews for the facility

spent more than two hours with them, but kept insisting that Yark

had the center, and their facility out to be reserved for other

children, who did not have this support. She complained that the

school was not cooperative, and was offered weekly reports on ilark's

behavior at the center. The coordinator explained that the center

was not equipped to help'llark and that it was not at all certain

that they could let him continue unless he got some help. In fact,

if he came back at all, it would be the result of her personal

interventio-: as the volunteer staff was very concerned about their

ability to help him, and undecided about the desirability of having

him around the other children. If ass'Jred of outside help for

Yark, they were most willing to continue letting him attend. Late

that night, the social worker called and asked a member of the pro,f,ect

staff "now
)

just What is this boy's problem?" The staff member

suggested that a written summary would be given to the clinic. This

was done the next day. A follow-up some time la'c.el brought only the

option that the mother was the one in need of help, and the agency

would offer this help to her. Sho had already broken two additio:7:1

appointments with them, and there was little possibi::'ty that slx

would keep one. She never did. The volunteers were unsure that they

wanted .ark in the program, without some help, but when none was

forthcoming, he was allowed to return. He was no longer 1.3

assert as much leadership, since the children tended co
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Of the approximately sixty children with Whom the homework

center has some sustaineccntact in three years, only two were ever

referred by the schools for psychiatric help. The first had been

referred before the center opened, and a psynhologist from their staff

visited the center. He was impressed with the adjustment of this hey,

and wanted to refor a group of children from another school. Since

the center had no trouble getting enough referrals from the closer

school and did not want "problem children," no attempt was made to

get additional referrals.

The first boy, like Jerk, was a child without a father,

the oldest sibling, who was given too much freedom by his mother.

The other boy and his mother were seen twice by an agency--a different

one from the one to which Hark was referred--and the agency decided

they wanted to work only with the mother, who refused to keep any

appointments without the boy. Although never as difficult as

possibly because he was younger, the staff felt that'the mother was

not at all interested in help for herself, or aware of any need.

She would have gone, if that had been a requirement for getting ',sip

for the boy, but would not go alone. In both cases, it seened to the

staff that the boys miEht have been helped, but that the agancyts

insistence on seeing only the mothers was an excuse for not doinz

anything. The boys were both aware of some diffiCulties and wouad

probably have kept appointments.

During the next winter in the homework center, the only

troubles reported with Hark were several phone calls from parents

that their boys were "afraid" of him. Ile was demanding
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themusually four cents. Tho boys were reassured that they should

not, cnd need not, give him money. When confronted with their accu-

sations, park became very flustered and said that he only wanted to

borrow money. The boys who had been threatened seemed to realize that

ark's blustering to them was quite different from his behavior when

confro:ted by an adult. He was startled to hear that such behavior

is called "extortion" and that there are laws against this. The

other 'xiys seemed reassured, and there were no further reports of

troubl.: with nark, who continued to come to the center four afternoons

a week. Without the attendance of a number of superior boys his ace,

nark's leadership qualities might have made trouble, but because of

them, end the prestige of school achievement, Nark's behavior seemed

a desperate attempt to be "somebody."

One day in the spring, Nark appeared at the center with a

front tooth missing. It had been knocked out in a fight, and the

dentist had rmoved the last piece. Nark announcld that the dentist

planner. to put a gold tooth in place of the one removed. The co-

ordinator called the mother, and asked if the staff could help with

this problem: Possibly, Nark could get a porcelain tooth.

mother seemed, for the first time, more cooperative, and said she

would prefer this and would appreciate any help. The staff contdcted

a dental school, which agreed to replace 'the tooth inexpensively.

After Mark was taken there by a volunteer, he went twice by hi:_self.

Ile was given a tooth attached to a plate, and wore it only a few

days. A private dentist offeed to fix it more permanently, but

::ark refused to go.
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During the next summer, the project staff referred 1:ark

for camp, and he attended a summar camp away from home for two weeks.

It was his first trip away from home except for one week when his

school class had gone camping the year before. .dark never knew that

the staff had made efforts to get him to camp. It might have seemed,

to the other children, a reward for poor behavior. It is doubtful,

however, if the camp referral would have gone through without the

reports and reassurance of the center staff. There were no reports

of trouble from the camp, and ',lark talked about it in glowing terms.

He appeared at the study center at the beginning of the second week

of the program, within a few minutes of his return from camp. His

behavior was much improved over the previous summer. Very seldom

during the summer did he have to be reprimanded by the coordinator,

and he attached himself to a woman math teacher and usually stayed

after class to ask for more individual help.

There were no male teachers involved in that summer s

program, and it had been with the high school boy and woodworking

class that Nark had had the most trouble. In the second summer

program, one of the craft projects was making a lamp, which did not

involve the use of woodworking tools, but with wiring a prepared

base and decorating the base. ::ark was completel:r successful

this project. He missed the last week of the sur:mer r-rogram, 'ro-

cause of a second opportunity to go to camp for another week. The

staff felt that if he had been there for the last week of sur;:er

program, his behavior would not have been nearly as caffL.alt th.e

year, because he se c.:7.0,3 so more rclaxej anc:
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His only comment about his family during that summer was to report

happily one day that his mother had a "new male friend,"

In the fall, :.:ark was transferred to a diforent school,

and did not return to the center. The entire group of older boys

was there, but his friends were now, according to the children,

members of the gang.

In the first four months at the center, ark's reading

average had improved by seven months. A year later, his score

remained the same. His achievement at school was adequate, but he

was considered a behavior problem, as he had been for several years.

While he seemed to want to belong to the capable group at the center,

it was always obvious that he could not compete with them academic-

ally, and therefore resorted to various kinds of clow.ling and teasing

of the other children to achieve status. This changed very much

during the second summer, and he seemed no longer to need sew off.

With the change in schools, however, he stopped attending the cote:'.

perhaps knew, from talking to the children of the neighbor:ood,

that the older group of boys continued in the center 6.1ring tr.at year

with the coordinator serving as a volunteer. The boys spent all of

their free time working on woodworking projects, and :.:ark would have

been cog p/ete/y unable to succeed. The children occasionally men-

tioned him, but ucually with a remark that it was so much more

pleasant without him, and the fact that he had left'them for a ganz.

of which their mothers disapprove.

Children often discussed the ho.,::work center, a2ld
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various reas,,s for liking it. Mark's reason, proclaimed vory loudly

during the first year, was unique, "here, everybody knows my name."

He attended the center for one and one-half academic years and two

summer programs. While most other children there formed lasting

friendships and became very involved in peer groups, Mark's attach-

ment to the coordinator was the main one. Ee was obviously forced to

look elsewhere for friends.

During the next year, after Mark had withdrawn from the

center, his mother called and asked for help in getting his tooth

fixed. She seemed ready and able to insist that he have something

done about it, and the coordinator made the arrangements.

Are:row

Andraa was brought to the study center in a public housing

project in December by his mother, who said that he was flunking arith-

metic and would not be promoted unless ht, could cot help. He was ten

years J1d, and in tie fifth ;:rade. He was at grade level IDy social

1romotion, although his work had been unsatisfactory years.

When tested in reading, he was given a survey test that tests

from m:'.ddle-third grade level into high school work. Thic tst was

difficult for him, and he averaged a grade score of 3.1, in con-

trast to his grade placement at school of 5.3. His mother had ':e:

told that he would be failed because of arithmetic, Lhich was t:no

immediate problem. His homework, work with fractions, vas completely

beyond hir:. Ec did not clearly understand addition and subtraction

and knew none of the multiplication tables.
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The help availaole at the center was homework help, and

although 't:'s staff felt that this was not enough fo1 Andrew, they

agreed to try to help him. He attended four afternoons a week,

and was given individual help in arithmetic. He managed to finish

his homework every day, but never really under stood the work or had

the remedial help that ho needed.

From the first day, it was obvious that Andrew's problens

were not only academic. He was a homely boy, who was very thin and

who wore thick glasses. He sulked ard pouted so much that his face

always hal an unhappy look. When he screwed up his face in a pout or

sulk, as he often did, "he and a weasel have much in common," as

cne member of the volunteer staff observed. nile he appeared to be

homely, this was not actually due to his natural featues. They

could have passed unnoticed had he been a happy child. It was his

continual pout;, whiney expression that accentuated his unattractive-

ness and made hin hard to accept. In explaining the difficulty of

working with him, several volunteers complained that he was the only

child who "never looked anyone in the eye."

This boy had a tor in 1ct on making the stt-.ff

to the problems of classroonl tcachcrs. It was never easy to acee::,t

his continual yhappiness. Often it seemed to be Ancrewts way of

:::onopolizing individual staff menbors. He was the only chilc-,

four centers 141"10SEI usual expression for a long time was one of

:1scry, and who was often identified by volunteers as that

%,r.ney kid."

By spring, Andrew had attended the center hoar Lft
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a weck, every week, and had been seen to occasionally smile. Efs

mother visited, expressed her appreciation for the help he had

received, but seamed very dissatisfied with his work and fearful that

he would fail. Cne volunteer became so concerned after the mother's

visit that she tried to push Andrew to do more work each day, and he

reacted with tears. The coordinator was more successful with him,

because she expected him to work only during the forty-five minutes

that the other children worked and then allowed him to participate in

croup ac'ivities.

One day in the spring, the coordinator made up a pace of

arithmetic problems for Andrew, as usual,'based on what he reported

they were studying in school. She did this whenever he did no have

homework- -about half the time. He want to the room where children

were doing homework, and returned after a while with his work un-

finished. In fact, he had not even be-in. The coordinator ask :d him

about it. From his explanation, she realized that sha had misunde-

stood vinat he was doing in school and had given him something, too

difficult. She said "I'm sorry, I fooled you." Then she explained

the work, but ;rads it clear that she did not expect him to c:o it,

since it was so late, and he could join the other children it a

He took the paper and returned to the homework room. AboLt a half

hour later, Andrew came beck and put the paper in front of h,ar.

checked it and found the answers to be all'correct. ,She was ver:

surprised and pleased and said so, and Andrew sailed a ge..1inc

Then he said "you fooled me, so 1 decided to fool you too."
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In April, a woman volunteer was available in the once-a-

week evening tutoring program conducted at the same center. This

gro,.:p of volunteers were recruited from a local business office, and

was predominantly Negro. The volunteer was a sinsle woman in her

forties. The group of tutors Who came together from work often talked

about "their" students at lunch and coffee breaks. It was obvious

that they compared notes and wanted to be able to report the cute or

intelligent remarks of "their children." The first reaction of dis-

appointment of the tutor on being asked to work with Andrew was to be

expected, but she genuinely tried to help him. At first, he reverted

to his earlier pouting and whining. He would put his head down on

his arms and seem utterly fatigued. As soon as the tutor suE;ested

a game, he "made a miraculous recovery," she reported. For several

m,)etings, she played checkers and other as with him, becc.use of

his reactions to any mention of academic work. nen Andrew feund that

the volunteer did not know hew to play checkers, he was very pleased.

It was the only time at the center that Andrew was able to play

"teacher."

Later, when the tutor began to read with Andr:,- W,a5

crAte accepting of work in arith::.,:tie and reading. Eta ::refe:red she

reading, although he had to road quite sinTle books. In fact, s::,)

felt that he "actually enjoyed the stories, but adopted a oft:-
expression everyso often so that no one r..ght get the idea that he

liked these baby books. Shortly after tutoring tegan at tLo

Andrew and other children reporte,1 that he was coing tutored i..

Several children were knoun to receive individual. help dur.,n,,
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school day, and Andrew claimed that this was the first time he had

been assigned for such help.

With the end of the school year, Andrew was not prome,cd,

as was expected. His arithmetic and reading were both very deficient.

Andrew was not retested at the center, since most of the individual

time with him had been spent on arithmetic.

The study center coordinator recommended to Andrew's

mother that he register for the public school's summer school

program. It was not known whether or not she asked the school to

include him, but he did not attend.

In the fall, he,came 4r:7i= back to visit and reported that

he was in a small class at school, and his work was "much better."

The oth(T children said that he was in a special class of fifteen

children with severe academic problems. A friend from his new class

ca;:.e with Andrew on his visits to the center. Afterwards, when the

staff agreed that he appeared such happier than he previously had,

they realized that this was the first time they had seen Andrew

with a friend. ' :ost of the children at the study center m,ad, lash

friendships there, but Andrew remained very much of a lone: while he

attended, and seemed to be more tolerated by the other children t].zn

sought out by them for games and activities.

Andrew represents tha minority Eroup4 of children *,:ho

come to the study centers without school referrals, because the:

nocd help and do rot know'of any other available program. :1-;-..c-n if

the group ho.-7.ework help was not what Andrew seemed to nec6,

retardation was so severe that non-professional tuterirg
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appear to be the answer, there simply was no other program available

at the time he came. It seemed to th staff better to offer what-

ever help they could than to turn him away, and there was evidence

that they he.ped him a great deal with his attitude toward work.

Just as Andrew was given a tutor during school hours and

than included in a small class, many children have been given special

help at school only after attending a volunteer program. The pro-

grams cannot all be new. But it is understandable that Andrewts

impressive, though limited, change in behavior and attitude may have

made it possible to in:.lude him in programs which had not seemed suit-

able when he was so completely defeated and unhappy.

Derrick

Derrick was one of a group of six ten-to-twelve-yea:, -cid

boys helped in setting up the study center in a. storefront builci-

inc. This was a friendship group who ran around the streets

to maintain a "tough" image. When adult volunteers appeared to work

in the storefront center, these boys appeared and worked with t- c°.

Derrick was one of the leaders of the grouo, and one of the

difficult boys. Because the chairman was always present at

parties, she was the one who knew the boys best. Other volur.tccrs

who met them only briefly found them very unappealing, with their

coarse language and disruptive manner.

The center opened in October, and the boys registered

th=selves as "members," but not intere3ted in imfividual

7aey wanted to "run" the center, and to "help." It required
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active participaon of staff members to let them help, and most

volunteers expressed doubt about the center's being able to include

this group of boys. The other leader of. the group was closer to the

chairman than Derrick was, and related to her much sooner. But the

boys came as a group, and had to be accepted as such.

The chairman worked every evening as a volunteer during

the early weeks, and this group consumed a great deal of her time.

They had developed respect for her during the "work parties" fixing

up the center, and could "hang around" the center without disrupting

-veryone else when she was present. She worked very hard to assiEn

them duties, and to teach them how to perform. Their tendency to

be rough and their desire to "boss"'everyone in the center had to be

continually watched. :Then the chairman had to be absent, there was

always the possibility that "the gang" would arrive and become

disruptive.

Two of the younger boys were assigned volunteers. Fou:

of the boys, including Derrick and the other leader, became part of

a group that worked either with the chairman or a male social

worker who was a volunteer en] a member of the board. The sat at

a separate table and made car models, and made up rules for the

center. By February, it was possible to assign these children

individually, and Derrick was assigned to a male member of the work

parties.

,1-1en Derrick was assl:ned for invididual tutoring in

Fel-y:uary, he was eleven ycors old and in tesixth grade of the

public school (grade placement, 6.5). He was at grade level
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age, and had not been failed in school. A month before, Dc prick had

scored 4.4 as a reading avc-age on a test given at the study center.

In ;:arch, the public school put him back into fifth grade. his new

teacher wmote in the referral, "Derrick has a very nice singing voice.

Ho seldom does any homework, and his overall performance in school is

very poor." His reading score at the school was 4.2.

Derrick did not mention the demotion to, the volunteer, who

was not aware of it until the school referral came. He did not men-

tion it to Derrick. r'wo weeks late:, Derrick told him about it with

groat embarrassment. he described Derrick as a "cool thinking, hard

kind of kid, a kid of the streets, who has gotten to be a leader with

his fists in a very firm sure 1::anner."

Derrick regularly came late for his appointments at the

center Only because the volunteer who saw him regularly undestocd

the very special situation with this group was he able to ;ti llingl

wait, week after week, for Derrick to appear. In no other center in

the city had children helped to clean up and 1,uild the center in t:-.e

first place. They naturally felt a,pride of ownership, -,:nich they

showed in various ways, many times unpleasantly and to the constel-n-

ation of other volunteers. It was obvious that this g.-vap of to ;;n

kids could, if not destroy the center for other e'nileren, at least

rake life most unpleasant for eve:yone_elso. But it would be .ercng

to consider this as merely a negative acceptance of the 0-oup,

cause the enairman of the center genuinely liked the boys am

know it. Derrick's volunteer wanted to continue with hi:n, even

though he was usually late are absent about once a nenth.
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Derrick and his volunteer very slowly became friends. In

Derrick asked "where do you live?" and "what do you do when you're

not here?" This was the first expressed interest in the adult whom he

had been seeing for three months. Derrick found out that the volun-

teer lived in the neighborhood, and was invited to come to see hin.

LI= he came by, he was invited to Sunday dinner with the volunteer's

two children, who spent week-ends with him. He also went on two

camping and fishing trips on week-ends with the volunteer and his

children. They encouraged Derrick to sing with them and found that

he had a very nice singing voice. He knew only the songs that were

popular on juke-boxes, and none of the folksongs that other children

sing. He also did not know any Negro spirituals.

In July, De: rick scored 4.9, a gain cu' five months in

six months. That su2J-vr, he saw the volunteer mainly outside of the

center, enjoying several trips and dinners at home. The volunteer

felt that by now, after five months of contact, there was a genuine

closeness between them.

About this time, the center staff also reported that Ds22isk

was no longer as difficult, and as demanding. He still "carried a

chip on his shoulder" according to their observations, and c(v.ld

easily ruffled. He particularly enjoyed bullying other ehilC.rsn

using profanity in front of the riddle -class volunteers to ate:-.

their reac...ens. Dut it was now possible for staff mem)ers to tall

quietly with him, and to handle these incidents ,Then the ccnt,L2

man or his volunteer were not prcse.-,t.

When Derrick had fillad out a registration card at
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he had told the staff that ha lived with his mother. After getting

to know him well, the volunteer found that he and three siblings

lived with an aunt. Tha other children lived elsewhere with the

mother. It was obvious from the first week that Derrick was allowed

an unusual amount of freedom and could go anywhere night or day,

without having to ask permission or even tell anyone at home where

he would be.

The following October, Derrick had returned to the center,

but was very irregular in attendance and always late. His volunteer

helped with the managing of the center that one evening a week, and

preferred to continue to work with Derrick, feeling that he w,.7uld

eventually come back regularly. He was tested in October, but

refused to do the speed part of the test that would have been his

best score. On the other parts, he averaged 4.4, a loss of the

nonths since the previous July, three months before.

In December, Derrick was picked up for strong-armed rebber:.'.

Ho called the volunteer and as to see him imediately. Thc:

voJ.unteer was asked to go to court with Derrick and his nether.

Derrick claimed that he "didn't know the seriousness of what

gettins into," but also readi1:7 ai::.itted that :e had allowsd

to be put in this spot and could not really bia7le anyone else.

was encouraged by the volunteer to to as honest in his confronatior.

in court as he was with hin. At the hearing, the ,:ud,:;e began

severely, but after hearing Derrick's story, said that he desi:

to send Derrick to the detention home, but to 1:ut i.-L., on six
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probation. The probation officer was introduced, and talked with

Derrick, his mother and the volunteer after the hearing. The volun-

teer was favorably impressed with him. Later, the probation officer

told Derrick that he should attend the study center regularly, and

his attendance became very regular. There were still many staff

complaints about him. He still required a disproportionate amount

of staff time, although his behavior was no longer so objection'able.

Both he and the other leader of this group would not have survived

in the center without the initial involvement of the study center

chairman. it was possible to have Derrick attend reollarly, but

unless he was with his own volunteer, he immediately demanded the

attention of another. staff person by his behavior toward other

children.

Derrick wanted to get a paper route. 12,e, like other boys

at the center, had a shoe-shine kit and went to nearby neighborhoods

to shine shoes. When older, the most avallahle job was seep out

stores or bars at night. The staff felt that Derrick's wanting

paper route was a good sign, and encouraged him. Eowever, his

ob,;ccted ti-at it was too dangerous for him to be out on the st:.-e.?.ts:

In actuality, he was in the street all the time, hut the staff could

only encourage him to try to act responsible and mature error, that

she would later decide that he was ready for such a job.

before, for boys had been hired one night a week to clean up the

center. A different boy did this each night, and after Derrie::

attended rcjularly for so.c t1:7,e, he was given job once a

:;c see-led to need a r:-ale staff meml:.er in the center in cr:':er to,
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Otherwise, he would still sometimes intimidate the women staff

members with coarse language or simple refusalto work.

During this time, Derrick cane to the center on a night

when his volunteer was not there, insisted upon coming in, and began

to argue about leaving. A new volunteer, a woman in her fifties,

invited him to sit with her and her student. She seemed to think she

was being helpful.. Because of her age and her quick ens to intervene,

the coordinator let Derrick join her at a table, planning to discuss

the incident later with the volunteer. However, within five minutes,

Derrick suddenly stood up and began to shout obscenities at the

woman, vho seemed completely startled. The coordinator told him to

leave and walked with him to the door. He left, still muttering.

^he only reaction of the volunteer was that she had merely as:,:ed him

a "little information about himself." She was so angry that she was

unwillf-ng to acept any responsibility, and did not sen to even under-

stand that it would have been better had she remained quiet. After a long

talk with his volunteer, Derrick came back the next week to apologi:e.

Again, the woman showed no understanding of what she had done. DespitJ

having been told that Derrick hsd never been hesrd to apologize' to

anyone_ and the staff could or1 hope that he would be a'.71c to, she

responded with a cryptic "well, next time, you'll know. better."

Dorrick again lost his composure and began to borate or, but calmed

dor. after talking with the coordinator. The woman volunteer not

rema'..n at the center for more than a few months, and nevor szaia in-,er-

ferred in the coordinator's job. She ignored the ChilCron,

for her own student, and they ignored hcr.
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The chairman who had originally befriended this group of

boys and had worked with them in fixing up the center had gradua:

withdrawn from the center, during the second year, because of illness.

Sonie of the children were able to talk about her illness, but Derrick

was more involved with his own volunteer and never expressed the

concern about her, at the center, that other members of the group did.

When she died in June, the group of boys attended the

funeral service. The other children, some as old as Derrick, cried

openly throughout the service. Derrick sat with a wooden expression,

not moving a m:ascle, during the service.

At the end of June, Derrick scored 6.1 on a ',est. Since he

was in fifth grade at this time, it meant that for the first time,

his score was very adequate. IGnoring the test that he cdd not finish

the previous fall, this test showed a Gain of twelve months in elev.:;

rronths since the previous July.

During the summer, Derrick reverted to his lateness and

1.i sing of appointments. The volunteer usually saw him outside of

center hours, and took hi n. on several tri.ps. Derrick also went en

group, trips with the study center children and st.aff zinc', his

The study center coor:.inator retorted that Derrick was now

no lon&:r a behavior problem. 1:e had developed a uprotective"

attitude toward her and the center. Since he had always o

live with his mother, the staff often mentioned how :ucn elcser he

scc7:ed to feel toward an aunt. On holidays, when the chilfrea

' aunt. On :-..ethertsfts ....allyu3ally made

a jeolry box as the other children did, 'cut yat "I:o'.her" on t..e
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Other chil ..en freely put on the name of the person with whom they

actually lived. Derrick was the only one who put tr.:other" on his,

and confided. that it was really for his aunt. Ifost of the staff

never knew tnat Derrick did not live with his mother. Pone of the

records ever showed it, and from Derricks attitude in persistently

keeping it a secret, he obviollsly preferred for them not to know.

The card never was changed. It is the only card at the center Vnich

shows a completely false picture of the home situation. Derrick

lists his mother and father and then wrots that he lives with his

mother. He listed seen children, and said That was all there were,

although later it turned out that there were also married ones.

Other children listed the families according t,o where they lived. and

often wrote down aunt" or Erandmother" without hesitation. ::any

children lied about their grade level, but Derrick was the only ore

the consistently mentioned living with his mother, ,,..hcn the subject

came up in the study center.

In the fall, Derrick continued to see his volunteer, but

usually outside of the curter. He came in for testing in December,

but after doing better than before on the first parts of the test,

was unwilling to try on the third part, in which his score went doa:

three years. The average was 5.6, three months less than the previous

test. Without the third part of the test, his score was nearl:, the

sane as the previous one.

The volunteer continued to sea Derrick about once a week,

through his sixth Grade year, the following summer and the next yea-

-e4;en he began seventh grade in a different school. Del-rick calls him
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when he needs. him, usually for specific reasons. This last fall, it

was for help in seventh grade mathematics, which was given regularly

for several weeks, until Derrick felt he no longer needed it. Ee is

on the basketball team of his school, and academic work is not impor-

tant to him, apparently, except to keep from falling too far behind.

It is now three years since Derrick first began to see

this volunteer. For the last two years, most contacts have been out-

side of the center, and the majority of them no longer .involve academic

help. Derrick comes mostly to talk. Most of .hat he gained from

this relationship is called "social education" by his volunteer. The

term seems appropriate and istle obvious change in Derrick. Ile visits

the e,ater periodically, and is polite and respectful. It is no

longer necessary for him to be the center of everyone's attention.

Uhen he now visits the center, only the people who know him are aware

of his iisit. Since it is no longer an imposition to havc him come,

the volunteers who know him are genuinely pleased to see him, and ne

knows it.

During the first year, Derrick did ;rake some measurable

academic gains in reading. is volunteer knew that it was important

for him to reach the 6.0 reading average by seventh Grade, so that he

could qualify for a regular high school program. ::'hen had to

fail for the first time, it seemed aportant for someone to Imc

about it. Derrick's probation officer 4as apparently a very fine

person, whom he seemed to respect, but the man id not live in .11c

neighborhood. No:. did ho have five months previously, which was thc

length of ti.,, it had taken for the volunteer to feel at all close
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to Derrick. It is the volunteer whom Derrick has always called ab,;ut

any happy event or any problem.

It is interesting that both leaders of this tough grup

of boys turned to athletics for :success. Both made limited academic

gains, but after a year, seemed to prefer to see a volunteer outside

of the center setting. The other boy claims when asked about Derrick,

that "we're still up tight." Actually, the boys see very little of

each other because they go to different schools and are very involved

with athletics. Both now spend their free time with boys who are

also successful in athletics, and this keeps them from the street

where they formerly spent most of their time.

Derrick could not have been registered in a regulax tutor-

ing 1,roject, nor was he ever recommon,ied for any, of the special school

romodial el,:sses. He had to come on his own term.. i lc the ben-

fits that he gained are similar to what a boy might get in a typir;a1

Eig Brother pro": am, the storefront ,:enter seems a better locus.

Dig Brothers, without a program, can be very inquisitive about the

children assigned to them. Derrick maintained his privacy very well,

and not at all interested in other people for months. The center

was a "neutral" place. Ile had a pride in ownership, al though he did

not for a while care to participate in the tutoring offere. Zter

the group was accepted and "hung aounr," together, he was firr,71y

anxious to have a 'volunteer of his owns like the other kidn. Since

his problems were mostly in his relationships to other pecp2o, they

could best be worked out in such a setting. That they could be was

only due to the skill and deVotion c1' the center chairman, his
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volunteer, and the study center coordinators. It was never easy,

because other volunteers and staff people often felt, and raid, that

Derrick and his friends took too m-eh of everyone's time. Had

Derrick been seen entirely by himself, outside of the study center,

his worst difficulties would not have been apparent. He could be a

well-mannered boy. Dut as soon as he was with other children, he

quickly became the center of some disturbance. Adults them he did

not know 'acre also good for "baiting."

Derrick's teachers have been pleased that ho has a volunteer

showing interest in him, and were also supportive of the study center.

Although aware of his academic problems, they never recommended him

for any remedial class. It would have been pointless, because he

would not have lasted. He demanded an adult's involvarc.er so con-

tinually that he was one of the most-discussed children in the center

and one of the most resented by the volunteer staff. Only because

they could gradually see slow progress in his social behavior were

they able to accept the assurance of those directly involved with

him that it was worth continuing to try.

Most of the boys in Derrick's age group leave the center

when their volunteers leave. The children who c.me when they are

younger have a much better chance, because there is a longer pe-.1cd

before the pre-adolescent time when they leave. Derrick had only olie

year of legular tutoring,but he had the chance to act such help,

whenever he needed it, after that time. Mainly, he had a stab'e .

relationship with one 2:dult over a period of years, that will con-

tinue through high school. The fact that the vcl,,nteer lives near
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him is important for this boy, Who can impulsively call or come by

and not have to wait for formal appointments. Perhaps the most

impressive part of Derrick's behavior is that, like the other 'children,

he shows real judgment in the use of this privilege.

Derrick has had no further trouble with the pDlice, and is

no longer so vulnerable since he has discovered an interest in

athletics. For those who-remember this blustering, rudc, coarse, and

extrelaelj tough boy it is hard to believe that he can function as a

member of a team, but he does. Because of the limited goals for him

at the center, which were realistic, he is headed for a re2ular

school program, instead of the re::edial one he would probably other-

wise have ben in.
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1.

CHAPTER VII

VOLUNTEERS AND ORGANIZATIONAL CLIMATE

Direct observation and the quantitative roadin6 score data

demonstrate the different levels of effectiveness of the various

after school study centers. When these measures are linked to the

cost per pupil, Welles-Darrow must be judged as the most effective

in terms of academic criteria, STEP the least. South Shore and North

Park fall. in the middle category in approXimately that order.

How can these differences be most adequately explainod?

Clearly there are alternative types of ex:,lanations. At one level,

and perhaps the simplest, is the quality and stability of the co-

ordinator. STEP was run by a student who had limited skills and

organizational talents. The project also resisted technical assist-

ance. By contrast Welles-Darrow had an effective coordinator and

direct professional support from the principal investigator in

developing and maintaining the program. South Shore, likcwiso, had

a highly professional and conpetont coordinator sensitive to the

issues of utilizing volunteers. North Park suffered in its early

years from a lack of competence and stable coordinator. The role

the coordinator was less central because the core of on found:::::

were so actively involved that they were able to supply initially t:::1

essential and required stability.
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It is possible to extend the analysis. The quality of the

coordinator must .;entributo to a different typo of program and oper-

ation and in turn to a different organizational climate. No doubt

to quality of the volunteers and the nature of the students arc part

or the organizational climate, but the underlying assumption of this

part of the analysis is that all of those factors interact to produce

an organizational. Climate. Tice differences in the effectiveness of

the various after school study centers, therefore, can be though of

as differences in organizational climate or 'organizational milieu.

. It i3 tr,e purpose of this Chapter to present same systematic and

cluantitative data which help to present a better understanding of

these differences. From a practical point of view it is clear thal:

therewill be a variety of elements Which can help to reproduce these

organizational climates under different circumstances. In particular,

we are concerned with identifying the impact of the coordinators and

volunteers on the organizational climate.

To explore the different organizational climate of the

various study centers, a number of dimensions were considered. ihese

included the perspectives of the tutors, namely the attitudes 14hic%

they held and which guided their work; their actuel involvement in

the programs, as revealed by thoir reasons for tutoring and the 10701

cf their satisfaction; the effectiveness of supervision Lei the

patterns of communication in various study centers, and; the group

Characteristics of the tutors..

At this point it is well to recall that tee programs of the

four centers wore hardly similar, although each involved a mi.xtue of
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concern with academie skill and social skills. STI:P sot up a progra:a

of individual tutoring of children which scus:at to offer tutorin

services on five afternoons a week. A youngster was to be offer:4

two afternoons of tutoring a week, for a period of from one to one .

and one half hours each day, plus group activities after the tutoring.

Occasional Saturday pro:rams consisting mainly of trips to parks were

also part of the program. The coordinator of this project defined

thu effort as one in .Ahieh, in addition to receiving educational aid,

the children also found an individual "friend" in their respective

tutors.

At North Park, the program consisted of one-to-ono tutor-

:'.ng of children four evenings a week. The goal was to have each child

tutored one evening a weak for two hours. Children could come on

other evenings for homework help, but few of the children being

tutored came for this extra help. In addition, volunteer tutors

were encouraged to take their individual students to museums, special

shows, and similar places of interest on weekends. ::embers of the

Board of Directors of this center, Who had developed considerable,

sophistication in describing their efforts, spoke of sezking to help

the youngsters both in education and in social grol,th. One of the

coordinators defined the goal of this study center to be a place

there "kids not only learn about their school work, but also lea2n

to trust people more."

At the South Shore program, the students were givcn indi-

vidual tutoring for one hour each week during the late afternoon.

Pater, reading clubs and some interest group activities were added
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for a small number of Children, but the primary ez:?hasis of the pro-

gram was on one-t6-one individual tutoring. ale coordinator defined

the goals very heavily in educaticnal and academic terms, although

she was aware of the problem of social and personal involvement.

She was hopeful that she could show "the school system that hero is

a method that works."

Fourth, and finally, the Welles-Darrow program consisted

of homework help on a group basis during four afternoons a week, and

children attended as often as they liked. In addition, a limited

group of children were tutored individually by a group of volunteers

cn one night a week for one and one half hours. During the sva:-..cr

months, classes were held with specific group activities, such as

mathematics, literature, science, crafts, sewing and creative writing,

in order to retain and strengthen the academic interests of the

children until they returned to school the following autumn. 'Lile co-

ordinator of this center stressed academic help but as in the case of

South Shore, she recognized that the academic program supplied a basin

for social learning as well.

In summary, STE.P 1,as actually oriented to socializ,:tion and

interpersonal issues to the greatest extent; North Park ;:cpazei-Itcd a

more bb4aAced interest in academic and social goals, while the South

Shore and Welles-Darrow study center were more heavily oriented tewLrd

academic goals.

he analysis of organizational climate proceeded by an

examination of the perspectives and attitudes of the tutors. Ey

means of mailed questionnaires and repeated follow-ups, syste-Latic
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data on the tutors' background and outloc% was collected. Tutors

were asked to complete a schedule for each of the youagsters with

whoa they worked. These schedules included a wide variety of items

on the tutor's estimate of student performance and on their knovledge

and contacts with the students. (Table 7.1 presents the response

rate to these questionnaires.)

The response rate does not appear to be high. In three

cases it was approximately 50 per cent and in one case it was as low

as 35 per cent. Holrover, in part this was an artefact of the data

collection procedure and the definition of 1.210 constituted a tutor.

In each center, there were stable and transient tutors, but the

contacts covered the total number of tutors at each center for a full

year period. Many of the transients had either moved away or lost

contact, so that if the coverage stare lir,,ited to the stable tutors,

those Who actually did the work, the response rate would have appeared

much higher.

Persctives of the Tutors

The first dimension to be reported is the perzpectivc of the

tutors. In particular, this included their definition of the goals cf

their study center and their dciinitioii of the capacities of the

youngsters. What did the tutors believe were the operatiezil

cttheir study center? Was. there a great difference fro: study ce:Iter

to study center?

Despite tho variations of the history of the fo..r study

centers and the original goals that were hold by thoL,c
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them, differences in goals as actuelly scan by the tutors w,re not

great (Table 7.2). About one qaaeter of the tutors in all of the study

centers reported that the goal was only to improve social skills (end

race relations) and made no reference to the academic content. There

was some greater attachment to purely academic goals in the Wellee-

Darrow Study Center and in South Store, as contrasted with STEP and

North Park, reflecting actual differeneee in program orientation. About

thirty psr cent of the tutors at Welles-Dared.c and South Shore reported

that they saw the study center goal as one of improving academic skills,

While this figure for STEP and North Park was approximately 13 per cent.

In turn, at ST2 and north Park the emphasis on the combined goals of

academic shills and social skills, including race relations, was corres-

pondinzly hither.

To probe the tuterel estimate of the problems and potentials

of these youngsters, the tutors wore asked to describe the source of the

children's difficulties. The material geeoeeted by the geeetionnairee

was not very revealing although is was poesible to classify the responses

into categoeioa such as family probleee, personality difficulties and

echool difficulties. These responses did not throw much light on the

differences between the various centers, however.

Instead, the tutors' estimate of the intelligence of their

youngsters was much mere revealing (Table 7.3). The attitudes which tha

the tutors held about the goals of the study canters seem to reveal a set

of commcn understandings which have spread through the volunteer after

school Avdy center movement. By contrast the tutors' estimate of the

intelligence of their students is a sensitive indicator of their
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commitment to their task. The capacity of the slvim sehool teacher to

perform effectively is limited by his limited confidence in the

students' ability to learn. He secs him as having limited intelli-

gence." The tension of tha slum school is basce, on tha constant

underrating of the youngsters' ability to learn, 1,,h is in turn based

in part on the students' lack of preparation, compounded by the

limited resources available for his education. This is reinforced by

the hostility or prejudice--evart cr covertof teachers agair.st

minority group youngsters and lower class youngsters.

Thus, it is of central importance to note that in Table 7.3,

for all the study centers, there was a favorable estimate of the

intelligence of their yonnEsters. Overall, only appro.ximately 15 par

cent of the tutors characterized these youngsters as being cf below

average intelligence. Clearly ;Lich a j:dgment was markedly at

i-nce with their classroom performance. These attitudes are roflel-

tions of more s;timistic and more benevolent Utituees than those

folmd in the public school system.

No doubt the tu:;ors ;;ere saying that, if these youngatar::

were g.ven a different typo of edu-ation in the public ,,Choo.. vseam,

they would be able co perform ai a much hither level. Of course,

there 13 a danger if the tutors overestimate the capacity of their

pupils and thereby set unattainable goals for them. This ca e: not

generally seem to have been the case. Ir particular, ben com-

paris arq made from study center to study center, there is a

strong sense vi realism in the evaluations of the twtors. To
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be freed from excessively negative stereotypes did not necessarily

imply wild optimism. Thus, the tutors at Welles-Tarrow have the

highest estimates of the ink.elligonce of their pupils, reflecting

the greater selectivity of recruitment and the actual fact that a

majority of the children came from the "top track" of the local

school. Perhaps the greatest degree of realism was to be found in

the estimates of the gout.: Shore group of tutors, of whom only 16

percent thought that their youngsters were above average. The ji_dg-

ment of SP volunteers appears quits unrealistic, since the least

academically retarded child there was at least a year behind, and

there was no evidence in the records that a sinzle child was of

"superior" ability. Yot more than 28 per cent of tha volunteers

judged their individual iitudents to be "above average."

Volunteer tutoring rests on a balance between realistic

estimates of the potentials of youngsters and a sense of enthusiacm.,

plus a feeling of some personal reward for the tutor himself. TIo-

fcasional commitment requires a reward system of financicl incntive

plus a similar sense of accomplishment. Clearly, the problems of tha

:Inner city school teachers rest in the sense of frustration, or at

least lack of personal 1.ewards, that develops for many teachers. The

organizational cli,..ate of the after school study center is reflectcl

4n tho responses to the question "who benefits from tutoring?" she

findings in Trble 7.4 reveal a very high degree of personal re;card

and satisfaction for the volunteers.

More than half of the tutors reported that both tutor and

child benefited. This attitude was clearly at the core of the
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volunteer system. This is not to overlook the variance between

study cent-rs. STEP, which Was most closely linked to the civil

rights movement, had only 2.2 per cent the said that the child alone

benefited. In contrast, the South Shore project manned ly older

women with stable family lives and a sen:e of service gave a different

response; 26 per cent said that the child alone benefited. The

organizational climate of a study center is made of different elements,

and While the sense of personal satisfaction is a crucial element,

traditional commitments to service continue.to be highly relevent:

The second dimension in seeking to understand the organi-

zational climate of the various study centers was to compare and

contrast the involvement--both actual and subjective feelings--of the

tutors in their study centers. The perspectives of the tutors toward

tutoring have helped to explain the effectiveness of the centers in

general. These measures of inv olvement are useful in throwing liht

on the differences between the progrA,ne. They help identify organi-

zational elements which the _oordinator is able to develop or at

least maintain.

In probing involvement, it is interesting to compare tee

reasons given by the tutors for their involvement in after cdicol

study programs. While the civil rights movceent and interest in

civil rights was an important early element in the development of

these efforts, it appears that an exclusive interest in civil rights

is not an effective basic of involvement. Even at STEP, which was

the most closely linked to the civil rights movement, only ftve per

cent reported that the reason thet they were interested was "civil
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rights interests only." (See Table. 7.5). Such an orientation

would lead to other, more direct, types of civil rights activities.

Of course, a mixture of civil rights interests and concern with

children appears tc be rather widespread. However, a significant con-

centration of tutors reported that they were active because of their

"enj6yment in working with children only." Even at STEP, o'hroot one

quarter of the tutors gave that answer as their reason for involve-

ment. At Welles-Darrow and South Shore, the figure reached almost

half. It is necessary to point out .that the higher the concentration

of persons with such an involvement, the more effective the program.

The obverse of the reasons for involvement is the tutors.'

reported feelings of satisfaction with. their accomplishments. Thcre

was considerable variation in the reported level of satisfactory

involvement and satisfaction was roughly linked to the levP1 of pro-

gram effectiveness (Table 7.6). Thus, the'lelles-Dar,eow project had

the, highest reported concentration of satisfactory experiences among

the. tutors (75 per cent approximately), while STEP had the lowest

(50 per cent approximately). STEP had a much higher level of reported

sense of "frustration" experiences (over 20 par cent). Tnese'dta

further clArify the organizational L'lieu of tho different after sehcol

study centers.

At this point, the turnover rate among tutors is a relevant

and objective measure of involvement. Obviously, there were many

factors accounting for turnover, but to some extent the turnover rata

can bo considered to be a measure of tutor satisfaction; it was assumed

that =re satisfaction would lead to less turnover. It was also
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assumed that turnover is an element in program effectiveness; t'Ic

higher the turnover rate, the less the program effectiveness. Cno

measure of the actual turnover was the percentage of tutors were

active in the year 1965-1966 who were still tutoring as of 2,::::,ruery,

1967. STEP had the least stability; only 19.0 per scat of the .L.utors

from the year 1965-1966 were still tutoring as 'f February, 1.967.

North Park had the highest desrta of stability and the lowest turn-

over, although its turnover was still conoiderable. it had jc.7 per

cant continuity by this measure. South Shore was closer t) !:orth

Park than to STEP with a figuro of 31.3 per cent. The measure wes

not applicable to Wellos-Darrew, sines it recruited a cone5ierable

portion of ito staff for its particular summer pl'cgrams. sus

it does appear that for on-going pregxams, low turnover is a relevant

element in academic effectiveness, it is poosible with adetjuate

supervision to organize and administer a new gccup of tutors for a

particular short term.proram.

The third dimension required more direct measures of orqaaizatichal

clLaatc, such as the impact of the supervision and the degree of inter-

action and comiumication between tutors and their pupils. When cue`:

direct measures of organizational climate were explored, a more

positive linkage with academic effectiveness emerged.

kdequate supervision is es:Jcatiai for the solidarity and the

offectivencss of a volltecr ^ffert. It is well to remember that

Ca.?, being a student organization, operated under the lea:lc:re:nip of

an 'individual leader who had a strong personal impact c(n the orgsi-

zational climate. North Park was organized on the basis of an informal
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leadership group while South Shore and 'ones-Earow had the most

organized division of labor and professionalieed leadership.

In Table 7.7, the tutors= evaluation of the quality of

super-ision they received is reported. The expressed level of satis-

faction was much greater at Welles-Darrow and South Shoe than at

North Park and especially at STE?. The difference betwee- Welles-

Darrow and South Shore is linited; at both centers more than fifty

per cent thought it was adequate. At North Park, the pereenta,e who

thought the supervision was geed droppad to 27 per cent, while the

concentration of those Who spa:a of adequate suparvie:ee was over

CO per cent, thereby indicating a samewhat lower leval. of satis-

faction with supervision. At STZP there was a merkedly lower level

of 'satisfaction; less than 20 per cent said the supervision web good

and the same percentage stated that it wae inadequate. In eheet,

there was a real link between academic effectiveness and the Tract

of supervision.

It was assumed that another approach to deecribing the

internal structure or organizational Climate of the study centere is

to ascertain the extent to which the study center coordinators got to

know individual younzsters in their program. It terned et to .C),J

thls measure was unrelated to the offectivences of the study centers

and indicates that some degree of formal, rather than peroonal,

organization was compatible with an effective program.

All tutors at the four study centers were asked to fill out

a questioanaire on each Child thcy tutored. Similarly, ail of the

coordinators were asked to fill out the same questLonnaire. 'raiz
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supplied a measure of their intimacy and Is=ledge about the youngsters

who were in attendance. At North Park, the coc:anator could ecuacat

on 83 per cent of the youngsters, reflecting a high degree of social

solidarity at the center and hi }z interaction between the coordinator

and tho students. At STEP tho percentage was 57 and was an expression

of the personal interest of the coordinator, but at the Welles-Darrow

project and South Shore the percentages were somewhat lower, being 39

per cent and 35 per cent respectively.

The question of the tutor and the coordinator contacts with

the child's family was of considerable interest. In planning inno-

vations for urban education, a great deal of emphasis has been placod

on t'ae necessity of contact with families. The amount of contact be-

tween family and study center staffs varied from program to prcram,

but these findings indicate that in the strategic importance of con-

tacts with fo-milies,after-school study centers in the inner city

can do a great deal even under conditions which their contact with

families is limited (Table 7.8). Coordinators had the bulk of family

contact and even for them it was typical to have a Limited or an

occasional contact. The amount of contact by tutors was much loss.

ST&P, which had a considerable amount of contact by the coordinator

and tutors with the families, was not necessarily the most productive.

indicated in Chapter IX, most of those contacts were telephone

calls resulting from absences of children,)

A similar picture is presented from the tutors' and ,,o-

ordinators' estimates of parent attitudes toward the study center. Ih

all four centers, both the tutors and the coordinators only very
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rarely believed that the parents' attitudes were hostile. The most

frequent response among tutors, approximately 50 per cent at S13P,

North Park and South Shore, was that they more -upportive. Only at

Wellos-Darrow was this viewpoint less frequent (16 per cent).

Parental indifference rather than hostility was the basic issue. The

attitudes of the coordinators wear 0 very similar in their reluctance

to report open hostility.

Finally, she fourth dimension is tho social group character-

istics of the tutors. Tutoring, aside from practical considerations,

involves soe.al interaction, and it was to be supposed that the social

characteristics of the tutrs would come into play in this respect.

Of course, within any group there are persons whose personality and

individual motivation allows them to transcend their social character-

istics, but for most individt:ls, social characteristics and social

background influence their capacity to relate to the kinds of young-

sters involved in these programs. Of course, it was also the case

that individuals with a wide variety of social backgrounds were in-

volved, but at each center, there was a pattern of recruitment which

tended to prroduce a concentration cf one or two social types.

There is every reason to believe that indigenous talents

can and are being developed for involvement in tutoring progiw

By indigenous people is reant local residents from the same social

background of the pupils. In this sense, in each of the four study

centers, the tutors were predominately "outsiders," Even when they

lived close by, they were recruiter from a more advantageous social

position. Patterns of residence and age varied considerably and
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help to identify the social types. STC? was made up of college

students who lived on the Univcrsity of Chicago campus and therefore

were geographically close resiAnts, but basically outsiders. '.he

tutors at the STEP program were the youngest with a median age of

nineteen years. On the other hand, the tutors at Welles- Darrow were

the most geographically dispersed. About 35 per cent came from the

suburbs; another 35 per cent came from other parts of the city of

Chicago, mainly Hyde Park and Kenwood, but it is of note that eve

this study center, located in an inner cityhousing project, was able

to recruit about 30 per cent of its tutors from a ica block radius.

These came from a redevelopment project to the east of the puIlic

housing project. the median age was approximately 26 years. The

eocial type was essentially younger housewives with college edtaation.

The dominant social typo at South Shore was mal,kedly differczit. This

project, located in a transitional community, was able to recruit

local residents (86 per cent came from a few blocks of the study

center); they were mainly older housewives, 44.5 was the median age

for the tutors, and they had less higher education than those of

Welles-Darrow group.

The North Park program was heavily locally recruited. 11.aw-

ing on the sociali,.heterogcnous near North Side, approximately 65

per cent came from within a few blocks. The tutors were as young as

those at Belles-Darrow, with a median ago of 26 years and with a

comparable level of education. They were young adults, often diverccd

or single, rather than married women recruited from the Hyde Park and

suburban areas.
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The tutors were overwhel;:-InL ; group and

women. The STEP prograa had a sizable concentration of males--30

per cent. Tao concentration of males at i:orth Park was evally high

reflecting the young adult culture of that area of Chicago. The per-

centage of male3 at South Shor,2. was 11, and for Welles-Darrow, 6.

These aisles were allege students or students in training to be

teachers, plus a few retired men.

'Balsa social characteristics are linked to turnover. Clearly

the high turnover of college students weakened the effectiveness of

ST72, an experience Which has been duplicated in other projects in-

cluded in the 1:iyorts Committee on Ncw Residents directcry.

observation calls into question the role of the college studo:It in

the volunteer educational move7;:ent. This is not to u:.-Idera:-2--

tneir potentials or to overlook ..eat they the learn fi e::. ouoh

co:p(rionce, but it helps to present a more balanced picturr the

component parts of volunteer cauctation, which seams likely in the

years ahead to be staffed by resources from hig school students,

l'sus,.:.wivts and retired adults. These data underline the variety cf

social types that can be irava into volunteer work, an

conclusion that the relative advantage for one scup vreus anor

in part deD,7nxis on how they fit into an engoinj progra as as

their special social characteristics.

In summary, the organizational Clirate is an apprerriats

concept for understanding the relative effectiveness of various after

school. study centers. The notion does not deny the relevance of tha

characteristics of the pupils cr tutors, but rather focuses ea
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aspects of the program that are subject to influence 'ay the cc-

ordinator. The concept of organizational climate hi; aichts the

differences between the classroom and the after adhoo study eenter.

The general impressions about the goals of the study center which

tutors hold are still more important than their positive evaluation

of the youngsters' otential and the voluntersl feai.ngs of satis-

faction with tutoring. Adequate supervision appears to be a key

factor, at least from these specific data and from other observations

throughout the project. While involvement with the family may be a.

strategic goal, the is much that tutors have been able to accom-

plish even without extensive efforts in this direction. When the

statistical data are joined with the case materials, what appears

crucial is the ability of the tutor to servo both acacZemic and

personal needs in the immediate setting.
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CIAPTat VIII

ORGVIZATIONAL Pa0BIE1S: INTZ4NAL MANN ;:ENT

R:cord Keeping

The problem of keeping even minimal records in a volunteer

operation such as a tutoring project or after-sehool center turned

out to be a major one. The basic conflict secued to be that non-

professionals find record keeping difficult to do and some profes-

sionals reacted to the necessary paperwork as if it were beneath

their dignity. They preferred. to be actively involved in work with

the staff or children. Seldom did they realize the necessity to

train non-professionals to keep minimum records.

Attendance recore.s were best kept in a record book, with

separate books for volunteers and children. These records wee later

transferred to large sheets of graph paper, for comparison. In many

centers throughout the city, the local agency wanted a "head count"

each day of boys and girls attending. Frequently the staff therefore

:lad the children sign in, but this was not.followcd in any of the

demonstration centers. This procedure was also a deliberate stta)t

to know Who was there, since, if a volunteer was not immediately fome,

a .child might leave without anyone knowing that he had arrived. At

the demonstration centers, however, it was more important because, -t

first, the children often arrived on the wrong evening or afternoon.

A list of who was assigned each evening was crucial and had to be
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changed periodically. Vounteers or children eomotimes changed eve

rings and would forget to inform te coordinator. The simple meohanics

of keeping track of Wn:, was to see whom and wilen was not too difficult

when the number of Children was fifty to seventy-five a week in a

center. This seemed to be a reasonable number for one adult to handle

and this was necessary, since tle coordinator was the only person Who

was there every evening.

The college student project had all of its information on

one card, and attendance was marked on each'card. This turned out to

be more time-consuming than a separate record book would have been.

The same cards were used by the volunteers per writing simple reports,

since it was believed that one card with all information on it would

sir :)lify the job. Ac.:.ually, :c.t made the coordinator's job much more

difficult, and there was never a clear picture of how many children

and volunteers were missing on on occasion.

Many families did not have a calendar. Tae possession of

a calendar indicated a family that was more sophisticated than the

m2jority. Finding how rare calendars were in these homes, one of the

first, most meaningful projects for the ChildrE,n was to malce sueh a

oalender to take home and put on the wall. A card with the child's

appointments written vc,. '.ear;/, name of the volunteer and a tele-

phone number for the study center became accepted as a minimmIdnd

of record-keeping for the children. Had we known in tho beginning

just how difficult it was for these children and their families to

keep track of the days, we would have tried a special project of

calendars once a month to hel. the children until they became
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attached enough to the center to be able to remember.

The minimum records would appear to include attendance

books, which tell the story of several absences in a row very clearly.

It was impressive at the storefront how patient some of the man

volunteers were with several older boys. But it was important that

someone be aware of the absences and find out how the volunteers

felt about it.

Sometimes, instead of an attendance book, the center had

a large chart on the wall of each day of the week and who was

pected. This also gave an immediate pidture of the attendance facts,

but was done slecessfully only in middle-class neighborhoods where

there was an "office" which was used primarily by the staff. In tho

storefront center, where records could be marked up by the children

or lost, it was important that attendance books could ba locked in a

d2awer and removed from the center over holidays. Tn such a center,

turned out to be important for the records to be easily moved,

s!.nce there was always, the possibility, and twice the actuality,

that someone wculd break in and rummage through.

But records made by the staff are not sufficient, becausa

in any lower-class neighborhood there is such a need for the cildrm:

to lie about their ability that it is necossary to check with the

schools, mainly about their actual grade placement. The college

student project had most of their children referred by the schools

directly, and therefore received accurate information on grade place-

ment and age. With later self-ref erals there was a lack of aware-

noss that this was a problem. Lfterwards, volunteers and staff
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people were quite unhappy to find that t:le child was not in the

grade he claimed, but actually two grades below.

In the housing project center, the children were selected

from the fPnilies in the local neighborhood organization, who tended

to be local leaders. These children were able to put down the proper

information, even if they had flunked. The next group were over-

achievers, and they were also able to 3ive us accurate information.

In one case, a girl put down "7th grade" and the staff, after observ-

ing her, suspected that she was in an EMH (Educable Mentally Handi-

capped-retarded) room, which turned out to be true. This was never

mentioned to her and with volunteers who were sensitive and aware,

the problem would not be serious. (She was not a school referral,

but cane with her mother, when the mother worked as a volunteer.)

At the storefront study center, where the cl-ildren rer4stercd

themselves, they very often lied tbout grade placczent. Usually, they

put down the proper grade for their age. This could make a Ereat

difference in judging how retarded they were academically. Here it

became crucial to have sore inforeation from thl schools. For example,

a child who claimed to be in eiEhth grade and read at third grade

level could hardly be helped. Actually, the child was in fifth gra,fte

and there was a possibility of working with him. ; :ex;, to grade

placement, age was the area of concern to the children, but harly

over did they .make themselves ycungor. It was almost always a matter

of adding two or three years to their age. This was common in pre--

delinquent boys who hung around with older children.

Membership cards were prized by the children, and th7y oft;;

asked that they be replaced when lost. The stiff con&iderce buttenz',
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which the childrLa would have enjoyed, but these were never tried.

The staff generally thought that a card, which the child was free to

"hide" in his pocket if he preferred; was better. Actually, the pride

of membership was great among the children, and the problem with buttons

would have been that the cuter would become too widely known and too

many children would come. It would sY1.1 be interesting to try this

method with children, to whom belonging to the center was obviously

such a matter of pride.

Coming to a center never did seem to present a problem of

a stigma. In fact, the opposite was usually true. One school which

was especially supportive of a storefront center, quickly reported that

it had become a "Badge of Honor" to have a tutor, sc much so that the

children who did not attend seemed to feel left cut. This school,

which Shared a center with several others, also reported that the

children always talked about the center as "ourswell, its for our

school." Despite their knowledge that children came from other sdlools,

their attitude was one of definite ownership.

After attendance reeoras and membership cards, it is impor-

tant to have some method of getting informatfen from the schools.

Some centers successfully gave printed forms to the schools for the

parents to use registering their rhilOren. Our original referral

and follow-up form seemed much more succesf.ful, but after tne publi-

cation of Helping Hands and the beginning of various poverty programs

in the public schools, those schools which had previously cooperated

in completing such forms sent word, by letter or 1.noh tha's no
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longer ha time for this rue to the enormous mount of paperwork

involved in other record-keeping. It became necessary to contact the

teachers directly, which was actually much more fruitful because the

children almost always mentioned their attending the study center.

In the school primarily served by North Park, individual

teachers were vary aware of the value of the center to their children.

It was not c cult for a volunteer to get in touch with them by

leteer or postcard. Die children reported back to school primarily

about outings with the volunteers, and the teachers were pleased for

their students to have these experiences. '1.1ey were always helpful

with suggestions of what could be done to help, even though they felt

discouraged about, the individual enildts chances for success. 3y

contrast, the adjustment teacher who was assigned the liaison job by

the school_ saw the children only as problem family children were

obviously not getting anyahore and could not be expected to.

School referrals of any kind remained a problem. T11,:: best

system 8J perhaps to offer mimeographed forms to the school, and

encourage the parents to make the arrangements directly with the

center. However, it is essential to have some testing system to con-

firm the school's statement about the gild needing help. The public

schools test so infrequently that their records, especially in inner

city schools, are quite inadeguste. Often they contain errors as

Although most after school study centers recruited through the public

schools, it is do-eL2u1 that they received the group which they

solicited, or had any way of knowing, without tests, which categories

of children they were serving. All volunteer programs were listed as
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serving "underachievers" in the city directory, and most defined their

Eroup as being "one to two years retarded in rr,ading." As explained

in !le section on testing, a minority of the children tested in other

centers not included in the demonstration project fitted the actual

category defined by sponsoring agencies.

Records on ind4.vldual children were usually kept in separate

folders, alphabetized by the children's last names. Parental per-

mission for the child to participate in the program, school referral

information, and test results whenever available were the minimum

information. The records at South Shore and STI;P included notes

written by the volunteers after each meeting. No form were used for

this) and the notes usually included information on th e instructional

materials used. At North Park and at the housing project homework

center, more information was assembled on the children's behavior in

both the individuAl tutoring and contacts ;Ath others. If volunteers

did not have time to write 'their information after the evening lesson,

they were encouraged to take home a form and return it the followir-,

week. Various forms were tried. Those who wished to write an account

of the evening without a form were encouraged to do so, but many

needed a specific form, at least in the beginning. Suggestions about

writing down the meteriale used sometimes brought very general

responses--"a library book" or "an arLthmetic book and it was necestary

to ask on the form for specific information about books and materials.

No attempt was made in either South Shore or at STEP to use the inform

ation in the records, except for work with a specific child. At North

Park and at Wellos-Darrow, this Izaterial was used as the basis of otaff
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discussion and written material for the use of the staff. The demon-

stration that the material was of value to the project s'aff made

easier to ask for more detailed information from the volunteers.

When volunteers did not find time to write any records, the coordinators

of the three centers (North Park, Welles-Derrow and South 5nore)

assumed responsibility for contacting then abaut once a month, often

by suggesting that the child being tutored be disajd a few minutes

early, to get a verbal report on what was going on. The volunteers

never objected and some were much more milling to talk about their

work than to write about it. Tne coordinator had the child's folder

th her, and recor:,ed notes during the interview.

Some nominal records of tha contacts between children and

volunteers were kept in many centers, but unless the information was

of obvious use to the staff, the volunteers began to question their

being asked to write reports. After consulting the project staff,

several centers not cooperating with the project .:.xcerpted from the

records examples of volunteer's comments and work, and mimeographed

these for distril-ution to' i-he staff. They reported that this mini:um

Use of the records was enough to dcaonstrate to the voluntea:3 that

their cemments were of interest and they felt encouraged to con ,roue.

At South Snore, volunteers were asked to fill out a form

about their impressions of the success or failure of the tutoring

experience. At North Park and Welles-Lerrow, the coordinators wer.:

nueh more acquainted with individual children than were the two

supervisors at South Shore, so that they were asked for evaluations

and a10 contributed to the anecdotal records on the children and
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periodically gave written evaluations o1 the vol.enteers to the

principal investigator.

At North Park, the childrohts reactions were gathered

primarily from the anecdotal reports cf the volunteers. Children ware

asked to bring in their report cards, if they did not do so volunt,,rily.

They knew about the records kept by the staff, and they sometimes asked

to write their on evaluation of that went on. Their own comments

about their own work were almost always complimentary. Bach older

children assisted younger ones, they would often ask if they oyuld

write on a tutor report form. They were far more critical of tha

children and more concerned about "gcod behavior" than were the adult

volunteers.

The coollinator, who keeps the reccrds, is also The person

who must be available to volunteers and to children. al four canters

with which the project cooperated closely kept minimum records on

what volunteers did with the children, and these were cost impctant

for substitutes w'ho sometimes hnd to take over in the absence of a

regular volunteer. Even if they ignored what was in tha record, and

did saaething completely different, they seemed to feel reassured ey

having some ihformation on v.:net the regular volunteer was doin;.

For training and sup:rvising volunteers, 7.ore

records were invaluable. Interestinly enough, despite the n:lier cf

teachers and former teachers involved in the projects, none of them

kept detailed records. They ordinarily felt quite sure of the jc

and tended to Izite in "lesson plan" form. Young, inezporienccd

volunteers who "lad not taut were the ones who were most eal-ar fc
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help, and they were therefore more willing to write detailed report~.

1 :an,y volunteers who wrote only vinimum reports would prepar: summaries

for presentation to the staff, or then requf.sted bode so by the staff.

The scope of the records kep+. by a study center or tutoring

project should be determined by the use that will be made of them.

any projects found it discouraging or impossible to keep records

because the volunteer staff did not know that any use was being made,

Or would be made, of the records reque;,ted. As a minimum, it is

necessary that someme read the reports and: comment on them. Obvious

as this appears, it is a standard complaint from volunteers who have:

to make reports which they think are ignored. In one project the

volunteers became so aonvinced that no one read the reports that they

began to insert sentences such as "John jumped out of the window and

killed himself." Finding that this brought no response, they an-

nounced that they would no longer write reports, unless they were

read.

S,Itervision

The qualifications of a study center coordinator, like those

of a good teacher, come somewhere between the training of education

. and social work. School principals are aware that among the best

teachers are often older women who have previous experience in sccinl

work. As one principal said "they can at least pictu2e the homes

from which the children come." It is a co-on complaint cmong

principals that teachers do not have background in general sociology

and social work courses to understand the families with .-hom they work.
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both have `':em() relevance for the job, backgrpund in

teaching did appear to be quite cescntial. Strong motivation ...rd

intensive training such as offered in the VISTA program can proc1uco

effective personnel. In meeting with groups of VISTA candidate); in

training, the principal investigator was impressed with the interest

and understanding of what is usually called camiunity organization.

The project observed one. of these young people in a study center who

performed very well. This part of his training in cammunity organi-

zation seemed most relevant and seemed to set him apart from other

coordinators. In his case, the lack of any background in teaching

was irrelevant. At least this part of the job could be learned by

an intelligent adult as part of on the job training. The fact that

this coordinator was a yowls man was also important. There was, of

course, a selective process in who wus picked to be a VISTA worker.

:'ore young adults with VISTA or Peace Corp background need to be-

cur.° involved in these kinds of programs. For both boys and girls

his presence added another dimension that differitiated the study

center experience from school.

..:he demonstration project never hirod a male coordinntor

for any of the contort, although they did have --)en on their staff.

Their attempts to hire the few can they found wore to no aw,f11.

The success of the young an with VISTA waa not only because of the

nekd for the boys to have a an in their lives. The response of

girls to him was also very good, and the itlpression that learning

is a manly activity is important to both. In observing the group,

it was obvious that even the shyest girl at the center was very aware
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of his presence.

It is difficult to find men who can rospend adequately to

girls in a study center setting. Since children grow up so much

faster than they did years ago, there is a great deal of what appaars

to be flirtatious and seductive behavior and this takes a degree of

maturity that centers did not find in cost man volunteers. It wadi

not difficult to 416sign male volunteers to work with individual

girls, but the ability to relate to groups of girls revires=e

maturity and understanding on the part of men than on thy part of

women, because of the girlst needs and inabilities in relating to

them.

These problems aecane more obvious ,:::en the nale volunteers

worked with groups in homework. College students, hi6', school f,tudents

and older men were able to work effectively, hcever. In only one

case was a young man completely unable to function with a grou;, and

it was the girls who made it impossible. After initially accep,ing

him very well, the girls found that they could nake hit: react with

anger to re' rks about his clothing. Egged on by several others, one

girl asked f thy do you wear such sissy shirts?" Because he reacted

with anger, they continually locked for new ways to get reactions.

Another day, a girl kept. dropping her handkerchief and note. papsr to

see ,,:hat he wou3d do. Ee demanded that she pick them up, and con-

fusion resulted as she refused. Even after he was az;sigad to a T.;:eu2

of boys, the girls continued to have some contact and it was in:eszibis

for the coordinator to forsee the various ways that they would find

to bother him. Having found that he reacted so strongly, the gir to
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could hardly be blamed for continaing, and despite genuine efforts,

on the part of the young man, ha was nave:- able to relate 1,7011 to

thc girls. Despite this extreme example, it is only fair to make

it clear that this was an exception, important because it shc;.:cd how

Girls who were able to relate respectfully with other male '.'01-..znteers

could become so rude and difficult when a young man allowed himself

to over-react to their testing.

Anotl- er important attribute of a coordinator is

The personal and community conta..:ts of the coordinators involved in

the demonstration centers seemed crucial in recruiting volunt,:tars, and

in helping the programs gain local coin:aux:I:, support. 13ut the VISTA

volunteer was also obviously at an :iventage in not having any vested

interest in any local agency, school, or church. He took the job with

the assumption that he Louie: build local support and have the initial

opportunity to approach any group in the community without having

been involved in former tensions and problems between agencies.

l:arty projects suffered from the possessiveness of local factions.

One demonstration project effort to develop a study center in a church

was dropped because of the hostility of a local agency considered

the area its territory.

Unfortunately the parent agency which hired the \FIST:.

worker expects; him to mobilize support in six months, woo, of

course, unreasonable. After three months on the job it was sug;eoted

that he develop tutoring programs. Six months lat:r ha ?;as expected

to be able to turn these programs aver to local people - -an idea which

turned o.". not to be workable. '.;is 1,;-ork was taken over by a part-
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tine person in his agency, which was an uncatiefactory arranganent.

Either he had to stay for a longer tine or be replaced by another

VISTA workor, which was not done.

A sense of humor is always listed as one of the aesats of

a good teacher or anyone who tries to work with chfldren. This

certainly is crucial, for a study center coordinator. The job is a

taxing one and volunteers must have someone who appreciates their

feelings. For example, one coordinator periodically put out inform-

ation sheets on the basis of test results and observations which She

labelled "ho'.1 we are doing." This seamed to te just the right touch

of lightness to be appreciatad without, being offensive.

To deal with Children, it is important that samona

available who can remain outside of the immediate arises. Voluncers

sometimes get very excited or very anzry with Children and a caLa

adult on the premises can be most helpful. The coordinator must sot

limits for the children and enforce them because she is there ail

the time and knows the children better than the volunteers who case

only for a limited time,

One important criterion for selecting a successful co-

ordfnator is whether that person has in the past or is currently

tutoring children. This would app ear obvious, but it is not.

ability to work with groups of children can he learned on thc.,

but unless the coordinator herself is or has been involved in indi-

vidual work with children, it is harder for he.- to understand, ::lo

work of others. The volunteers also realize the difference, ar.d arc

very aware of the coordinator wilo is not "on the firing lint" with
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them. Coordinators usually did not wer% regularly with a child, be-

cause of the demands of their job, but often took children for a

short time until a decision could be made about assigning them. They

sometimes svbstituted for volunteers Who were absent or sat with

children waiting for volunteers, working with them until the volunteers

CaMe

The South Shore coordinator spent cne summer tutoring in

another project, when her own center was closed. She wanted to see

for herself the results of the standard policy in many other centers

of working with two children at one time, instead of individual

tutoring. At the end of the summer she was convinced that, without

careful screening, such work was much less effective than individual

work. She was convinced that, because of the needs of the children,

each of the two received lees than half of her attention, and the

presence of even two children was distracting to both. Observations

of other volunteers at the same center also rcaffirmeif her conviction

that individual tutoring, is be

In Chicago, two central agencies were involved in recruit-

ing volunteers. The Volunteer Service Corps of the Welfare Council

of Metropolitan Chicago and the Chicago humLn Relations, Comiscion

both referred prospective volunteers to projca. A mihorit,y of

volunteers in the centers '4th ,::hich the project cooll.c.rated

from these sources. From the experiences of the first storefront

center in a middle-clasS.community and the South Shore lIZA, it was

obvious that recruitment of the best volunteers depended very ,7:.uc..1

on the coordinaor's or rolunteers' personal contacts with the
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col:munity. :mss recruitment through businesses or th2012

publicity were never an satisfactory. Three years of experience in

other centers confirmed these first impressions.

Daft coordinator of the center is the one ',ho is in contact

every day with the children and the volunteers. The successful ones

were very tutor-criented, and considered making themselves available

to supervise'volunteers as the most important part of their job.

At Welles-Larrow there was a small office room, but this

was not used by the coordinator. She was involved with the program

every day, even though volunteers were wOrking with the children.

Seeing that they wore busy, mahing herself available ./(:2 needed,

but always working with the children herself, made her more of a co-

worker with the volunteers than a udpervisor. Sac had no a.s.:i,ned

responsibility for either greups or individuals.

At North Park, the coerdinator2s desk was in the same

large room with the volunteers and children. This was a c-^eat advan-

tage in a project with appro±aately fift.Len children and adults each

evening. Although she could not hear What was going on at each tab lo,

she could tell a great deal of how the lessons went by chaezvation,

and even how the Children and volunteers felt about thsu. Eno was

there before the volunteers arrived and aft. they left.

At South Shore, one of the two coordintrs was eftan in

an office down the hall from the tutoring room. Dub the other

usually in the main room, checking to see which chiidren did. not :he.:

up and offering to telephone the homes. Volunteers were greeted %.he

they arrived, and when they left. The paperwork was done before
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after the time set aside for the actual tutoring, although with two

adults, it was possible to also do some of thiS work after lessons

had begun.

One of the problems with STEP, the college student project,

was undoubtedly the use of an office removed from the tutoring lessons

and physically behind the room used for the lessons. There were

obvious inhibitions to walking with a child being tutored through a

roomful of children and adults to see if the coordinator was free.

Neither were volunteers apt to return to the office, after the children

left, because it was late in the afternoon and the mzjority of the

volunteers were leaving.

The effective coordinator has to be able to know what is

going on between children and volunteers. Ehe has to be more avail-

able than just located in an office :.car the acts al tutoring, and has

to judge how much help or support volunteers need. If availhie every

day, by being physically in the room when lesso:-.5 be-n, she finds

that some volunteers want to show her or tell h,r what they are doing.

.why children want to be greeted and chow her their wr'n_ Other

children and volunteers may be made nervous by the close :resence of

another adult.

The succesnful coordinators =e very visible. They ::new

of new materials that were available, mi they It of ideas -at

volunteers had tried successfully. Often, they had examsles of

some children or some volunteers were doing, to help other volunteers

who were not as skilled.

"he personal involvement of the ccordinators in L;:lc

of volunteers affected the phtt2ns of recruitment. Tneir :r: en
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and the sociel and community croups to which they had access were

important in making the initial contacts With prospective volunt,eers.

This pattern never changed, and volunteers wore most successfully

recruited by the groups already active in the centers. Their friends

and the contacts of their friends brougat the Loet stable volunteers.

successful volunteers were recruited by word of mouth, and more

by individual contact, despite the many croups interested in the

work who asked for study center staff to meet with their croups.

When newspaper advertisements were used for recruitment

of volunteers, less competent and short-time volunteers came. l'any

were inuiries, which seemed very spur-of-the moment, and when

invited to attend the center to learn about it 1-,:my of these people

did not show up. Some volunteers were successfully recruited by

business companies, but the percentage of stable ones ..as email be-

cause some volunteers seemed to agree to work only because it was

erected of them. with all larce recruiting efforts, there was

tremendous loss between the first signing up of prospeets, and those

Wno actually showed up at the canters. lad a minority were ..eve,:

satisfactory volunteers althougn they came regularly for six menths,

because they were quick to say that they had only agreed to Co it

because a supervisor had asked them to.

Groups of high school and college stef,onts ,:era set t_..

rec:uited, and secaed to need condone from within the school to work

with them. They needed supervision on the job, but they also seemea

to need the involvement of someone from their sanoel. Otherwise,

developed a feeling that as long as a ccrtain the-::be: of ec.:,denee acme
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each week, it need not be the same ones.

The coordinators of South Shore, Welles-Darrow and Ncrth

Park all felt that high sdhool students were in many ways superior to

college students as volunteers. Their reasons for thinking so wore

different. SoLle felt that the high school students had a co: itment

to their own commulity, which college students living in the com-

munity temporarily could not share. Others felt that high school

students were mDre willing to accept supervision and more willing to

auk for help from adults because they were not so alienated fro:.:

adult society. They still physically lived at home, and were less

involved in their own search for independence. Another reason given

for the superiority of high 861001 youngsters was that they did not

seem so concerned about the dnildrons restlessness and cccplaints

about learning. It had not been so long, perhaps, since they felt

the same way. They were much more tolerant, generally, of the

children's need for mobility and even for nonsense. A child co

squirm or ridicule his work, and the ni,:h school student was us,u,L__1.,

not so worried about his loss of control or the lack of concern for

achievemmt. School had not beco7;:o such a deadly serious ordcal

they could not accept the childrcns wish to stop the work ,:ftr

reasonable time and play checkers, even if thee was obviously

more work to be done.

Because the coordinator was the person always available at

the centers, she also became involved in orientation for volunteers.

It was possible to have a group orientation only at the cf

a hew ...;ester. Volunteers cLi:ct alone or in pears at other t.3.
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Each center had some materials about thei, own programs, in addition

to the pamphlet on "After-chool Stl.:.dy Centers." Volunteers visited

at least once at Welles-Darrow and at South &lore, to observe a

tutoring lesson or group homework help. At North Park, this pattern

was Changed to two visits whenever possible, since the neighborhood

was quite difficult and the staff wanted to be sure that the volun-

teerP realized the commitment tliey were making.

It was not possible to recruit volunteers in advance. The

centers all found that when people came to volunteer, they had to be

immediately included into an ongoing program. Realistically, there

was no waiting list of volunteers, as there was of children. Volun-

teers would never have come, the centers were convinced, if told that

they were needed "11.;xt., month." The e'Lception was for the special

summer school at 1;e11es-Darrow where the co4;.d.tment involved group

work with children for a definite pe-,-iod one morhing a week for six

weeks. These people were recruited beginning in :arch, and bagEn

work in june.

The presence of a coordinator who is available during tutor-

ing lessons was of immediate b::nefit to the voluntcero. Tne co-

oreinators were impressed, when they Cid miss a day at the center

how much the children reacted to their absence. Children who secze::

mainly aware of their own volunteer would react stror,zly to 'wilt fact

that a coordinator was going to be absent. They imr.ediately wc_nttd to

know who would be in her place. It is obviously not Linly the staff who

like to know "who is in char e."

;:ost suTe2vision of volur.tecr or:( has tz, coma during
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actual tutoring, or at least during the afternoen 02 evening tat the

volunteer works at the center. A variety of patterns were tried in

vericas centers to augment this direct supervision.

At South Shore, tno coordinator was a social worker. Four

experienced teachers offered to do tha basic supervision. They were

not involved in the day-today work of the center, and were seidem

there. Volunteers had to sign up and so to their homes; vary few

went and those who did felt that the supervision was far too rigid.

Some were told to use only one workbook for'a forty-five minute lesson.

They all used a variety of materials, but felt uncomfortP".e about not

following the supervisors wishes. After the social worker who was

at the center every day aseumed supervision, there were many fcwor

problems and volunteers were ciuick to ask cuestions. Unoover super-

vises a study center has to learn along with the staff, and be willing

to be very flexible.

The college student at North Fdrk had no professional back-

ground in social work or in education, but had the closest roldtionip

to her volunteers. She 'had had wale previous experience in work in

summer carps, including tutoring. Uhile eh e -;;ts ve:y close tc. hcr

volunteers, she was also successful because She had continuous eupe::-

vision from the project str.f , in pari,icular fro:a tho wincipal inv,:;s-

tigator. She was at first reluctant answer inquirics from vol,entse:::,

but she was very reliable about collecting their questions an,: pesein-;

them on to the project staff. The principal investigator read the

volunteer repoeLs and the questions that the volunteers hacl acci:tud.

Eho fully rccponded in writin,r; to their quorias and acIded of
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own. ::onthly staff conferences at which the principel inves-

tigator and the study center coordinator were present, by 61::missing the

children a half hour early and asking the volunteers to remain a, half

hour longer. These meetings tended to be somewhat formal. %rolunteera

were asked to present summaries about children v,ith whom they were

working, or there was a topic for general discussion such as the

testing pro &ram. Because North Park, as well as all the other centers,

cooperating with the project, followed the policy that there were no

supervisors who were not part of the working staff, comaunication

developed. In time the study center coordinator took a more and more

active role in answering queries and giving direction to the work of

the volunteers, and the principal investigator was able to wit :C'r'aw

from this role.

Another -crucial task of the. coordinators was to collect new

teaching materials and make suzgestions to the volunteers in this

respect. It was also the responsibility of the coordinator to explain

test results to the volunteers. Specific answers were found not as

difficult for coordinators as offering general support. The co-

ordinators must be supportive and sympathetic, particultrly with

young volunteers. The coordinators all felt that young r_e.op-1 c needed

more support and encouragement than did middle-aged housewives or

volunteers with teaching or related professional experience.

One obvious hazard of young adults working with childron

their tenciency to expect superior intelligence or achievement.

STiz,'1), 28 per cent of the volunteers considered their students to 'nave

"better than average intelligence," although it eppeercd thet
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At North Park, tho volunteers were much more realistic, but perhaps

because many had been working in the center for a long tame. Ti:orc

has been so much written about "hidden telent" that young adult

volunteers, particularly, often have unrealistic expectations. The

attitude was similar to that of a college student counseling in a

volunteer program who came for advice and asked "how do you knew

when you have two C and D students sit%lng in front of you which one

has the hidden talent:"

Part of this over-estimation came from the tui%orts de.dre

in the first lessons to see strengths of the children. The fact that

the children were usually extremely amenable at first, perhaps be-

cause of their o nopeq, made it difficult for the volunteers to

realise that this was not the ,encle picture. As they got to know the

children better, the job et tutoring became mere dieficult. Feelings

of personal defeat and discouragement almost always became obvious

with the young volunteers.

The centers that relied primarily on adult housewives felt

th%t the first month was meat crucial. Support durfr_rz ',het month until

the voluntosr felt secure a,. CG aautcn to tho center wee most L:.7or-

tant. After the initial month, me-. older volunteers were almeet

certain to continue. Those who loft :lid so during the first month, Ee

much so that coordinators said that the first month was the eruciel

one, and "if the voluhteer comes regularly for a month, you knew you

can then count on her and'sne'll stay. The main drop out is in the

first month, and there is no use calling these people because you do

not want them. If we can only keep for one month, they are

1-hooked.'"
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With young adults and students, the first month was also

crucial in the same way. By having the volunteer visit twice at the

storefront and sit in on tutoring lessons, they not only realized what

the job involved, but also deve2oped some relationS'aip to the other

tutors. This was considered important, because their hardest time

seemed to come after six or eight weeks, and they were reluctant to

adthit their discouragement. Having an experienced volunteer feel some

responsibility for a new recruit made it more likely that the new

volunteer would find support in the second or third month when she

got discouraged.

At North Park the coordinator knew from the records the

feelings of some volunteers, but found that many were reluctant to

admit just how discouraged they felt. Tho informal sessions with

volunteers provided the group support the volunteers needed. They

needed time together without the professional project staff. The

coordinator learned that, if she asked the volunteers how their work

was, they often felt compelled to report that everything was satis-

factory. But if giveri the opportunity and encolx.-ageuent to talk they

would admit the feelings that they did not write in their reports.

It was a pattern for the volunteers working together to go out at

least once a month, after the tutoring sessions, in addition to the

formal staff meetings. There was always one volunteer in the group

who expressed concern and dissatisfaction. There was also always at

least one who had gone through the same experience Previously. These

informal meetings were considered by the coordinator and the volunteers

to be most helpful. After two years as a coordinator, one college
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student felt that the most important understanding she had gained

from the job was how long and slow the process of helping these

children was, and that her main contribution was to help volunteers

to understand this.

Some volunteers would only admit feelings of dissatisfaction

after being assured that such feelings were quite normal. They often

then blamed their reluctance on their initial enthusiasrl. They

reported that, despite orientation, they wanted so badly to succeed as

volunteers that they had entertained unrealistic hopes for themselves.

These had not usually been expressed, and the staff had no way of

knowing that the job they did had not measured up to their on private

hopes and expectations. This, the volunteers felt, was hard to aeTnit.

The personal relationship between child and tutor cannot be

separated from the academic work. l'iany volunteers reported concern

with the strong attachment the children showed for them. This kid

expects too much of Mee" "I worry, because Nary says She will never

work with any other tutor--is she too attached to me?" Only one

volunteer expressed the opposite fear, that-She was too involved in a

study center child and was worried that her own children would bocee

aware of this. At some time during the tutoring lessons, mazty volun-

teers became concerned that the "child is learning only to please me."

Young volunteers are able to admit that they seldom accept

the coordinatorts initial orientation about how difficult the jc is.

They are enthusiastic, and most anxious to do well. The children are

usually, at first, also trying very hard to please a new adult. if

adults have unrealistic expectations, it can almost be assumed that
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the eaildren do too. Perhaps the process of working together is as

much influenced by the child's, as by the adults', realizations that

progress is slow.

The children rather quickly became attached to their volun-

teers, and some did claim that they "could never work with anyone

else." Some went so far as to say they wanted a new volunteer who

"looked like this one" or "who smiles like she does." This never

seemed to be true. When volunteers did leave, the children rather

quickly related to a new adult. They often referred to former volun-

teers, but the one who was helping them at any one time cemmanded

their loyalty. It was so important to have someone that these

expressions seemed more a fear of being left while still needir,, help

than of wanting any particular physical features in a volunteer.

"Being accepted" was important to these children, and the fact that

they could be accepted by more than one adult, and work successfully

with them, was also important.

Coordinators had special tasks in recruiting and supervising

men volunteers. One of the failures of elementary' education in geaoral

and in our efforts as well has been to involve nen. At the storofron-z.4,

about one third of the adult volunteers each year were men.

were predominately white professional young adults. In the houcing

project, the only men aside from one staff member were a man teaeaer

and high school boy in one summer school and several high school and

college boys during each academic year. At South Shnre, the staff was

also overwhelmingly female, but there were always -;me man volunteers

and one of the coordinators was male. The college project had about
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one-third male volunteers. Despite various recruiting efforts of the

individual projects and the city coordinating agel-.cy, the bulk of

volunteers has Oxays been and still is, female.

The college student project did not function successfully

cnoug'n for the staff to know if there was a difference in the

capability of male and female volunteers there. rat the other three

centers, the coordinators and staff agreed that non were more difficult

to supervise in work with children. Work with children is obviously

more often a skill possessed by =dn. Tae men were often either too

hard on the children, too de.:2nding in their standards, or they tended

to be overly-impressed with the children's abilities. They had much

less awareness of what can reasonably be ekpectod of children at any

given age.

The men volunteer 5 far more of than the women, were as-

couraged about the lack of achievement of the childrren and would

attempt to be tough and deming, that tho children withdr-.

Ironically, they wore also more often passive z.hd insisted on lsetLng

the children plan their lessons, or just play games. They =2C;

narked the children's papers with ;:1001o" regardioes of Lhe ccntent

and despite general center policy to not give grades. 'noy :culd

report "she reads well" or "he Ls good in arith::etic," despite the

record which showed very poor achievement or without apparehely

realizing that the work the child did well was on a level that

below where he could actually achieve.

The male volunteers accepted the notion that "'coy.; nond a

role model." This idea has so 1.;:.::_a'c,ed the
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professionals and parents in the inner-city mention it as c,.te.-_ as

do professionals. It is always in terms of working with pre-.

adolescent boys that efforts are made to recruit men.

No one could dispute the problems of boys growing up Irith,out

adequate male models for identification, but the discuson never in-

cludes the needs of girls for male models, and this is a problem of at

least as much importance. At the study centers, it was the girls uto

seemed most aware of the men. It was the girls who more often men-

tioned a male staff member or visitor, who may have left the center

a year before.

The need for boys to relate to men is so well accepted that

the young men in the center had no trouble in accepting the curiosity

of the boys about them, or their hesitant attempts to approach them.

But they often reported feeling at a loss to know how to handle similar

approaches from the girls. The girls would more often approach them

without knowing what to say, or make polite or disparaging remarks

about the young menst clothes. Often, they would just "hang around"

watching them.

At North Park, and Welles-Darrow, the volunteers the

together quickly developed a strong feeling of corraderie. It was

customary to introduce every new child or volunteer to everyone. rr-ie

fact that male volunteers'knew the names of the girls, and could &-e.ct

them by name, seemed important. Because of staff discussions abe t

the apparent wish of the girls to relate to them, they were better able

to accept their overtures and make casual conversations with them.

A number of men volunteers worked with young girls under twelve,
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')ecair.a they were next on the waiting :1,ist when the men volunteers

were r.vailable. But the men 1:oluntoers--more than 'dna women--werc

obviously imiportant to the other girls who attended the same evoning.

If a boy approached men as the girls do, to try to mr',:e

conversation, his need would 'so understocci by everyone and aceeT.;ed as

very normal. If a girl expressed the same need, she might be considered

sexually precocious or even disturbed. The fact that sensitive,

thoughtful volunteers needed help in understanding and accepting the

girlst needs tndicatod a basically different attitude to girl,.

The fact that nove-r did the perents or non-professionals mention sum

a need for girls--but tallied very often of the accepted necessity c2

contact with males for the boysseams to a.monstrate a lack of award-

ness of the prob'.ens of girio.

For sale time, there has been concern that can be

more vicious and more.self-destructive cnan boys. Etuy center staffs

were o,:ere that the girls were often scratched, kicked, or htr-:

clothing torn by other gir:s. The boys bid not ac often sorausn,

tear clothing, and the results of their fights yore not cc c,Irv-.Lo ns

In meetinz with volunteer g.roupo, and observing

action, it seemed obvious that lure ::.on volunteers WC:2C: often cemeern

and at a loss to understand the "inappropicte'; to

by girls. Particularly young nen adults somoti-es ciehar

ended such attempts at conversation, over :mete:. with an,:r, or

resorted to "kidding" themselves. 72 volunteer :--rops plan

i:;irlo in their pro,;;;i:ams, come diecuss,icn of need anc 1:-.sh of

of girls to "tala to men" ought to be undcrstood. tent:tive,
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halting efforts ought not to be rejected or made fun of.

The need for more =le contact in t1%., schools is obvious

and often discussed, but usually only in terms of recruiting 2":.:.2C male

teachers. From our experience, it was not only the amount of contact

that was important, but the quality of such contact. Certcinly more

efforts could be made to introduce more part-time paid and volunt,eer

help into the scLools. I could even be argued that it would be

beneficial for all children to hcxe increased contacts, even brief

ones, with men who are not teachers and preacher;, who new rep..-ent

the major adult male contacts ofal:ny inner-city children.

One special problam of supervision which emerged at the

storefront centor was with Jicknates, eoyc-ple represents the

nc.sd for the coordinator to deal -;.ith preblems that may be sl,seific

to a given center. Because co mny chindren reterea s at

the storefront center, this presented them with an opportunity to

display tnoir nickr,n.,:es. their owa. Evan names were distinctly

different from those of tho ;'ever-achievers" of the hcusing rases

center. They even differed from the given names found fn the group

referred by the scheols to the college student pro:,oct . r:he differ-

ence Was in the abundance of uhusucl names,. Thcse included very

fancy, made up names and most unusual surnsmos used as given ;;as.

von names of the months durinL; which the Children were Corn wcrs

used in one family. Along with the unusual n=es was the 1:recti.ce

of giving nicknames to the Cnildrc-:, nicknames which ocmp7etel:

replaced the Liven name within the family eirclo. f'.ometiis

were similar to l'Trcasure" uni ',,:usenie." theral. , they n:d
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derogatory overtones and carried hidden negative meanings.

The staff became aware of the problem of nicknames at the

storefront center during the first few weeks. Volunteers were generally

called by their first names, and their use of the children's nick-

names was sometimes defended by reference to the orientation material

which encouraged them to find out what a child preferred to be called.

These instructions had been meant for such innocuous changes as "Bob"

or "Bobby" for "Robert." Even after many discussions of these names,

and some children's apparent feelings that there was something wrong

with their odd names, the volunteer staff insisted on the practice of

using nicknames. Even after a child confided that his nickname had

been selected by the family because it ril:/mc:d with "stupid," :::any

volunteers found it hard to belif;ve that these nicknames ware

derogatory.

Cne evening there was a particularly disruptive outburst

in the study center which brought the whole problem of nicknames to

a climax. For the first time, the dhildrer in the center joined in

the disturbances started by youngsters without appointment came

in to disrupt. The study center children otarted to use nick.aames

for each member of the volunteer staff. These were nicknames

the staff had not heard before, but which the youngsters were obviously

usi::; among themselves to refer to staff menbers. All of the nick-

names in varying degree were either just nonsense or derogatory. The

adults felt that they were derogatory when, for example, one was

called a "big oak." The volunteers learned that for these youngsters,

nicknames had derogatory and depreciatory overtones and were not
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merely terms of intimacy. After that evening nicknpmes were dropped.

It is our conclusion that in the search for self esteaa, teadaera and

volunteers need to use the given name, to convoy that the name, even

if strange or odd, is acceptable.

At this point, it is relevant to join together the findings

on the turnover of tutors and the turnover of students at the

study centers. Turnover is an indicator of the effectiveness or lack

of effectiveness of the internal management of a study center. How-.

ever, it is necessary not to treat the findings in a mechanical

fashion. As reported previously, the STEP project had the higho,c-t

turnover; this represented both the impact of internal management

and the fact that college projects have built in high turnover.

71:orth Park had the lowest turnover in good measure reflecting the

character of the particular pool of volunteers which it mobilized,

nearby residents with a strong commitment to social change* The

South Shore turnover was only slightly higher than that of North Park,

and given the fact that it was a racially changin: neigborhood2 this

was, to a considerable extent, an expression of the e2fectiveness of

s-upervision. T;:elles-Darrow recruited a large proportion of its velun.-

teers for snort term summer projects, so that the data on turnover

arc not Ps meaningful.

One. of the issues in turnover is the relative turnov::r of

volunteers and of students. These data are interesting in and of

themselves, but they are also a reflection of the effectiveness of

study centers and the problems they have to meet. If -.7.e the

that student turnover was higher than the turnover cf tutors, this
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would be a clear indication of the ineffectiveness of a spoof...fie

program.. It would imply that the tutors unable to hold and

service their youngsters. In general, this was not the case.

'For this purpose it is possible to e:camine turnover in

percentage terms of the tutors ant students who started fall in 1965

and Who ware continuing as of 2ebruary, 1967. SYLP displayed high

turnover of both tuto-r.s and youngsters; it is interesting to note that

the rate of turnover for both was equal; 19.0 per cent for the tutors

and 19.4 per cent for the students. "Ly this measare, Ssulh .:0"..'3 had

a lower rate of turnover and again cruel for both tutors and young-

1--ers; 51.8 per cent for the tutors z.nd 50.4 for -the students.

:crth Ph, not only was the rate of 'L:0Ve2 lower but uuaacvr was

lower amen the youngsters than for she tutor:, i.ldieating the capacity

of the center to hold its younssters; the fiL;,:res were 38.7 per coat

for the tutors are 56.; per cent for the students.

In launching the C.c_io.%t2tion, it was assnmed thr_t the

essential etusoticarl content would have three eicInts;

help, one to one tutoring in rending and ancl a 111_:nr:

facility. ;:one :ork help -:.; seen ca supplying an aI:pre-.:riate settin:.;

where youngsters under the sup,.:rvision of adults eeuld :et

ant 3.appoi,t to do their her:ewerk. cc trainin and

would be required. The tuto.:ing pl.eam was exviou3ly

catcd, but it was seen as a l'elativc:1-:

could 'es readily anc: 6.1]:cot.f.c.-1
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is set forth in the principal investigator's pamphlet on ":-..fter School

Study Centers" and in lielring Hands (University of Chicago Press).

The idea of the library was to make it possible for youngsters to take

home books, since practically all of them never had any books in their

homes. At the time when the demonstration project was launched, it

was in effect the infomPl policy of most Chicago schools not to allay

youngsters to take their textbooks home at night, claiming that they

generally lost than if they did.

The quantitative data presented above indicates that the

academic content had an impact. Eat the center also had other

activities, including ga mes and cultural activities, thich were pert

of the program and which probably contributed to the effectiveness

of their wyrk. It is necess a2'y, at this'point to ex :cane with scao

care the notion of cultural enrichment, since it has conic to be a

slogan with zlechanical and arbitrary implications.

In recent years, one approach to helping poor children has

been to emphasize "cultural anrio'aLent." Foundation grants and school

programs have been based on the concept that, if a:nosed to "cult---1

activities," Slum children 1,6.11 be motivated to ael-Lic:ve.

approaches that have attracted national Lttention, secac;d a

possible basis for action programs that might solve the prcblaa by

e;:posing poor children to many new e:;:periences that are part of the

heritage of the so-called middle class child. There is some evidence

that Children respond to such activities withnew interest in learning,

and signs of mental and ancLional L:owth. Tae result is an alaest

mandatory requirement to include these programs in any project that
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seeks funds for work with inner-city children.

Manuals called "Cultural 2.--:ich.rdan'z," have eppcared. :heee

are lists of suggested group trips in the city. Tohether children a2e

taken to an expensive concert or to a free trip tezough a factory or

industry, the result is called "cultural enriament." The terell

unfortunately, has become so well-lcaown that one mother brought her

child to a study center saying "Please take him. I want him to have

a little culture."

In fact, the groups of volunteers who started out trying to

do group work and individual work immediately found that group work

was far more difficult. Many found it impossible, since it requires

more pre2aration and some ability to supervise a '71-oup of child:en.

Despite the obvious difficulties these children had in working in

groups or in sharing adults, many guidelines and sugsestione for

volunteer efforts included an almost mandatory requil..eaent that such

groups col.cern themselves with "cultural enrichment."

Websterls dictionary defines "cultural" as "fosterir:, cf

growth." There is no mention of its being an el:traneous characteristic

of a:v group, or that it must be acquired through the Ipayz3,--,t of re_ e;

or by traveling to new placee , in large 4,,oups. 'dle -class pafenoe

foster their children?s growth in meny ways, including the use of

public facilities. This use of public facilities ie a email pel.t of

the ef:orts of parents, who would' be deeply concerned i2 their child2cel

came to regard "culture" as something that exists only in specific

institutions. Despite this, such programs are sometimes expected to

provide for the "cultural" needs of poor child en.
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There is a danger that the popular concept of "cult-acra

enrichment "can actually detract from more meaningful contributions

that study centers can make. The experience of wtrking with individual

volunteers in a familiar setting was obviously a very meaningful

experience for many children. One obvious lack of the children is in

knowing what to do with their free time. Both at the housing project

and at the storefront center, children learned many games which middle-

class children play. They began, for the first time, to visit each

other's home to play games. At both canters, games and puzzles were

checked out and used at home over the weekends.

Inner-city children have not had adegaate experiences of

traveling to places of interest in the city. It is ecnially true that

they have other needs which are as velid. Gen .mes were one mcjor e,.e

and this included a wide range of alternatives.

learned to play "jacks," although quick to claim that they could.

Neither did they know that they were available in the diestores for

tom. cents. None of the Children could play any table game "by the

rules," including checkers. Active outdoor games were just as :-..Juk:;i1

enjoyed, and just as new. Me so..(1,7, which Children sing in day-cas

"and overnight camps seemed co::.:plctely new to the c17-111,::ren.

they like to sing, but their sin was cl4ite limited to "pop tu:,es

from the radio.

Sewing classes were most popular. The children too young

to participate would stand oqtside the deer and look vi t:1 lo: :f.m; c-jrs

at the older girls who were included in this class. Tracy did not

stand outside of other classes, but each day, there were young c:iiircn
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watching longingly outside the sowing roam. This was obviously a

skill with special meaning to them.

Volunteers have numerous skills and much knowledce to offer

children in the inner-city and ought not to be un.er pressure to do

group work before they are able to or wish to. The individual trips

that volunteers made with children wIre most successful. Of those

trips, the volunteers consistently reported that the most successful

ones, when they felt closest to the children, were the times the

children came to their apartments to bake, prepare lunch, or to help

in building bookshelves.

It would seem reasonable that group work within a fe...2.iliar

setting ought to precede ta:king groups a distance from the center.

Xany volunteers graduated from indivldua". to group 1..erk or were e'ele

to function as effective group leadere because they h-d special

to teach. But in general, most volunteer projects found working with

a group of underachieving children to be most difficult. -1%4. es un-

fortunate that the whole concept of "cultural enritLment" cre-e to be

so divorced from the work of the study centers, so that tutorLeg

projects often felt compelled to offer (e.ou-o trips, whether net

they had a viable group, or any experience with group o.

At the s4-orefront center, all children went on individu.,:fe

trips with volunteers, or two volunteers who were friends teak ...heir

children together. Despite the obvious success of this pattern, .:,here

were continual discussions of the value of "cultural enrIce.t11

whether the center ought to do more. Croup activities planned after'

tutoring lessons on specific evenings went well, and the volunteer
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Children do not alwaye got out of en outing what nirtilt be

expected. One group of boys from a slum neilborhood, taken on a

short tour of various communities in the city, were most impressed

and talked most about the fact that there were clean alloys. They

had not realized that such alleys existed. A group taken to a music

concert in a very beautiful auditorium appeared unimpressed with the

music compared to the beauty of the building which overwhelmed them.

Among trips from one center lelich the children enjoyed :as

a trip of primarily very capable, motivated children to a college

campus. In their literature course, they had read of Enrico Ferri

and were surprised that important work had been done in Chicago.

They especially talked of wanting to see the plaque, commemorating

the first chain reaction. Letually, this did not interest them as

4Auch as the fact that a college is not confined to one building, as

their experience of schools had led them to believe. Even zore

wa.ting to the girls was the visit to a staff memborTs house for

lunch. After the trip, the boys talked of the coll,,fe. he :iris

talked of the house, 'which as one Girl excitedly re7orted had

"carpet in the toilet - -.just like the House," which she 1-1a.1.

of course, never eecr but only iranzined. Thera were also seve2a1

outings to see movies in the homes of volunteers. The hozes fase-

hated the children much more than did the movies.

After conducting a six week special summer sdhool in the

housing project area for three summers, the staff realized how 1:-.1.;.C.a

it meant to the children to travel out of the area in small

To give a youngster a meaningful experience outside his neighberheo,
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it is riot necessary to organize a Lar scale culturl event. Infor::la.7

outinzs were offered at every opportunity. d1s tlare woo aloe a feel-

ing among the staff that the nicest program for these child:ren would

be, ideally, that they could be w. :red to another area. For years,

people have come to inner-city aro.: to work .d.th Chileiren. It would

be especially neaningful for those children to know that they rc

welcaae elsewhere, and that it is not all a one-ay process. :f

niddle-class or suburban groups would offer their facilities and

invite these children to share their church centers--and especially

their childrenfor half days or two days a week; the Children would

not only be delighted, but would learn about different social worlds

and becotie more capable of bridging that is now a real gap between

their world and others.

1.any centers in Chicago ctartod out rs very pro-

jects, takinra for their model the first after-school center W:Lch

opcnc:d in a niddle-class neighborhood. It was not difficult for t.nis

group to recruit seventy voli.:_ri;eors including a lzrga ruler of

c:.ea had previously taught school, and to secure during th.:: firse

two maths, donated becks and reference n_atc,1.izio wereh

$2,(500. They served five schools, and children from first

through the eighth grade. :,:orth in particular, started b:

fashioning itself after this for a.::opitc the fact that th..d.r

aveilz'olo space was riucn atallor, they recruited childreh with flra,

and cout to .help several neighborhood cchcols. r.hoy even

pre-schoolers and high school students in or''na plan,

found that these greups did net cen.c zhy significane
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Volunteers who Were recruited were offered a wide variety of jo::,s to

do including reading to ,gi-oups of pre-schoolers and leading clubs

for high school students. ';:hen the center actually opened, it was

obvious that there was no available roan for group activities. The

najority of children were in third through siaiui rc:des, snd they

needed individual help. The progrz,m was redefined as a one-to-one

tutoring program, elthough the board felt that this was only the

first stop. This objective turned out to-be enough worh for then,

and, ezcept for a f;w children the always came to do homework, the

p-rogram re=ined essentially one of tutcring.

Other prerans, such as South There, bean as tutoring

pro'=s and then found that their t'gradustes" needed adConal

They added sane roac:ing clubs to help th'ese children, but only far

one year were thee:, a significant part of the .progra.:.:. Tao ne:,:t year,

there was practically no response fro::: the children to the invitation

to join a club.

I;herever projects opened their C',0023 to all ildrea the

wished to cone, they fo-and ov,=h.D1Lc:cl ao in

city ended up tcLinc only one-santa of the children -C::oliod to

attond.

projects call

very fcw actually have operated on a on:,-tc-onc antic

children. ?articularly in the inner-city Lost projects sclde

in having L:ore than one adult to work wIth tree or four thilL'eu,

Tutoring on a gcoup basis difficult

::ore trninia and :" ,"e :fc
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satisfactory. There are exceptions in almost every setting. S.

pairs of childron seem to wo...k very well togethor, and there are

ez:ceptional volunteers who wish to and are able to work with more

than one child at a time. 2.:Creover, the children who are more able

to work in groups are those 1ilo are apprordnately at grade level or

above. They are far :lore able to there an adult, just because their

needs do not seem to be oval The inability of most sty-

center children to share and to function in a group setting was an

obvious shock to man; people working in centers.

It is more possible to have eups for homework help,

pa2ticlarly if the children are worhing on the same rlesignment. The

need to learn to relate to other children and to work successfully

in a Group is so obvious that sponsers are always te.r:.ptad to try ,1:2OU.:;

worn before they arc recap for it, or have workable plans for doing so.

Cne and of group war': tans has aeon zucCessful for aiga

school and college student3 is the offering of enrich:tent activities

to g:oups of children. In there pro;_:rces,,the volunteers bo:or,;-

hand and plan the'rsorring or afternoon proLram exeund a 'theme. Com-

mittees are formed totake care of onto and crafts, mu::ic, story

telling or roadai.ng, and refrLehcats. The volunteers as a g:cul7.,

and so do the children. There is no evience o2 close y-Jreenr:

relationships, and if the same volunteers., no not an-mean every wee,

proL;:an still r.oes on. unfornate that so ;.1iy grens

selected tutoring prograras as the only alternative, instead of er:plerinL;

what they might better be abic to afcl-..

The typical tutoring 1%.*;at or otady center ol:.:ns in
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fall, after school begins. It is usually set -op with expectations

of continuing at least through the acadcmic year. At ChriJtmas tine,

the project is usually shut down for the holiday, and has to be put

together again in January. Elome do not recover quickly, rd take. at

least a month to get started again. Then, if there is a holiday at

Easter time, the project shuts down a:7sin. end early in the

spring, usually claimin g. that the children lose interest than actually,

the volunteers are dropping out. The sheer mechanics of setting up

projects after each disruption takes a considerable 02 time,

and it is difficult for projects to plan their time c=aitnents ara

schedules. To make programs work in the inner-city it is necessary

to have realistic, time tables. High school and coller-e students seem

to have particular trouble making long-range plans. A tan or twelh-e

week commitment would be realisti for many student 'eups, and might

forestall the unplanned leaving of a larger nuvber of voluhtsers,

nest study centers operate for four days per week. Study

center staff found that Friday ;:as a day en .vLich net as :.efly hildscn

attended an afternoon program. ne children did not usually have

homeWork en theweckends. In evening programs, Friday was the lez-at

popular evening for volunteers. The pattern of :enday through Thurs-

day became quite standard in study centers, At the houoir:, proect,

the school social center W%:,3 especially active on ':7ednesf.ays, so the

afternoon program took place en the other days, chuiir.g Fridsy.

.Uthouzh the children were not as ape to have homewerk assignentc,

they attended in just as 1%rge nzmbers on Fridays, and it was a c-ced

day for activities. ';:hero the only available activity was herh,
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Friciay was not considered a satisfactory day.

At 2.11 the centers, the staff 'become aware of how :nuch more

difficult the children became as the week proyesscd. There was a

rocognf.zable tension before Friday. into became much worse before

holidays. 'The week before Christmas and the wcehs before the ending

of the school year are especially difficult. Public school teachers

arc also aware of this proble,a, but usually explained the reason as

the T,excitement of the children because they are look-in" forward to

vacation." Generally, there is little diseussicn of this issue in

the educational literature ond in the preparation of teachers.

The most extreme reaction reported .from the centers was al

the housing project during the la =i week of the special

:k>rth Park avoided much of this trouble by remaining open 21-.1est

continually. The children scan so obviously or-LA:Le:is that it is im-

possf...ble to dismiss their concern n3 "excitc.:c:r.t." von they

tali: of sleeping late and watching telovision all day, the tone cf

voice does not sound happy. T.-ley are incn'easingly restless and in-

attentive and much more prone to minor scluabbles.

The staff could identify some of the children reacted

most strongly to the coming holida:.,s as the none of en f,n

the streets, and perhaps more vulnerable to trouble there. ,:eek-en

are a -etne ..:hen the children more often lose track of tfe...e, and

Saturday morning proc,raz.s have to be,gin late in the mernirc.

',E,slles-Darro.,, the last week of a six week special

school was L'Ifficult for t.1;o :311:;.:02s. The third zu.r.:mar, thc staff %:_s

so aware of the problem that they made special efforts. :.any vo7c.ntee2s
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had been involved in former .suraer proz..ans, co they wntod to know

how to roke it less difficult. IIctra activities were planned in

every class. If two projects for a craft class were planned, the

volunteers in Charge were asked to add at least one Lore project.

No one expected to solve the problen, but only hoped to keep the

children co busy that there would be loss tondo: and disruption.

The staff was pleased and surprised ,:hen the final week passed without

any of the argunents, tears or extreme restlessness that they had

anticipated. Both volunteers and the coordinator were convinced that

the of .'tarts ::.ade to offer pore activities and none choice than usual

responoible for their success.

The children always olairei that the last few weeks of

regular school are spent in l'finishing up" workbooks and tnat thoy

do Luch less work near the end of tho year. norningrn.y be spent

chec°,:ing-in books. If tho apprJach to holidays is really as difficult

and anaLety-provoking to these children as it appears to be, this

proble::, ought to concern the consols; and perhapo greater effsrt::;

to offer meaningful work or actIvities particularly during the last

week. It is also obviously a trageey for those children oo

re-ny agencies operate by "office hobro" ..slip nre not avaUab.le .'nee

they most need them. Week-ones eva71 frightening to the: :, becuse

they lose tho structure they have knon during tho week, ant f:;w

agencies offer any week-end activity. :l7ny operate fro:: nine t.G five

on weekdays. In the evenings, the children wno attend tne sto:efrent.

center at as to reek are in the streets when not at e conter--;:be:e

:13 no °t he:- place, for thcal to be. Ca the weekends, they are alzo in

the street.
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ILterials

The centers cooperating with the demenst:ration projeo' had

a variety of materials available. These included a supply of pencils,

thane paper for school assignments, crayons and Itscratch" paper, such

as paper that was mini.eographcd on one side. They all had. donated

ragazines and books, encyclopedias and dictionaries. sets of standard

vocaoUlaries such as the Dolch cards and phrases, arithmetic flash-

cards and various phonics, reading and arithmetic games and work books

were kept in a supply cupboard, which was in some centers locked.

Volunteers often started out using sets of progra=ed

materials, because they were labelled by grade level and appeared

easy to manage. Their sine, in small singlc-story sheets, r::;;;C:2 thcz:

more appealing to the children than long books. 6tudy canters naed

such materials in part because they are attractive to youngstsrs.

Eut their potential was found to be liiaitod since their seented

character limited effective learning and failed to develop sustained

interest.

A variety of school readers always had to he availaels, be-

cause the Children often looked for something familiar. Even the

format was familiar to them, so thc.t they often selected that tyee of

book, even though they were different from those they had used in

school. The centers each solicited or bought soma of the materials

listed for reluctant readers, ouch as controlled vocabulary ias.

Again, volunteers liked these because the reading level was clearly

indicted.

The new readers, which were not yet available in the pu'elf.e
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schools, were very successfully used. The Detroit readers were the

first, but when the Dank Street :loath:1*G bc:nzzlo available, every canter

maneged to secure some and both children ,,nd volunteers reacted very

favorably to then. When the children borrowed. them to take homo and

to school, several teachers sent notes back with children askin

whore they had obtained the books. With several older children, and

especially those who required extensive review, the Structural 1::eadinz

series was used< The books were used successfully by a number of

volunteers but they all had a good deal of supervision.

A supply of phonics and arithmetic workbooks we:0 often

at first welcomed by the children, partly becall.se they were

In fact, the children often explained to volunteers what wms

in the exercises. Some would seem to hide behind such familiLr

materials, and many showed that they WQ:',2, aware of the rdaponses

wanted. They could work mechanically, without redly havins to think

about what they were doing, or understand it.

Gradually, paper back books became one of the most appcd-

in3 materials for the childrcn. They often ceLmented that -E-:c:y

tlittle" books and they liked their c.call size. Paperbacks wore

considered "real" books, in contrast to the controlled vocabula:y

series which were thought to be special devices for backward

The children often preferred to take a roular library beck .ithent a

picture on the cover, ex7pleinins that it was a e7.7" bock, ..nd

seemed to prefer to struggle with harder books than to accept

was obviously especially packa,sed for poor readers .

al the centers found it useful and in fact necoss-.1-y
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supplement their library with new m;.:terials. At the storefront ceht,.',

neighborhood residents an to coe, by during the first wee:f.. This

pattern continued. They brought paper, pencils, books and mega'zines

as donations. In the housing project, the CHA staff was very respon-

sive to requests, but again, volunteers brought nany materials. At

both centers, parents several times sent a dollar bill folded up wit%

the registration form, explaining that they knew the center used

many donations, and they would like to help. in one case, the staff

was concerned because one of the poorest families brought in a

donation of 5, but the obvious pride of the family seemed aere in-

porL.ant than the fact that they could ill afford such a contribuion.

At H'orth Park, the children wrote thLilk you notes fer thc,

donations, and this yes a volcano assioluent for them. At the heusin;.;

project, it was handled by the staff. Sometimes, the coordinator sant

h note, and often the children wrote such letters individually or

collectiveiy.

The efforts of the volunteers to have the dhildren br'ng

homexork from c,chool were not generally successful, until the children

knew them quite yell. While good volunteers could and did si7.11y ask

that kind of 1,:ok they were doing in school, and :1:edze up :--ppropriate

materiels, the majority never developed this ability. They depended

on the materials and suggestions of the center staff.

Coordinators had expected volunteers to assume ricre

:Ability for materials. Cradually, they all admitted that this dec:d

unrealistic. Volunteers considered their time at the Center as in dir

contribution, and few brought m-aterils with them. The exce-p'den
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in the collee tutoring project, whore there was a pattern of

developing original stories, lette2e and gees for the children.

While a variety of matorials seemed helpful and cessay

because of the needs of both volunteers and children, the actual

materials seemed very secondary to the ability of the volunteers to use

them,. For a corpletely unintonested child, a volunteer selected an

issue of Life magasine with an enciting space venture recorded in

pictures. The child was not rosily interested at all, end the volu,-1-

co:o felt let down. But in lcol:lhg at the magazine, the little ;"-1

noticed the American flag on a spaceship and very ox.citedly said

thats Mr. Konnedyls flag. She seeelod unaware that it was also her

flag and that of her country. She were iZterested in aookaa as

large map of the U.S.A., .;Thf.ch had been on the waL foa.' weans,

:lac. not seance appealing. Tno feet cc the evening was epent wean

the map, witn the child full of questions. IL:ich states were first?

Where were all the states she had hoard of?

In each center, most youngsters Leveloped a positive interest

in one or nore subjects or tcr)ice. -2-at tlerc were a ldnority, two 02

three out of fift:r, for ,:ho:11 intc3 ideas that "a-stealca cad

not be found. Nearly all i'olunters needed e-?estione, materials

available, and lots of encouragent to develop th,..;;;C: interests in

their youngsters. A few volunteers the could not make use C avh11,Sie

ideas were thenselvos too disinterested. One of then, a college .:Iiky2,

was hi:::self so tired of school, so unhappy about his need to

interest in studies, that he could not 1DJ ihte2ected or interest a

student in anything. When L7.5::Gd about his college paper, he
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have no interest in it, why shenlc: nawspapers were rejected

by hin, for the sane reasons. 3ut beeause he was intelligent, he

finally realized that he was the basis of the problcm,not the child.

Children have an ncanny ;ay of sensing sincerity, and that is the

main reason by projects must be very willa7 to accept a wide ':ange

Of approaches and materials.

Xany volunteers and students feel most co:sfortable with

-,:hat they recognize as rezular school materials. Others want only

different, now ideas at first. ::est one up using both. Only those

very few volunteers vho lack real intorast themselves end up with

feeling and statacents that .;liothing wors, 1/ b:,!eaube they the=eves

lack the interest to offer anythinz with sincere e:,::cations of

success.

The lack of :aateriels was considered by soz.o brioascrinE

agencies to he one of the major notds. In part, front the on:pe2ience

of this damonstration projeat, t'flic does not cae:a to bc the cas:.

This would secal to be more a lack of knowledge L'oent the availe

resources. It was not necessary for the research staff to provide

much mpterial to projects kith it cooperated. nc r.Tency or

board in charge found puslithers and Lroaps such as celic3's o::enb

bw-rds very willing to help. Eame publishars mnterils so

freely at first that they later had to decide criteria for 2alaa

projects to help, and they sonati,aes asked grctlps to net pub:'(;Lo

their donations. However, securing zateri:ls was net a pro'olc.1 far

the croups in the demonstratton project and for grou;s 1::-;ch ha: oed

organization and adequate leadership. 02 col.n'oe, many Grcr.s in
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inner-city had to buy expensive sets of materials which were then in-

adequately used, because of the instability of the projects.

In any planning discussions of a new center, at least one

professional would present the idea that only now materials muet be

offered to these children because they are so tired of o'd things."

This was sometimes a teacher, other times a social worker, but always

a professional. The non-professional and the volunteer never made

such a statement. They seemed generally-more aware of how under-

equipped the public schools are an how great was the need of the

children.

hen Eid4e-class families want an encyclopedia, they nay

buy a new one, or they J.:ay look at the want-ads for a recent one.'

Those lovoar-class families w1-4aa found who had such materials had

paid the full price for the::. and felt ender pressure whenever a

salesman came by to tell then that the one they had was not the best.

`Jhon the children in several centers talked ebout books and hum:'

they cost, a majority of them thouLht childrents becks cost lat.';ut

'4;5." It was reirAniseent of what their parents theuzht about the coat

of college. I,, was something they hoped for, but not suriouely; bc-

cause they only knew that it costs "thousands of doll_rz." When they

heard of the limited cost of local colleges, they found it herd to

believe. The same was true of books for children.

The centers undertoolc circulation of paperbacks although

this was thcaght to be dificult to manage. This was done successfully,

by providing sandwich bags for the children to carry them in. At one

center when books wore bought at book sales, the staff busily erased
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the price narks until one day a volunteer suggested thc;t they 1-,c loft

in. The children were very impressed t'hat geod beche in good con-

dition were available for 10 or 25 cents. They had never heard of

such a thinz. Some parents asked about second-hand boksteros,

we:e especially surprised to find that paperbacks, they read,

were also available there. They often cane then question:, about

encyclopedias and had to be assured that it was very nice for a f.a.r..ily

to have one, but that they should not feel under pressure to buy

=ore because of a salesrian. The staff pointed out that they did riot

have a variety of such naterials in their hc:,es--and that both

libraries and study centers had ::eve :'2,l different ones for children

to use.

In eonclu3ion, it should be pointed out that sl::orvf.a.:rs

also need an opportarLity r:utzta -s:Isten;a"and contihed Cevele.e-

.:tent. The project conduote,; two city-wide cenforencs with s.;: diet

suipervisors. 7'.1 the ions run, this activlty needs to he lecatci in

a group such as the ',:ayorts Oc=iscLe-h on :;:?.laidons or the

Volunteer Bureau of the :!etropolitn U;-.1fare Council.
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c=a
OHG:da ZATIo:aL

Tao after sChool study center s,rvas as a bstwsca the

falzilies of the neighborhood and the puS'ic ;-sehool. In th ens

the experiences of parent involvement aro rspsrod, ths

parents and childrcast contact and ima;;ao of the ?)lc schc.:,1

teachers and school administratorp.. In a ....sal asnso, ene of the

most important functions of the after school cantor staff is to

speak to the school on bohalf of yo.aagatars and p:rants.

parents were found to be caolu;:ad fram schr.ci cc,ntasts to a

that was difficult to coLprsh,and.

was in the second ;'car of tho damcnotra'cion proc]act

that th principal invastir;ator was invitcd to a public seacel in a

neboring city to facet with tachere and paraats. <.:hc was told

that they had a prograra of paraat participatian and thcf wor,: hnvin

regular mcotinge. Eha would ::cat L^_th the taachera 1-2ars ccei

started early in the Lorning, Lai than with the paroat,_; apatime

lator. The folic.ring is an exa.:rpt from her field notes s'seut this

experience:

I :as very intorasted in sc(ln ho the school
developed a program and hc..r it oparats, so I ag2L,sd
to go. I did not rcalf.ze how ex'.-_-.ely rive I W:3
until I got there. The loaating with the teachers
went very well, since they were a captive zudia
and this meeting was con6idercd part of their rogZlar
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work. They were more critical of tutorinc a=te i after
school study centers than leezt r-oups of 1;02C LC:

with whem I met. However;, they eid eeeke oeveral
comments about how helpful it would be to them to
have such a program. I thought the hostility miEht
have resulted from their .h -,ring been a captive
audience; this group of teaehore had been req4red to
meet with me at eight o2 clock in the morning. Ordi-
narily, such meetings that I have attended have been
open to those who volunteered, and so probably
attracted more people who were cympathetic.

There was time to tour the school and then I reported
to the room where the parents meeting was held.
though I had mot quite a number of staff =sleeve. by
then, no one had menticned to use that the parents?
meetings were in fact "a complete flop." It was only
after I got to the room and waited uith the profes-
sional teacher in charge of "parent involvement" that
I realized that only one mother and one grandmother
were going to appear. Ithen the teacher left the room
for a while, I asked them hew =Iv ordinarily appeared
and they told me they had been the only ones at every
meeting. This teacher did apologize for this and sa..:d
that it seemed to be very difficult to ge t the parents
out in this neighborhood and 'suggested that we just
have a casual discussion°

Such audiences are by no means rare. On another ecceeion,

the principal invectigator was asked to cc= to a library during

"National Library Ueek" to dieeues with pczcnt.s the library can

help their childreno

This meeting W. mo:Ithc; in ad-4.ance t11, LL; be-
fore the neetin, I was called ai:ain to Laak sure tIlu.; .JJ:10

arrangements still stood. I ar-,:ived shortly befol- the
meeting was to begin end found the library completely
empty, except 'tor staf2o I wondered if I had been mis-
taken in the date and finally someone went to look for the
head librarian. She assured that it was the rif:ht niLht
and that it was a few minutee early. She :hewed ew ehe2e
the meeting would be held and then I asked if I could
look at some books. I went off to one section of the
library and returned at the time the meeting was supposed
to begin. I was in a very large room with at least one
hundred chairs arranged in straight lines and a beauti-
ful display on the walls and the only people there to
admire it were the head librarian end myself. She
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exlained to no that oho had sust t'he jeb and

therefore did not feel responsible fo:: aY nietdke, In
faet; the previous librarian wac not responsible either
bocausa these meetings were reoleired by the library
board.

A a few minutes, one woman arrived and said that she
COL.-.2 only because she wanted to meet me

she had read about one of ray publications. We
oat ani Chatted for a Lhile. Tne woman was an ardent
library user and was concerned that the library '.:a-

hardly being used by anyone. The librarian asked us
both for suggestions about 1%hat 21:10 could do.

Just as wa walled out the door togother, the one visitor
offered;eo a ride home, and the Librarian asked her if
she had seen ray book Hc:f2-17 Hands. the said, no and that
she would like to. Tao librorian, therefore, opened a
small office and said I ]:cep o:so of the controvorsial
books here in Iv private office and people 'rave to ask
for them.' ;::he brought out a copy of ray bock from what

apparently was this category (oinec ,,t ecalt with volzn-
teers) and gave it to tho womdn to chez:: out.

ciao principal investigator; over a die: year pried, had en-

countered frequent cern:unity and paremt involvement mo:,tinge oponserr-d

by schools and libraries :'z.oh failed to preiucc :.ueh of a reeponso.

Experiences wain community based programs wero more oft,. sueeo,:sful.

Teo or three people interested in s; ti: a -woluateer

project would talk with friends and then would asic if they could bring

their friends along so that they could all participate in the

cusoion. A group which started end to Le two or three weaid

Warily end up being at least six peo.ple. 'Jno e:d-,a_ples of

that completely failed were in 1cL:Le cue:-: aao
and the library, while study OC:1:3 and tutoring projects are n:t

bureaucratized to the point where they cannot ad;_it wt;on someihing

an obvious flop and cancel a rooting whic wall have 110 relevance
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except to be recorded in an official report.

As one goal for study centers, cur orientation nateriz:ls

listed "to develop approaches for reach17:g tho faanies of the

youngsters the are being served." Lone early projects which were

Lot part of the demonstration effort tried in various ways to "force"

participation by parents. Some had discussion groups for pa` cats, to

which they had to come if they wished their children to rortiepate.

From the beginning, we rejected this prisoa philoso-,-hy but realized

the importance of helping families to support both the work of the

study center and of tha schools.

Both local and national laaterialo prepared about t,utori:-,'

projects have talldabol:t parent involvauent .:oainly in tel-mo c the

need to have a "parent advisory board." net a single one of .aoo

successful projects that we ooserved in Chicago ever had cn effec-

tive "parent advisory board." The 2OZCZ..: project did work closely

with parentst block groups in ostting up the 2tu:ly contr at the

public housing site, and net with thee r!-'0:1.;3 tWic.; year after-

wards to discuss prog:c:ols with ifns:

Parent involvcment otart,; with the basic obligation of

tutoring projects or stud-.; centers to secure tho parent ;e perzioion

in writing for the children to participate in the pro,:ren, c:

special events and trips. This was done. in the four eentere Tith

which the research project cooperated, but it is often net aseaue

by many sponsoring agencies as their ra,r;onsibility. It 1:id
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an obvious first way of respecting the. leg7.1 ri:hts of parents--nd

their moral responsibility for thcir ei%Lia're w'faro.

In addition, except for C4.2:', tho centers dld ass-,xmo

responsibility for informing paronts alout the progress or lack c

it, of their Children. Again, this should bo assu::Lod a basic respon-

sibility but is ofton not montioned as a first stop in parent involve-

merit.

The extreme position of olr,r-ing that "nothins can ba dons

for a child unless tho family -Is 4--Nolved "is contradicted by the

tradition of years of experience of teachers, religious leadsrs and

neiz-jabors who have helped children with or -without their parontts

help, and soLetines dospito the parents': initial un,gnen3 to

support the child.

Despite the widespread tion that lo:;tr-ciass ar,:.es

are hostile to the schools, our ce:perionc.; was that tncy were much

less verbal in criticizing scacols and teaChsro than so-called

middle-classu parents. Thoy are fully awaro of how dcpendent on the

schools their children are and as their chi-IL-on start out for L;anool

they are deeply concerned. Tracy hnow very well that cdusa.on is

essential for their children to be sueceszful in lifo. Since whorl

is known to them to ba the only for their Clildron, tne

-_-,oups we dealt with did not bchievc in attaekik: the cal hope th:

thou,sht they had. They are not prepared to assist, howcver, an

become indifferent as the school fails thoir children.

nladdle parcs often mako re-:.srke aat

their schools and teachers. Th,":0 sane people have read *&pch6 al_sat
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why parents should not fist in front of childran, but nany have novor

realized that their attacks on their school a.; as d=a:-ing to their

children. While they would not coneidur telling thuir

how to take care of their oick child, they of have no hesitation

in telling the schools and teachers how to educate their children.

This was not the case in our contests with l'innercity" parents.

We were convinced that the best way to reach a parsnt was

to help his child. If successful, tho parcnts would accept and support

what we wore doing. They had a right to knew 1.laat the prograra sought

to accomplish. Centers had an obligation to tell parents that this

work was only supploTaentary, and could not take the place of work in

school. Such terms as remediel readir::: were never used. The

emphasis, on fors given to parents, was on "care inf.ividual help

so that the childts schoolwork -an iYapreve."

It is particularly Laportent to evaluate each typo of

family contact. Si:LP reported a very lel,:;c pcxecntaz;e of "occasional':

contacts with parents. Actually, t:%a content of i:eso Conte t, ;:as

found to be almost co pletely in telephone calls nade bec:.uso the

attendance of Children was irregular. Another reason for

contacts with parents was that the college tutor a- usually :.et thca

students at the center, before on outings, and returned

there. Tao other groups never u:,cd tha etudy cent:ire as a z.eating

place for outings but rcc;34red volunteers to call fo:7 Child: _n :t

their hones end return then thee at a tine known to the prenes.

text to STEP, the So'uth Ehoro center reported the least

contact with parents. This was partly duo to the location en t.e
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second floor of the local "V bndleina on a ce.o.ercial ctreet. Both

children and volunteers lived ,tthin a few bloc:es roeiuo, but cree by

appointrient. Ordinarily, parents' only called fer on a2poin-',..-nt

they wee-to concerned eneufh to want to talk to the staff. Parerts wore

cnceuraE;ed to coma to register their chileren, but Yeany did not. the

staff felt that tho parents: responsibility was to see that thelr

children attended, and that they had no right to expect ::'ore frem

them. In addition, the south 'Shore center was located in a rd,ddle-

class Dem:tunity, where many of the staff had personal and profesaional

contacts with the sehcols. ProlDlems such as concern with eyesi;fnt,

and the need for referral to other cervices or a;.-;eneies, were referred

bac% to the schools, with success. Altho-- i;orth "a:ok and W,-1es-

Da.1'rew worked as closely with the sCneels ac they could, the cane

problems more often resulted in the study center vca.f feelin:; that

they had to become involved, and even find facilities fer the children,

because of the absence of adeovate channels in the inner-city.

The types of behavior problems were different at the veniono

centers and thus produced diffcrent types of parental involvement.

Since South Shore was the lecet formal, it war, net eo.2aip::ed to handle

difficult children. While all the study centers a.:Ixeed that severe

behavior problems were net appropriate candidates for tuterin;;, the

shoe: access to botl. lark erne :neat that the

limits of acceptable behavior were very =en -oreader. Tne clientelo

of South Snore was obviously, visibly clifferent, because they wero

individual children the cane only by forzal a2pointL,tnt for dniivich,..al

tutoring. Both North Park and Welles-Darro'v had children the
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sometimes came as members of &..oups, or with friends to visit or to

do homework, and then were often only slowly able to acco'?t individual

help.

Unlike South Shore, both North Park and Welles -alrraw. were

located within residential buildings. Both cen.ters had the children2s

famili es living next door, and children .t..to kmew that the staff could

easily meet their parents, and uho immediately either asked that their

mothers come by the center or that the volunteers or coordinator

"come meet my motheren During the summer par- ticularly, at both study

centers, children walked around thc ca .m-aity with their classes or

volunteers, and met members of the family on the street. 't Welles-

Darrow the first day the center opened, a 0119 went

out searching for leaves, and Llet one o. ii;ho had be:,:r. a

Girl Scout leader, and two was most helpful with s.<;zesticns.

first day that Borth Park opened, caildren in one large femily were

given individual appointments for one evening a wook, went ho= amd

inmediately came back with a note fray their mother. They 3r,aave no

place to sit to do their homeworkccald they please came every nit

just for that?" A note was sent hcae saying that, of course, Jc:-.cy

could. From the minute they opened, both centers were a part of I;he

neighborhood, simply by being there. Both were very interested in

reaching the families, but there was little in the experience of

volunteer groups to guide their efforts. But because both staffs

were sincerely interested in supporting both the schools and the

homes, they gradnAllY developed meaningful relations with the

felali 1 es served.
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One immediate problem that staff became aware of in con-

tacts with parents was the unw'"ingnces of same children to take

home books or materials. The public school discouraged such practice

and the children complained that they had no safe place to keep them.

After some children aKoressed no interest in books for a long time,

the -,olunteers found that they were really afraid to take thew he e,

for fear something would happen to them.

In the housing project center, this problem was mentioned

at each parents meeting at the beginning of a new year. aigy were

told that the library was available and that it was hoped that the

children would use it freely. They could help by anding a place for

each child to keep his books and papers, so that he could be reepon-

sible for them. We kxew from experience that some children would

otherwise feel reluctant to use the library. At the store2ront center,

this suggestion was sometimes made to parents individually.

Children later mentioned the places taeir mothers found for

them, such as a high cupboard Shelf or a dreeser drawer. The idce of

having such a place seemed new to many children, and they would often

mention what they were going to put to th utheir private pepors.:'

Tne staff afterwards doubted that any other suggestion of

theirs had meant as much to the parents and children. Volunteer c-Laffs

could anticipate this problem in inner-city neighborhoods? beceuse it

is apparently a constant concern for the children. Papers and books

are mislaid, younger children destroy them, or they are thrown out

because no one realizes that the child wants to save them.

Among the projects that the children make for themselves, a
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simple shelf to go over their bed was perhaps the it popular. Tae

girls especially liked to cover with contact paper to b,-; ueed

for private treasures, and would come back to the center to report

that everyone in the family wanted one and they wanted to make more.

The privacy of tutoring sessions was obviously important to

the children. Often, they jealously guarded against intrusion of

others into "my lesson." Volunteers who mere unaware of their feelings

sometimes found that an outing was spoiled for the child because the

volunteer thoughtlessly invited siblings or friends to share the trip.

tv.:-..`harinz,41 was an obvious problem £cr the children, and the volunteers

usually became aware of now xeu.ch the individual contact meant to

Children wto had to share so much all the time, Even the physical

setting emphasized the privacy of tutoring to the children and they

were quick to assert their rishts. _A table at which they at with a

volunteer was "our table" or "my table" and they returned to the same

place week after week. If someone else happened to be sitting there;,

the child would wait patiently, or more often during the firet

demand "my table."

The housing project, with its six attractive reems on o

floors) was enjoyed physically. Even if the group 'were saall and

worked together, children would oftea walk through the extra rc,:me;

seeming to enjoy the luxury of walki.ag through rooms and closing

doors. No matter how small the group, some would ask to go upetaire

and work in pairs of two or three. "Playing school" was a favorite

activity after homework was finished, and rmAll groups mould go up

stairs to play, closing the door. Two children woo had the same
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assignment would ask during homework time to co upstairs and work

alone. A box of dress-up clothes used fc z. draela zroups was uscd

nearly every day by a small grcup of girls, la° would go upstairs

and shut themselves into a room. Ileaay every day the six rooms

were used most of the time, because the children seemed to cnjey the

availability of privacy. Sometimes, Children vApressed the sac

need by asking if they could move to a corner, or to the other end

of the room.

At the storefront center, there vas only a small baekroom

available, which was usually used by children who wanted to do home-

werk and who were not beiLg tutored that evenlez. If available, one

or tuo children would move there with their tutors at the ea-17drenIs

request.

Despite the apparent for privacy of croups or pairs,

the Children never asked to work alone in a room. This was sug-eeted

for individual projects a few times, where the ch:Ild needed a lot of

space. They preferred a table at the end of the room. The staff

could not remember a single Caild ever physically isolating hi=self

from the rest, and the children are seldom seen alone. They came to

the center, worked, played and participated in pairs or tre.ees. L-e

the homework center, these units were of friends; at the storefront,

they were of .siblings. When one child missed attending the eental%

the other one or two were not apt to be there, and, in re=em:oering

Children, the volunteers and staff realized that they rc.:.-e-thared. the=

often as part of a pair or a 5ne11 group. it was hard to picture

children without the best friend or sister who was always there.
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North Park

The main contaci with parents came because the coordinator

and some volunteers lived in the immediate neighborhood within a few

blocks of the center. They saw tho Children on the streets, aad

they themselves were often on the streets and known to the residents.

The study center remained open during Christmas vacation except for

one week, during which time a party was hola for the diildren. The

staff brought records, and the children danced. Some children com-

plained that they were the "squarest records" they ever heard, and

they ran home and brought back their own pop tune records. lifter

this experience, the children were always asked to bring records.

This study center remained open througa all of the spring

vacation, and closed only for national holidays. rEais helped to avoid

the disruption at most centers, in starting over azain after holidays,

and it was obviously the time when the children needed the °cater the

most, since they were at very loose ands during any vacation time.

Sometimes special programs could also be planned for legal holidays,

but if not, the center was closed for that one day.

Contacts with parents during the, first year were individual,

and mostly the result of telephone cells or personal calls on faailies

if children did not attend regularly. Tae coordinator together with a

student "helper" preferred to go to the home, instead of telephoning,:

to see if the parents and child were interested in continuing at tha

center. In time, the volunteers also discovered that it was productive

to do home visits instead of telephone calls. Most of the children w'ao

were regularly late or failed to show up were children from homes
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without phones. These seemed to 'ea the poorost and most disorganized

families. Eight of fifty homes did :13'i: have phones, and the:e

children were consistently the ones ,,:ho -Leek the lonzest to learn to

keep appointments.

The staff felt that the families appreciated their concern,

and they more often found out reasons for the daildren not attending.

Even the excuse that they "forgot '7 had a different meaning in soma

cases. For example, in one case the mother cane home from w-ork late,

and had to prepare dinner for a vary large family. Several of her

children had appointments on different evenings; Sac was very

sincere in wanting the to attend, had ae' :ei them to remind her, and

was quick to blame herself for not always ramambering. When a staff

member acknowledged that it L.:est be very dif2ic.:it and that it was

unfortanato that they could not all attend on same eveninj, the

mother hesitantly asked for aelp. Together, they made a list of the

appointments and at the mother7s euggostion, placed it prominently in

the kitchen. Tials, they solved a problem that would . bean more

difficult to handle by phone.

Within the first two months volunteers ad made

trips with their children, meeting than in ',he hones end in

v..-ctik; the parents. Because this study center closed only, ut the

end of the summer for two weeks, thero ,me no other

in tutoring. Before tho study center reopened each fall, ahe es-

ordinator.called (41 the P,milies to re-register tho children.

cave her an opportunity to sec those parents whom she did nst

Weekdo were the best time for these visits. Feailies with a 1:hc.-..;
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were conacted for an appointaant; ethors received a note that the

coordinator would come by at a opecific

The staff often discussod their wiCa to offer more to the

families of the children, and have more contact with them. An "opera

house held during the first two 12.snths he cb.ritelvs operation

had brou,sht many comianity people, but fcw parents. in the spring,

the study center was offered a free production of '=fuss in Boots" by

a volunteer theatrical group, which helped to arrange reatal of an

auditorium in the same building as the study center. J. ter the play,

the study center was opan for the fen lies to visit. Laspite the

fact that it was a childron/s play, mosb mothers cane with tacir

study canter children d,a^0n en Lir childre-n. i:ofrecLatats WC2 served

in the study canter, and more than half the .fa:Llies were reprzented.

A r:hort time latcr, the staff wa offered a free pro-

duction of I;Throuh the Looking Gieszl' by a profossional Lroup

only two days/ notice. Thc owner of the bar acre::: th3

had supported the center with funds and ecaipn..ant, offcrcd iha aseand

floor of his buildin,s, free. The t.I:ff was conserned that the:e

not be time to notify the faailias, but the childraa took OV,,2

job. Tao reeponce was exeellent. of tae chi'dra:n and noL,t of

volunteers attended. AlmeLt every fa -may was re-)reeented by at

an older .7;tin g and a large of fa':hcs cane. In conba::t

the children:s play, everyone Was very dressed up fcr this. c.-.-anins:; at

the theatre. Tao production, Idthout scnery, was an ideal choice fer

a faluily party. The play csald ho ',z'f4rrstood on differc,nt Ibvc1L:;

it was sophisticated, yet familiar. Afterwards, there woo a
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deal of discussion among the children that they had expected to see

curtains and properties on the stage. Scz.e had seen a profes-

sional production before and had thow;ht that scenery and curtains

were essential. They talked as if they had seen so me-t;aing very new

and amazing.. Since the entertainments .s hold outside of tie study

center, there was no discussion of its educaticn /liork--no "strings"

were attached. While many might not consider such an event as "parent

participation,' so far as the staff was concerned, it was a nest

rewarding evening for all three-volunteers; Children and their

families.

During the first year, the contacts with parents were

quite limited to situations that arose in the study center. These

contacts involved children %he had a problem other than a disciplin-

ary one. Discipline at the study center was considered to be a staff

responsibility, not to be imposed on the parents. 1.:est caazen was

concern with the need for glasses. The school was asked first about

tha suspected need and uslIally, but not always, was aware of it.

They had encouraged the 'parents to get glasses. T4e concern of a

volunteer or the coordinator was cnoue2h to cause the parents to do

that they had simply put off doing. SOMQ had urcalis7.,ic ideas about

the cost, and it was helpful to make referrals fer them. Cf* a de:en

children only one accepted a volunteer2s offer to escort the Child

for an examination. This was a family where the mother was dead and

the father worked long hours. He was most willing to take care of

the problem, but needed help in escorting the child.

During the second year, both parents of children in the
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study center and parents Who lived near bcEan to call or C.=::! with

questions. This happcned about twice a wack, and the staff felt scme

concern that they could easily become a referral agency, but the

aaonnt of such inquiries remained steady th.:_rin3.thi; next several years.

It seems obvious that the center will :amain a place to tura to with

educational problems, unless the schools develop a different image.

One concern was children being assizned to EMH rooms. (These arc

rooms for Educable Mentally Handicapped children.) 'arca paren'ts

came independently to the s-nter to ask wnat it means that their

children were "goirrr to be kicked out." The use of 1:',H rooms was

explained to than, and they were encourazied to talk to the school

about their concerns, but it was doubtful if any Cid.

Each yea:, an open house was hold for paronts at the-study

centcr. The c:lildren read pca=, and z.c:L., :cad cri,in=2

!:pproximately three fourths of the families cane tin.a.

For many parents, ::orth Park was the only aEenay

to their children. As a result of contacts with !e)-rth

parents have base able to begih to other egenaies in tne nei:ntar-

heed. It is cliff-le:tit for middle class people to understand how

a facility is to lowcr class childrca bocauz; it is ovcn

three blocks away, or across a den, irons t: c: Two aEe'naine wni:n

had activities for children wefa not ori.linally sees by tna por;.,hte

as available for this reason. Cno, blcoks away, wee can

of bounds because of the noihberhood through which the children hal.

to to Eet there. Anotier, t-ao blocks away, was available

to older children since their parents believe:: they could
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there. A branch public library two blocks away was in a gloomy

location and considered out of bounds for ioct Children. Two yeare

later, when the area was properly lighted, this facility became

available to more children. But the geographical constriction of the

lives of lower-class children is a continual shock to middle-class

volunteers. Small children are confined to their homes or the street

in front of their apartment building after school.. Pre-adolescent

and even adolescent children are often confined to their city block.

This does not mean that there are not some children who are quite

-
IVUWWILVV1J.LA4.5 and ni.sv but thcee younz-

sters are a minority' even in the population of the Xorth Park study

center. This storefront center was within welkinz distance of Old

Town, the lake, and a zoo. 1:ost Children went to these places with

their volunteers, for the first time. The "leop'l was a favorite

excursion and many children claimed never to have been there before.

One problem which did not occur at this storefront was the

uae of the center as a baby - sitting service. This had happened in

niddle-class neighborhoods, but the difference seems to be in the

concepi, of chat baby-sitting is The children in the storefront

neighborhood were on the streets for hours unsupervised. ..file: a

family did have a teen-ager to care for the children, her job -.:=d

limited to serving food at mealtime.

Parents of the North Park storefront center children

not seen concerned about the safety of their children, in caatrast

to the Welles-Darrow housing project parents who wanted their children

escorted home after dark. During the first three years of the North
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Park center1s operation, the staff had to continually encourag,:: even

small children to go home at nine o'ciock at nlzht, when the centa:-

closed. They would begin to play in the street, and it was not un-

usual for an eight year old boy to be the oldest in a -,-oup walking

hone several blocks at night. This changed after the riots in the

spring of 1968, and parents began to escort their children. The

children were no longer always in the street. The street in which

the study center is located was subjected to discriminate damagci,

with some stores broken into and o'cllers simply :4ivirg the windows

marked up. The study center was net hit. Howover:, de:aolition of

unsound buildin7s is going on near tae center and the neignborncod

gradually being invaded by group s of young alon from a nearby net.ei

project. Although thee-a changes had boon going on for ooze tLue, it

was only after riots nearby that paronos becco::e concerncd abaut ens

safety of their children. Where previously only one fendly had in-

sisted on having an adult escort the d-A.1dren, after the riots

nearly all dnildren were escorted to and frsn the canter by adul--

Meetings with paront,s were f. 1d at the begire:ing iii onch

new se:aestor at the '::clles-Zarrcw neworl: and at graatiea

at the end of su=er school. iG reListration time, the peres .at

in one room, and the Children in .:_no her with se_:.: of the :to:22.

Although not required, since the children were registered in ac:,;a..oe

and parents had already signed a feria regisZ,ering them, the t:Irn-eut

was very good. Most children hr.d some adult come on re-'strhtien

night. There were only twe or three fathers, and sos mothers
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explained that they could not stay long bu the eh-lir:nen 4 n-

sistcd that they co m..:. At 17.:2:raduation" at the. end of the

program, every child had scncone from hae faLily present. This

nigat be an older brother or sister, but in all but a few cases, the

mothers caz.e. 1.E .any more fathers came to thi.; affair, repreeering

about a third of the families.

At the first meeting, the parents were told of schca-le

and volunteers were introduced. An effort wnc made to tell them as

much as possible about what their children Lt;:z1d be doing. They we-2'3

encouraged to visit, and to call the center if they had any c2J.cstiens.

The first 5:a ter, no one carle to 'vi it and only a eauple of calls

came when children were ill. thie increased ele:,rly during the next

semester. parents called. One said, "you called no

when he 7-,,a3 absent, so I thou_'' yem zd li.ks cn12..': Ens se:tn.:lee

very hesitant, as if fearful that ;dais

Tney cgradupily accepted tl:e fact that the seater did appreciate t.,-uen

cons, and it beep.:,, very unusual. for a child to 1:::L3 3 and for the

family rot to lot the center :chew.

$2. sides introducing the vol:mteers parents; end

the: of center activities since the last p2C.V..01'.:, meet.L-.g, the effer'e

was made to ex:plain the success in terms of eeepurati.on of ,:enee.1_,

heme and study center. Each one 'f.aC.. aid that ef

parents prir)Prily involved seeing that their children attznded sz.heel

regularly, and that they had adecuato o;po't.unity to do their

work.

The group meetings were always vsry and
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said anything. There were always positive ce=eents but only once

did a parent express concern about, zhe proci-am. Eae wanted to

if her child could be assigned to all academic classes, and no crafts

or other activities. The coordinator went overthe schedule with

her, and she seemed satisfied then she found that the pro gram was

heavily academic. It was after the group meetings that the rain con-

tact came between staff and parents. Individllelly, the parents seemed

to feel much more free to ask a variety of questions, often about their

children in the program but also about other children at home. The

staff came away frau these meetinzs feeling that nearly every parent

in the room wanted some kind of assuranee about her children, or

some factual information about the availability of school programs of

which they had heard, but about which they seamed fearful to approach

the sdhoolse

The testing was explained to the pare.lts and they were

offered the test results for their children. This was the only center

in which tests were showed to most of the parents, who, because of the

offer at the registration meeting, called later and asked for an

appointment. Besides Showing them the test, there was always an

explanation of what the scores meent and that the Child had be,:m. told.

While the coordinators at all four centers knew the children;

at Welles-Dannow and North Park the staff also knew the -lize.-ents.

Partly because of the parent meetings at Welles-Darrow, the zoordinetor

saw the parents much more often. There was also an obvious difference

in the way that information was communicated in the community. The

housing project was a more isolated community, and a great deal of in-

formation was passed by word of mouth. Parents very )ften referred to
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the experience of another parent, when ,1.. If WA.

true at North Park. The parents the::Iselvns had to decide that

center was available, without knowing of othcrat expe,riencas.

a few mothers at Welles came to learn about their daildTs 'radiiz

scores, the rest seemed immediately aware that this was possible, and

began to call for appointments.

The children in the housing project were often very aware

of activities in other homes nearby. They were much more apt to know

who had skipped school, who got a beating last night, and whose

11 1 or% - .e J_ _ - _L
1:144411g.1.- Wa0 Lia....L.J.eu Lod QL.;.:Ls.A.I.L. .1/4.44 V1 cknitraUL5 n

families was not a lot greater than at Norh Park, but included more

families. The contacts were mere diffuse and indiuded at least a

nonlnal contact, throug4 discussion of the test results, with nearly

every mother. The number of one-parent ho:.;.as wt.s very similar in

the two settings, but the staff was mcro a.:;zre of the ef=:'ort..3 of the

mothers in the housing project, who seaced very open about seeking

help. They were, of course, usually =ethers of mere capable yourrI-

sters, ,4ho no doubt contributed greatly to the fact that their

children did adhieve. The fact that therwere mLre interested

opportunities for their children; ::,,are concerneC. about thelr hiLh

school placement and availability of spacial program and opportunities

should have been expected.

The children seemed very aware of the close relationship

between home and the study center. When a volunteer became e...-,.zry

with a child one day and threatened to call his mother, he startle-d

her by saying, "Go -4-:ad. You talked to her all the time anyway
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